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ABSTRACT 

In the present study the cognitive outcomes of cardiac surgery were examined in 

patients who did or did not develop delirium early post-operatively. The study 

expanded on previous research by investigating: (1) the relationship between delirium 

and functioning on specific cognitive domains; (2) the relationship between delirium 

and cognitive functioning after taking into account pre-existing cognitive impairment; 

and (3) the cognitive profile of delirium. 

The study employed a non-equivalent pre-test post-test design. Participants were 

80 candidates for coronary artery graft replacement and/ or heart valve repair or 

replacement operations who were 60 years of age or over. Participants underwent a 

neuropsychological assessment pre-operatively, daily assessments between post

operative days 2-5 for identification of delirium, and a follow-up neuropsychological 

assessment 12 weeks post-operation. 

Twenty-one participants met DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for delirium early post

operation. Participants who experienced delirium performed worse than participants 

who did not on one global cognitive measure and one specific cognitive domain at 

follow-up. However, this was likely due to the contribution of other factors such as age, 

years of schooling, pre-operative performance, and neurological events post-operation. 

There was no difference in the proportion of participants who did or did not develop 

delirium who met specified criteria for cognitive decline from pre-operation to follow

up. 
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Significantly more participants who developed delirium, relative to those who 

did not, met criteria for pre-existing cognitive impairment. After taking into account 

pre-existing impairment and other potentially contributing variables, delirium was a 

significant predictor of performance on an attentional task at follow-up. 

There were no significant differences between the cognitive profiles of 

participants who did or did not develop delirium, at pre-operation or at follow-up. At 

both time points the profiles of these groups resembled the profile of a group of patients 

with vascular dementia. 

In conclusion, although participants who experienced delirium performed worse 

on certain cognitive domains, this appeared to be due to factors other than delirium. 

However, after taking pre-existing cognitive impairment, and other relevant variables 

into account, delirium adversely affected attentional performance. Delirium was 

associated with a vascular dementia profile, but this profile was not specific to delirium. 

Study findings have both theoretical and clinical implications. Consistent with 

the theoretical literature, the findings support impaired brain reserve as a risk factor for 

delirium, and the hypotheses that a combination of impaired brain reserve and events 

associated with delirium are responsible for subsequent cognitive performance. 

However, in the case of attention, events associated with delirium appear to be 

. responsible for poorer performance, possibly due to the persistence of impaired 

attention, which is an essential feature of the delirium episode. A further theoretical 

implication is that individuals who experience delirium may be particularly vulnerable 

to developing vascular dementia, however, there needs to be further investigation of 

this risk in a non-cardiac surgery population. Clinically, study findings highlight the 
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need to investigate possible cognitive impairment in individuals with cardiovascular 

disease, and in persons who experience delirium. When indicated, appropriate 

monitoring and/ or treatment strategies should be employed to reduce the impact of 

cognitive deterioration. 
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CHAPTER 1: DELIRIUM & COGNITIVE 

FUNCTONING 

Overview 

Delirium is a disorder of cognition that is a common complication for elderly 

medically ill and post-operative patients (Brown & Boyle, 2002; Marcantoni, Flacker, 

Michaels, & Resnick, 2000). The incidence of delirium is particularly high following 

cardiac surgery with rates as high as 57% reported (van der Mast & Roest, 1996). As the 

aging population increases, and as medical procedures improve, older and sicker 

individuals are undergoing medical and surgical procedures and the incidence of 

delirium is, therefore, likely to increase (Kamholz, 1998). 

Improving our understanding of delirium is critical because delirium is 

associated with a high risk of mortality, functional morbidity, and increased costs of 

care (e.g., Casey, DeFazio, Vansickle, & Lippmann, 1996; Curyto et al., 2001). There is 

also accumulating evidence of cognitive decline following delirium (Francis, Martin, & 

Kapoor, 1990; Francis & Kapoor, 1992; Juolasmaa et al., 1981; Katz et al., 2001; Koponen 
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et al., 1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993; McCusker, Cole, Dendukuri, Belzile, & 

Primeau, 2001). Specifically understanding the relationship between delirium and 

subsequent cognitive functioning is important for two main reasons. First, a better 

understanding may advance our understanding of the mechanisms underlying 

delirium. Second, a better understanding would hopefully facilitate our ability to 

manage this debilitating disorder. 

This thesis explores the course of cognitive functioning following cardiac 

surgery, comparing the cognitive outcomes of those who do and do not develop 

delirium post-surgery. The post-cardiac surgery context provides an opportunity to 

explore the course of cognitive functioning subsequent to delirium because there is a 

significant risk of delirium after cardiac surgery, investigating post-operative delirium 

allows a cognitive assessment before delirium onset, and because there is extensive 

literature on the cognitive outcomes of cardiac surgery, but comparatively little research 

on the cognitive outcomes of delirium. Setting a study of the cognitive outcomes of 

delirium within the context of an established area of research on the cognitive outcomes 

of cardiac surgery is intended to advance the standard of the existing literature on 

delirium outcomes. 

The main findings of the present thesis were that, after accounting for relevant 

variables, such as age, and pre-operative neurological events, delirium was not a 

specific predictor of global cognitive performance, or of performance on any specific 

cognitive domain. However, after re-running regression analyses and including pre

operative impairment as a predictor, delirium was found to be a significant predictor of 

performance on Attention at follow-up. In addition, analyses of cognitive profiles 
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revealed that there was no difference in profiles of participants who did or did not 

develop delirium after cardiac surgery, either pre-operatively, or at follow-up, with the 

profiles of both groups resembling the profile of a group of patients with vascular 

dementia. 

Introduction 

This chapter introduces the main topic of the thesis, reviews the literature, and 

provides rationale for the present investigation. It comprises three sections. In the first 

section, delirium is introduced. In the second section, how delirium may be associated 

with a decline in cognitive functioning is explored. The literature on the cognitive 

outcomes of delirium is reviewed in the third section. The chapter concludes with a 

summary of the current state of knowledge of the association between delirium and 

cognitive functioning, and with an outline of areas deserving further investigation. 

Delirium 

As our understanding of delirium improves, our conceptualization of delirium 

changes. In this section the difficulties in defining delirium, due to ambiguities in 

terminology, and due to revisions and inconsistencies of classification systems, are 

explained. The clinical features of delirium, according to the clinical and research 

literature, are then described. These comprise features that are essential and most 
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specific to delirium, and other features that are often associated with delirium (Smith, 

Breitbart, & Platt, 1995). Next the differential diagnosis of delirium and dementia is 

discussed. The section concludes by considering the outcomes and current management 

of delirium. 

Defining Delirium 

"It would appear that confusion describes both the syndrome and its literature" (Wise, 

1987, p.90). 

This statement captures the ambiguity surrounding the terminology of delirium. 

Over the years various terms have been used synonymously with delirium, including 

acute confusional state, organic brain syndrome, and encephalopathy (Liston, 1982; 

Wise, 1987). The use of different terms has impeded communication about, and 

understanding of, delirium. 

The ambiguity over the terminology of delirium has contributed to ambiguity in 

classifying delirium. Revisions of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 

(American Psychiatric Association, 1980, 1987, 1994), one of the primary psychiatric 

classification systems, have seen shifts in the conceptualisation of delirium. While 

essential features of delirium (e.g., a disturb,ance of consciousness/ attention and other 

cognitive disturbances) have remained consistent across versions, associated features 

(e.g., disturbances of the sleep-wake cycle and psychomotor disturbances) have 
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differed. Revisions have typically reflected the development of understanding of 

delirium (Smith et al., 1995). 

The DSM criteria are considered the gold standard for delirium diagnosis (Smith, 

et al., 1995). In contrast to previous versions, which were based on clinical consensus 

alone, the delirium criteria in the current version, the DSM-IV (American Psychiatric 

Association, 1994) underwent field trials in an effort to validate diagnostic categories 

(Liptzin, 1999; Smith et al., 1995). The DSM criteria are not intended to represent all 

possible presentations of delirium, but these criteria remain the benchmark for the 

majority of delirium investigations (Smith et al., 1995). 

The criteria for diagnosing delirium according to the DSM-IV are not entirely 

consistent with criteria of the other major classification system, the International 

Classification of Diseases-10th Edition (World Health Organisation, 1992). The ICD-10 

criteria include several symptoms beyond those in the DSM-IV such as psychomotor 

and sleep-wake cycle disturbances. The ICD-10 criteria are, therefore, more restrictive 

and fewer cases of delirium tend to be diagnosed by the JCD-10 relative to other 

classification systems (Liptzin et al., 1991; Smith et al., 1995). For instance, in a study 

comparing the JCD-10 with the DSM-III and the DSM-III-R criteria, 9% of participants 

were diagnosed with delirium according to the JCD-10, relative to 38% and 33% who 

were diagnosed according to the other diagnostic systems respectively (Liptzin et al., 

1991). 
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Essential Clinical Features 

According to the DSM-IV, delirium is considered a disorder of cognition 

(American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Although there is no consensus on the 

presentation of delirium across different classification systems or in the literature, the 

DSM-IV and the ICD-10 criteria concur on four essential features: 1, a disturbance of 

consciousness or attention; 2, a disturbance of cognition; 3, an acute onset and 

fluctuating course; and 4, an external cause (Lindesay, 2000). The first three essential 

features of delirium are each now described in turn, whereas the possible external 

causes for delirium are considered in a later section of this chapter on delirium etiology. 

Disturbance of Consciousness/ Attention 

A reduced level of consciousness or disturbed consciousness, characterized by 

reduced clarity of awareness of the environment, is generally considered one of the core 

features of delirium (American Psychiatric Association, 1994; Fairweather, 1991; Gill & 

Mayou, 2000; Lipowski, 1967). However, some consider this feature, once defined 

'clouding of consciousness' (American Psychiatric Association, 1980), as vague, 

ambiguous, and notoriously difficult to define (Fairweather, 1991; Lipowski, 1980, 

1985). There appears to be some redundancy between the terms consciousness and 

attention because consciousness is typically inferred when an individual is alert, able to 

pay attention, and respond to questions without drifting off (Albert et al., 1992; 

Fairweather, 1991; Lipowski, 1985). For this reason the term consciousness has been 
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abandoned in some investigations of delirium (e.g., in those employing the Delirium 

Rating Scale, Trzepacz, Baker, & Greenhouse, 1988). 

Persons who experience delirium typically display difficulties in various 

processes of attention. They may have difficulty initially focusing their attention on a 

task, and then sustaining their attention (Lipowski, 1992). Individuals with delirium are 

easily distracted, for example, by other activities going on in the ward (Lipowski, 1985; 

Wise, 1987). Assessing a patient with delirium therefore means that one might have to 

repeat questions, or re-direct the patient's attention to the assessment. Persons with 

delirium may also perform poorly on tasks that require them to shift their attention 

(Lindesay, Macdonald, & Starke, 1990; Lipowski, 1992), such as Part B of the Trail 

Making Test (Reitan, 1987). 

Disturbance of Cognition 

Cognitive disturbances in delirium are primarily detected in memory, 

orientation, thought processes and language, and perception (American Psychiatric 

Association, 1994; Lindesay et al., 1990; Lipowski, 1985). Disturbances in each of these 

areas are described separately. 

Memory Disturbance. During an episode of delirium, various aspects of memory 

may be impaired. Because attention span and ability to register new information is 

reduced, immediate memory is usually impaired (Fairweather, 1991; Gill & Mayou, 

2000; Lindesay et al., 1990; Lipowski, 1992; Wise, 1987). For example, a patient with 

delirium may have trouble repeating a string of digits (Gill & Mayou, 2000; Lipowski, 
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1985). Likewise, recent long-term memory may be impaired, as evinced by inability to 

remember 3 objects after a delay of 2-3 minutes (Lipowski, 1980, 1992). In contrast, 

remote long-term memory, that is, memory for past events or general information, is 

not typically affected in delirium (Fairweather, 1991; Lindesay et al., 1990; Lipowski, 

1992). If deficits in remote memory are detected, this may indicate dementia (Lipowski, 

1992). 

There is often a degree of amnesia during the delirium episode, with both 

retrograde and anterograde deficits possible (Fairweather, 1991; Gill & Mayou, 2000; 

Lindesay et al., 1992; Lipowski, 1992; Wise, 1987). Despite this, vivid memories of 

particularly frightening hallucinations or experiences may be recalled following the 

episode (Fairweather, 1991; Fleminger, 2002; Lindesay et al., 1990; Schofield, 1997). 

Persons who experience delirium may confabulate to compensate for their loss of 

memory (Fairweather, 1991; Lindesay et al., 1990; Lipowski, 1987, 1992; Wise, 1987). 

Disorientation. Disorientation is often present in delirium, and tends to fluctuate 

alongside fluctuations in the severity of the delirium (Wise, 1987). Disorientation to time 

is most common, and may be present even in a mild delirium (Fairweather, 1991; 

Lipowski, 1992). This is evinced by an inability to correctly state the day, date, month, 

year, season, and time of day (Lipowski, 1980, 1992). Disorientation to time is generally 

worst at night, and may not present in the daytime in a mild delirium (Lipowski, 1992; 

Wise, 1987). Disorientation to place may also occur, even in a mild delirium, 

particularly if there has been a change of environment (Fairweather, 1991). Unfamiliar 

surroundings tend to be mistaken as familiar (Lindesay et al., 1990; Lipowski, 1985, 
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1992). For example, a patient may feel as if they are at home, despite agreeing that they 

are on a hospital ward (Wise, 1987). Disorientation to person may present in more 

severe cases of delirium and is usually characterised by non-familiar persons being 

mistaken as familiar, such as a nurse being mistaken for a patient's sister (Lindesay et 

al., 1990; Lipowski, 1980, 1992). In the most severe cases an individual with delirium 

may not recognise family members (Lipowski, 1980, 1992). However, the individual 

with delirium may have difficulty naming familiar persons (despite correctly 

recognising them), and it is important not to mistake this for disorientation to person 

(Trzepacz et al., 2001). Loss of awareness of one's own identity is very rare in delirium 

(Lipowski, 1980, 1987, 1992; Trzepacz et al., 2001). 

Disturbance of Thought Processes/Language. The thought patterns of an individual 
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1992). A patient with delirium may simply be unable to direct their thoughts at will, or 

their thinking may be so severely fragmented that they are incapable of coherent 

thought (Lindesay et al., 1990; Lipowski, 1992). This disorganisation may render the 

patient unable to comprehend abstract thought, or to reason effectively (Lindesay et al., 

1990; Lipowski, 1987, 1992; Wise, 1987). 

Disturbed thought processes may be detected through language (Brown & Boyle, 

2002). For example, tangential or circumstantial responses to questioning, or lack of 

associations in responses to normal conversation may indicate thought process 

abnormalities (Lipowski, 1985). Other language impairments in delirium include word 

finding difficulty and difficulty naming objects (Lindesay et al., 1990). Fluency of speech 
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or writing may be disrupted and in extreme cases a patient may be mute (Fairweather, 

1991; Lindesay et al., 1990; Trzepacz et al., 2001; Wise, 1987). The speech of individuals 

with delirium has been described as illogical and rambling (Casey, DeFazio, Vansickle, 

& Lippmann, 1996; Wise, 1987). 

Perceptual Disturbances. Perceptual disturbances are common in delirium (Brown 

& Boyle, 2002; Gill & Mayou, 2000). An individual with delirium may have difficulty 

distinguishing dreams from reality, or may experience feelings of derealisation or 

depersonalisation (Lipowski, 1992; Trzepacz et al., 2001). Misperceptions in delirium are 

most commonly visual and auditory (Lipowski, 1992). Visual perception may be 

affected with objects appearing smaller or larger than they actually are (Fairweather, 

1991; Lindesay et al., 1990). Other visual misperceptions include objects seeming a lot 

further away than they are (Fairweather, 1991), objects appearing to move when they do 

not, or objects moving as if they are in slow motion (Lipowski, 1980). Objects may seem 

to be something they are not, for example, rumpled bedclothes may be mistaken for a 

sleeping animal, or a falling bedpan mistaken for a gunshot (Gill & Mayou, 2000; 

Lindesay et al., 1990; Lipowski, 1980; Wise, 1987). Somatic misperceptions may be 

experienced in delirium with distortions in body image frequently reported 

(Fairweather, 1991; Lindesay et al., 1990). 

Hallucinations may also present during an episode of delirium. Hallucinations in 

delirium are most commonly visual, or both visual and auditory (Lindesay et al., 1990), 

although tactile, kinesthetic, olfactory, and gustatory hallucinations are possible (Brown 

& Boyle, 2002; Gill & Mayou, 2000; Lipowski, 1980, 1987). The misperceptions and 
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hallucinations experienced in delirium may be simple in nature, such as a noise or 

sound, colour or flash of light; or they may be complex, such as a voice or music, an 

animal or scene (Fairweather, 1991; Lindesay et al., 1990; Lipowski, 1992; Wise, 1987). 

They are most often of small objects, and in contrast to perceptual disturbances in other 

disorders, are usually not well formed (Fairweather, 1991; Lindesay et al., 1990). 

Individuals who experience such disturbances find them very particularly frightening. 

In some cases perceptual disturbances only occur at night, and their content merges 

with that of the person's dreams (Fairweather, 1991; Lipowski, 1992). 

Onset & Course 

The onset of delirium is acute, with symptoms typically appearing over a period 

of hours to days (Brown & Boyle, 2002). In some cases prodromal symptoms may be 

experienced for several days prior to the onset of a delirious episode (Lipowski, 1992). 

Prodromal symptoms include restlessness, anxiety, and irritability (Lindesay et al., 

1990; Lipowski, 1992; Wise, 1987). Disrupted sleep with vivid and disturbing dreams, 

insomnia, drowsiness, and transient hallucinations may also precede an episode 

(Lipowski, 1980, 1985, 1992; Wise, 1987). 

Delirium usually follows a fluctuating course with lucid intervals interspersed 

with periods of disturbed behaviour (Lipowski, 1992; Wise, 1987). A delirium episode 

typically lasts less than a week (Sirios, 1988), with the duration of post-operative 

delirium often being shorter than delirium in other medical patients (Manos & Wu, 

1997). The literature indicates that delirium may be followed by a phase in which 

cognition, behaviour, and/ or affective symptoms remain in the absence of impaired 
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consciousness (Lipowski, 1980). One study found that only 4, 20.8 and 17.7% of 

individuals had resolution of all delirium symptoms by discharge, and 3 and 6 months 

post-discharge respectively (Levkoff et al., 1992). A review of 100 cases of delirium 

revealed that as an individual recovers from delirium they may experience intermittent 

disorientation (Sirios, 1988). Furthermore, a meta-analysis of delirium prognosis 

revealed that 1 month post-delirium only 54.9% of patients showed an improvement in 

their mental state (Cole & Primeau, 1993). 

Other Clinical Features Commonly Associated With Delirium 

Several other features are commonly associated with delirium including 

disruption of the sleep-wake cycle, psychomotor disturbances, perceptual disturbances, 

delusions, impairments in emotion regulation, and impairments in visuospatial 

functioning. Although these features are not considered essential according to the DSM-

IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994) the majority are included in the ICD-10 

criteria (World Health Organisation, 1992), in previous versions of the DSM (American 

Psychiatric Association, 1980; 1987), and in the research literature (e.g., Lindesay et al., 

1990; Lipowski, 1980, 1985, 1992; Wise, 1987). Therefore, these features appear worthy 
I 

of discussion, and so are now described in more detail. 

Disruption of the Sleep-Wake Cycle 

The sleep-wake cycle in delirium is often disrupted. During the day a patient 

with delirium may be drowsy and may find themself drifting off to sleep during 
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conversation (Lindesay et al., 1990). Daytime napping is common and wakefulness is 

reduced (Lipowski, 1985, 1992). Conversely, during the night an individual may be 

more awake and may become agitated (Lindesay et al., 1990). This is sometimes 

referred to as sundowning (Casey et al., 1996). Night sleep is typically fragmented and 

short (Lipowski, 1992). There may be long periods of sleeplessness or even complete 

reversal of the day-night sleep-wake cycle (Lindesay et al., 1990; Lipowski, 1985; Wise, 

1987). Disruption of the sleep-wake cycle tends to exacerbate deficits in attention and 

other areas of cognition (Lipowski, 1987, 1992; Wise, 1987). 

Psychomotor Disturbances 

Two different forms of psychomotor disturbances are commonly seen in 

delirium. These are referred to as hyperactive and hypoactive subtypes (Lipowski, 1985). 

An individual displaying hyperactive delirium may show motor agitation ranging from 

mild restlessness to severe agitation and combativeness (Lindesay et al., 1990). 

Fidgeting, pacing, picking, plucking, jerking, and repetitive movements may be present, 

and startle reactions tend to be exaggerated (Fairweather, 1991; Lindesay et al., 1990). In 

severe cases, gait is disturbed (Fairweather, 1991). Tremor is common, but may only be 

detected on direct testing (Lindesay et al., 1990; Fairweather, 1991). Asterixis (lapse of 

posture), myoclonous (uncontrollable jerking or muscle spasms), changes in muscle 

tone, and symptomatic reflex may also be seen (Fairweather, 1991; Wise, 1987). 

On the other extreme, a patient displaying hypoactive delirium may show motor 

retardation ranging from lethargic, and slow, hesitant responses to catatonia (Lindesay 

et al., 1990; Lipowski, 1992). The frequency, spontaneity, and speed of voluntary 
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movements may be reduced (Lipowski, 1980). Such slowed symptoms are often 

overlooked and misinterpreted as signs of depression (Nicholas, & Lindsey, 1995; Wise, 

1987). 

A mixed delirium subtype is also possible and perhaps most common (Lipowski, 

1980). This subtype is characterised by shifts between hyperactive and hypoactive states 

(Lindesay et al., 1990; Lipowski, 1980; Wise, 1987). 

Delusions 

A delusion is defined as "a false, unshakeable idea or belief which is out of 

keeping with the patient's educational, cultural and social background; it is held with 

extraordinary conviction and subjective certainty" (Sims, 1999, p.101). In delirium, 

delusions are usually persecutory and associated with the environment (Brown & 

Boyle, 2002; Lipowski, 1980, 1992). For example, a patient may believe that they are 

being imprisoned or poisoned by their nurse. Delusions of a paranoid nature also tend 

to incorporate any disorientation, hallucinations or misperceptions a patient is 

experiencing (Lipowski, 1992). Delusions in delirium are typically poorly organised and 

tend to be fleeting (Brown & Boyle, 2002; Lindesay et al., 1990; Lipowski, 1980). 

However, they are often associated with fear, agitation and aggressive behaviour 

(Brown & Boyle, 2002; Fairweather, 1991; Lipowski, 1987, 1992; Wise, 1987). 

Impairments in Emotion Regulation 

A range of emotions may be displayed in delirium. Most common are fear and 

apathy (Lindesay et al., 1990), these emotions often reflecting states of hyper- and hypo-
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arousal respectively (Lipowski, 1992; Wise, 1987). Other emotional responses include 

impatience, anxiety, and panic; irritability, anger, and rage; and sadness, dysphoria, and 

depression (Brown & Boyle, 2002; Lipowski, 1980; Wise, 1987). Individual's emotions 

tend to fluctuate along with the severity of delirium, thus the patient with delirium is 

typically described as 'emotionally labile' (Lipowski, 1992; Trzepacz et al., 2001; Wise, 

1987). Emotions are also often in response to perceptual disturbances or delusions 

(Lindesay et al., 1990; Lipowski, 1980). 

Emotions may not be under the individual's control and may be inappropriate to 

the situation or to the patient's inner state. For example, the patient may cry for no 

obvious reason, or they may laugh when told grave news. Suicidal thoughts or plans of 

assault are possible in delirium and should be investigated appropriately (Casey et al., 

1996; Lindesay et al., 1990). 

Impairments in Visuospatial Functioning 

Visuospatial impairment may present in delirium, and may account for 

dysgraphia (Fairweather, 1991; Wise, 1987). This is formally detected by an inability to 

reproduce complex shapes (Fairweather, 1991). Difficulty finding one's way in a new 

environment, as indicated by the patient who repeatedly gets lost, as well as difficulty 

locating familiar objects in one's direct environment, also suggests visuospatial 

impairment (Trzepacz et al., 2001). 
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Differential Diagnosis 

A number of psychiatric disorders share signs or symptoms with delirium. These 

include disorders such as dementia, depression, and schizophrenia (Casey et al., 1996). 

The focus of this section is on distinguishing delirium from dementia because this 

differential diagnosis is most relevant and crucial in the context of the present study. 

Like delirium, dementia is considered a disorder of cognition (American 

Psychiatric Association, 1994). Dementia is defined as a disorder involving decline from 

a pre-existing level of functioning in memory, and executive functioning, language, or 

motor activity (Othmer & Othmer, 1994). However, in contrast to delirium, the onset of 

dementia is typically insidious, and the duration chronic. Further distinctions between 

the presentation of delirium and dementia are outlined in Table 1.1. 

The numerous distinctions illustrated in this table suggest that differentially 

diagnosing delirium and dementia is relatively straightforward. Unfortunately, this is 

not always the case. While the acute onset and fluctuating course of delirium generally 

permit differentiation of delirium and dementia, there are specific dementias that also 

present in this manner. For example, vascular dementia may present with a rapid onset 

(Lindesay, 2000), and both vascular and Lewy body dementia may present with a 

fluctuating course (Lindesay, 2000; Robinson, 2002). Furthermore, like delirium, Lewy 

body dementia may also present with a disturbance of consciousness (Lindesay, 2000). 

Therefore, it may be difficult to decide whether a patient with a rapid onset of 

symptoms has delirium or vascular dementia, whether a patient with a fluctuating 

course has delirium or a vascular or Lewy body dementia, and whether a patient with a 
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disturbance of consciousness has delirium or Lewy body dementia. To further 

complicate matters, delirium is often superimposed on dementia (Fick, Agostini, & 

Inouye, 2002). 

Table 1.1. 

Differential Diagnosis of Delirium and Dementia. 

Presentation 
Consciousness 

Arousal 
Alertness 
Attention 
Short-term memory 
Remote memory 
Orientation 
Perceptual disturbances 

Sleep-wake cycle 

Psychomotor activity 

Delusions 

Onset 
Course 

Delirium 
Impaired; can fluctuate rapidly 

Increased or decreased 
Reduced in severe cases 
Impaired 
Impaired 
Not typically impaired 
Impaired 
Hallucinations common, usually 
visual, also tactile, or olfactory 
Excessive daytime sleep & 
diminished nighttime sleep 
Usually abnormal: increased or 
decreased 
Common; fleeting; poorly 
systematised 
Acute (hours to days) 
Fluctuating, but recovery in 
majority 

Dementia 
Variable, but generally clear 
until late stages 
Usually normal 
Normal 
Variable 
Impaired 
Sometimes impaired 
Impaired 
Hallucinations uncommon 

Variable 

Usually normal 

Often absent; if present often 
well systematised 
Insidious (years) 
Slowly progressive decline 

Duration Short Chronic 
Note. Adapted from Brown & Boyle (2002); Casey, DeFazio, Vansickle, & Lippmann (1996); Fairweather 

(1991); Sierles (1993), and Wise (1987). 

Some researchers propose that delirium and dementia may be conceptualised as 

different points on a continuum of cognitive impairment (e.g., Inouye, 1994). The 

following evidence is cited as support of this dimensional view of delirium and 

dementia: (1) some forms of dementia are reversible (Mahler, Cummings, & Benson, 

1987) (2) delirium appears to be more persistent than originally thought (Levkoff et al., 
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1992; Morse & Litin, 1971) (3) dementia is an important risk factor for delirium (Francis 

& Kapoor, 1990; Levkoff, Besdine, & Wetle, 1986) (4) delirium is often superimposed on 

dementia (Fick et al., 2002), and (5) it is particularly difficult to distinguish delirium 

from worsening dementia (American Psychiatric Association, 1987; Inouye et al,. 1990). 

Further support for delirium and dementia existing on a continuum comes from 

speculation that cognitive impairment in both these disorders may be explained by 

reduced "brain reserve" (which appears to be synonymous with fewer synapses; Reyes

Ortiz, 1997). In addition, there is some indication that delirium and Alzheimer's disease 

may share pathogenetic mechanisms (e.g., reduced cerebral and neurotransmitter 

metabolism, inflammatory mechanisms; Eikelenbloom & Hoogendijk, 1999). 

Another area of debate arising from efforts to differentially diagnose delirium 

and dementia is whether delirium causes dementia. Some investigators hypothesise 

that delirium itself may contribute to dementia (McCusker, Cole, Dendukuri, Belzile & 

Primeau, 2001). However, others consider it more likely that delirium unveils a pre

existing and unrecognized dementia (Francis & Kapoor, 1992; Koponen & Riekkinen, 

1993). At this stage the evidence for these hypotheses is inconclusive. These possibilities 

are discussed further later in this chapter. 

Outcomes ofDelirium 

Although the risk of mortality following delirium has long been recognized (e.g., 

Bedford, 1959; Hodkinson, 1973; Rabins & Folstein, 1982; Weddington, 1982) historically 

it was thought that once the underlying cause/ s of delirium was treated, delirium was 
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reversible (Lindesay et al., 1990). Over the past few decades, however, it has become 

apparent that although a proportion of individuals with delirium fully recover, a 

significant proportion experience adverse physical, cognitive and/ or psychological 

sequelae (Casey, et al., 1996; Curyto et al., 2001). 

There is extensive evidence that delirium is associated with a decrease in 

physical functioning. Several studies have identified adverse outcomes of delirium in 

terms of longer hospital stays (Cole & Primeau, 1993; O'Keeffe & Lavan, 1997; Pomepi 

et al., 1994; Thomas, Cameron, & Fahs, 1988) decline in ambulation (Marcantonio, 

Flacker, Michaels, & Resnick, 2000) decline in activities of daily living (Marcantonio et 

al., 2000; Murray et al., 1993) and higher rates of placement in care (Cole & Primeau, 

1993; George et al., 1997; Marcantonio et al., 2000; O'Keeffe & Lavan, 1997). 

Fewer studies have investigated the cognitive outcomes of delirium but there is 

some indication that delirium is associated with subsequent cognitive decline (a 

decrease in performance on standardised cognitive tests; Francis, Martin, & Kapoor, 

1990; Francis & Kapoor, 1992; Juolasmaa et al., 1981; Katz et al., 2001; Koponen et al., 

1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993; McCusker, Cole, Dendukuri, Belzile, & Primeau, 

2001) and the development of dementia (Lundstrom, Edlund, Bucht, Karlsson, & 

Gustafson, 2003; Rahkonen, Luukkainen, Paanila, Sivenius, & Sulkava, 2000; Rahkonen 

et al., 2001; Rockwood et al., 1999). The cognitive outcomes of delirium are more closely 

examined in the following section. 

The psychological outcomes of delirium have not been extensively investigated. 

It appears, however, that some individuals who experience delirium recollect the 

episode as highly distressing (Breitbart, Gibson, & Tremblay, 2002; Schofield, 1997) and 
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some go on to develop depression or a post-traumatic stress-like response (Mackenzie 

and Popkin, 1980). 

In conclusion, inconsistent with our historical understanding of delirium as a 

transient and reversible disorder, there now appears to be extensive evidence of several 

negative outcomes following delirium. 

Delirium Management 

There are three general components in the management of delirium (Rummans, 

Evans, Krahn, & Fleming, 1995). The first component is detecting and treating the 

cause/ s of delirium. This may involve treating infections, withdrawing or reducing the 

dose of drugs that may have caused delirium, or correcting metabolic imbalances 

(Francis, & Kapoor, 1990). Because the etiology of delirium is typically multifactorial, all 

potential causes should be systematically eliminated (Fairweather, 1991). 

The second component in delirium management is employing non

pharmacological approaches to alleviate delirium symptoms. This includes approaches 

such as orientating patients and providing them with environmental cues to orientation 

such as clocks, and hearing and visual aids (if necessary); adjusting sensory input (e.g., 

light, noise); and reassuring patients and families to reduce anxiety (American 

Psychiatric Association, 1999; Gill & Mayou, 2000; Rummans et al., 1995). 

The third and final component is initiating pharmacological treatment if non

pharmacological approaches have been ineffective in controlling delirium symptoms. 

When employing pharmacological treatment it is crucial to carefully balance effective 
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management and potentially adverse effects. For example, although antipsychotics can 

improve cognition, extrapyramidal side effects are a risk. In contrast, although sedatives 

can alleviate agitation, they may adversely affect cognitive functioning (Meagher, 2001). 

According to the literature and clinical practice guidelines, Haloperidol is the preferred 

pharmacological treatment because it is effective and has minimal cardiovascular and 

anticholinergic effects relative to other antipsychotics (American Psychiatric 

Association, 1999; Brown & Boyle, 2002; Meagher, 2001; Rummans et al., 1995). 

Despite extensive evidence of physical and functional decline following delirium, 

and increasing evidence of cognitive and psychological difficulties, approaches for 

managing persistent symptoms are noticeably absent from articles describing delirium 

management. Patients may require considerable support and education in the aftermath 

of delirium (Conn & Lei££, 2001). Indeed, the American Psychiatric Association's 

guidelines for delirium treatment Lrtclude patient and family education1 and post-

delirium management, which may include psychotherapy as well as supportive 

interventions (American Psychiatric Association, 1999). It appears, therefore, that there 

is a need for adequate delirium treatment to evolve to the level of follow-up care. 

In summary, despite the ambiguity surrounding the terminology and 

classification of delirium there is consensus that delirium is a disorder of cognition with 

a primary disturbance in consciousness or attention. Although historically delirium was 

considered a brief and reversible disorder there is increasing evidence that symptoms of 

delirium may persist, and some argue that delirium may even precipitate cognitive 
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decline or dementia. Exactly how delirium may be associated with cognitive decline is 

explored in the following section. 

The Relationship Between Delirium and Cognitive Decline 

Thus far, we have learned that delirium is predominantly a disorder of cognition, 

that there is some debate that delirium is not as reversible as once thought and that, 

instead, delirium may be associated with cognitive decline. Here cognitive decline 

refers to a decrease in cognitive functioning from before the onset, or during delirium 

until some point after delirium resolution. But what exactly causes delirium, what are 

the mechanisms by which delirium operates, and how might these causes or 

mechanisms account for subseauent cognitive decline? These auestions are addressed 
~ ~ 

in the following section. 

Etiology of Delirium 

Delirium is caused by at least one, but typically a combination of organic factors 

(Lipowski, 1980, 1992). Often the specific organic factor/ s are difficult to determine 

(Lindesay et al., 1990). Organic factors responsible for delirium are typically classified 

as (1) medical conditions, or (2) substance-induced factors. These categories are further 

divided into: (1a) medical conditions primarily affecting the brain, such as 

cerebrovascular disease or brain lesions; (1b) medical conditions secondarily affecting 
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the brain, such as systemic infections or arrhythmias; (2a) substance-intoxication due to 

exogenous agents, such as poisons, medications, drugs or alcohol and (2b) substance

withdrawal due to agents, such as alcohol, medication or recreational drugs. 

In addition to the aforementioned etiological factors necessary for delirium, there 

are several factors that predispose or precipitate delirium. Predisposing factors are 

factors that make individuals more susceptible to delirium. Predisposing factors for 

delirium include being over 60 years old, having a history of brain damage, or having 

chronic brain disease such as a dementia (Lipowski, 1985). Precipitating factors are 

factors that bring on delirium, sometimes sooner than expected. Precipitating factors for 

delirium include psychosocial stress, immobility, sleep deprivation, and sensory 

deprivation or sensory overload (Lipowski, 1992). 

One of the groups most at risk of developing delirium are surgical patients. This 

is likely because patients undergoing surgery often have multiple medical conditions, 

are at increased risk of developing infections, are often managed by multiple 

medications, and are exposed to the sterile intensive care unit. Delirium appears to be 

particularly prevalent following cardiac surgery (Lipowski, 1992; Wise, 1987; van der 

Mast & Roest, 1996). This may be because candidates for cardiac surgery are generally 

elderly, and frequently have a history of cerebrovascular disease or stroke, or have pre

existing cognitive impairment (Lipowski, 1985). In addition, specific intra- and post

operative factors such as hypotension, microembolisation, hypothermia, electrolyte 

imbalances, low cardiac output, and the use of anticholinergic drugs may occur to 

increase the risk of delirium after cardiac surgery (Lipowski, 1985). 
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Mechanisms of Delirium 

The relationship between the etiology and mechanisms of delirium is not well 

understood. Although structural brain damage can lead to delirium, focal neurological 

signs are not always apparent, suggesting that biochemical and/ or physiological 

processes are responsible (Trzepacz, 1999a; Winawer, 2001). Because delirium involves 

a variety of symptoms, and because electroencephalograms of individuals with 

delirium have revealed diffuse slowing (Engel & Romano, 1959; Itil & Fink, 1966; 

Romano & Engel, 1944), delirium has been conceptualized as a disorder of global 

cortical dysfunction (Trzepacz, 1999a; Winawer, 2001). However, recently there has 

been speculation that neural pathways involving specific brain regions (e.g., the 

prefrontal cortices, anterior and right thalamus, and right basilar mesial 

temporoparietal cortex) are involved in delirium (Trzepacz, 1999a). Subcortical 

structures have also been implicated because individuals with subcortical thalamic and 

basal ganglia infarcts are prone to develop delirium (Winawer, 2001). 

There are two leading hypotheses of the mechanisms by which delirium 

operates, the neurotransmitter hypothesis, and the inflammatory hypothesis. These 

hypotheses are not necessarily mutually exclusive. According to the neurotransmitter 

hypothesis, delirium develops as a consequence of reduced oxidative metabolism in the 

brain and impedes neurotransmitter metabolism (van der Mast, 1998). Various insults 

such as hypoxia, hypoglycemia, altered cerebral blood flow, and hypothermia may be 

responsible for reduced cerebral oxidative and neurotransmitter metabolism. Decreased 
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cholinergic function and increased dopaminergic function are the main 

neurotransmitter actions implicated, their individual contribution being difficult to 

determine due to their close interaction (Trzepacz, 1999a). 

The fact that dopamine excess can induce delirium, and that dopaminergic 

blocking medications or cholinergic agents reverse delirium supports the role of these 

mechanisms. Furthermore, the relationship between cholinergic pathways and delirium 

makes theoretical sense considering acetycholine is implicated in CNS functions such as 

attention, memory, mood, and motor activity. A deficit in acetylcholine has also been 

associated with delusions and hallucinations (Trzepacz, 1999a). 

According to the inflammatory hypothesis, cytokines, a type of polypeptide, 

trigger delirium. Cytokines are released in response to inflammation or infection, but 

also as a result of other stressors such as surgery (Bekker & Weeks, 2003; van der Mast, 

1998). Cytokines can i11lluence hormone regulation and neurotransmission. Abnormal 

hormone concentrations and amino acid disturbances have been associated with post

operative delirium (van der Mast, 1999). Furthermore, when cytokines have been used 

in treatment of other conditions, delirium-like symptoms including cognitive, 

behavioural, and emotional disturbances have been observed in a dose-response 

relationship. It is likely that the inflammatory and neurotransmitter mechanisms 

interact because cytokines can affect various neurotransmitter systems (van der Mast, 

1998). 
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How Might Delirium Be Associated With Cognitive Decline? 

One possibility for the way in which delirium is associated with cognitive decline 

is that the specific etiological factor and/ or mechanism by which delirium operates 

causes irreversible neuronal dysfunction or selective neuronal death, which leads to 

cognitive impairment. In support of this possibility there is evidence that etiological 

factors for delirium, such as hypoxemia or structural brain damage, can result in 

cognitive deficits (Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993; Parikh & Chung, 1995). There is also 

evidence that proposed mechanisms of delirium, such as cholinergic blockade, 

contribute to cognitive deficits (Lipowski, 1985). 

It has been suggested that a final common neural pathway governs essential 

delirium features, whereas features commonly, but not always associated with delirium 

may depend on the specific etiology (Trzepacz, 1999a). Using similar reasoning it may 

be that mechanisms responsible for delirium, such as reductions in cerebral oxidative 

metabolism and/ or deficits in cholinergic transmission, lead to neuronal dysfunction 

and reversible cognitive deficits. However, extensive dysfunction or neuronal death 

and irreversible cognitive deficits may be governed by specific etiological factors such 

as structural brain damage or predisposing factors such as pre-existing CNS disease. 

In summary, delirium is typically caused by a combination of the effects of 

substances and medical conditions. Various predisposing and precipitating factors may 

also contribute to delirium. Delirium may operate via a reduction in cerebral oxidative 

metabolism and impaired neurotransmission, and/ or via an inflammatory response. 
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Either etiological factors and/ or specific delirium mechanisms may account for 

cognitive decline subsequent to a delirium episode. An additional and intriguing 

hypothesis is that while the mechanisms of delirium may account for cognitive deficits, 

the irreversibility of these deficits may depend on specific etiological factors such as 

pre-existing CNS disease. This hypothesis is explored further in the following section. 

Cognitive Outcomes of Delirium: The Literature 

In this section the association between delirium and cognitive functioning 

subsequent to delirium are explored. The literature on the association between delirium 

and performance on standardised cognitive tests is reviewed followed by the literature 

on the risk of dementia after delirium. A summarv of these two areas of literature 
J 

indicates the current state of knowledge and how this influences our understanding of 

the mechanisms underlying a relationship between delirium and cognitive functioning. 

The section concludes by considering areas deserving further investigation. 

Functioning on Standardis'ed Cognitive Tests Following Delirium 

To date, five empirical studies have been identified in the published literature 

that have systematically investigated the outcomes of delirium on standardised 

cognitive tests (Francis, Martin, & Kapoor, 1990; Francis & Kapoor, 1992; Juolasmaa et 

al., 1981; Katz et al., 2001; Koponen et al., 1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993; McCusker, 
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Cole, Dendukuri, Belzile, & Primeau, 2001). In this section, the methodologies and 

relevant findings of each of these studies are presented. The main points of the studies 

are summarized in Table 1.1. 

The earliest study to establish an association between delirium and cognitive 

functioning was an investigation of the relationship between psychiatric disorders 

occurring immediately after cardiac surgery and long-term cognitive changes 

(Juolasmaa et al., 1981). In this study, 60 individuals undergoing heart valve 

replacement underwent extensive cognitive testing 5 months before, and 5 months after 

their surgery. Delirium was observed in 17 participants (28%) during the week 

following surgery. 

Seventeen different tests were employed to assess cognitive functioning 

including the Benton Visual Retention Test (Benton, 1972), ~he Bender-Gestalt Test 

(Bender, 1938), and subtests from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (Wechsler, 

1955), the Wechsler Memory Scale (Wechsler, 1945), and Weckroth's Test Battery for the 

Identification of Brain Damage (Weckroth, 1965). 

In this study change was measured in three different ways. First, change scores 

were calculated for each participant on each test. Change was considered statistically 

significant if a participant's post-operative score was greater or less than half a standard 

deviation of the pre-operative standard deviation1 . Second, the percent of tests showing 

1 For one test, the Bender-Gestalt, significance was determined as a change of 15% of the pre-operative group mean. 
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significant impairment, according to the aforementioned criterion, in individual 

participants was determined as an Index of Impairment. Third, the percent of tests 

showing significant improvement in individual participants was determined as an 

Index of Improvement. 

The mean Impairment Index of the participants with delirium at 5 months post

operation was 21.67, whereas their mean Improvement Index was 19.96. There were no 

statistically significant differences in the Impairment or Improvement indices of this 

delirium group relative to the other three groups of participants with a functional 

psychotic reaction (n = 5), a neurotic reaction (n = 9), or no disorder post-surgery (n = 

29). 

Because patients in the delirium and psychosis groups showed similar patterns 

of cognitive performance, the 5-month cognitive outcome data of these patients were 

combined. The combined delirium and psychosis group showed a significantly higher 

Impairment Index, and there was a trend toward a lower Improvement Index compared 

with the group with neurosis or group with no disorder. Closer analysis revealed the 

delirium and psychosis group more commonly showed impairment, and less often 

showed improvement on tasks of simple motor speed, visuoconstructional ability, and 

visuomotor coordination, than patients not in this group. The authors of this study 

considered this widespread impairment evidence of diffuse brain dysfunction. 

The study also investigated pre-operative predictors of cognitive functioning at 5 

months. Poorer pre-operative performance on specific tests assessing visual and 

psychomotor abilities predicted subsequent cognitive decline. However, the 
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relationship between pre-operative cognitive performance and delirium was not 

examined. 

The findings of this study revealed associations between delirium and 

functioning in specific cognitive domain. However, because these associations were 

only observed when data from patients with delirium and psychosis were combined, it 

is possible that post-operative psychosis was responsible for the association. 

The relationship between delirium and global cognitive functioning was 

investigated in a study examining the long-term prognosis of delirium (Koponen et al., 

1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993). In this study 70 elderly persons who were admitted 

to a psychiatric hospital with delirium were cognitively assessed at hospital admission 

and discharge, and 1 and 4 years after admission. A global test of cognition, the Mini 

Mental State Examination (Mr-.1SE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh~ 1975) was 

administered to assess cognitive functioning. Analyses of individual change over time 

showed that performance on the MMSE improved from admission to discharge, 

alongside resolution of the delirium episode. In contrast 36% of participants showed 

significant decline on the Clinical Dementia Rating Scale (Hughes, Berg, Danziger, 

Cobin & Martin, 1982) from admission to discharge. An overall mean decline of 4.4 

points on the MMSE was observed from discharge to 1 year. From discharge to 4 years 

the mean decline on the MMSE was only 2.2 points, possibly because only half as many 

participants completed follow-up at this point, and these participants had not been as 

cognitively impaired as those who died before this late follow-up. 
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The majority of participants in this study had evidence of central nervous system 

(CNS) disease on admission. Participants were, therefore, separated into those who had 

possible Alzheimer's disease, multi-infarct dementia, Parkinson's disease, or no 

evidence of CNS disease. When the change in cognitive performance of each of these 

groups was examined, decline was only evident in groups with delirium and CNS 

disease. For example, there was only significant decline at 1 year in participants with 

possible Alzheimer's disease, and only significant decline at 4 years in participants with 

multi-infarct dementia. Between-group comparisons revealed significant differences in 

the MMSE scores of the various groups at both 1 and 4 years. 

The authors stated that the prevalence of multi-infarct dementia in the study 

sample was responsible for the high rate of decline. Furthermore, they claimed that the 

occurrence of decline in the groups with possible Alzheimer's, and multi-infarct 

dementia indicated that progression of the CNS disease ·was the cause of the decline. 

Another study provided evidence of the association between delirium and 

decline in global cognitive functioning (Francis et al., 1989; Francis & Kapoor, 1992). In 

this study, 50 elderly persons who met delirium criteria during an admission to a 

general medical service, and 176 persons who did not meet delirium criteria, were 

followed. Again, the MMSE was employed to measure overall cognitive functioning. 

Participants were cognitively assessed during admission, and 6 months and 2 years 

after admission, and within-group change from best MMSE score during admission to 

each of these follow-up points was examined and compared between groups. 
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There was no significant decline in MMSE score from best score during 

admission to 6 months in either group. However, only participants living at home were 

examined at this point, and it is likely that these participants had a better prognosis 

than participants living in care. The authors also attributed the absence of decline to the 

insensitivity of the MMSE. The literature indicates that although the MMSE is sensitive 

to moderate and severe cognitive impairment, it is not as sensitive for detecting mild 

cognitive impairment (Tombaugh & Mcintyre, 1992). 

The participants who were followed up at 2 years had better optimal MMSE 

scores during admission. However, at this point there was a significant change in 

MMSE scores of participants with delirium, with an average decline of 3.3 points. There 

was also significantly greater change in participants with delirium than in participants 

without delirium; participants who did not develop delirium only declined 0.6 points 

on average. From these findings, the authors concluded that delirium could presage 

decline. They presented two hypotheses of the mechanisms underlying the relationship 

between delirium and decline: (1) the events associated with delirium (e.g., brain 

damage resulting from hypoxia) are responsible for immediate and irreversible decline; 

and (2) impaired brain reserve, because of dementia or illness affecting the central 

nervous system, is responsible for decline, and delirium is simply a marker of impaired 

brain reserve. 

Although persons with severe dementia were excluded from this study, 

approximately half of those with delirium had baseline scores on the Dementia Rating 

Scale (Blessed, Tomlinson, & Roth, 1968) indicating chronic cognitive impairment. In 

contrast, chronic cognitive impairment at baseline was evident in only 5% of 
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participants without delirium. The authors suggested that these findings were 

consistent with the hypothesis that delirium unveiled impaired brain reserve. In 

accordance with Koponen and colleagues (Koponen et al., 1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 

1993), they concluded that decline would, therefore, reflect progression of the CNS 

disease or illness. 

A more recent investigation of global cognitive functioning following delirium 

addressed the question of whether there was only decline in patients who had dementia 

(i.e., an indicator of impaired brain reserve) prior to delirium (McCusker et al., 2001). 

The study sample comprised 315 elderly persons who were admitted to medical 

services from emergency departments. There were four groups of participants: 56 with 

delirium; 53 with dementia; 164 with both delirium and dementia; and 42 with neither 

diagnosis. Performance on the MMSE was examined at admission, and at 2, 6 and 12 

months following admission. There were significant differences in the cognitive 

performance of participants in each of these groups at admission with MMSE scores of 

18.1, 19.8, 13.6, and 23.9 respectively. 

Change in performance on the MMSE was examined from 2 months following 

admission to 6 and 12 months following admission. All participants in this study 

showed significant cognitive change over time with an average decrease in MMSE score 

of 0.51 points from 2 to 6 months, and 0.94 from 2 to 12 months after adjusting for 

covariates. Delirium predicted worse cognitive performance at 6 and 12 months among · 

both participants with and without dementia. To illustrate, across both points, 

compared to participants with neither delirium nor dementia, the MMSE scores of 
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participants with delirium only were on average 3.36 lower, and the scores of 

participants with both delirium and dementia were 7.94 points lower on average. In 

contrast, the MMSE scores of participants with dementia only were 2.95 points lower on 

average than participants with neither delirium nor dementia. 

The findings of this study support the hypothesis that delirium may unveil 

impaired brain reserve. In addition, the relationship between delirium and decline in 

participants without dementia supports the hypothesis that events associated with 

delirium may be responsible for decline. However, it is possible that patients without 

dementia at baseline, who showed decline, had impaired brain reserve that was not 

detected. 

Another recent study finding an association between delirium and decline 

explored the relationship between cognitive functioning prior to delirium and 

subsequent decline. The study followed 96 elderly nursing home residents for 12 

months. Over this time 47 residents were hospitalized, 12 of whom developed delirium. 

Global cognitive functioning was examined using the MMSE, and verbal 

learning/ memory, auditory vigilance, and executive functioning were assessed with the 

Buschke Selective Reminding Test (Buschke, & Fuld, 1974), Verbal Vigilance (see Katz et 

al., 2001, for description), and the Stroop test (Stroop, 1935) respectively. Cognitive 

assessments were conducted at various points including at enrolment 4, 8 and 12 

months after study enrolment, and for those participants who were hospitalized, 

assessments were also conducted during hospitalisation, and 2, 4, and 8 weeks 

following discharge. 
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The average MMSE score of all study participants at emolment was 24.1, which 

is above the clinical cut-off for dementia. There was no difference in the baseline 

performance of participants who did or did not go on to develop delirium on the 

MMSE, or on tests of auditory vigilance or verbal learning/memory. However, 

participants who experienced delirium showed poorer cognitive performance on a task 

of executive functioning at enrolment, relative to participants who were hospitalised 

but did not experience delirium. These findings suggest that individuals who develop 

delirium may have impaired brain reserve prior to delirium onset, and that such 

impairment may be detected on tests of executive functioning. However, such 

impairment may not be detected on less sensitive tests such as the MMSE. 

During hospitalization, participants who developed delirh,1m evinced steeper 

declines in MMSE performance relative to participants who did not develop delirium. 

Outside of hospital, within-subject comparisons revealed participants who developed 

delirium significantly declined (2.40 points on average) on the MMSE over time. 

Between-group comparisons indicated greater decline in participants who developed 

delirium, than in participants who were hospitalized but did not develop delirium. 

However, there was no significant within-subject or between-group decline in specific 

cognitive domains2. Nor was there any significant difference in individual variability 

on any of the cognitive tests between participants who did or did not develop delirium. 

The performance of participants with cognitive impairment at emolment, 

defined by an MMSE score of less than 24, was compared to the performance of 

2 Findings from the Stroop test of executive functioning at follow-up were disregarded because significant practice 
effects were evident on this measure. 
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participants classified as cognitively intact (MMSE score 24 or greater). Participants 

with cognitive impairment at enrolment showed greater decline over time in auditory 

vigilance, but not in any of the other specific cognitive domains, nor in overall cognitive 

performance. Participants with cognitive impairment at baseline showed greater 

variability over time in auditory vigilance, executive functioning, and MMSE 

performance. There was no significant difference in the proportion of participants 

classified as cognitively impaired versus cognitively intact at baseline in those who 

were subsequently diagnosed with delirium. 
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Table 1.2 
Key Points From Studies Investigating an Association Between Delirium & Functioning on Standardised Cognitive Tests 

Author & Participants Sample Delirium Cognitive Cognitive 
year of characteristics identification outcome assessment 

publication measures points 
Juolasmaa, n = 60 overall • Admissions Diagnosed by WAIS • 5 months 
Outakoski, for cardiac valve psychiatrist over Arithmetic, pre-operation 
Hirvenoja, n = 17 with surgery "immediate Similarities, Digit • 5 months 
Tienari, delirium; • No age post-operative Span, post-operation 
Sotaniemi, n = 5 with specifications recovery period" Vocabulary, 
& Takkunen functional • No exclusion criteria: Digit Symbol, 
1981 psychotic criteria specified lowered level of Picture 

reaction consciousness, Completion, 
n = 9 with disorientation, Block Design, & 
neurotic hallucinations, & Picture 
reaction; retrograde Arrangement; 
n = 29 with no amnesia for the WMS Logical 
disorder psychotic episode Memory & 

Associative 
Learning; 
Bender-Gestalt; 
Benton Visual 
Retention Test; 
Weckroth's 
Sums, Opposites, 
Pieces, Triangles 
& Tapping 

Relevant 
findings 

• From pre-post
surgery an overall 
improvement in 
cognitive performance 
• More widespread 
impairment, and less 
improvement in 
patients with delirium 
or functional psychotic 
reaction 
• Impairment more 
frequent & 
improvement less 
frequent in patients 
with delirium (or 
psychotic reaction) on 
Block Design, Bender
Gestalt, Finger 
Tapping, & Hand 
Tapping (with right 
hand) 
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Table 1.2 continued ... 
Author & Participants 

year of 
publication 
Koponen, 
Stenback, 
Mattila, 
Solin en, 
Reinikainen, 
& Riekkinen 
1989& 
Koponen& 
Riekkinen 
1993 
Francis, 
Martin, & 
Kapoor, 1990 
&Francis & 
Kapoor, 1992 

n = 70 overall, 
all with 
delirium (of 
whomn=57 
withCNS 
disease; 
n = 13 with no 
CNS disease) 

n = 226 overall 

n =50 with 
delirium 
n = 176 with 
no delirium 

Sample 
characteristics 

• Admissions to 
a psychiatric 
hospital 
• "Elderly" 
• Excluded 
alcohol-related 
delirium 

Delirium 
identification 

DSM-III diagnosis 
determined daily, 
supplemented by 
MMSE 
administered 
weekly during 
admission 

• Admissions to Screen: Chart 
general medical review, interviews 
service & MMSE at 48-hr 
• 70 years + intervals; 
• Exclusions: DSM-III-R 
nursing home 
admissions; 
hospital transfers, 
terminal illness; 
severe dementia, 
admissions 
<48hrs; non
english speakers; 
primary sensory 
loss 

diagnosis using 
operationally 
defined criteria 

Cognitive 
outcome 
measures 

MMSE; D-Test; 
Intellectual 
Functions 
Subscale of 
Gottfries, Brane, 
& StenScale 
(GBS) 

MMSE 
(telephone 
version used at 2 
years) 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

Cognitive 
assessment 

points 
Admission 
Discharge 
1 year 
4 years 

Admission 
6 months 
2 years 

Relevant 
findings 

• From discharge to 1 
& 4 years, an overall 
decline in MMSE 
scores. But no decline 
in patients with 
delirium, without 
comorbid CNS disease. 
• Overall decline on 
intellectual functions 
subscale of GBS 
• At enrolment & 2 
years, differences in 
MMSE scores of those 
with and without 
delirium, the former 
showing greatest 
cognitive decline 
• At 6 months, no 
differences in MMSE 
scores or decline 
between those with 
and without delirium 
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Table 1.2 continued ... 
Author & Participants 

year of 
publication 
Katz, 
Curyto, 
TenHave, 
Mossey, 
Sands, & 
Kallan, 2001 

n = 96 overall 

n=47 
hospitalised 
during the 
year; 
(ofwhomn= 
12 with 
delirium; 
n = 35 with no 

delirium) 

Sample 
characteristics 

• nursing home 
residents 
• "elderly" 
• Exclusions: 
severe cognitive 
impairment, 
sensory deficits, 
acute medical 
illness; 
psychosis j major 
depression., non
english speakers, 
medication 
change< 2wks. 

Delirium 
identification 

DSM-III-R 
diagnosis 
from clinical 
evaluations on days 
2 & 6, & then every 
4-5 days during 
admission 

Cognitive 
outcome 
measures 

MMSE; Stroop 
Test; Buschke 
Selective 
Reminding Test; 
Vigilance Task 

Cognitive 
assessment 

points 
• Enrolment 
• All Patients: 

•4 months 
•8 months 
•12months 

after enrolment & 
MMSE only 2nd & 
3rd week after 
each of these full 
assessments 
• Hospitalised 
Patients: 

•Alternate 
days during 
hospitalisation, 
then post
discharge: 
•2 weeks 
•4 weeks 
•8 weeks 

Relevant 
findings 

• Of those patients 
hospitalised, 
significant differences 
in MMSE scores of 
patients with and 
without delirium 
• Within-Subject 
Comparisons showed 
decline in MMSE 
scores of patients with 
delirium over the year 
• Practice effects on 
Stroop Test; No decline 
or differences in MMSE 
scores on any other 
measures 
• When data during 
hospitalisation & non
hospitalisation periods 
compared, decline 
persisted after 
controlling for delirium 
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Table 1.2 continued ... 
Author & Participants 

year of 
publication 
McCusker, 
Cole, 
Dendukuri, 
Belzile, & 
Primeau, 
2001 

n= 315 overall 

n =56 with 
delirium; 
n =53 with 
dementia; 
n = 164with 
delirium & 
dementia; 
n = 42 with 
neither 

Sample 
characteristics 

• Admissions 
from emergency 
department to 
medical services 
• 65 years+ 
• Exclusions: 
diagnosis of 
stroke; ICU, 
oncology, cardiac 
monitoring 
patients, non
english speakers 

Patients with 
and without 
delirium matched 
for age & cognitive 
im airment 

Delirium 
identification 

Screen: SPSMQ & 
nurse's notes; 
Delirium 
diagnosed 
according to 
Confusion 
Assessment 
Method at 
admission 
(prevalent) & 
during 1st week 
(incident) 

Cognitive 
outcome 
measures 

MMSE • 
• 
• 
• 

Cognitive 
assessment 

points 
Admission 
2months 
6 months 
12 months 

Relevant 
findings 

• From 2-6-12 
months, significant 
decline in MMSE 
scores of all patients 
• From 2-12 months, 
no differential change 
across patient groups 
• Significant 
difference in MMSE 
scores of patients with 
& without delirium, 
even of those without 
dementia 

Note. WAIS =Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale; WMS =Wechsler Memory Scale; DSM =Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; MMSE 
= Mini Mental State Examination; CNS = Central nervous system; SPSMQ = Short Portable Mental Status Questionnaire. 
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In summary, the findings indicate that in almost all of the reviewed studies, 

across a variety of time points, delirium was associated with global cognitive 

functioning. The evidence showed that individuals who experienced delirium 

subsequently performed worse on tests of overall cognitive performance than 

individuals who did not experience delirium. Furthermore, the evidence indicates that 

individuals who experienced delirium showed a subsequent decline in overall cognitive 

performance that was greater than any decline exhibited by individuals who did not 

experience delirium, followed over the same intervals. 

In one study there was only decline in a subgroup of participants who had 

delirium in addition to dysfunction of the central nervous system (Koponen, et al., 1989; 

Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993). However, in another study there was decline in a group of 

participants who had experienced delirium but who did not have comorbid dementia 

(McCusker et al., 2001). Furthermore, there were differences and declines in the 

cognitive performance of groups of participants who had experienced delirium relative 

to those who did not in two studies that excluded persons with severe cognitive 

impairment or dementia (Francis et al., 1990; 1992; Katz, 2001). While these findings 

may indicate that cognitive decline occurs even in the absence of impaired brain 

reserve, the results of another study that revealed baseline impairment on executive 

functioning, but not on global cognitive functioning suggest that impaired brain reserve 

may have gone undetected (Katz et al., 2001). Therefore, it is not possible to reject the 

hypothesis that impaired brain reserve is responsible for decline following delirium. 

Although measures of visuomotor coordination, visuoconstructive ability, and 

psychomotor speed were sensitive to change after delirium (Juolasmaa et al., 1981), and 
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measures of verbal learning/memory, and auditory vigilance were not (Katz et al., 

2001), these findings were based on single studies. Therefore, it is not possible to draw 

conclusions about the association between delirium and functioning on specific 

cognitive domains from the existing literature. 

The Risk of Dementia Following Delirium 

Four recent studies were identified in the literature that investigated the risk of 

dementia following delirium (Lundstrom, Edlund, Bucht, Karlsson, & Gustafson, 2003; 

Rahkonen, Luukkainen, Paanila, Sivenius, & Sulkava, 2000; Rahkonen et al., 2001; 

Rockwood et al., 1999). The methodologies and findings from these studies are 

described below, and the main points of the studies are summarized in Table 1.2. 

In 1999 a study that investigated the morbidity and mortality associated with 

delirium was published (Rockwood et al., 1999). When participants were enrolled for 

the study they were assessed and separated into four groups: 16 with delirium; 17 with 

dementia; 22 with delirium and dementia; and 148 with neither diagnosis. Participants 

were then re-assessed 3 years after enrolment. 

Of those without dementia at enrolment, by 3 year follow-up 60% of participants 

who had experienced delirium, and 19% of participants who had not experienced 

delirium had developed dementia. The annual incidence of dementia for these groups 

was 18% and 6% respectively. Odds ratios, and relative risks were computed. An odds 

ratio is the ratio of the likelihood of an event occurring in an exposed group (e.g., 
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dementia in a group with delirium), relative to the likelihood of this event occurring in 

a non-exposed group (e.g., dementia in a group without delirium). Relative risk is the 

rate of an outcome among an exposed group (e.g., dementia in a group with delirium), 

relative to the rate of this outcome among a non-exposed group (Beaglehole, Bonita, & 

Kjellstrom, 1993). After adjusting for age, gender, and comorbid illness, the odds ratio 

for dementia for participants who had experienced delirium was 5.97. The relative risk 

of dementia for participants with delirium was 3.23. There was an increased risk of 

dementia in participants with delirium in this study, even in participants without 

cognitive impairment at baseline. 

Further evidence of the increased risk of dementia following delirium came from 

a study of 51 elderly persons admitted to emergency services in an acute delirious state 

(Rahkonen et al., 2000). Despite the absence of a dementia diagnosis on admission, 27% 

of participants met criteria for dementia immediately after resolution of delirium. By 1 

and 2 year follow-up 43 and 55% of participants met diagnostic criteria for dementia. Of 

participants who developed dementia, 39% met criteria for Alzheimer's disease, while 

36% met criteria for vascular dementia. 

Persons with moderate or severe cognitive impairment were excluded from this 

study. However, persons with mild cognitive impairment were not excluded because of 

the difficulties differentiating early symptoms of dementia from delirium given little 

time. Therefore, although the results of this study seem to support the hypothesis that 

the events associated with delirium are responsible for decline, there is a still a 
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possibility that impaired brain reserve was responsible for the development of 

dementia. 

Another study finding increased risk of dementia after delirium investigated the 

development of delirium and dementia in 199 persons over 3 years (Rahkonen et al., 

2001). There was a significant association between delirium and the development of 

dementia. Of the 10% of participants diagnosed with delirium over this period, 65% 

developed dementia, whereas of the 90% without delirium, only 26% developed 

dementia. 

Like the previous study, persons with dementia at baseline were excluded from 

this study. Although the authors admitted it was possible that participants had an early 

stage of dementia, that went undetected, they claimed this was unlikely given the 

expertise involved in clinical diagnosis. However, an MMSE score of< 24 was identified 

as a risk factor for delirium, suggesting that cognitive impairment preceded delirium 

and decline. 

Of those participants with delirium who developed dementia, 30% met criteria 

for Alzheimer's disease, and 53% met criteria for vascular dementia. In contrast, of 

participants without delirium who developed dementia, 63% met criteria for 

Alzheimer's disease, and 35% met criteria for vascular dementia. 

Like the findings from previous studies, these results indicate that it is likely that 

events that are associated with delirium are responsible for decline, but the possibility 

that impaired brain reserve prior to delirium is responsible can not be ruled out. 
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The relationship between delirium and dementia has also been demonstrated in 

a post-operative delirium population (Lundstrom et al., 2003). A study was conducted 

with 78 elderly persons who underwent surgery for femoral neck fractures. In this 

study, 14% participants met criteria for delirium pre-operatively, and 24% developed 

new delirium post-operatively. Over the five years following surgery, 100% of 

participants with pre-operative delirium, 69% of participants with post-operative 

delirium, and 20% of participants who did not have delirium, developed dementia. 

The authors of this study suggested that because participants who developed 

delirium had poorer cognitive performance at study enrolment, it was likely that 

delirium was a marker of impaired brain reserve. However, they did not rule out the 

possibility that the events associated with delirium were responsible for decline. 
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Table 1.3 
Key Points From Studies Investigating the Risk of Dementia After Delirium 

Author Participants Sample Delirium Measures of 
& year of characteristics identification dementia 

publication 
Rockwood, 
Cosway, 
Carver, 
Jarrett, 
Stadnyk, 
&Fisk 
1999 

N=203 
overall, 
comprising: 

n = 16 with 
delirium 
n = 17with 
dementia 
n = 22 with 
delirium & 
dementia 
n = 165 with 
neither 

• Admissions to 
general medical 
ward 
• 65 years+ 
• No exclusion 
criteria specified 

DSM-IV 
diagnosis 
operation
alised by 
clinical 
judgement & 
supplemented 
byMMSE, 
Delirium Rating 
Scale, & a rating 
of illness 
severity 

At admission: 
Canadian 
Study of Health 
&Aging 
dementia 
protocol. 

At 3 years, 
depending on 
survival status 
& consent: 
IQCODE/ 
MMSE& 
Blessed 
Dementia 
Rating Scale/ 
Clinical 
Examination 

Dementia 
assessment 

points 
• At admission 
• 3 years post
admission 

Relevant 
findings 

By 3 years, 60% & 
19% of those who 
had or had not 
experienced 
delirium had 
developed 
dementia, 
corresponding to an 
annual incidence of 
dementia of 18% & 
6% for these groups 
respectively 
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Table 1.3 continued ... 
Author 

&year of 
publication 

Rahkonen, 
Luukkainen
Markkula, 
Paanila, 
Sivenius, & 
Sulkava 
2000 

Participants 

N= 51 with 
delirium 

• 

Sample 
characteristics 

Admissions 
with acute 
delirious state 
• 65years + 
• Exclusions: 
serious 
underlying 
disorders 
predisposing to 
delirium; 
moderate & 
severe dementia; 
severe 
communicating 
disorder; severe 
stroke/ illness 
requiring ICU 
care; cardiac 
unit/ surgical 
patients; 
alcoholism; major 
psychiatric 
disorders; 
discharge within 
24hrs 

Delirium 
identification 

DSM-III-R 
diagnosis based 
on twice weekly 
examination of 
patient and 
review of 
records; if 
delirium 
suspected 
between times 
by specially 
trained ward 
personnel, 
study group 
was consulted 

Measures of 
dementia 

DSM-III-R; 
NINCDS-
ADRA; 
NINCDS-
AIREN; criteria 
used for 
diagnosis based 
on structured 
interview: 
MMSE; Barthel 
Index; 
Independent 
Activities of 
Daily Living 
Index; and on 
medical and 
neuro-
psychological 
examination 

Dementia 
assessment 

points 
• During 
Rehabilitation 
period 
• 1 year post
admission 
• 2 years post
admission 

Relevant 
findings 

During 
rehabilitation 
immediately after 
resolution of 
delirium, 27% met 
criteria for dementia 

By 1 & 2 years, 43% 
and 55% met 
criteria respectively 

Of 55% meeting 
dementia criteria by 
2 years, 39% met 
criteria for 
Alzheimer's 
disease, and 36% 
met criteria for 
vascular dementia 
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Table 1.3 continued ... 
Author 

&year of 
publication 

Rahkonen, 
Eloniemi
Sulkava, 
Halonen, 
V erkkoniemi, 
Niinisto, 
Notkola, & 
Sulkava 
2001 

Participants 

N=199 
overall, 
comprising: 

n = 20 with 
delirium; 
n = 179 
without 
delirium 

Sample 
characteristics 

• Citizens of 
Vantaa 
• 85 years+ 
• Exclusions: 
dementia 

Delirium 
identification 

DSM-III-R 
diagnosis based 
on interview 
with family & 
review of 
records 

Measures of 
dementia 

DSM-III-R, 
NINCDS
ADRA, & 
NINCDS
AIREN criteria 
used for 
diagnosis, 
based on 
medical records 
& patient & 
family 
interviews 

Dementia 
assessment 

points 
• 3 years after 
enrolment 

Relevant 
findings 

At 3 years dementia 
diagnosis in 65% of 
those who 
experienced 
delirium (30% of 
whom met criteria 
for Alzheimer'' s 
disease; 53% met 
criteria for vascular 
dementia) & in 26% 
of those who did 
not experience 
delirium (63% of 
whom met criteria 
for Alzheimer's 
disease; 35% met 
criteria for vascular 
dementia) 
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Table 1.3 continued ... 
Author Participants 

&year of 
publication 

Lundstrom, N=78 
Edlund, overall, 
Bucht, comprising: 
Karlsson, & 
Gustafson, n = 11 with 
2003 delirium pre-

operatively; 
n = 19who 
developed 
new delirium 
post-
operatively 
n=48 
without 
delirium 

• 

Sample 
characteristics 

Admissions 
for femoral neck 
fracture 
• Mean age= 
79.1 years; range 
65-102 
• Exclusions: 
Prefracture 
dementia 

Delirium 
identification 

DSM-IV 
diagnosis after 
first 8 hours 
post-operation; 
supplemented 
with the 
modified 
Organic Brain 
Schedule & 
daily 
observations 

Measures of 
dementia 

DSM-IV 
diagnosis 
criteria based 
on assessment 
for home 
placement, 
Organic Brain 
Scale&MMSE 

Dementia 
assessment 

points 
5 years post

operation 

Relevant 
findings 

By 5 years, 100% of 
those with delirium 
pre-operatively; 
69% of those with 
delirium post
operatively; & 20% 
of those lucid post
operatively had 
developed dementia 

Note. DSM =Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; MMSE =Mini Mental State Examination; IQCODE =Informant Questionnaire for 
Cognitive Decline in the Elderly; NINCDS-ADRA = National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer's 
Disease and Related Disorders Association; NINCDS-AIREN= National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the 
Associationinternationale pour la Recherche et l'Enseignement en Neurosciences; ICU =Intensive Care Unit. 
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The data across studies that examined dementia are highly consistent and 

indicate that individuals who have experienced delirium are at much greater risk of 

developing dementia than individuals who have not experienced delirium. Between 55-

69% of patients who had experienced delirium developed dementia over the following 

2-5 years. The findings from one study also suggest that there is an increased risk of 

dementia in participants who experience delirium, even if they do not display pre

existing cognitive impairment. Delirium has been associated with an increased risk of 

Alzheimer1s disease and vascular dementia, however, these findings are based on single 

studies and need to be replicated before these relationships can be confirmed. 

Current State of Knowledge 

After reviewing the literature on the cognitive outcomes of delirium four general 

conclusions can be drawn. First, despite the heterogeneity of methodologies and 

assessment points the literature consistently indicated an association between delirium 

and global cognitive functioning. There was a decline in overall cognitive performance 

in participants who had delirium, in almost every study. Participants who had delirium 

also performed worse on global cognitive assessments than participants who had not 

had delirium. 

Second, despite the evidence for a relationship between delirium and global 

cognitive functioning, the relationship between delirium and functioning in specific 

cognitive domains remains unclear. It is possible that visuomotor coordination, 

visuoconstructive ability, and psychomotor speed are particularly vulnerable to 
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delirium (Juolasmaa et al., 1981), while verbal learning/memory, and auditory vigilance 

are not (Katz et al., 2001). However, these findings are based on single studies and need 

to be replicated before the association between delirium and these cognitive domains is 

confirmed. 

Third, although there was an association between delirium and decline in 

persons without evidence of impaired brain reserve, it is possible that these individuals 

had a level of pre-existing impairment that was not detected according to performance 

on the MMSE. Therefore, it is difficult to draw conclusions about whether impaired 

brain reserve was present and may have been responsible for decline. 

Fourth, there is strong evidence that there is an increased risk of dementia in 

persons who experience delirium. At this stage, it is not apparent whether delirium is 

associated with a specific type of dementia. There is evidence for higher rates of both 

studies and further research is required to clarify whether there is a specific relationship 

between delirium and these forms of dementia. 

This summary of the current state of knowledge on the association between 

delirium and cognitive functioning highlights the consistent findings of decline after 

delirium despite the methodological heterogeneity of the studies. It also indicates how 

research findings relate to theories about the mechanisms by which delirium may 

presage decline. Furthermore, the present summary outlines the questions raised by the 

existing research, which are addressed in the next subsection on areas deserving further 

investigation. 
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Areas Deserving Further Investigation 

After reviewing the existing literature and considering the current state of 

knowledge, three main areas deserving further investigation were identified. First, there 

needs to be further investigation of the specific cognitive domains affected by delirium. 

Identification of domains vulnerable to delirium is important both academically and 

clinically. Academically, elucidating the cognitive domains vulnerable after delirium 

may shed some light on brain regions associated with delirium since domain 

functioning may be linked to the functioning of specific brain regions. Clinically, 

identifying vulnerable domains may be useful for planning interventions for at risk 

patients. For example, if visuomotor coordination was identified as a vulnerable 

domain, then intervention efforts could be directed toward facilitating functioning in 

this domain. 

Second, to determine whether the relationship between delirium and decline can 

be attributed to impaired brain reserve, there needs to be a more sensitive assessment 

for pre-existing cognitive impairment prior to delirium onset. To date, studies assessing 

cognitive impairment at baseline have relied on global measures of cognitive 

functioning such as the MMSE, or on clinical diagnoses of dementia. 

Third, to determine whether delirium is associated with a specific profile of 

cognitive impairment, that is consistent with a specific type of dementia, or whether it 

presents a unique profile of known impairment. Alzheimer's dementia, for example, 

typically presents with greater impairment in memory and language, whereas vascular 
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dementia presents with greater impairment in attention and 

visuospatialj constructional ability (Randolph, 1998). 

Chapter Conclusions 

In conclusion, the literature on the cognitive outcomes of delirium, suggests that 

there is an association between delirium and decline on global cognitive functioning. 

However, questions remain about the association between delirium and functioning on 

specific cognitive domains. In addition, although there is evidence for an increased risk 

of dementia after delirium, it is not yet apparent whether delirium is associated with a 

specific type of dementia. These areas deserving further investigation are the focus of 

the present study as illustrated in susbsequent chapters. 

One hypothesis for the association between delirium and decline is that impaired 

brain reserve prior to delirium is responsible for decline. A study incorporating a 

comprehensive cognitive assessment before the onset of delirium is required to 

investigate this possibility. One context in which it is possible to conduct a pre-delirium 

assessment is when delirium occurs post-operatively. One of the highest incidences of 

post-operative delirium is following cardiac surgery (Lindesay et al., 1990). Therefore, 

the cardiac surgery context provides a potential opportunity to investigate cognitive 

outcomes of delirium. In the next chapter, cardiac s~rgery and its relationship with 

cognitive functioning are introduced. 
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CHAPTER 2: COGNITIVE FUNCTIONING 

AFTER CARDIAC SURGERY 

A Cardiac Patient's Experience 

Ron, a 68-year old retired farmer, is telephoned and notified that there is a space for him 

on the cardiac operating list at Dunedin Public Hospital. He is asked to call back that afternoon 

to indicate whether he is able to fill this space. Of course Ron, who has been awaiting cardiac 

surgery for the past 18 months is eager to have the operation to relieve his disabling angina. 

However, he is somewhat apprehensive about the risks involved. Ron's neighbour underwent a 

valve replacement the year before and died in the operating theatre. Ron has to weigh up whether 

having surgery is worth the risk. After a long discussion with his wife, Val, and with some 

trepidation, he calls back to confirm. 

On his arrival to the cardiac ward the following morning Ron is whisked away for an 

electrocardiogram, chest x-ray, and respiratory examination, just a few of the procedures he has 

to complete in preparation for surgery. He barely has time to eat his lunch before an orderly 

comes to shave him, then he is sent away for a dental examination. Both a physiotherapist and a 
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nurse are waiting for him on his return, to explain his post-operative care. A house surgeon 

locates him mid-afternoon to take a history, an assessment, and to obtain his consent for surgery. 

The day concludes with visits from the anaesthetist and surgeon. By this stage Ron is exhausted. 

When Val arrives after dinner, they visit the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) to familiarize themselves 

with where Ron will wake following his surgery. It is overwhelming with all the monitoring 

procedures being described. Unlike the other patients visiting, Ron prefers not to ask any 

questions about what is in store for him. He farewells Val at the end of visiting hours and turns 

in for the night. Ron is restless in bed, however, and cannot sleep without the aid of the tablets 

the nurse gives him. 

Following surgery, Ron recalls little from the morning before his operation, and when he 

wakes in the ICU, it takes some convincing him that he has actually had his surgery. He feels a 

little disorientated but is assured this is a common consequence of the anaesthetic. Ron is pleased 

to have Val at his bedside, but on waking the following morning cannot remember her visit. He 

considers his transfer to the cardiac rehabilitation ward that afternoon a good sign and is 

optimistic about his recovery. He is determined that he will get home well before the 6 days that 

he is told is the average. 

By post-operative day 3, Ron is becoming a little despondent with the rate of his progress. 

He can't even shower on his own yet! He hasn't been sleeping well in his 4-bed room and is 

having trouble concentrating when he tries to read the paper. At least he seems better off than the 

man in the next bed who is jumping at every noise as if it were a gunshot and keeps mistaking 

the nurse for his sister. Ron is still feeling low the following day. He had some bad dreams the 

night before and can't seem to stay awake when his family visits. Val finds him quite irritable 

and is surprised when he later becomes tearful because it is so out of character. 
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By post-operative day 5, things are improving for Ron. His blood pressure has finally 

stabilized and he is no longer experiencing any arrhythmias. The doctors seem happy that the 

swelling on his leg, from which a vein was removed, has gone down, and the physiotherapist is 

impressed with his enthusiasm to walk laps of the ward unassisted. All going well he expects to 

be discharged the next day. While looking forward to returning home, he is slightly apprehensive 

about not having medical assistance so readily available, especially if he is to have any more 

arrhythmias. 

The case of Ron illustrates a typical surgical course for a cardiac surgery patient 

who does not experience any major complications and highlights the impact of surgery 

on an individual. The behaviour of Ron's roommate alludes to the potential for post

operative delirium. Furthermore, Ron's memory loss and difficulty concentrating 

indicate how cognitive functioning can be disturbed post-operatively, which is the focus 

of this chapter. Ron's case also illustrates practical issues such as the demands on 

patients' time on the pre-operative day, and the impact of psychological factors such as 

pre-operative anxiety. These issues are relevant to the design of research in the post

surgery context and Ron's case is referred to throughout this thesis. 

As mentioned, the focus of this chapter is on cognitive functioning after cardiac 

surgery. First, cardiac surgery is introduced. The risk factors for cognitive decline post

operatively are then outlined. Finally, the literature on cognitive decline following 

cardiac surgery is briefly reviewed. 
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Cardiac Surgery 

Because the present study was conducted with cardiac surgery patients, it is 

important to understand the process of cardiac surgery. Understanding the process of 

cardiac surgery involves understanding who is eligible for cardiac surgery, and why 

these candidates require such invasive treatment. It involves understanding surgical 

procedures. Finally, understanding the process of cardiac surgery involves 

understanding the potential outcomes, positive and negative, of cardiac surgery. These 

aspects of the cardiac surgery process are, therefore, the focus of this section. 

Surgical Candidates 

Candidates for cardiac surgery are persons with one or more form of heart 

disease who are likely to benefit from surgery in terms of symptom relief and 

prolonged life (Millner & Treasure, 1995). The forms of heart disease that are relevant to 

the present study include coronary artery disease, valve stenosis, and valve 

regurgitation, because these are the most frequent indicators for surgery in the elderly 

(P.J. Davis, personal communication, May 7, 2002). Coronary artery disease refers to 

occlusion of the coronary arteries due to a blood clot (thrombosis), or to a build up of 

cholesterol-containing plaques (atherosclerosis; McGoon, 1993). Valve stenosis is the 

narrowing of a heart valve that restricts blood flow (McGoon, 1993. Valve regurgitation 

is when a heart valve becomes leaky, allowing blood to flow in the opposite direction it 

should (McGoon, 1993). 
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In addition to having heart disease, candidates for cardiac surgery often suffer 

from a variety of serious health problems. These include general medical conditions 

such as diabetes mellitus, obesity, hypertension (abnormally high arterial blood 

pressure), and cerebrovascular disease (evidenced by a history of neurological events 

such as stroke; Katzel & Waldstein, 2001). In addition, candidates for cardiac surgery 

have been found to.have poorer neuropsychological functioning relative to the general 

population (O'Brien et al., 1992; Vingerhoets, Van Nooten, & Jannes, 1997). Impaired 

neuropsychological functioning in cardiac surgical candidates is likely due to heart 

disease reducing blood supply to the brain (Kezdi, Zaks, Costello, & Bashes, 1965; 

Vingerhoets et al., 1997). 

The risk of heart disease is significantly greater in individuals aged 55 years and 

over, and more men than women experience heart disease (Peterson, Peto, & Rayner, 

2004). However, because heart disease may present 10-15 years later in females than 

males, female cardiac surgery candidates tend to be older than male candidates (Tecce, 

Dasgupta, & Doherty, 2003). Generally individuals are referred for surgery because 

lifestyle changes (e.g., regular exercise, a healthy diet), and medications (e.g., to reduce 

blood pressure or to prevent the formation of blood clots) have not alleviated their 

condition (Craig, 1995; McGoon, 1993). Moreover, surgical candidates have often 

already undergone less invasive procedures such as angioplasty1 that have likewise 

been ineffective (McGoon, 1993). One of the most debilitating symptoms of heart 

disease is angina, an intense pain, often experienced in the chest (Craig, 1995). Severe 

1 Angioplasty is a procedure whereby a catheter is inserted into a narrow or blocked artery and a balloon 
on the end of the catheter is inflated to reshape the artery (McGoon, 1993). 
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angina can be a sufficient indicator for surgery because of the degree it restricts an 

individual's lifestyle (Millner & Treasure, 1995). 

Surgical Procedures 

For the purpose of this thesis cardiac surgery refers to coronary artery surgery 

(also referred to as bypass grafting), and surgery for valve repair or replacement. 

Coronary artery surgery involves bypassing occluded arteries by grafting a new vein or 

artery around the area of blockage. The newly grafted vein or artery provides an 

unobstructed path for the blood to flow throughout the heart (McGoon, 1993). Valve 

surgery involves attempting to repair a diseased heart valve or replacing it with a 

prosthetic valve (McGoon, 1993). 

Cardiac surgery begins with an incision through the breastbone. The heart is 

then exposed and the membrane encasing the heart opened (Millner & Treasure, 1995). 

Surgery is then performed either with or without the aid of cardiopulmonary bypass 

(CPB; valve procedures cannot be performed without CPB, however, as these 

procedures require greater manipulation of the heart). CPB is an artificial circuit, 

commonly referred to as a heart-lung machine, which is used to maintain the heart's 

pumping action and the gas exchange function of the lungs, and to provide the body 

with oxygen, while the heart is arrested (stopped). Arresting the heart allows 

meticulous operating to be performed. In this sub-section, specific procedures during 

surgery with and without CPB are described to provide context for the following 
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section on risk factors for neuropsychological decline. Detail on the methods of bypass 

grafting, valve repair and valve replacement are outlined in Appendix A. 

Surgery With Cardiopulmonary Bypass (CPB) 

Surgery with CPB was reviewed by Millner & Treasure (1995). According to 

Millner & Treasure (1995), in procedures with or without CPB the operation begins by 

administering the patient Heparin (an anticoagulant) to prevent blood clotting. Surgery 

with CPB then proceeds with cannulae (narrow tubes) inserted into the aorta (the main 

arterial vessel) and right atrium (one of the upper chambers of the heart) to connect the 

patient to the bypass circuit. The cannulae are the sites where the blood leaves or 

returns to the body from the circuit. Blood leaving the body is drained via cannulae into 

a venous reservoir, then a pump propels blood to an oxygenator. The oxygenator is a 

device that exchanges oxygen and carbon dioxide within the blood. The oxygenator is 

also where the temperature of the blood is altered so it cools the body when re

perfused. Before blood returns to the body it flows through a filter that collects gaseous 

emboli and particulate matter and prevents these materials being transferred to the 

patient. 

After cannulae have been inserted, and the CPB circuit started, the heart is 

cooled with infusion of a cold salt solution into the area surrounding the heart. As well 

as cooling the heart, the body is cooled using external cooling equipment like cooling 

blankets. The next step in CPB surgery is to clamp the aorta below the cannula (a 

procedure referred to as cross-clamping) to stop blood entering the coronary arteries. 
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Then a cardioplegic solution, high in potassium, is infused into the heart to arrest it and 

allow grafting and/ or valve repair or replacement to be undertaken. 

Once grafting and/ or valve repair or replacement is completed the patient is re

warmed and the clamp is removed from the aorta. As coronary circulation is restored 

the heart should contract. However, sometimes defibrillation (an electric shock) is 

required for the heart to resume beating. The patient is then weaned from the bypass 

circuit, cannulae are removed, anticoagulation is reversed and the chest is sutured 

closed. 

Surgery Without Cardiopulmonary Bypass 

As mentioned earlier, surgery can be performed without the aid of CPB. This 

procedure is known as Off-Pump Coronary Artery Bypass (OPCAB). OPCAB surgery 

was reviewed by Borst (2000). In contrast to surgery using CPB, OPCAB does not 

require the heart to be stopped or the heart or body to be cooled. This means that 

during OPCAB surgery the heart is operated on while it is still beating, which is why 

the procedure is sometimes referred to as beating heart surgery (Borst, 2000) 

To make grafting on a beating heart possible, measures are taken to suitably 

expose and stabilize the grafting sites. Sites are exposed by tilting the surgery table, and 

by suturing the pericardium (sac surrounding the heart) so as it is tensed it raises the 

heart. Stabilisation is achieved by using a mechanical device with arms that suck onto 

the heart muscle and allow grafting within a relatively motionless area (Borst, 2000). 

As in surgery with CPB, at the completion of grafting during OPCAB procedures 

the chest is sutured closed and anticoagulation is reversed. In contrast to surgery with 
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CPB, however, OPCAB procedures do not require arresting of the heart, cooling of the 

heart or body, cannulation, or cross-clamping of the aorta, therefore, these processes do 

not need to be reversed at the end of the operation. 

Outcomes of Cardiac Surgery 

There is little doubt that cardiac surgery serves its function in relieving angina, 

improving valve and ventricular functioning and enhancing survival in the majority of 

patients (Benedict, 1994; Craig, 1995; Gill & Murkin, 1996; Seines, Goldsborough, 

Borowicz, & McKhann, 1999). Cardiac surgery also appears to be responsible for 

improved physical, social, and occupational functioning. For example, following 

surgery patients experience reductions in fatigue (Jenkins, Stanton, Savageau, Delinger, 

& Klein, 1983), are more involved in social activities (Ayanian, Guadagnoli, & Cleary, 

1995; Stanton, Jenkins, Savageau, & Thurer, 1984; Jenkins, Stanton, Savageau, Ockene et 

al., 1983), and many are able to return to work (Hiimiiliiinen et al., 2000; Jenkins, 

Stanton, Savageau, Delinger et al., 1983; Stanton et al., 1984). In addition, patients 

generally report improved psychological well-being and quality of life after cardiac 

surgery (Ayanian et al., 1995; Duits, Boeke, Taams, Passchier, & Erdman, 1997; Folks, 

Blake, Fleece, Sokol, & Freeman, 1986). 

A proportion of patients, however, will die following cardiac surgery. Mortality 

due to cardiac failure itself is estimated at between 0.5 to 5%, a level that is considered 

acceptable (Gill & Murkin, 1996). Despite procedures being performed with older and 

sicker patients, overall mortality rates following surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass 
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have declined since the 1980's, perhaps due to advances in surgery, anaesthesia and 

perfusion techniques (Svensson et al., 2001; Zamvar et al., 2002). However, performing 

surgery on higher risk patients has revealed potentially adverse effects cardiac surgery 

can have on the brain (Seines et al., 1999). 

Cardiac surgery can affect the brain in several different ways. These include 

overt neurological events such as stroke (when there is a rupture or blockage of a 

cerebral blood vessel that interrupts blood supply), post-operative delirium, cognitive 

decline (e.g., impaired memory and visuospatial functioning relative to pre-operation) 

and depression (Roach et al., 1996; Seines et al., 1999). Overt neurological events are 

uncommon, occurring in between 0 to 6% of patients, depending on the way these 

events are defined (Robson, Alston, Deary, Andrews, & Souter, 2001; Zamvar et al., 

2002). Post-operative delirium occurs in between 2 to 57% of patients (van der Mast & 

Roest, 1996). Cognitive decline has been reported to affect as many as 83% of post

operative patients and the frequency of post-operative depression can be as high as 26% 

(Langeluddecke, Fulcher, Baird, Hughes, & Tennant, 1989). So while cardiac surgery is 

undoubtedly effective in treating heart disease, it may have negative effects on the 

brain. 

In summary, candidates for cardiac surgery typically have a variety of health 

problems in addition to heart disease. Candidates may be undergoing surgery as a final 

treatment option in an effort to relieve debilitating cardiac symptoms and prolong their 

life. Although surgical procedures are invasive, mortality following surgery is low and 

surgery is generally successful in alleviating cardiac symptoms and reducing mortality. 
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However, recent research has revealed the negative effects cardiac surgery can have on 

the brain, with decline in cognitive functioning being most prevalent. 

Risk Factors for Cognitive Decline After Cardiac Surgery 

Once the potentially negative effects of cardiac surgery on the brain were 

detected, research turned to investigating possible risk factors for these outcomes. These 

risk factors can be classified as pre-operative, and peri- and post-operative, and are 

discussed under these headings in this section. 

Pre-operative Risk Factors 

Pre-operative risk factors for cognitive decline following cardiac surgery are 

factors existing before candidates undergo surgery. Pre-operative factors include 

advanced age, less education, female gender, heart disease and its associated 

conditions, central nervous system dysfunction, anxiety and depression, and the PIA2 

and apoE alleles. Evidence for the relationship between each of these factors and 

cognitive decline is presented in this sub-section. 

Advancing Age 

Age is considered the most robust risk factor for cognitive decline following 

cardiac surgery (Arrowsmith, Grocott, Reves, & Newman, 2000). Older patients, 
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particularly those greater than 70 years of age, have a higher incidence of decline 

following cardiac surgery than younger patients (e.g., Hammon et al., 1997; Newman, et 

al., 1994; Townes et al., 1989; Vanninen et al., 1998). Moreover, risk for decline appears 

to increase with age (Roach et al., 1996). A small proportion of studies that have 

examined the effects of agehave failed to find a relationship between age and cognitive 

decline (e.g., Aris et al., 1986; Breuer et al., 1983; Ellis et al., 1980; Elsass & Henrickson, 

1984; Sontaniemi 1980; Sontaniemi, Juolasmaa & Hokkanen, 1981). However, this may 

be because these studies employed younger samples and the effect of age may not be 

evident until patients are in their 60's or 70's (Benedict, 1994). Alternatively, the absence 

of a relationship between age and cognitive decline may be because studies employed 

strict criteria that select out elderly patients who tend to have more advanced disease 

(Smith et al., 2000). 

Fewer Years of Education 

In the few studies that have investigated the impact of education on cognitive 

functioning after cardiac surgery, number of years of education completed has been 

shown to be a protective factor (Ho et al., 2004; Newman et al., 1994). That is, the more 

years of education a patient has completed, the lower their risk of cognitive decline. 

Possible explanations for the relationship include greater brain reserve or superior test

taking ability in those with more years of education (Di Carlo et al., 2001; Newman, 

Croughwell, et al., 1995). 
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Female Gender 

Few studies have examined whether gender is a risk factor for post-operative 

cognitive decline (Arrowsmith et al., 2000; Newman, 1993). Of the studies that have 

been conducted, it appears that females may be at greater risk of decline than males (Di 

Carlo et al., 2001; Sontaniemi et al., 1981). It has been suggested that higher post

operative mortality in females relative to males may be because females have a higher 

risk profile. This higher risk profile, rather than gender alone, may be responsible for 

increased risk of cognitive decline in females Gacobs et al., 1998). 

Heart Disease & Associated Conditions 

The degree or severity of heart disease and its associated conditions may account 

for cognitive decline post-operatively (Arrowsmith et al., 2000; Benedict, 1994; Gill & 

Murkin, 1996; Newman, 1993). For example, severity of angina, one of the primary 

symptoms of heart disease, has been found to correlate with cognitive decline (O'Brien 

et al., 1992; Newman, Kirchner, et al., 2001). In addition, diabetes, a risk factor for heart 

disease, has been linked to cognitive decline post-operatively (Murkin, Martze, et al., 

1995; Newman, Kirchner, et al., 2001). 

Central Nervous System Dysfunction 

Pre-existing central nervous system (CNS) dysfunction, as evidenced by a history 

of neurological events, abnormalities on brain scans, or impairment on 

neuropsychological tests, may incre.ase the likelihood of neurological events over the 

course of cardiac surgery (Arrowsmith et al., 2000; Roach et al., 1996). However, the 
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evidence for pre-existing CNS dysfunction contributing to post-operative cognitive 

decline, is inconsistent. Some studies have reported a relationship between impaired 

neuropsychological test performance pre-operation and post-operative decline 

(Kilpatrick, Miller, Allain, Huggins, & Lee, 1975; Millar, Asbury, & Murray, 2001; 

Sotaniemi et al., 1981). Other studies, however, have indicated no relationship between 

pre-operative abnormalities on brain imaging and post-operative decline (Breslau et al., 

1981; Harrison et al., 1989). 

The relationship between CNS dysfunction and post-operative decline has not 

been extensively investigated. Instead, the majority of studies exclude patients with 

CNS dysfunction (determined by a history of neurological events) from their sample 

(e.g., Grigore et al., 2001; 2002; Mathew et al., 2003; Newman, Kirchner, et al., 2001; 

Wang et al., 2002). In summary, it appears the evidence for CNS dysfunction 

contributing to cognitive decline post-operatively is inconclusive and may depend on 

the way in which CNS dysfunction is operationalised. 

Anxiety & Depression 

Psychological symptoms such as anxiety and depression can be responsible for 

impaired cognitive functioning (Lezak, 1995; Austin, Mitchell, & Goodwin, 2001). 

Because anxiety and depression are common before cardiac surgery (Langelduddecke, 

Fulcher, Baird, Hughes, & Tennant, 1989; McKhann, Borowicz, Golsborough, Enger, & 

Seines, 1997) there have been investigations into the impact of pre-operative anxiety 

and depression on post-operative cognitive functioning. An early study reported an 

association between pre-operative depression and cognitive decline post-operatively 
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but no relationship between pre-operative anxiety and cognitive decline (Folks et al., 

1988). It was not possible, however, to determine whether cognitive decline, assessed 

using the MMSE, reflected true decline or patients lack of motivation (Symes, Maruff, 

Ajani, & Currie, 2000). A more recent study, employing a battery of neuropsychological 

tests, revealed that both pre-operative depression and anxiety predicted post-operative 

decline on measures of attention and memory (Andrew, Baker, Kneebone, & Knight, 

2000). These findings highlight the potential importance of controlling for pre-operative 

psychological factors when examining post-operative cognitive functioning. 

Genetics: Pt2 and apoE alleles 

Because patients with similar medical profiles and uneventful cardiac surgery 

can have markedly different post-operative cognitive outcomes, investigations have 

begun into genetic factors that may be responsible. According to the reviewed literature 

to date, the role of two genetic factors has been examined. In one study the platelet PIA2 

allele was associated with neuropsychological decline four days post-operatively, 

possibly because it exacerbates the cerebrovascular insult of cardiopulmonary bypass 

(Mathew et al., 2001). In another study the apoE allele, which is known to increase the 

risk of late-onset Alzheimer's dementia, was associated with a decrease in functioning 

in specific cognitive domains at hospital discharge and 6 weeks post-operatively 

(Tardiff et al., 1997). However, two other studies investigating the contribution of the 

apoE allele did not find any association with post-operative cognitive functioning 

(Robson et al., 2002; Steed et al., 2001). It appears that although there is some evidence 
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that there may be a genetic contribution to cognitive decline following cardiac surgery, 

further research is warranted to clarify the impact of genetic factors. 

Peri- and Post-operative Risk Factors 

Peri-and post-operative risk factors for cognitive decline following cardiac 

surgery are factors that occur either during surgery or in the early post-operative 

period. A multitude of peri- and post-operative factors have been investigated to date, 

but data on some of these factors are inconclusive. For example, several studies report 

that cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) time is associated with decline (Kilo et al., 2001; 

Savageau, Stanton, Jenkins, & Klein, 1982; Sotaniemi, Mononen, & Hokkanen, 1986), 

whereas other studies report there is no relationship between CPB time and cognitive 

decline (Hammeke & Hastings, 1988; Ho et al., 2004; Seines et al., 1999). This 

inconsistency has been explained by the range of factors encompassed under CPB time, 

such as variation in CPB equipment, techniques, and physiological parameters, with 

CPB, therefore, not being a very specific measure (Gill & Murkin, 1996). 

Peri- and post-operative factors discussed here include the general process of 

undergoing surgery and anesthesia, factors specific to undergoing cardiac surgery with 

the aid of CPB such as microembolisation, hypoperfusion, and hyperthermia, and 

neurological, psychiatric, and psychological events such as stroke, delirium, and post

operative depression. Evidence for the relationship between each of these factors and 

cognitive decline is outlined below. 
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Surgery & Anaesthesia 

The surgical process itself may be responsible for a degree of cognitive decline. In 

support of this, several studies have reported post-operative cognitive decline following 

non-cardiac procedures (e.g., Abildstrom et al., 2000; Ancelin et al., 2001; Bekker & 

Weeks, 2003; Moller et al., 1998; Williams-Russo, Sharrock, Mattis, Szatrowski, & 

Charlson, 1995). The general consensus is that post-operative cognitive decline is short

lived (Bekker & Weeks, 2003; Rasmussen et al., 2001). However, recent evidence 

suggested the possibility of persisting impairment for a proportion of patients 

(Abildstrom et al., 2000). The incidence of decline in the first post-operative week is 

between 24.8-25.8% (Abildstrom et al., 2000; Moller et al., 1998), decreasing to between 

9.9-10.3% by three months post-operation (Moller et al., 1998; Williams-Russo et al., 

1995). 

Anaesthesia is the prime candidate for causing cognitive decline post-operatively 

because anaesthetic management can lead to changes in cerebral perfusion, and because 

anaesthesia can directly affect brain functioning via cerebral blood flow, metabolism, 

and delivery of oxygen (Williams-Russo et al., 1995). However, the literature indicates 

that the effects of anaesthesia on the brain are not prolonged (Jones, 1988; Moller et al., 

1998). Instead, according to reviewed studies, potential predictors of cognitive 

impairment at three months post-operation include age, low education level, pre

operative cognitive impairment, or pre-operative depression (Ancelin et al., 2001; 

Moller et al., 1998). In conclusion, surgery and anaesthesia appear to account for short

term cognitive impairment and possibly account, to some degree, for more long-term 

impairment. 
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Microembolisation 

Several studies have revealed a correlation between the number of microemboli 

detected intra-operatively and the incidence of cognitive decline (Barbut et al., 1997; 

Blauth, Arnold, Schulenberg, McCartney & Taylor, 1988; Clark et al., 1995; Hammon et 

al., 1997; Pugsley et al, 1994; Stump et al., 1993). Microemboli are small particles that 

flow throughout the bloodstream and can impede circulation if they become lodged in 

small vessels. Microemboli are either gaseous (comprised of air) or particles of 

biological (e.g., platelets, calcium, atheroma) or non-biological matter (e.g., fibres from 

operative swabs, silicone rubber from components of the bypass circuit) (Arrowsmith et 

al., 2000; Stump, Rogers, & Hammon, 1996). 

Specific surgical events, such as aortic cannulation, cross-damp removal, or 

cardiac manipulation, increase the risk of microemboli entering the circulatory system 

(Barbut et al., 1994; Borger et al., 2001). Because OPCAB surgery does not involve aortic 

cannulation/ decannulation and aortic cross-clamping, it is hypothesized that there 

would be less risk of embolisation during these procedures (Murkin, Boyd, Ganapathy, 

Adams, & Peterson, 1999; Stump, Rorie, & Jones, 2001). Research supports reduced 

numbers of emboli during OPCAB surgery versus surgery with the aid of CPB (Bhasker 

Rao et al., 1998; Bowles et al., 2001; Watters, Cohen, Monk, Angelini, & Ryder, 2000). 

Further evidence for microemboli increasing the risk of cognitive decline comes 

from investigations employing protective CPB apparatus. For example, in 

investigations where arterial filters and membrane oxygenators (as opposed to bubble 

oxygenators) have been used during surgery to reduce embolic load, there has been a 
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corresponding decrease in cognitive decline post-operatively (Blumenthal et al., 1995; 

Pugsley et al., 1990; 1994). 

Despite the extensive evidence for a relationship between microemboli and 

cognitive decline, some investigators have found no correlation between microemboli 

and cognitive functioning (Arrowsmith et al., 1998; Browndyke et al., 2002; Jacobs et al., 

1998). These contrasting findings suggest that the relationship between microemboli 

and cognitive functioning is not as clear-cut as it sometimes appears. For instance, 

perhaps the size or location of the emboli more critical than the quantity (Browndyke et 

al., 2002). 

Hypoperfusion 

It has long been thought that inadequate cerebral blood flow (hypoperfusion) 

may cause ischaemic damage to the brain, and contribute to post-operative cognitive 

decline (Symes, Maruff, Ajani, & Currie, 2000). Several factors may influence cerebral 

blood flow during CPB, including mean arterial pressure, pump flow, and blood-gas 

management procedures (Arrowsmith, Grocott, Reves, & Newman,2000). Research has 

shown that, as long as these factors are within the bounds of usual surgical practice, 

they have little influence on cerebral blood flow for the majority of patients 

(Arrowsmith et al., 2000). However, particularly low mean arterial pressure may be 

unfavourable for elderly patients (Newman et al., 1994). In addition, artificially 

correcting for temperature and C02 while cooling the patient (referred to as a pH stat 

blood gas management strategy) may be more damaging than allowing pH and C02 
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levels to vary naturally (referred to as an alpha stat management strategy; Patel et al., 

1996; Murkin, Martzke et al., 1995; Venn, Ramesh, Patel, & Chambers, 1996). 

Risk of Hyperthermia 

The temperature of the patient during cardiac surgery is hypothesised to 

influence neuropsychological outcomes (Newman, Croughwell et al., 1995; Regragui et 

al., 1996). Often operations with CPB are conducted with the patient hypothermic (Ellis 

et al., 1980; Regragui et al., 1996). Cooling the body lowers the basal metabolic rate, 

which decreases oxygen consumption allowing slower flow rates. Therefore, 

hypothermia enhances safe perfusion because more time is available to make repairs in 

the advent of complications interrupting perfusion (Stephenson & Edmunds, 1991). 

A caution when employing hypothermia, however, is that if a patient is patient is 

re-warmed too rapidly at the end of surgery they may become hyperthermic (Grigore et 

al., 2002; Grocott et al., 2002; Newman, Kramer et al., 1995). Hyperthermia has the 

converse effect on the brain, increasing the metabolic demands meaning that there is 

insufficient oxygen to meet the brain's needs (Grocott et al., 2002; Nathan et al., 1995). 

Studies have revealed relationships between maximum post-operative temperature or 

hyperthermia and poorer neuropsychological test performance (Grocott et al., 2002; 

Newman, Kramer et al., 1995). 

Neurological Events 

The literature on the relationship between peri-operative neurological events and 

post-operative cognitive decline has produced inconsistent results. Several studies have 
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indicated a significant correlation between post-operative neurological events and 

neuropsychological outcomes (Aberg & Kihlgren, 1974; Sotaniemi, Juolasmaa & 

Hokkanen, 1981; Wilner et al., 1976), whereas others have failed to detect a relationship 

(Frank, Heller, Kornfeld, & Malm, 1972; Gilberstadt & Sako, 1967; Juolasmaa et al., 1981; 

Lee, Brady, Rowe & Miller, 1971; Lee, Miller, Rowe, Hairston & Brady, 1969; Tufo, 

Osfeld, & Shekelle, 1970). 

A relationship between neurological and neuropsychological outcomes is often 

assumed because both outcomes represent a form of brain dysfunction (Newman, 

1993). However, these outcomes may be invoked by different mechanisms and this may 

explain the absence of a relationship between them. Neurological impairment, for 

example, generally produces focal damage and, therefore, may be attributed to 

macroemboli, whereas neuropsychological impairment, which appears to produce 

diffuse dysfunction (Juolasmaa et al., 1981), may be attributed to microemboli showers 

or impaired cerebral blood flow (Newman, 1993). 

In the absence of conclusive evidence on whether or not peri-operative 

neurological events are related to neuropsychological outcomes, it is recommended that 

the role of neurological outcomes be examined in investigations into the cognitive 

outcomes of cardiac surgery (Murkin, Newman, Stump, & Blumenthal, 1995). 

Delirium 

Several early studies suggested a relationship between post-operative delirium 

and cognitive decline after cardiac surgery (Breuer et al., 1983; Lee et al., 1971; Tufo et 

al., 1970). One study, for example, reported abnormalities in mental status at discharge 
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in 20% of participants who had experienced delirium (Breuer et al., 1983). However, 

other studies did not find any relationship between delirium and subsequent cognitive 

functioning (Frank et al., 1972; Lee et al., 1969; Moller et al., 1998). Only one study has 

specifically set out to investigate the relationship between delirium and cognitive 

decline after cardiac surgery (Juolasmaa et al., 1981); this study finding mixed results. 

However, the general delirium literature reviewed in the previous chapter indicates the 

potential for delirium to contribute to decline and suggests the contribution of delirium 

to cognitive decline after cardiac surgery context is worthy of further investigation 

(Francis, Martin, & Kapoor, 1990; Francis & Kapoor, 1992; Juolasmaa et al., 1981; Katz et 

al., 2001; Koponen et al., 1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993; McCusker, Cole, Dendukuri, 

Belzile, & Primeau, 2001). 

Anxiety & Depression 

A proportion of patients experience post-operative anxiety or depression 

(Andrew, Baker, Kneebone & Knight, 2000; Burker, Blumenthal, Feldman, Burnett et al., 

1995; Pirraglia, Peterson, Williams-Russo, Gorkin & Charlson, 1999). Several studies 

have shown that post-operative anxiety and depression correlate with pre-operative 

anxiety and depression respectively (Arrowsmith et al., 1999; McKhann, Borowicz, 

Goldsborough, Enger, & Selnes, 1997; Millar, Asbury, & Murray, 2001; Timberlake et al., 

1997; Vingerhoets, 1998). An early study revealed that post-operative depression 

accounted for the performance of surgical versus control patients on a test of aphasia 

and a measure of overall impairment post-operation (Townes et al., 1989). However, the 

majority of investigations have revealed little or no relationship between post-operative 
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anxiety or depression, or changes in anxiety or depression, and post-operative cognitive 

functioning (Andrew et al., 2000; McKhann et al., 1997; Millar et al., 2001; Newman et 

al., 1987; 1989; 1990; Timberlake et al.; Vingerhoets, de Soete, & Jannes, 1995a). It 

appears then that few patients develop new psychological symptoms post-operatively, 

but that post-operative depression may account for subtle change in some areas of 

cognitive functioning. 

In summary, a variety of pre-, peri- and post-operative factors may contribute to 

cognitive decline following cardiac surgery. Advanced age was cited as a risk factor in 

the majority of the studies in which it was investigated, whereas increasing years of 

education protected against decline. Females may be at higher risk, but this may be due 

to a higher cardiac risk profile than males. The severity of heart disease and its 

associated conditions are important and the relationship between pre-existing CNS 

dysfunction and post-operative cognitive decline appears worthy of further study. In 

addition, pre-operative psychological symptoms may contribute to cognitive decline. 

Finally, there is some indication that genetic factors may predispose individuals to post

operative decline. 

The process of undergoing surgery and anaesthesia also appears to account for 

cognitive decline to some degree but decline predominantly appears to be due to factors 

specific to undergoing cardiac surgery with the aid of CPB. Microembolisation seems to 

be the most likely candidate responsible for decline, although the risk of hyperthermia 

when rewarming a hypothermic patient may also contribute to adverse cognitive 

outcomes. Within the bounds of usual surgical practice and using an alpha stat blood-
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gas management strategy, the risk of cognitive decline should be reduced. The 

contribution of peri- and post-operative neurological events and delirium to cognitive 

decline is not yet clear, but post-operative depression may account for some of the 

variance in cognitive functioning post-operatively. Where possible, each of these factors 

should be considered when evaluating post-operative decline following cardiac 

surgery. 

Cardiac Surgery and Cognitive Decline: The Literature 

Throughout this chapter it has become apparent that cardiac surgery may 

adversely affect the brain, and that a variety of pre-, peri- and post-operative factors 

may be responsible for a decline in post-operative cognitive functioning. To provide a 

better perspective of the impact of cardiac surgery on cognitive functioning, the 

literature is briefly reviewed. First, the incidence of post-operative cognitive decline is 

explored. Second, the cognitive domains most vulnerable to decline are outlined. The 

section then concludes by considering the clinical relevance of decline following cardiac 

surgery. 

Incidence of Post-operative Cognitive Decline 

Estimates of the incidence of cognitive decline following cardiac surgery vary 

widely depending on study design. For example, across studies a variety of different 
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tests are employed to measure cognitive functioning, different decline criteria are 

employed, and the timing of assessments differs (Borowicz, Goldsborough, Seines, & 

McKhann, 1996; Symes et al., 2000). Even review articles that have analysed the findings 

of studies using comparable tests, assessments points, and decline criteria, have 

indicated considerable variation (i.e., 11-38%; van Dijk et al., 2000). Advances in 

surgical, anaesthetic and perfusion techniques have seen improvements in the outcomes 

of surgery, but concurrent increases in the risk profile of surgical candidates, which 

may affect the incidence of post-operative cognitive decline. These changes have also 

added to the diversity in the reported incidence of cognitive decline. 

In the face of this diversity, the aim is to indicate the general pattern of the 

incidence of cognitive decline post-operatively as it changes across the post-operative 

course. The post-operative assessment points that are examined are separated into acute 

(first week post-operation); short-term (from 1 week to 3 months) and long-term (from 3 

months to 1 year), and late follow-up (> 1 year post-operatively). 

Decline in the acute post-operative period 

Typically a high incidence of decline is observed in the acute post-operative 

period with estimates ranging from 5-79% (Hammon et al., 1997; Mahanna et al., 1996; 

Murkin, Martzke, Buchan, Bentley, & Wong, 1995; Toner, Taylor, Newman, & Smith, 

1996). It is not possible to assess severely ill patients during this period, and, given that 

practice effects are likely to be greatest because there is typically just over a week 

between pre- and post-operative assessments, estimates may be inaccurate. Studies that 

have examined performance serially during the first post-operative week (e.g., on post-
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operative days 3, 6, & 9) have revealed that the incidence of decline drops rapidly over 

this acute phase (Mullges, Berg, Schmidtke, Weinacker, & Toyka, 2000; Silbert et al., 

2001). 

Short- & Long-term Decline 

The incidence of decline appears to decrease from the acute post-operative 

period to a few months following surgery. Reports estimate that the incidence of decline 

over this period is between 0-57% (Borowicz et al., 1996; Selnes et al., 1999; van Dijk et 

al., 2000). The incidence of decline continues to decrease from 3 months up until a year 

post-surgery. Reviewed studies revealed incidence rates ranging from 4-37% over this 

period (Borowicz et al., 1996; Gill & Murkin, 1996; McKhann, Goldsborough et al., 1997; 

Newman, 1993). 

Deficits at Late Follow-up 

Reports of the incidence of cognitive decline later than a year post-operatively 

are conflicting. Although some studies have revealed a continued decrease in the 

incidence of decline at 3- and 5-year follow-up (Baker, 2004; Mullges et al., 2002; 

Sotaniemi et al., 1986), other studies have reported new deterioration in cognitive 

functioning at follow-up as late as 5 years post-operation (Newman, et al., 2001; Selnes 

et al., 2001). 
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Cognitive Domains Affected 

A variety of neuropsychological tests have been employed across investigations 

of cognitive functioning after cardiac surgery (Borowicz et al., 1996) These tests assess 

different cognitive domains with memory and attention most frequently examined 

(Borowicz et al., 1996). Despite the heterogeneity of the neuropsychological tests 

employed, there is some consistency in the domains found to be most sensitive to 

impairment post-operatively. The domains most affected include learning and memory, 

attention and concentration, visuoconstructional ability, and psychomotor functioning 

(Benedict, 1994; Borowicz et al., 1996; Gill & Murkin, 1996; Newman, 1993; Selnes et al., 

1999; Symes et al, 2000). However, some domains such as language and executive 

functioning, have not been adequately evaluated (Symes et al., 2000). The few studies 

that have assessed these domains have indicated decline. 

Clinical Relevance of Cognitive Decline 

In addition to understanding the incidence of cognitive decline following cardiac 

surgery and the domains affected, it is important to understand the severity of 

impairment. To date studies have investigated the statistical significance of decline 

using criteria such as a decrease of one standard deviation, or 20% decline in test score, 

in 20% of tests. But what exactly does a decrease of one standard deviation or 20% mean 

for the patient? 
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A review of studies to date indicates that few investigations have evaluated the 

clinical relevance of decline. The general consensus is that cognitive decline after 

cardiac surgery is subtle (van Dijk et al., 2000). Two studies have revealed little 

correlation between objective and subjective measures of cognitive functioning 

indicating that those reporting difficulty functioning cognitively, are not necessarily 

those experiencing a decline in functioning (Khatri et al., 1999; Newman, et al., 1989). 

Instead, it has been shown that those reporting cognitive decline are patients 

experiencing post-operative depression or anxiety (Khatri et al., 1999; Newman, et al., 

1989). 

There is some evidence, however, that a small proportion of patients with post

operative decline, are significantly functionally disabled by the degree of decline. For 

example, two studies indicated that decline prevented patients returning to work 

(Roach et al., 1996; Shaw et al., 1987). In addition, patients with decline performed 

significantly worse on an on-road driving test following surgery, than patients without 

decline (Ahlgren, Lundqvist, Nordlund, Aren, & Rutberg, 2003). These results should be 

- interpreted with caution since such functional outcome measures are contingent on 

factors other than cognitive functioning, such as physical ability. However, these results 

highlight the potential clinical relevance of cognitive decline post-cardiac surgery and 

indicate the need for further research in this area. 

In summary, despite the heterogeneity in methods of assessment across 

investigations of the cognitive outcomes of cardiac surgery, it appears that the incidence 

of decline is highest in the acute post-operative period and declines in the short and 
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longer-term. It is possible that new decline may present at follow-up as late as 5 years 

post-surgery. The main cognitive domains vulnerable to decline post-cardiac surgery 

include language and memory, attention and concentration, and psychomotor 

functioning. Finally, although the statistical significance of decline has been established, 

few studies have investigated the clinical relevance of a decline in cognitive functioning 

post-operatively. Subjective report of a decline in functioning does not appear to be a 

reliable indicator of objective decline, but functional outcomes such as poor driving 

performance may prove useful indicators of clinical relevance and should be a main 

focus of further research. 

Chapter Conclusions 

In conclusion, cardiac surgery undertaken to relieve symptoms of cardiovascular 

disease and to prolong life, may have adverse effects on the brain detected by 

performance on neuropsychological tests post-operation. Risk factors for cognitive 

decline include pre-operative factors such as advanced age, and disease status, and 

factors specific to the process of undergoing surgery such as microembolisation, and 

hyperthermia when being rewarmed. The role of other factors, such as pre-existing CNS 

dysfunction, and post-operative delirium, deserve further investigation and are 

examined in the present study. 

Studies on the cognitive outcomes of cardiac surgery have revealed a high 

incidence of decline in immediate post-operative period, which appears to decrease 
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from a week to a year following surgery. The literature indicates that language and 

memory, attention and concentration, and psychomotor functioning are the cognitive 

domains most vulnerable to decline. Although statistically significant change in 

cognitive functioning has been observed following cardiac surgery, there has been little 

investigation into the clinical relevance of decline. 

The literature on the cognitive outcomes of cardiac surgery provides some 

context for the present study, which is conducted with a cardiac surgery sample. In 

addition, specific aspects of studies examining cognitive change following cardiac 

surgery are relevant to the methodology of the present study; these aspects are 

explicated in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3: IDENTIFYING DELIRIUM & 

ASSESSING COGNITIVE FUNCTIONING 

The purpose of this chapter is to present issues to be taken into account when 

designing a valid investigation of the cognitive outcomes of delirium and to critique the 

existing literature. The central considerations when reviewing and critiquing the 

literature on the cognitive outcomes of delirium after cardiac surgery are whether 

studies have appropriately identified delirium and adequately assessed cognitive 

functioning. Within each of these domains there exist general clinical and 

methodological issues as well as issues specific to delirium and cognitive functioning in 

the context of cardiac surgery. 

Reviewing issues relevant to the identification of delirium from the general 

delirium literature, and issues relevant to the assessment of cognitive functioning after 

cardiac surgery for the cardiac surgery literature, serves another purpose. There is 

extensive literature in these two areas, and accepted assessment standards and 

procedures have been developed. In contrast, research on the cognitive outcomes of 
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delirium, has not evolved to the stage of accepted standards. Therefore, applying 

standards from these well-researched areas is intended to advance research on the 

cognitive outcomes of delirium. 

Issues pertaining to the identification of delirium are addressed in the first 

section of this chapter, and issues pertaining to the assessment of cognitive functioning 

are addressed in the second section. In each of these sections both general issues, and 

issues specifically relevant within the context of cardiac surgery, are discussed, and the 

strengths and limitations of the reviewed studies are outlined. Each section concludes 

with a summary of recommendations for future studies. The chapter concludes with an 

outline of how the cognitive outcomes of delirium after cardiac surgery will be 

examined in the present study. 

Identifying Delirium Mter Cardiac Surgery 

There are several approaches to assessing delirium for research purposes. 

Different approaches provide different information about delirium, appropriate to 

meeting different study objectives. Studies examining delirium subtypes, for example, 

require detailed descriptions of delirium symptoms, whereas studies investigating the 

effectiveness of delirium interventions require estimations of delirium severity (Smith, 

Breitbart & Platt, 1995). In this section the focus is on identifying delirium, because 
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determining presence or absence of delirium is necessary for studies on delirium 

outcomes. 

Determining the best approach to identifying delirium involves understanding 

accepted standards and selecting appropriate assessment tools. Factors that potentially 

impede standard administration and interpretation of assessment tools should also be 

considered. Accepted standards, issues regarding the selection of appropriate 

assessment tools, and factors affecting the overall assessment approach are reviewed in 

this section. 

Accepted Standards for Identifying Delirium 

The standards for identifying delirium according to the research literature have 

progressed alongside advances in understanding of delirium. Historically, the presence 

of delirium was determined by deciding whether study participants met a research 

definition of delirium (e.g., Egerton & Kay, 1964; Kornfeld, Heller, Frank, Edie, & Barsa, 

1978). However, there was disagreement about how delirium was defined and 

inconsistency in how definitions were applied across studies (Hill, Risby, & Morgan, 

1992). Another approach was to use a cut-off score on a cognitive screening instrument 

to determine the presence of delirium (e.g., Levkoff, Liptzin, Cleary, Reilly, & Evans, 

1991; Smith et al., 1995). The main limitations of using cognitive screening instruments 

were that they focused solely on the cognitive symptoms of delirium and were not 

validated to detect delirium. This meant that individuals with behavioural symptoms of 

delirium but who performed well on these cognitive tests were often missed (Smith et 
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al., 1995). For these reasons, neither of these approaches were adequate, and a more 

standardized and validated approach to delirium identification was necessary. 

Following the publication of specific diagnostic criteria for delirium (e.g., in the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders-III, American Psychiatric 

Association, 1980), clinically diagnosing delirium became important in research settings 

(Smith et al., 1995). In early studies, a psychiatrist's clinical diagnosis of delirium was 

used, being considered the gold standard at the time (Bitondo Dyer, Ashton & Teasdale, 

1995). However, there was variability in the way psychiatrists' applied diagnostic 

criteria and this variability meant this approach was unacceptable for research (Smith et 

al., 1995). Furthermore, due to the transient and fluctuating presentation of symptoms, 

psychiatrists' single diagnostic assessments often missed cases of delirium (Zou et al., 

1998). 

To improve the standardization of delirium diagnosis, specialized diagnostic 

tools were developed that essentially operationalised DSM diagnostic criteria and 

thereby reduced information variance. Standardised cognitive tests were also employed 

to provide objective information to facilitate operationalisation and/ or to enhance 

diagnostic tools (Trzepacz, 1994). The objective nature of the diagnostic tools and 

cognitive tests meant that they could be administered by non-physicians, such as nurses 

or researchers, provided that whoever completed the tool was specifically trained in its 

use (Levkoff et al., 1991). Research has indicated that delirium is better detected by 

trained raters using diagnostic tools than by psychiatrists' clinically diagnosing cases 

(Zou et al., 1998). 
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To reduce the potential for cases of delirium to be missed, due to fluctuating 

symptoms, it has been recommended that patients be observed on multiple occasions, 

at least every 24 hours (Trzepacz, 1999b). For the same reason, it has also been 

recommended that information about delirium symptoms be gathered from sources in 

addition to the patient, such as from reviewing medical notes, and speaking with staff 

and caregivers (Levkoff, et al., 1991; Lipowski, 1992; Zou, et al., 1998). 

In conclusion, clinically diagnosing delirium continues to be recognized as 

important for the identification of delirium in clinical research settings. Clinical research 

suggests this is best achieved with the use of diagnostic tools, which operationalise 

criteria, and with the use of standardized cognitive tests. Diagnostic tools can be 

administered by non-physicians, provided they are specifically trained to use the tools. 

To ensure cases of delirium are not missed, patients should be observed at least every 

24 hours, and information from various sources should be integrated into delirium 

assessment. 

The approaches used to identify delirium in studies to date did not always meet 

accepted standards. While almost every study employed diagnostic criteria in 

accordance with the DSM (i.e., DSM-II, DSM-III-R, or DSM-IV; American Psychiatric 

Association, 1980; 1987; 1994), these criteria were only operationalised in two studies 

(Francis & Kapoor, 1992; Francis, Martin, & Kapoor, 1990; Rockwood et al., 1999). Only 

three studies supplemented diagnosis with diagnostic tools or standardised delirium 

assessment instruments (Lundstrom et al., 2003; McCusker et al., 2001; Rockwood et al., 

1999). However, almost all of the studies incorporated some measure of cognition to 
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supplement delirium diagnosis (Francis et al., 1990; Francis & Kapoor, 1992; Koponen et 

al., 1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993; Lundstrom et al., 2003; McCusker et al., 2001; 

Rahkonen et al., 2000, 2001; Rockwood et al., 1999). 

In the majority of studies, delirium was assessed on multiple occasions. For 

example, in several studies patients were monitored every 24 hours (Juolasmaa et al., 

1981; Koponen et al., 1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993; Lundstrom et al., 2003), or 

every 48 hours (Francis et al., 1990 & Francis & Kapoor; 1992). However, there were less 

frequent evaluations for delirium in other studies (Katz et al., 2001; Rahkonen et al., 

2000). For example, in one study the presence or absence of delirium was determined 

only on days 2 and 6, and at subsequent 4-5 day intervals; consequently delirium cases 

may have been missed (Katz et al., 2001). 

Selecting Delirium Assessment Tools 

A main issue to consider when selecting a delirium assessment tool is the tool's 

psychometric properties when used within the desired population and setting. Another 

issue when selecting a delirium assessment tool is the training or expertise required for 

its administration. The specific psychometric properties relevant to delirium assessment 

tools, and the importance of training and expertise, are outlined in the following 

subsection. 
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Psychometric Properties 

When selecting delirium assessment tools, it is important that the tool accurately 

identifies delirium symptoms. For this reason, the psychometric properties most 

relevant to selecting delirium assessment tools include validity, sensitivity and 

specificity, positive and negative predictive power, and reliability (Trzepacz, 1994). 

These psychometric properties should be considered within the population and setting 

in which the tool is being used. 

Evidence for validity refers to evidence supporting the use of a measure for its 

intended purpose (Goodwin & Leech, 2003). Thus, an interview schedule that claims to 

facilitate the diagnosis of delirium should identify the same individuals with delirium 

as are diagnosed by a psychiatrist, if psychiatric diagnosis is assumed to be the 

"criterion" for caseness (Smith et al., 1995). 

The sensitivity of a delirium assessment tool refers to its ability to identify 

delirium in participants with delirium, whereas the specificity refers to the tool's ability 

to identify no delirium in participants without delirium (Levkoff et al., 1991). In the 

post-operative setting, the specificity of a delirium assessment instrument, in particular, 

may be affected. To illustrate, a patient with common post-operative symptoms, such as 

sleep and psychomotor disturbance, may be inaccurately classified with delirium if an 

assessment tool relies heavily on these symptoms. For this reason, only tools that have 

been validated for use with post-operative patients should be used in such 

investigations. 

Positive predictive power refers to the probability that an individual who scores 

above a cut-off actually has delirium, whereas negative predictive power refers to the 
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probability that an individual who scores below a cut-off does not actually have a 

delirium (Kabacoff, Segal, Hersen, & Hasselt, 1997). Positive and negative predictive are 

useful indices for establishing how well a measures predicts diagnosis so they are 

particularly relevant when selecting a tool for identifying delirium. 

There are several different forms of reliability. Because delirium assessment tools 

are designed for different raters to identify delirium, interrater reliability is particularly 

important. This refers to the extent to which the same persons are rated as with or 

without delirium, when an assessment tool is used by different evaluators (Levkoff et 

al., 1991). Test-retest reliability refers to the extent to which the same person is rated as 

with or without delirium when an assessment tool is administered on different 

occasions. This form of reliability is less relevant for delirium assessment tools, 

however, because of the fluctuating nature of delirium symptoms. 

As mentioned, only three studies employed a standardised delirium assessment 

tool (Lundstrom et al., 2003; McCusker et al., 2001; Rockwood, 1999). The tools used in 

each study were the Organic Brain Syndrome Scale (Berggren, Gustafson, Erikson et al., 

1987), Confusion Assessment Method (Inouye et al., 1990) and the Delirium Rating 

Scale (Trzepacz, Baker, & Greenhouse, 1988) respectively. Both the Confusion 

Assessment Method and the Delirium Rating Scale have adequate psychometric 

properties for the identification of delirium. For example, the sensitivity and specificity 

of the Confusion Assessment Method are 89 and 100% respectively. In addition, the 

Delirium Rating Scale has been cross-validated for use with older patients (Rockwood, 

Goodman, Flynn & Stolee, 1996). The Organic Brain Syndrome Scale, however, is less 
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commonly used for the assessment of delirium and it was not possible to determine its 

psychometric properties for this purpose. In summary, it appears that at least two of the 

three delirium assessment tools employed possess adequate psychometric properties. 

Training and Expertise 

Different assessment tools require different levels of training or expertise. Here, 

training refers to specialized training in the use of a selected assessment tool, whereas 

expertise refers to qualifications, such as being a physician or psychiatrist. Studies have 

indicated that when individuals without the appropriate expertise administer 

assessment tools, the psychometric properties of the tool may be reduced. For example, 

the interrater reliability of the Delirium Rating Scale appears to be highest when 

completed by geriatric physicians or psychiatrists familiar in its use, with estimates 

ranging from .86 to .97 (Trzepacz et al., 1988; Trzepacz, 1999b). When completed by 

nonphysicians, despite specialized training interrater reliability may be lower, ranging 

from .59 to .99 (Trzepacz, 1999b). These findings highlight why assessment tools should 

only be administered by those with adequate training or expertise. 

Only one of the reviewed studies reported the training and expertise of the 

person/ s administering the delirium assessment tool (McCusker et al., 2001). The lack 

of information about training and expertise makes it difficult to evaluate whether 

assessment tools were administered to accepted standards. 
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Factors Affecting Delirium Identification 

There are several factors that may affect the identification of delirium that should 

be considered when designing or evaluating an investigation of delirium. It is 

important to be aware of differential diagnoses that may cloud accurate identification of 

delirium. Practical constraints associated with assessing delirium post-operatively 

should also be taken into account. In addition, in the context of cardiac surgery, the 

influence of anaesthesia and surgery need to be considered. How each of these factors 

may affect delirium assessment is now discussed. 

Differential Diagnoses 

The main differential diagnosis in the assessment of delirium is whether an 

individual has dementia as opposed to delirium or whether they have delirium 

superimposed on dementia (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). If a patient with 

dementia is suspected to be experiencing delirium, it is important to determine whether 

the symptoms that indicate delirium are not better accounted for by the pre-existing 

dementia (Trzepacz, et al., 2001). This may require an in-depth history of the 

presentation of individual symptoms. If it is not possible to differentiate these 

disorders, for example, by their onset and course, it is recommended that delirium be 

provisionally diagnosed (Fairweather, 1991). 
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Approaches to the differential diagnosis of delirium and dementia were not 

explicated in any of the reviewed studies, although in one study the operationalisation 

of delirium diagnosis included the following caveat: 

"cognitive impairment that was reported to be stable for over four weeks prior to admission and 

was not observed to change during hospital stay was not considered to be delirium" (Francis et 

al., 1990, p. 1097). In two studies, the outcomes of patients with dementia in addition to 

delirium were compared to the outcomes of patients with delirium alone, with 

dementia alone, or with neither of these diagnoses (McCusker et al., 2001; Rockwood et 

al., 1999) and standardised measures were employed to determine both diagnoses (e.g., 

the Informant Questionnaire for Cognitive Decline in the Elderly was used to determine 

dementia status; Jorm, 1994). In other studies patients with dementia or severe cognitive 

impairment were excluded at the outset (Katz et al., 2001; Lundstrom et al., 2003; 

Rahkonen et al., 2000, 2001). While excluding patients with dementia may solve the 

dilemma of differential diagnosis, there is a high incidence of delirium superimposed 

on dementia, which suggests the comorbidity of these disorders is meaningful (Caron & 

Rutter, 1991). Therefore, excluding patients with pre-existing dementia may mean that 

results cannot be generalised to the majority of individuals who experience delirium. 

Practical Constraints 

Practical constraints that may complicate the identification of delirium include 

symptoms of delirium itself and aspects of the post-operative setting. Delirium is 

essentially a disorder of impaired attention, so patients with delirium may have 

difficulty attending to questions during an interview (Lipowski, 1992). Impaired 
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attention could also make cognitive testing for delirium challenging. Delirium is also 

often associated with psychomotor disturbance. Psychomotor disturbance may mean 

that patients cannot complete cognitive tasks requiring normal psychomotor 

functioning. In addition, patients with delirium who experience delusions may be 

uncooperative with those attempting to assess them. For example, those who believe 

that staff are trying to kill them will be unlikely to comply with examiner requests. 

Aspects of the post-operative setting that may make assessing delirium after 

cardiac surgery particularly difficult include patients being intubated or wearing an 

oxygen mask (to facilitate respiratory function). Such physical constraints may impede 

or prevent verbal communication. Also, after cardiac surgery, patients fatigue' easily 

and can experience nausea and vomiting. These factors may mean that it is not possible 

to complete an assessment or that the patient is less cooperative with those assessing 

tllem. 

These potential practical constraints indicate that it may not always be possible 

to complete an adequate interview or cognitive assessment for delirium. Therefore, 

assessment may rely on observing the patient and gathering information from other 

sources such as medical records and family/ caregiver report. Observational 

assessments and the use of information from sources other than the patient have been a 

component of delirium assessment in several studies (e.g., Miller et al., 1997; Rolfson, 

McElhaney, Jhangri, & Rockwood, 1999). 

It is difficult to determine how well studies accounted for practical constraints 

that may have affected delirium identification. However, the use of observational 
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assessments and information from sources other than the patient suggests that practical 

constraints in assessing delirium were anticipated in some studies (e.g., Francis et al., 

1990; Francis & Kapoor, 1992; Lundstrom et al., 2003; McCusker et al., 2001). 

Anaesthesia & Surgery 

The residual effects of anaesthesia may be mistaken for symptoms of delirium. 

Examining delirium post-operatively, therefore, involves ruling out the residual effects 

of anaesthesia. The effects of anaesthesia last for up to 48 hours after cardiac surgery, 

therefore, studies of delirium after cardiac surgery have restricted the identification of 

delirium to that presenting after this time (e.g., van der Mast, van der Broek, Fekkes, 

Pepplinkhuizen, & Haebbema, 1999). In studies of delirium after cardiac surgery, the 

aim is to examine delirium that is specifically related to surgery. For this reason, 

delirium diagnosis has been limited to delirium appearing up until the fourth or fifth 

day post-surgery. Delirium first appearing after post-operative day 5 is not considered 

to be due to surgery per se (Rolfson et al., 1999; van der Mast et al., 1999). 

Only one of the reviewed studies was conducted with a post-cardiac surgery 

population (Juolasmaa et al., 1981). In this study psychiatric examinations for delirium 

were performed daily for the first post-operative week but there was no mention of 

differentiating delirium from the residual effects of anaesthesia. Another study was 

conducted with a post-operative population (patients undergoing operations for 

femoral neck fractures) and ascribed symptoms in the first 8 hours post-operation to 

anaesthesia as opposed to delirium (Lundstrom et al., 2003). The period during which 
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symptoms were attributed to the residual effects of anaesthesia was only 8 hours, in 

contrast to 48 hours as in studies with cardiac surgery patients because different types 

of anaesthesia are employed in these operations, with anaesthesia following surgery for 

neck fractures wearing off more quickly. 

In summary, the approach to the identification of delirium varied across the 

reviewed studies. Most studies met some, but not all, of the accepted standards for 

delirium identification. The absence of relevant information made it difficult to assess 

methodological aspects of the studies, such as the psychometric properties of the 

delirium assessment tools employed. Likewise, it was not possible to determine how 

well studies accounted for factors that had the potential to affect delirium identification, 

such as a differential diagnosis of dementia or practical constraints. Overall, the use of 

standardized delirium assessment tools with adequate psychometric properties, 

administered by persons with adequate training and/ or expertise should improve the 

methodology of future investigations. 

Recommendations for Identifying Delirium After Cardiac Surgery 

After reviewing the accepted standards for identifying delirium, considering the 

issues in selecting assessment tools, and considering the factors that may affect delirium 

identification, the following recommendations can be made regarding the identification 

of delirium in the early post-operative period for research purposes: 
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• Delirium should be identified according to accepted diagnostic criteria such 

as the DSM 

• Criteria for diagnosis should be operationalised with the use of diagnostic 

tools and standardized cognitive tests 

• Patients should be observed on multiple occasions, at least once every 24 

hours 

• Assessment instruments should have adequate psychometric properties for 

use within the desired population and setting 

• Assessment instruments should only be used by those with appropriate 

training and/ or expertise 

• Delirium should be differentiated from a diagnosis of dementia 

• Practical constraints that complicate the assessment of patients with delirium, 

particularly irt a postoperative setting sP .. ould be considered, and assessrr1ents 

may rely on observing patients and gathering information from other sources 

• Delirium diagnosis should be restricted to between days 2-5 post-surgery to 

rule out the effects of anaesthesia and to ensure delirium is specifically 

related to surgery. 

Assessing Cognitive Functioning Mter Cardiac Surgery 

Throughout this section, assessing cognitive functioning refers to assessing 

performance on standardised neuropsychological tasks. In neuropsychology assessment 
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involves several different approaches, which address different objectives. For example, 

clinical assessment of cognitive functioning after a head injury might involve examining 

performance at one point in time, on a broad battery of tests, to identify functional 

deficits and intact capacities. Assessment of cognitive functioning to investigate 

sequelae of cardiac surgery, however, typically involves examining change in 

performance, on a concise battery of tests, from pre to post-operation. Therefore, in this 

section the focus is on the assessment of change in performance over time. 

The literature on the cognitive outcomes of delirium, which also involves 

examining change over time, is critiqued in this section against the accepted standards 

from the cardiac surgery literature. Standards in the cardiac surgery literature derive 

from the general neuropsychological literature. However, not all issues relevant to 

assessing a post-cardiac surgery sample apply to studies of the cognitive outcomes of 

delirium. These issues were, nevertheless, included in the current review and critique 

because they help shape the present study on the cognitive outcomes of delirium after 

cardiac surgery. 

Investigators of cognitive functioning after cardiac surgery come from a diverse 

range of disciplines such as nursing, neuropsychology, neurology, anaesthesia, 

perfusion, and cardiac surgery. Research on post-operative cognitive decline, therefore, 

incorporates different theoretical perspectives and different methodological approaches 

to meet different objectives (Blumenthal et al., 1995). In an attempt to provide some 

consensus on important methodological issues, and to standardise approaches to 

research in this field, a draft "Statement of Consensus on Assessment of 

Neurobehavioural Outcomes After Cardiac Surgery" was circulated at a meeting on 
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central nervous system dysfunction after cardiac surgery (Murkin, Newman, Stump, & 

Blumenthal, 1995). Leading investigators of postoperative cerebral dysfunction 

discussed and critiqued the draft before an approved version of the Consensus 

Statement was published. The statement has since been extended following further 

discussion and consensus (Murkin, Stump, Blumenthal, & McKhann, 1997). The 

Consensus Statement is a widely cited document, and it is referred to throughout this 

section, when relevant. It should be considered a working draft, however, and its 

recommendations should be interpreted within the context of specific research 

objectives (Murkin et al., 1995, 1997). 

Selecting the best approach to investigating the cognitive outcomes of cardiac 

surgery involves considering issues relevant to (a) selecting comparison groups, 

assessment points, and cognitive tests, and (b) factors that affect test performance and 

data analysis and interpretation. Issues in each of these categories are addressed in turn. 

Selecting Comparison Groups 

Studies of cognitive functioning after cardiac surgery typically employ a form of 

mixed design known as a pretest-posttest comparison group design (Gliner, Morgan, & 

Harmon, 2003). This design involves comparing pre- to post-operation change (within

participants), between two or more groups. The between-group comparison means that 

a group, or groups, are employed to serve as controls or comparisons for the target 
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group. Employing an appropriate control or comparison group is recommended in the 

Consensus Statement when indicated by study design (Murkin, Newman et al., 1995). 

Deciding what needs to be controlled for, then selecting the most appropriate _ 

comparison group or groups, depends mainly on research objectives. Because age, 

gender, and years of education have the potential to influence cognitive performance 

(Saxton et al., 2000), these variables typically should be equivalent across groups 

(Borowicz, Goldsborough, Seines, & McKhann, 1996). Some studies employ a surgical 

comparison group to evaluate change in the target group relative to change associated 

with surgery itself. Others employ a non-surgical comparison group to evaluate change 

in the target group relative to change associated with aging and the effects of repeated 

testing (Newman, 1993). With recent evidence indicating that persons with cardiac 

disease may be more cognitively impaired than the general population (Moser et al., 

1999; Saxton et al., 2000; Vingerhoets, Van Nooten, & Ja:nr.es, 1997), a non-surgical 

comparison group with cardiac disease may be necessary to evaluate cognitive change 

associated with the progression of cardiac disease (e.g., Seines et al., 2001). 

While an ideal study might employ several comparison groups to separate out 

the influence of different factors, such as surgery or cardiac disease, in reality, few 

studies have employed more than one comparison group (Benedict, 1994). The main 

reason for this is that it is difficult to find suitable comparison groups. For example, it is 

very difficult to locate a group of similarly aged patients who undergo surgery that is as 

lengthy and complex as cardiac surgery to serve as a surgical comparison group 

(Newman, 1993). 
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If it is not possible to control for relevant factors by employing an appropriate 

comparison group, it may be possible to control for factors statistically. For example, 

years of education may be included as a covariate in regression analyses. The impact of 

potentially confounding factors for which there has been no control, should be taken 

into account when interpreting study findings. 

Different comparison groups were employed across studies of the cognitive 

outcomes of delirium. In one study, comparison groups were matched for age and 

baseline cognitive impairment (McCusker et al., 2001). In the remaining studies, 

analyses were performed to compare variables, such as age, gender, and years of 

education, across groups, and, if necessary, to control for these variables in subsequent 

analyses . 

.A-'-lrrtost every study errtployed a comparison group tllat vvas demograpllically 

similar to the target group, but who did not experience delirium. In studies employing 

between-group comparisons, the performance of a comparison group without delirium 

served as a benchmark against which to evaluate change in performance of the delirium 

group (Francis et al., 1990; Francis & Kapoor, 1992). In studies employing a pre-test 

post-test comparison group design, the performance of a comparison group without 

delirium also controlled for change associated with repeat testing (Katz et al., 2001). 

In some studies there were additional comparison groups of patients with 

dementia and patients with delirium and dementia (McCusker et al., 2001; Rockwood et 

al., 1999), or patients with delirium and central nervous system disease (Koponen et al., 

1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993). A comparison group with dementia permitted 
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comparison of change associated with delirium to change associated with dementia, 

whereas a comparison group with delirium and dementia or CNS disease permitted 

comparison of change associated with delirium to change associated with a 

combination of these diagnoses. 

Assessment Points 

As recommended in the Consensus Statement (Murkin, Newman et al., 1995), 

studies of the cognitive outcomes of cardiac surgery typically employ a pre-operative 

baseline assessment to screen for pre-existing cognitive impairment. Then generally one 

or more post-operative assessments are conducted (Newman, 1995). Each of these 

assessment points are considered separately. 

Pre-Operative Baseline Assessment 

The conditions for baseline assessments should encourage optimal performance 

(Rasmussen et al., 2001). In the majority of studies, baseline assessments have been 

conducted the day or night before surgery (Borowicz et al., 1996; Symes, Maruff, Ajani, 

& Currie, 2000). Cognitive test performance at this time, however, may be influenced by 

various confounding factors. As illustrated in the case of Ron in Chapter 2, the day 

before surgery can be an emotionally taxing time for a patient about to undergo major, 

and potentially life-threatening surgery. The day is laden with tests and procedures, 

especially for patients only recently admitted to hospital. The day before surgery 

patients may have to take medications that potentially affect the central nervous system. 
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Test performance at this time is not likely to be optimal, but is instead potentially 

confounded by anxiety, fatigue, and the effects of medications (Borowicz et al., 1996; 

Savageau, Stanton, Jenkins, & Klein, 1982; Stump, 1995; van Foreest, 1990). 

To reduce the impact of confounds that potentially affect performance the day 

before surgery, some studies on the cognitive outcomes of cardiac surgery have 

conducted baseline assessments at an earlier date (e.g., Millar, Asbury, & Murray, 2001; 

van Foreest, 1990). For example, baseline assessments have been conducted, 

presumably during a pre-admission appointment, approximately two weeks before 

surgery (van Foreest, 1990). While earlier assessments are recommended, they are not 

always possible for patients who live some distance from the hospital and/ or patients 

who are only admitted the day before surgery. If baseline assessments can only be 

conducted the day before surgery, efforts should be made to reduce the potential 

coPlounds on performance (e. g., conduct assessments as early in the day as possible; 

Stump, 1995) and to measure the relationship between test performance and 

psychological state (Blumenthal et al., 1995; Murkin, Newman et al., 1995). 

In the one study of the cognitive outcomes of delirium conducted with a cardiac 

surgery sample, patients were assessed 5 months before surgery (Juolasmaa et al., 1981). 

This assessment point, well before the day prior to surgery, likely avoided potential 

confounds associated with assessing patients close to surgery such as pre-operative 

anxiety. Only one other study of cognitive outcomes of delirium included a pre-morbid 

baseline assessment (Katz et al., 2001). In this study, patients were assessed at 
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enrolment, before the onset of delirium and the objective was to establish decline from 

before onset of delirium until some point after delirium. 

In other studies of the cognitive outcomes of delirium, the objective was to 

examine decline subsequent to delirium, and baseline assessments were typically 

conducted during delirium. Because cognitive disturbance is a common feature of 

delirium, it is likely that cognitive test performance during delirium was compromised. 

Therefore, measures were taken to counteract potential confounding of baseline 

assessments. These included measuring decline from the best MMSE during 

hospitalisation (Francis et al., 1990; Francis & Kapoor, 1992), measuring decline from 

discharge (Koponen et al., 1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993), and measuring decline 

from 2 months after study enrolment to 6 and 12 months after enrolment (McCusker et 

al., 2001). 

Post-operative Assessments 

Neuropsychological performance has been examined at various points after 

cardiac surgery. Although the selection of assessment points should depend on research 

objectives, it is often dictated by the timing of surgical follow-up appointments 

(Murkin, Newman et al., 1995). As outlined in Chapter 2, acute follow-up indicates 

performance in the first post-operative week; short-term indicates performance from 1 

week to 3 months post-surgery; long-term refers to performance from 3 months to 1 

year; and the term late follow-up is used to refer to performance assessed beyond 1 year. 

As with baseline assessments, the conditions for follow-up assessments should 

encourage optimal test performance. All follow-up assessment points, however, are 
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associated with potential confounds that could limit the validity of data obtained. 

Performance on neuropsychological tests within the first week following surgery may 

be confounded by the effects of anaesthesia, analgesia, fatigue, pain, physical 

discomfort, and sleep deprivation (Forsman, Olsnes, Semb, & Steen, 1990; Murkin, 

Newman et al., 1995; Pugsley et al., 1994; Rasmussen et al., 2001; Symes et al., 2000; 

Toner, Taylor, Newman, & Smith, 1998; Vanninen et al., 1998). Because cognitive 

assessments performed during the first week are so volatile, some researchers argue 

that they should not be included (e.g., Murkin, Newman et al., 1995). 

It is not clear when cognitive abilities stabilize following surgery, but 

performance should not be assessed while patients are still experiencing complications 

which may affect performance (e.g., fatigue or lack of motivation; Wimmer-Greicker et 

al., 1998). Three months post-surgery was recommended as an optimal assessment time 

point according to the Consensus Statement (Murkin, Newman et aL, 1995). By three 

months, it is expected that cardiac surgery patients will have recovered physically and 

be back to routine activities such as driving or returning to work. Therefore, patients' 

mental functions are also expected to have recovered by three months post-surgery 

(Murkin, Newman et al., 1995). 

Findings from studies employing long-term or late follow-up may be 

confounded by additional extraneous factors. For example, it is difficult to retain 

patients for follow-up from several months to years post-surgery, which means that 

there is a greater likelihood of missing data. If there are more missing data from 

patients who are more impaired, the absence of these data may bias estimates of 

cognitive decline. Another extraneous factor that may influence cognitive performance 
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at long-term or late follow-up may be the onset of a new disease, not directly related to 

surgery. For example, elderly persons are susceptible to Alzheimer's disease and this is 

a condition that may account for declining cognition (Borowicz et al., 1996; Symes, et al., 

2000). 

There does not appear to be a clear rationale for selection of follow-up 

assessment points in the reviewed studies of the cognitive outcomes of delirium. Only 

two studies conducted short-term follow-up assessments, one with assessments 

immediately following discharge (Rahkonen et al., 2000) and another with assessments 

at 2, 4 and 8 weeks after discharge (Katz et al., 2001). Although these studies did not 

include post-surgical patients, several participants were medical in-patients so residual 

medical problems may have confounded these early assessments. 

In studies of the cognitive outcomes of delirium employing long-term or late 

follow-up, missing data seemed to be a major confound. For example, in one study only 

50% of the original sample completed 6-month follow-up (Francis et al., 1990) and only 

22% completed follow-up at 4 years in another study (Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993). 

Selecting Cognitive Tests 

When selecting cognitive tests the most important consideration is what outcome 

variable/ s match the objectives of the research. According to the Consensus Statement, 

if global cognitive functioning is being investigated, then performance should be 

evaluated across a balanced battery of different cognitive domains (Murkin, Newman et 
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al., 1995). Other considerations that were recommended when selecting cognitive tests 

or batteries include whether the tests have adequate psychometric properties and 

whether they can be used within the time constraints and the physical limitations of 

patients (Murkin, Newman et al., 1995). 

Outcome Variables 

Outcome variables should be primarily determined by the objectives of research. 

For example, if the objective of a study is to examine global cognitive functioning, then 

the outcome variable is likely to be overall performance on a battery of tests assessing 

different cognitive domains. Alternatively, if the objective of a study is to examine the 

effects of delirium on motor functioning, then the outcome variable is likely to be 

performance on one or more tests assessing this particular domain. 

Until recently, the focus of investigations with surgical patients has been on 

global cognitive functioning (Rasmussen et al., 2001). When global cognitive · 

functioning is examined, it is important to have a balance of domains represented in a 

test battery so that performance on specific domains is not over-represented (Murkin, 

Newman et al., 1995). In a test battery that over-represents domains that are particularly 

vulnerable to delirium, there is a risk that overall cognitive decline will be 

overestimated. 

Functioning on specific cognitive domains has been examined in several recent 

studies (Newman, 1995). The selection of which cognitive domains to investigate may 

be guided by theory. For example, if there is a hypothesis that verbal memory 

deteriorates after delirium, then performance on cognitive tests assessing verbal 
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memory should be examined. The selection of domains may also be guided by findings 

from previous research. According to the literature, the domains of verbal memory, 

attention/ concentration, and motor functioning appear to be most sensitive to change 

after cardiac surgery (Borowicz et al., 1996; Robinson, Blumenthal, Burker, Hlatky, & 

Reves, 1990; Symes et al., 2000). The recommended core battery of tests in the 

Consensus Statement, therefore, comprises test that assess these domains (Murkin, 

Newman et al., 1995). However, performance on certain cognitive domains is yet to be 

adequately examined. For example, there is little understanding of how executive 

functioning is affected after cardiac surgery (Symes et al., 2000). 

In the majority of studies of the cognitive outcomes of delirium, the outcome 

variable was global cognitive functioning and the MMSE was employed to assess this 

(Koponen et al., 1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993; Francis et al., 1990; Francis & 

Kapoor, 1992; McCusker et al., 2001). The MMSE was developed as a cognitive screen 

(Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) but is not adequate for a comprehensive 

assessment of global cognitive functioning. To illustrate, the MMSE is highly verbal and 

does not adequately assess domains such as visuospatial functioning (Tombaugh & 

Mcintyre, 1992). Therefore, the MMSE does not have a good balance of cognitive 

domains that is required in a measure of global cognitive functioning. 

Two studies employed tests assessing specific cognitive domains. No rationale 

was given for the assessment of the selected domains which included attention, verbal 

learning and memory, auditory vigilance and sustained concentration, cognitive 

inhibition and flexibility, visuo-constructive ability, visuo-motor coordination, 
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psychomotor speed, visual retention, numerical ability, spatial ability and verbal 

expression and comprehension (Juolasmaa et al., 1981; Katz et al., 2001). Because several 

of these domains are compatible with domains affected during delirium, it may be 

inferred that they were examined because they are theoretically linked to delirium. 

Psychometric Properties 

According to the Consensus Statement, when selecting tests to assess change in 

cognitive functioning sensitivity to change and reliability are particularly important 

psychometric properties (Murkin, Newman et al., 1995). Sensitivity to change is 

important to ensure subtle cognitive change associated with cardiac surgery is detected 

(Blumenthal et al., 1995; Rasmussen et al., 2001). Test-retest reliability is important to 

ensure that when the test is administered to patients who do not experience change, the 

same results are produced at each assessment point (Gill & Murkin, 1996; Stump, 1995). 

Test-retest reliability can be adversely affected by practice effects. Practice effects 

refer to improved performance on a test with repeated exposure, due to familiarity and 

learning (Gill & Murkin, 1996). It is essential to try to minimize the effects of practice 

because they may obscure actual decline (Mtillges, Berg, Schmidtke, Weinacker, & 

Toyka, 2000). An apparent improvement in performance from pre- to post-operation, 

for example, may actually represent no change + practice effects; whereas similar scores 

from pre to post-operation, may actually represent a decline+ practice effects. 

An approach to address the effects of practice is to use parallel or alternate 

versions of tests over the course of assessments (Gill & Murkin, 1996; Slade, Sanchez, 

Townes, & Aldea, 2001). According to the Consensus Statement, the availability of 
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parallel test versions is an important consideration when selecting cognitive tests 

(Murkin, Newman et al., 1995). When parallel versions are employed, they should be 

administered in a randomised order to avoid bias from one version being more difficult 

than another (Rasmussen et al., 2001). 

The majority of the studies of cognitive outcomes of delirium employed the 

MMSE. Although capable of detecting moderate and severe levels of dementia, the 

MMSE is less sensitive to mild cognitive impairment (Tombaugh & Mcintyre, 1992). In 

addition, although the MMSE has satisfactory test-retest reliability over short intervals, 

reliability at longer intervals (e.g., 1 to 2 years) has been much lower (Tombaugh & 

Mcintyre, 1992). One study employed alternate versions of the MMSE across 

assessments to minimise the effects of practice (Katz et al., 2001). However, it is possible 

that the low test-retest reliability of the :iv11'v1SE meant that it ·was not suitable for 

detecting change in studies conducting follow-up at 1 year and beyond, particularly if 

alternate forms were not employed. 

Because only two studies employed tests of specific cognitive domains, it is not 

possible to evaluate the sensitivity of these tests to change. The absence of change on 

certain tests (e.g., Verbal Vigilance, Buschke Selective Reminding Test), for instance, 

may indicate these tests were not sensitive to subtle change, but may just as well 

indicate that the domains assessed by these tests are not vulnerable following delirium. 

In both studies alternate test versions were administered at repeat testing to minimise 

practice effects. However, practice effects were still observed on the Stroop Test, 
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indicating that this test was not suitable for measuring change over time (Katz et al., 

2001). 

Practical Issues 

According to the Consensus Statement, practical issues to consider when 

selecting cognitive tests include the physical effort and time required to complete a test 

(Murkin, Newman et al., 1995). Test brevity is particularly vital in the context of cardiac 

surgery because both the patient and test administrator may have limited time in which 

to complete psychological assessment given competing time demands for medical 

procedures (Symes et al., 2000; van Foreest, 1990). Brevity is also relevant because a 

lengthy neuropsychological battery may deter potential participants from consenting 

for the study and/ or increase the likelihood of participants dropping out of the study 

(Borowicz et al., 1996). 

The MMSE, which can be completed in 5-10 minutes and is easy to administer, 

appears practically suitable for the assessment of patients per- and post-delirium. The 

D-Test, which one study attempted to administer evaluates orientation, memory, 

reasoning, knowledge, speech, and praxia (Sulkava & Amberla, 1982; Erkinjuntti, 

Laaksonen, Sulkava, Syrjalainen, & Palo, 1986). However, this test appeared unsuitable 

because only 34% of patients were able to complete it (Koponen et al., 1989; Koponen & 

Riekkinen, 1993). 

No practical difficulties were reported when the Buschke Selective Reminding 

Test, a Vigilance Task, and the Stroop Test were administered to nursing home 

residents before and after delirium (Katz et al., 2001). However, in a study with post-
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cardiac surgery patients, only 67% completed the vocabulary subtest of the Wechsler 

Adult Intelligence Scale (Juolasmaa et al., 1981). In the same study, more than 85% of 

patients completed the remaining cognitive tests indicating that these were well 

tolerated. 

Factors Affecting Cognitive Test Performance 

When evaluating a change in cognitive test performance over time, it is 

important to ensure that the observed change is not attributable to factors extraneous to 

the research questions. Extraneous factors that have the potential to influence 

performance can be categorized as factors associated with the patient, examiner, or the 

environment. Factors relevant to each of these categories are described in turn in the 

follmving subsection. 

Patient Characteristics 

The main patient factors that may influence cognitive test performance are age, 

education, gender, and physical and psychological state. In general, with increasing age, 

or with fewer years of education, there is a pattern of lower average cognitive 

performance overall (Heaton, Ryan, Grant, & Matthews, 1996). Gender differences have 

been reported in specific cognitive domains. For example, females typically perform 

better on verbal tasks whereas males typically perform better on spatial and 

psychomotor tasks (Heaton et al., 1996). 
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To account for the differential effects of age, education, and gender on test 

performance, participants' performance may be compared to normative data that 

account for these variables, which are available for some tests. However, few tests 

include normative data that combine the effects of all of these factors (Heaton, Grant & 

Matthews, 1986). An alternative approach, therefore, is to compare participants' 

performance against performance of control participants of similar age, years of 

education, and gender (Borowicz et al., 1996; Blumenthal et al., 1995; Newman et al., 

1993), or to include these variables as covariates in analyses (e.g., Grigore et al., 2001; 

Newman, Kirchner et al., 2001). 

As already mentioned, an examinee's physical or psychological state can 

influence test performance. In addition to physical factors such as incapacity, fatigue or 

nausea, the potential influence of an examinee's psychological state on the validity of 

cognitive test performance has been well documented (Blumenthal et aL, 1995; Millar et 

al., 2001; Mtillges et al., 2000; Newman, 1993; Rasmussen et al., 2001; Symes et al., 2000). 

Pre-operative anxiety, for example, may impair concentration, whereas, post-operative 

depression may affect motivation and attention span. 

With recognition of the potential impact of psychological state on cognitive 

performance, studies on cognitive functioning after cardiac surgery (e.g., Millar et al., 

2001; Robson et al., 2000; Seines et al., 2003; Silbert et al., 2001) now typically include 

ancillary measures of depression and anxiety as recommended in the Consensus 

Statement (Murkin, Newman et al., 1995). Many measures of anxiety and depression 

assess somatic features of anxiety and depression such as increased heart rate, and sleep 

disturbance (e.g., the Beck Anxiety Inventory; Beck & Steer, 1990; the Depression 
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Anxiety Stress Scales; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995), symptoms that cardiac patients 

typically experience in the absence of an altered mood state (Andrew et al., 2000; 

Vingerhoets, 1998). The use of measures that include a high proportion of somatic 

features might, therefore, inflate the apparent degree of anxiety and depression in this 

population. When selecting appropriate measures of anxiety and depression to 

administer a cardiac patient, it is important to consider the proportion of somatic 

features included (Andrew et al., 2000). 

Some patient factors that have the potential to affect performance were well 

accounted for across studies. For example, almost all of the studies examined the impact 

of age, gender, years of education, and physical state. These variables were adjusted for 

in subsequent analyses when necessary. In contrast, the impact of psychological 

variables on performance was not well accounted for. Only three studies employed 

measures of psychological distress (Juolasmaa et al., 1981; Katz et al., 2001; Lundstrom 

et al., 2003), and only two of these investigated the relationship between distress and 

cognitive outcome (Juolasmaa et al., 1981; Lundstrom et al., 2003). Because elevated 

levels of psychological distress (e.g., anxiety, depression) can affect cognitive 

performance and thus confound results, it is essential to include measures of 

psychological distress as part of the assessment battery and examine whether 

psychological variables have any association with cognitive performance. 
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Examiner Characteristics 

Using different examiners to administer neuropsychological tests may contribute 

to variability in test performance (Rasmussen et al., 2001). Examiners may have 

undergone different training or may have different levels of experience in 

neuropsychological assessment. As a result, despite strict instructions for the 

administration of most neuropsychological tests, examiners may vary in the degree to 

which they familiarize the examinee with test content, build rapport, and encourage the 

examinee (l\lurkin, Newman et al., 1995). All of these factors have the potential to 

influence performance. For this reason, the Consensus Statement encourages that the 

same examiner assess each participant at each assessment point and that the examiner 

be suitably qualified and trained to administer the measures selected. The term 

encourage was used to acknowledge the practical difficulties that this entails (Murkin, 

Ne,vman et al., 1995). 

Knowledge of previous cognitive performance, or expectations about the 

outcomes of patients who experienced certain intra- or post-operative events, such as 

delirium or stroke, may unintentionally affect the way one responds to a patient 

(Kazdin, 1980). For example, if it is known that a patient experienced delirium post

operatively, it may be expected that the patient will perform poorly on post-operative 

cognitive testing. The examiner conducting the post-operative assessment, therefore, 

may be less inclined to encourage the patient during testing. To avoid the potential for 

bias from previous knowledge or expectations, it has been recommended that 

individuals assessing outcomes are blind to prognostically important events (Cole & 

Primeau, 1993; Murkin, Newman et al., 1995). 
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The recommendations that the same examiner be employed to assess 

performance over time, and that the examiner be blind to pre-operative performance 

and important prognostic events may at times represent a clinical/ research trade-off. 

The use of the same examiner is typical in clinical situations, whereas the need for 

blinding arises most often in research settings. The degree to which examiner variability 

and non-blinding may affect the validity of data obtained need to be weighed against 

one another. The decision of which approach exerts the least effect on data should be 

made with the study's objectives in mind, and the shortcomings of the approach taken 

should be considered when evaluating findings. 

It was difficult to evaluate how well studies of the cognitive outcomes of 

delirium accounted for potentially confounding characteristics since few studies 

reported who performed cogrdtive assessments. Only one study reported that the same 

examiner performed assessments at different times (Rahkonen et al., 2001). In another 

study the examiner was blind to participants' study group, but not to previous 

cognitive performance (McCusker et al., 2001). 

Environmental Factors 

Environmental factors that have the potential to influence test performance 

include distractions and variability of the testing environment. Distractions or 

interruptions, which are common on hospital wards, can detract the examinee's 

attention from testing and impede performance (Rasmussen et al., 2001). In one study, 

performance of patients who were tested in their hospital rooms tended to be poorer 
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than performance of those tested in a clinic or at home (Seines et al., 2003). This finding 

is consistent with the recommendation that testing should be conducted in a quiet 

environment, away from external distractions (Rasmussen et al., 2001). 

Variability of the testing environment is relevant when serial assessments are 

conducted. If there are major differences in when and where testing is conducted across 

assessments, these differences may be responsible for changes in performance. It has 

been recommended that both the room in which testing is conducted, and the time of 

day the patient is assessed, be consistent across assessments (Rasmussen et al., 2001; 

Stump, 1995). 

Only two studies of the cognitive outcomes of delirium mentioned where 

assessments were conducted. Assessments were conducted in hospital, in participants' 
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al., 2001). In these studies there was variability in the testing environment across 

assessments (Francis et al., 1990; Francis & Kapoor, 1993). The time of day that 

assessments were conducted was not indicated so it was not possible to determine the 

consistency of timing across assessments. 

Data Analysis and Interpretation 

The way in which data are analyzed and interpreted can have a major impact on 

study findings. Important issues to consider when analyzing data are participant-
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selection bias, missing data, outcome variables, approaches to analyzing change, and 

the clinical relevance of change. These issues are discussed in the following subsection. 

Participant-Selection Bias & Selective Attrition 

Participant selection bias is when there are important differences between 

persons who participate in a study, and persons who do not (Kazdin, 2003). There are 

two main causes of selection bias: (1) the exclusion of potential participants from study 

enrolment; and (2) the non-consent of potential participants. Selective attrition is the 

loss of participants during the study that makes the group who do and do not complete 

the study different (Kazdin, 2003). 

In studies with cardiac surgery patients, selection bias due to exclusion may 

occur because of factors such as age restrictions on the study sample or requirements 

for completion of cognitive measures, such as absence of sensory deficits or proficiency 

in English. Selection bias may also occur if participants who do not consent for a study 

differ in an important way from participants who do consent. For example, non-

consenters may be more anxious or cognitively impaired than consenters. Differences 

between participants who complete study assessments and participants who do not 

may be due to non-completers dying, being too ill or incapacitated, or refusing to 

complete testing; these differences represent the potential for selective attrition. 

Selection bias is inherent in any study of cognitive functioning because 

participants have to be competent enough to actually complete testing. However, 

selection bias is often exacerbated by the exclusion of patients with pre-existing 
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neurological or cognitive deficits. Because of the potential for selection bias, it is 

important to collect information about patients who do not participate and to compare 

characteristics of participants and non-participants (Kazdin, 2003). If there are 

significant differences that may be relevant to study findings, the potential impact of the 

differences should be discussed. 

Selective attrition has been reported in several studies of the cognitive outcomes 

of cardiac surgery (e.g., Millar et al., 2001; Newman, Kirchner et al., 2001; Seines et al., 

2003). For example, in one study, there was a higher stroke rate among those who 

refused follow-up testing, than among those who completed testing (Borowicz et al., 

1996). In this study, the cognitive change observed among study participants was likely 

to be an underestimate of change in the population from which the sample were drawn. 

As this example illustrates, selective attrition can influence the interpretation of study 

findings and sl1ould be accounted for by comparing characteristics of study completers 

and non-completers. 

The potential for participant-selection bias was not well accounted for across the 

reviewed studies. Although the rate and reasons patients were not recruited, or did not 

participate, were provided in most studies (Francis et al., 1990; Franics & Kapoor, 1992; 

Katz et al., 2001; Koponen et al., 1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993; Lundstrom et al., 

2003; McCusker et al., 2001; Rahkonen et al., 2000; 2001), there were no comparisons 

between characteristics of participants and non-participants. Four studies, however, 

took into account the potential for selective attrition (Katz et al., 2001; Lundstrom et al., 

2003; McCusker et al., 2001; Rockwood et al., 1999). It is possible that selective attrition 

influenced results of the remaining studies since participants who completed follow-up 
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often had higher cognitive scores at baseline than those who did not complete follow

up (Francis et al., 1990; Francis & Kapoor, 1993; Koponen et al., 1989; Koponen & 

Riekkinen, 1992). Some degree of selective attrition is unavoidable, however, due to the 

mortality associated with both delirium and cardiac surgery. 

Missing Data 

Missing data refer to missing scores on specific cognitive tests. Missing data may 

be due to patients being unable to complete a test due to a localized performance deficit 

(Rasmussen et al., 2001). For example, a patient who had a post-operative stroke may be 

unable to complete a task requiring psychomotor functioning, but yet be able to 

perform a verbal memory task. Missing data may also be due to patients being 

unwilling to complete the test battery, perhaps because they fear failure (Rasmussen et 

al., 2001). It appears, therefore, that missing scores on specific cognitive tests may 

represent a systematic bias. Exclusion of missing scores from data analysis may, 

therefore, distort estimates of decline (Blumenthal et al., 1995; Borowicz, 1996; 

Rasmussen et al., 2001). 

To reduce the potential bias of excluding missing scores from analyses, studies in 

the cardiac surgery literature have employed various statistical approaches. For 

example, worst or average scores have been imputed for participants unable to 

comprehend or complete testing, or unwilling to complete testing, respectively 

(Rasmussen et al., 2001). If missing data are replaced by imputed scores, the potential 

impact of using these approximated scores should be discussed. For instance, the use of 
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imputed scores could actually exaggerate the extent of decline (Benedict 1994; Newman, 

Kirchner et al., 2001; Rasmussen et al., 2001). 

None of the studies of the cognitive outcomes of delirium reported the extent of 

missing data. Nor did any study report replacing missing scores with imputed values. 

Two studies, however, excluded participants missing significant data (Katz et al., 2001; 

McCusker et al., 2001). For example, in one study 46 patients were excluded because of 

missing data on education or dementia status (McCusker et al., 2001). Excluding 

participants with missing data may have inadvertently biased the sample in these 

studies. 

Outcome Variables 

Primary outcome variables can be an estimate of overall cognitive performance 

or performance on specific cognitive tests/ domains. Until recently, studies of cognitive 

outcomes of cardiac surgery focused on overall cognitive performance. While global 

cognitive change may be of interest, combining performance across different domains 

to field an estimate of overall cognitive performance may obscure change in specific 

domains. For example, there may be an improvement in attention, but a decline in 

language functioning, which may even out to no overall change. 

Examining performance in individual cognitive domains is important because it 

may indicate specific areas of functioning that are vulnerable following delirium or 

cardiac surgery. Another reason it is important to investigate domain-specific change is 

to differentiate surgery related change from change occurring with normal aging 

because age does not have a consistent effect on all cognitive domains (Seines et al., 
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1999, 2001). For example, performance in perceptual and psychomotor domains tends to 

decline more with age than performance in verbal domains (Heaton, Grant, & 

Matthews, 1986). 

The majority of the studies of the cognitive outcomes of delirium examined 

overall cognitive functioning as the primary outcome variable, therefore, it is possible 

that change in specific domains was obscured. Although tests assessing motor speed, 

visuoconstructional ability and visuomotor coordination have demonstrated change 

(Juolasmaa et al., 1981) and tests assessing verbal learning and memory, and auditory 

vigilance have not (Katz et al., 2001), these findings were from single studies and need 

to be replicated. In summary, it is not yet apparent which cognitive domains are 

vulnerable to change after delirium. 

Approaches to Analyzing Change 

There have been two common approaches to analyzing change in cognitive 

functioning after cardiac surgery: analyzing group mean change (e.g., comparing the 

mean change score of participants in one group with another), and analyzing individual 

change (e.g., determining whether an individual's performance improved or declined 

from pre-operation to follow-up). Analyzing group mean change has been criticized for 

two reasons. First, looking at mean change can obscure changes in individual data 

(Benedict, 1994; Borowicz, 1996; Murkin, Stump, Blumenthal, & McKhann, 1997; 

Newman, 1995; van Dijk et al., 2000). Second, looking at mean change fails to account 

for practice effects (Newman, 1995). Considering the performance of most patients 

improves on repeat testing due to practice effects, this improvement may override the 
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decline in a subgroup of patients and incorrectly indicate no mean change in the 

group's performance. To ensure individuals whose performance declines, are identified, 

analysis of individual change is necessary (Gill & Murkin, 1996; Newman, 1995; Murkin 

et al., 1995, 1997). 

Analysing individual change scores was recommended in the Consensus 

Statement (Murkin, Newman et al., 1995) and is said to "represent the most sensitive 

means of detecting clinical factors affecting neurobehavioural change in cardiac surgery 

patients" (Murkin et al., 1997, p.904). Depending on the research question, individual 

change can be examined as a continuous outcome such as a decline in test score, or as a 

dichotomous outcome such as a decline in score below a set criterion. In the cardiac 

surgery literature it has been common to examine change as a dichotomous outcome 

(Benedict, 1994). 

Examining individual change as a dichotomous outcome is not without its 

shortcomings. The main limitations apply to the criteria used to dichotomise change or 

decline. For example, if a decline of one standard deviation is used to define decline 

(e.g. Newman et al., 1987), decline may be underestimated because some patients may 

score so low pre-operatively that they are not able to decline as far as one standard 

deviation (Symes et al., 2000). In contrast, decline criteria requiring a 20% decrease in 

test score (e.g., Hammon et al., 1997; Heyer et al., 1997; Stump, Rogers, & Hammon, 

1996) may be differentially sensitive to change, because patients with pre-operative 

scores of 5 would only require a 1-point decrease in score, whereas those with a pre

operative score of 20 would require a 5-point score decrease to meet decline criteria 

(Symes et al., 2000). 
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Recently an approach, known as the reliable change index, has been employed to 

determine change in cognitive functioning after cardiac surgery (Baker, Andrew Ross, 

& Knight, 2001; Kneebone, Andrew, Baker, & Knight, 1998). This approach takes into 

account the imperfect test-retest reliability of cognitive tests and involves calculating an 

interval within which a patient's score is likely to fall in the absence of actual change 

from pre- to post-test. If a patients score lies above or below this interval, then 

improvement or decline are indicated (Jacobson & Truax, 1991). 

Modifications to the reliable change index have provided further correction for 

practice effects, although these indices require control group or normative data for their 

computation and are based on group mean practice effects (Chelune, Naugle, Li.iders, 

Sedlak, & A wad, 1993; Iverson, 2001). It is argued that reliable change indices more 

accurately define cognitive change after cardiac surgery because they address change 

attributable to the imprecision of tests and practice effects, whereas traditional methods, 

such as a one standard deviation decline, do not (Kneebone et al., 1998). 

As yet, there has been no consensus on change criteria. Differences in the 

definition applied can result in differences in whether patients are classified as having 

declined (Blumenthal et al., 1995; Rasmussen et al., 2001; Robinson et al., 1990; Stump, 

1995). For example, in an investigation of the incidence of cognitive decline after 

applying 5 different sets of deficit criteria to the same data, little agreement was found 

between the criteria, with decline ranging from 15-66% (before discharge); 1-34% (at 6 

weeks); and 3-19% (at 6 months) (Mahanna et al., 1995). The differences in the incidence 

of decline after application of different criteria indicates the significant influence change 
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criteria have on the results of a study and the importance of understanding the 

limitations of criteria selected. 

In the literature on the cognitive outcomes of delirium, although some studies 

analysed group means, all studies included an analysis of individual change. For 

example, in one study paired t-tests were performed to look at individual change in 

MMSE scores over time (Koponen & Riekkinen, 1992). In most cases continuous data 

were examined and analysed using regression or analysis of variance techniques (e.g., 

Katz et al., 2001; McCusker et al., 2001). However, in an early study a 0.5 standard 

deviation decline on certain tests was used as a dichotomous indicator of significant 

impairment (Juolasmaa et al., 1981). 

Clinical Relevance of Change/Performance 

Statistical significance is when tests of differences between groups or within 

groups over time are large enough to be considered beyond the likelihood of chance 

(Ogles, Lunnen, & Bonesteel, 2001). In contrast, clinical significance is an index of 

practical or meaningful change to an individual or group. For example, a clinically 

significant change may represent a decline in cognition to the extent that it prevents a 

person from engaging in an activity they enjoy, or from completing tasks accurately at 

work. Despite attempts to determine the statistical significance of cognitive change after 

surgery, there has been little attention focused on establishing the clinical relevance of 

change (Blumenthal et al., 1995). Determining clinical relevance is important because 

patients and clinicians are more interested in how everyday functioning will be affected 
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rather than what the patient will score on a specific test or whether their score decreases 

by more than the standard deviation (Blumenthal et al., 1995). How can the clinical 

relevance of observed cognitive performance, or change in performance, be 

determined? 

One way studies of the cognitive outcomes of cardiac surgery have attempted to 

gauge clinical relevance is to examine subjective change in cognitive performance. 

Subjective change could be seen as providing evidence of social validity of objective 

cognitive change, that is, change that is consistent with societal expectations (McMann 

& Barnett, 1999). Measures of subjective change have been used in several studies (e.g., 

Khatri et al., 1999; Newman et al., 1989). However, in general, there has been poor 

correlation between subjective reports and objective measures of change. Instead, 

subjective reports have been associated with depression and anxiety, which indicates 

that these measures may be influenced by psychological distress and may not 

accurately reflect cognitive difficulty (Khatri et al., 1999; Vingerhoets, de Soete, & 

Jannes, 1995b). 

Another way studies of cardiac surgery outcomes have attempted to gauge 

clinical relevance is to examine patients' ability to function in their everyday 

environment. This could be seen to represent evidence of ecological validity. Ecological 

validity (i.e., relevance to everyday functioning; McMann & Barnett, 1999), and social 

validity (i.e., change that is of practical concern to patients and their caregivers; 

McMann & Barnett, 1999) have, to date, been evaluated by looking at changes in 

activities of daily living, occupational status, living arrangement and so forth. However, 

these are very crude measures of change and reflect physical, psychological, and social 
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functioning, in addition to cognitive functioning (Newman, 1995; Rasmussen et al., 

2001). When change in cognitive functioning has been examined via everyday 

functioning ability, outcome variables have often lacked the sensitivity to accurately 

reflect change. For example, a patient may have been considered to be functioning 

adequately because they returned to work, however, their work performance may have 

actually declined (Newman, 1995). 

If the clinical relevance of cognitive functioning in the everyday environment is 

to be examined, functioning on more sensitive tasks requiring specific cognitive abilities 

should be examined. For example, in a recent study, cardiac surgery patient's driving 

performance was examined (Ahlgren, Lundqvist, Nordlund, Aren, & Rutberg, 2003). 

Surgical patients showed deterioration in cognitively demanding aspects of an on-road 

driving test, such as traffic behaviour and attention. Furthermore, this deterioration 

corresponded to decline on related standardized cognitive tests. 

In the reviewed studies of the cognitive outcomes of delirium the clinical 

relevance of cognitive change was determined by investigating functional outcomes, 

such as independence in activities of daily living, or admission to a care facility (Francis 

et al., 1990; Francis & Kapoor, 1993; McCusker et al., 2001; Rockwood et al., 1999). While 

there was a greater decline in functional outcomes among patients with delirium that 

paralleled cognitive decline, the functional outcomes measures employed (e.g., Barthel 

Index; Mahoney & Barthel, 1965) were not specific enough to reflect the clinical 

relevance of change in specific cognitive domains. The recent proliferation of studies 

examining dementia as the outcome variable could reflect an increasing emphasis on 
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demonstrating clinical relevance. This is because a diagnosis of dementia has negative 

prognostic implications. 

In summary, studies of the cognitive outcomes of delirium did not always meet 

the rigorous demands of the literature on the assessment of cognitive functioning after 

cardiac surgery. Various designs were employed across studies. Generally studies 

employed demographically similar comparison groups without delirium, and some 

studies employed additional comparison groups such as those with delirium and 

dementia, or dementia alone. Assessment points were varied. Because the objective of 

the majority of studies was to examine decline subsequent to delirium, only two studies 

performed a pre-delirium baseline assessment. Follow-up assessments were conducted 

at various points post-delirium, with the majority performed between 5 months and 2 

years post-delirium. Missing data appeared to be a significant confound in studies 

employing late follow-up. 

The various issues that need to be taken into account when selecting cognitive 

tests were not well addressed across the reviewed studies. This is highlighted by the 

selection of the MMSE as a measure of global cognitive functioning. Although the 

MMSE appears to be practically suitable for assessing patients who have experienced 

delirium, it is not a balanced measure of global cognitive functioning, and does not 

possess adequate psychometric properties for assessment of change over time, 

particularly when follow-up is 1 year or longer. 

The lack of information provided about tests targeting specific cognitive domains 

made it difficult to draw conclusions about the adequacy of these tests. It appears that 
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some tests may not be sensitive to change, and may be susceptible to practice effects, 

while other tests may be practically unsuitable. Selection of cognitive tests for assessing 

patients with delirium in the future should take these potential shortcomings into 

consideration. 

Most studies took into account the influence of demographic and physical 

patients characteristics on cognitive performance but failed to account for the influence 

of psychological distress. It was difficult to examine the extent to which studies 

accounted for potentially confounding examiner and environmental characteristics 

since few studies provided specific information about when, where and by whom, 

cognitive assessments were conducted. 

Some of the issues to be taken into account for data analysis and interpretation 

were well addressed, while other were not. In general, appropriate approaches were 

employed to analyse data and some studies accounted for the potential for selective 

attrition. Also attempts were made to establish the clinical relevance of change. 

However, the potential for participant-selection bias was not always considered, and 

change on specific domains may have been obscured by the focus on global cognitive 

functioning. These limitations mean that results may not represent the relationship 

between delirium and cognitive functioning in all patients with delirium, and highlight 

the need for further investigations of the impact of delirium on functioning in specific 

cognitive domains. 
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Recommendations for Assessing Cognitive Functioning After Cardiac Surgery 

After considering issues relevant to selecting comparison groups, assessment 

points, selecting cognitive tests, test performance, and data analysis and interpretation, 

the following recommendations can be made regarding the assessment of cognitive 

functioning after cardiac surgery: 

• Comparison groups should be determined by research objectives and should 

control for the impact of potentially confounding factors such as age, gender, 

and years of education 

• When possible, pre-operative assessments should be conducted prior to the 

day before surgery, and efforts should be made to minimize potential 

confounds on performance 

• Follow-up assessment points should be dictated by research objectives and 

potential confounds at different points should be taken into account; three 

months is considered an optimal assessment point for short-term follow-up 

• When selecting cognitive tests, the most important consideration is which 

cognitive domains are relevant to research objectives 

• If overall cognitive functioning is of interest, the battery of tests employed 

should represent a balance of performance across different cognitive 

domains 

• Cognitive tests selected should be sensitive to change after cardiac surgery 

and should possess good test-retest reliability; alternate test forms should be 
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• 

• 

used to reduce the impact of practice effects 

Practical issues such as the time and physical effort required to complete a 

test should also be taken into account when selecting cognitive tests 

The impact of patient factors such as age, gender, years of education, and 

physical and psychological state should be taken into account when 

designing a study and interpreting results 

• The importance of examiner consistency versus examiner blinding should be 

• 

weighed and a trade-off reached based on research objectives 

The testing environment should be free from distractions and the time and 

place in which testing is conducted should be consistent across assessments 

• Participant-selection bias should be considered by examining differences 

• 

between patients who do and who do not participate in a study 

Missing test scores can be imputed using approximated scores; the 

implications of imputing scores should be considered when interpreting 

results 

• Using overall cognitive performance as a primary outcome variable may 

obscure change in specific domains, so change in specific cognitive 

domains should also be examined 

• Individual change should be analysed, as opposed to group mean change, to 

address questions regarding change of individuals 

• When dichotomizing change, reliable change indices, which take cognitive 

test imprecision and practice effects into consideration, appear superior to 

methods such as a one standard deviation or 20% decline in score 
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• Attempts should be made to determine the clinical relevance of change 

Chapter Conclusions 

As this chapter illustrates, there are a number of issues that must be considered 

when assessing the cognitive outcomes of delirium after cardiac surgery. After 

reviewing the literature on the identification of delirium after cardiac surgery, it is 

apparent that there are certain diagnostic assessment standards that must be met. 

Furthermore, there are special practical considerations when assessing patients for 

delirium in a post-cardiac surgery context. After reviewing the literature on the 

assessment of cognitive functioning after cardiac surgery, it is evident that, in addition 

to adhering to principles of general neuropsychological assessment1 research in this area 

has been advanced by expert consensus and standardization of assessment approaches. 

Nevertheless, the various issues that must be addressed when designing a study, or 

interpreting data, should be directed by research objectives, and, therefore, will differ 

across studies. 
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An Investigation of the Cognitive Outcomes of Cardiac Surgery Patients Who Do or 

Do Not Develop Delirium Post-Surgery 

After reviewing the literature, and summarizing the current state of knowledge 

on the cognitive outcomes of delirium in chapter 1, three areas deserving further 

investigation were identified. These included: 

I. Investigation of the specific cognitive domains affected by delirium. 

II. Assessment of cognitive impairment prior to delirium onset and 

investigation of the association between delirium, pre-existing impairment, and 

cognitive decline. 

III. Investigation of the profile of cognitive functioning associated with delirium. 

These areas were of interest in the present study. The study was designed 

with consideration of methodological issues discussed in this chapter and adherence to 

the recommendations arising from these issues. The intention was to build on the 

strengths of the existing literature by including a structured assessment of delirium in 

accordance with accepted standards. Furthermore, the study was designed to address 

the limitations of the reviewed studies by conducting a more comprehensive 

assessment of cognitive functioning both before and after delirium and considering a 

variety of other factors that may account for cognitive change. 

The present study compared the change in cognitive functioning over time, 

between a group of patients who did or did not experience delirium after cardiac 

surgery. A brief but balanced cognitive battery was employed to assess global cognitive 

functioning. Scores on specific indices of this battery also assessed cognitive domains 
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previously investigated and theoretically relevant to delirium including attention, 

memory, language, and visuospatial functioning. An additional cognitive measure that 

examines, psychomotor speed, among other domains (e.g., visual scanning, sustained 

attention, and cognitive flexibility) was administered at follow-up because psychomotor 

speed is also suspected to be vulnerable to delirium. The MMSE was also administered 

pre-operatively and at follow-up to enable comparison with findings from previous 

studies. 

The objectives and hypotheses of the study were as follows: 

I. To investigate the relationship between post-operative delirium and global 

cognitive functioning, and between delirium and functioning on specific 

cognitive domains. It was hypothesized that there would be a relationship 

between post-operative delirium and global cognitive functioning at follow-up, 

and between post-operative delirium and functioning on specific cognitive 

domains at follow-up. 

II. To investigate the relationship between pre-existing cognitive impairment, 

post-operative delirium and cognitive functioning at follow-up. It was 

hypothesized that, after taking into pre-existing impairment and other relevant 

variables into account, delirium would be associated with poorer global 

cognitive functioning at follow-up. It was also hypothesized that, after taking 

into pre-existing impairment and other relevant variables into account, delirium 

would be associated with poorer functioning on visuospatialj constructional 

ability and psychomotor speed at follow-up, but not with poorer functioning on 
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immediate memory. There were no specific hypotheses about the other domains 

examined. 

III. To investigate the correspondence between the cognitive profiles of groups of 

participants who did or did not develop delirium and the cognitive profiles of 

groups of patients with specific dementias. It was hypothesized that there would 

be differences between the cognitive profiles of groups of participants who did 

or did not develop delirium, both pre-operatively, and at follow-up. It was also 

hypothesized that the cognitive profiles of the group of participants who 

developed delirium would resemble the profile of a group of patients with 

Alzheimer's disease or a group of patients with vascular dementia, both pre

operatively, and at follow-up. 
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CHAPTER4: METHOD 

In this chapter the method of the present study is outlined. In the first section 

study development is explained. In the second section study procedures are described, 

including a pre-operative cognitive assessment, in-hospital assessments for delirium, 

and a follow-up cognitive assessment. In the remaining sections, measures for delirium 

identification, cognitive tests, demographic and medical measures, and measures of 

psychological distress are presented. 

The sections on the measures employed all follow the same format. Each 

measure is described and its administration outlined. The procedure for scoring each 

measure is then explained, and evidence for the psychometric properties of the measure 

for its use in the study is presented. Specific factors that may affect performance on the 

primary outcome measures of cognition are addressed. Finally, how each measure is 

used in the present study is explained. 
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Study Development 

Study development comprises a description of the study's design, and a 

description of study participants and the way in which they were recruited. Each of 

these aspects of study development are discussed in turn in the following section. 

Study Design 

The study employs a form of pre-test post-test comparison group design, a 

design that is extensively used in descriptive studies of clinical phenomena (Gliner, 

Morgan & Harmon, 2003). Typically this design involves a "treatment" group and a 

comparison group, and each group is assessed prior to and after "treatment". The term 

"treatment" can imply that the researcher manipulates the independent variable and 

randomly assigns participants to that group receiving different levels of the 

independent variable. However, in the present study it was not possible to manipulate 

the independent variable (delirium status) or randomly assign participants to 

"delirium" or "no delirium" groups. The design was, therefore, a "non-equivalent 

group design with a pre-test and post-test" (Gilner et al., 2003, p. 503). This design is 

classified as quasi-experimental (Huck, Cormier, & Bounds, 1974; Morgan, Gliner, & 

Harmon, 2000) and is a mixed design because there are both between-group (delirium) 

and within-group (change over time from pre-test to follow-up) independent variables. 
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Participants and Recruitment 

At-type power analysis was conducted prior to study onset and indicated that 

120 participants were required. Study participants were 80 male and female patients 

who underwent cardiothoracic surgery at Dunedin Public Hospital. This included 

patients who underwent coronary artery bypass grafting (with or without 

cardiopulmonary bypass), heart valve repair or replacement, and patients who 

underwent a combination of these techniques. Study inclusion criteria stipulated that 

participants had to be 60 years of age or older, and classified as elective in-hospital 

patients or elective outpatientsl. The inclusion of persons age 60 and above is consistent 

with the literature on delirium which typically focuses on older persons who are 

increased risk for delirium. Exclusion criteria included patients exhibiting primary 

sensory loss (e.g., blindness, deafness), patients not proficient in the use of English, 

patients undergoing surgery when no researcher was available to perform in-hospital 

assessments, and patients who resided outside the Dunedin Public Hospital catchment 

area at follow-up 2• Cardiac surgery was not conducted on patients with a clinical 

diagnosis of dementia. Furthermore, patients were only eligible if there was sufficient 

time to approach and assess them before their surgery, with 5.30pm on the day prior to 

surgery being the cut-off for approaching patients. 

1 Elective in-hospital patients were patients awaiting non-urgent surgery who were in hospital at the time 
of recruitment; elective outpatients were patients awaiting non-urgent surgery who were recruited before 
they were admitted for surgery. 
2In addition, when patients were eligible for the present study and for a concurrent study examining 
cognitive functioning, the other study had priority in recruiting participants as it was underway prior to 
the commencement of the present study. A significant proportion of ineligible patients (35%) were not 
eligible for this reason. Patients who declined to participate in the concurrent study were notre
approached for the present study as clinical staff did not consider this appropriate. 
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Eligible participants were asked by a member of the clinical team if a researcher 

could contact them about a study. Outpatients were initially approached by the 

administrative secretary when they were telephoned with their surgery date. In-

hospital patients were approached in-person by a medical trainee intern, house 

surgeon, or registrar. If a patient gave their permission to be contacted, their contact 

details were passed on to the researchers. 

As soon as practicable after receiving patients contact details, the researcher 

approached patients in-person3. The researcher briefly explained the study and left 

patients a study information sheet and consent form to read. After allowing patients 

some time to consider being involved in the study (this ranged from hours to days 

depending on how early the patient could be approached), the researcher returned to 

answer any questions patients had regarding the study. Recruitment was complete once 

patients returned their consent sheet to the researchers, indicating consent or non-

consent. The study was approved by the Otago Ethics Committee, which is accredited 

by the Health Research Council of New Zealand (see Appendix B). 

3 Because of a change in the way surgery was scheduled, only a handful of outpatients were approached, 
only one of whom consented. The researcher sent this patient an information sheet and consent form, and 
telephoned them to answer any questions, before they were admitted to hospital. 
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Study Procedures 

Participants underwent a cognitive assessment the day before their surgery. 

Participants were then monitored during the first 2-5 days post-operatively and 

assigned to a group who did, or a group who did not develop delirium, depending on 

whether they met diagnostic criteria for delirium over this interval. At 12-weeks post

operation, participants completed a follow-up cognitive assessment. Change in 

cognitive performance from pre- to post- operation, in participants who did, or who did 

not, develop delirium was the main outcome of interest. Demographic, medical, and 

psychological information about participants was also collected throughout the study to 

examine potential influences on cognitive performance. The study procedure is 

described in chronological order in the following section, and the assessment measures 

at each stage are summarised in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 

Assessment Measures at Each Assessment Point of the Study 

Measure of: 
Delirium 

Cognitive 

Demographic/ 
Medical 
Psychological 

Pre-operative 

DSI 
MMSE 
IQCODE + MMSE 
=> Demegraph 

=> Diagnostic 
checklist 

RBANS 
MMSE 

Participant 
information sheet 
CDS 
STAI 
SCL-90-R 

Assessment point 
In-hospital 

Delirium checklists 
=>DSI 
MMSE 

Demegraph 
(from pre-op) 

=> Diagnostic 
checklist 

Medical variables 
checklist 

12-week follow-up 

RBANS 
MMSE 
DKEFS-TMT 

GDS 
STAI 
SCL-90-R 

Note. DSI = Delirium Symptom Interview; MMSE = Mini Mental State Examination; IQCODE = 

Informant Questionnaire for Cognitive Decline in the Elderly; RBANS = Repeatable Battery for the 

Assessment of Neuropsychological Status; DKEFS-TMT = Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System-Trail 

Making Test; GDS =Geriatric Depression Scale; STAI =State Trait Anxiety Inventory; SCL-90-R = 

Symptom Checklist-90-Revised. => means 'used to complete'. 

Pre-Operative Cognitive Assessment 

Because the day before surgery is a busy and potentially stressful time for 

patients, when possible, assessments were conducted earlier than the day before 

surgery. However, due to surgery scheduling, 78% of pre-operative assessments were 

conducted during the afternoon of the day prior to surgery. Participants were given 

several questionnaires that screened for psychological distress, to complete and bring 

along to the assessment: 
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• The Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS; Yesavage et al., 1983) 

• The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Speilberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, Vagg, & 

Jacobs, 1983) 

• The Symptom Checklist-90-Revised (SCL-90-R; Derogatis, 1994) 

Each participant was asked to nominate a close friend or family member who 

was approached and asked to complete the Informant Questionnaire of Cognitive 

Decline in the Elderly (IQCODE; Jorm, 1994) pre-operatively, based on the participant's 

functioning over the previous 10 years. This measure was used to establish pre-existing 

dementia. 

All pre-operative assessments were carried out by a doctoral student (referred to 

as the researcher), who had completed 2 years of post-graduate training in clinical 

psychology, including completing coursework, passing competencies, and supervised 

experience administering cognitive assessments with clinical populations. The 

researcher had also undergone standardised training, practice, and competency checks 

for use of the study's cognitive tests, under the guidance of a clinical neuropsychologist. 

Pre-operative assessments took place in a quiet room on either the coronary care or 

cardiac ward, and took approximately 60 minutes. The following were administered in 

this order to gather demographic and cognitive data, and to screen for \pre-existing 

delirium: 

• The Participant Information Sheet (Appendix C) 

• The Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status (RBANS; 

Randolph, 1998) 

• The Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) 
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• The Delirium Symptom Interview (DSI; Albert et al., 1992) 

Following each assessment the researcher completed the observation section of the 

Delirium Symptom Interview. Once the Informant Questionnaire for Cognitive Decline 

in the Elderly had been collected the researcher used an instrument called the 

Demegraph (MacKinnon & Mulligan, 1997), which combined information from the 

Informant Questionnaire and Mini Mental State Examination, to determine the presence 

or absence of dementia. Using information from the Demegraph, Mini Mental State 

Examination, and the Delirium Symptom Interview, the researcher completed a 

Diagnostic Checklist for delirium for each participant (see Appendix D) to screen for 

pre-existing delirium. 

Standard surgical procedures were followed with participants undergoing 

surgery, with or without the aid of cardiopulmonary bypass as clinically indicated. The 

general surgical procedures outlined in Chapter 2 and Appendix A were followed. 

Further detail on specific anaesthetic and surgical strategies is outlined in Appendix E. 

In-Hospital Delirium Assessments 

In-hospital assessments to identify delirium were conducted from post-operative 

days 2-5 by the researcher. The researcher visited participants 5 times a day 

(approximately every 3 hours from 8am-8pm) to assess for fluctuating symptoms of 

delirium. At these times the researcher observed participants behaviour and asked them 

a few questions (e.g., "how are you feeling today?" "do you remember who I am?") to 
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examine level of consciousness, attention, and to elicit verbal responses for the 

assessment of symptoms such as incoherent speech and memory. The researcher also 

questioned staff and family, when they were present (and particularly if participants 

were unavailable) about participants' behaviour, and reviewed participants' medical 

notes for signs of delirium. Following each of these visits the researcher completed a 

Delirium Checklist (see Appendix F). 

At the end of each day (post-operative days 2-5) the researcher visited 

participants for a more in-depth assessment of delirium. This involved administering 

the Delirium Symptom Interview and the Mini-Mental State Examination, which took 

approximately 15-20 minutes. The researcher then completed the observations section 

of the Delirium Symptom Interview based on this assessment and on the Delirium 

Checklists that had been completed during the course of the day. After all in-hospital 

data had been collected, the researcher completed a Diagnostic Checklist for delirium 

over post-operative days 2-5, for each participant. The researcher also completed a 

Medical Variables Checklist (see Appendix G) for each participant after the participant 

was discharged from hospital, based on the participant's medical records. 

Follow-Up Cognitive Assessment 

Follow-up cognitive assessments were conducted 12 weeks post-operatively. 

Two weeks prior to their assessment participants were sent copies of several 

questionnaires to be completed and brought to the assessment. These questionnaires 

were to screen for psychological distress and were as follows: 
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• The Geriatric Depression Scale 

• The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory 

• The Symptom Checklist-90-Revised 

Follow-up assessments were conducted by one of two research assistants, who were 

blind to participants' pre-operative cognitive performance and to whether participants 

did or did not develop delirium post-operatively. Research assistants had the 

equivalent of a bachelor's degree in psychology. Like the researcher, the research 

assistants had undergone standardized training, practice, and competency checks for 

use of the study's cognitive tests under the guidance of the supervising clinical 

neuropsychologist. Interrater reliability checks were conducted (see page 161) to 

evaluate the consistency of the research assistant's scoring of the Figure Copy and 

Figure Recall subtests of the RBANS, which were somewhat subjective in their scoring. 

Depending on each participant's preference, follow-up assessments were conducted 

either in the participant's home, in the Department of Psychological Medicine at 

Dunedin Hospital, or in an outpatient room at another hospital closer to the 

participant's home. Follow-up assessments were scheduled for the same time of day 

(i.e., the morning or afternoon) as participants' pre-operative assessment, if possible. 

The following tests were administered to assess cognitive functioning at each follow-up 

assessment in this order: 

• The Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status 

• The Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System Trail Making Test (D-KEFS TMT; 

Delis, Kaplan, & Kramer, 2001) 

• The Mini Mental State Examination 
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Delirium Identification: Approach and Measures 

Delirium was identified, in accordance with accepted standards, by applying the 

DSM-IV diagnostic criteria to information from standardised assessment measures. 

According to accepted standards (e.g., Zou et al., 1998), post-operative delirium was 

identified using a multi-method approach whereby information was collected on 

multiple occasions, from multiple informants, using multiple techniques. In the 

following section, measures included in the multi-method assessment for delirium are 

outlined. Because dementia is an important differential diagnosis when identifying 

delirium, measures used to screen for pre-operative dementia are included. 

Diagnostic Checklist for Delirium 

A Diagnostic Checklist was compiled for the study to determine whether 

participants met the criteria for a DSM-IV diagnosis of delirium (see Appendix D). The 

checklist comprises the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for delirium with a yes/no response 

box beside each set of criteria. The researcher completed a Diagnostic Checklist 

following each participant's pre-operative assessment as a screen for pre-existing 

delirium. At this point the checklist was based on the participant's performance on the 

Delirium Symptom Interview (DSI), the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE), and 

on their Demegraph profile. A Diagnostic Checklist was also completed at the end of 

the in-hospital post-operative period. Post-operatively, the checklist was completed 

based on each participant's performance on the DSI and the MMSE from post-op days 

2-5, and on their pre-operative Demegraph profile. 
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Information from a combination of measures (e.g., DSI, MMSE) was 

operationalised to enhance the standardization and reliability of diagnostic criteria, (see 

Appendix H). Algorithms for operationalising delirium criteria are often used to 

increase reliability of delirium identification (Gottlieb, Johnson, Wanich, & Sullivan, 

1991; Inouye et al., 1990). The reliability of the Diagnostic Checklist for identifying 

delirium was determined by examining the correspondence between those identified 

according to this method, and those coded with delirium according to ICD-10, or those 

labeled as "confused" in participants' notes. 

Delirium Checklist 

A Delirium Checklist was also developed specifically for the study (see 

Appendix F) and was completed, by the researcher following each of the 3-hourly visits 

with a participant, and/ or following discussions with staff and visitors. The Delirium 

Checklist comprises a list of 13 items (essentially symptoms) derived from the severity 

scale of the Delirium Rating Scale-Revised-98: sleep-wake cycle disturbance, perceptual 

disturbances and hallucinations, delusions, lability of affect, language, thought process 

abnormalities, motor agitation, motor retardation, orientation, attention, short-term 

memory, long-term memory, and visuospatial ability (Trzepacz et al., 2001).4 There is a 

blank space beside each item to document the presence, absence, and characteristics of 

the symptom. 

4 Basing the Delirium Checklist on this measure alerted the researcher to common symptoms of delirium 
according to the research literature and facilitated completion of the DSI. 
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Each participant's delirium checklists were reviewed at the end of every day, and 

the information was used to complete the DSI. This meant that the information in the 

observations section of the DSI was based on multiple observations of the participant. 

The rationale for multiple observations was so that fluctuations in behaviour could be 

better detected and delirium symptoms not missed. 

The Delirium Symptom Interview (DSI) 

(Albert et al., 1992) 

Description and Administration 

The DSI is an interview protocol that was specifically designed for use by non

physicians, such as nurses or researchers, to objectively determine the presence or 

absence of delirium symptoms. It was developed during a large prospective study of 

hospitalised elderly patients, including surgical patients (Levkoff, Liptzin, Cleary, 

Reilly, & Evans, 1991). The DSI targets seven delirium symptoms: disorientation, 

disturbance of consciousness, disruption of sleep/ wake cycle, perceptual disturbance, 

incoherence of speech, change in psychomotor activity, and fluctuating behaviour; each 

being assessed by a series of questions. It also provides information about the time 

course and fluctuation of symptoms, which enhances its value as a diagnostic aid 

(Levkoff et al., 1991). 

Some items on the DSI are based on patient report. In addition, the interviewer is 

required to make behavioural observations during the interview, which permits 
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assessment of non-communicative patients. These observations are coded after the 

interviewer has left the room at the completion of the interview. The DSI takes 

approximately 10-15 minutes to administer, so it is brief enough for daily assessments 

of seriously ill patients. 

Scoring 

Each delirium symptom is coded as "present" or "not present" according to the 

patient's responses to specific questions, and the interviewer's observations. Detailed 

coding guidelines are provided in the DSI manual, available from the authors (E. 

Marcantonio, personal communication, October 19, 2001). Thus, the DSI may be used to 

determine symptom presence (e.g., Marcantonio, Flacker, Wright, & Resnick, 2001; 

Marcantonio, Michaels, & Resnick, 1998; Patten, Williams, Haynes, McCruden, & 

Arboleda-Fl6renzo, 1997), or, upon completion of the interview, the patient may be 

classified as "positive" for delirium (i.e., classified as a case) if symptoms of 

disorientation, disturbance of consciousness, or perceptual disturbance have been 

coded as "present" (e.g., Albert et al., 1992; Flacker et al., 1998; Levkoff et al., 1991). 

Psychometrics 

Psychometric data on the ability of the DSI to detect specific delirium symptoms 

is not available in the published literature. The interrater reliability of the DSI, when 

determining "caseness" with one lay interviewer administering the interview and the 

other observing, was demonstrated by a kappa coefficient of .90. Evidence for the 

validity of the DSI was established by comparing positive DSI cases with those 
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classified as cases by physician consensus, which produced a kappa of .93. The 

sensitivity and specificity of the DSI was .90 and .80 respectively. The positive and 

negative predictive values of the DSI were .87 and .84 respectively (Albert et al., 1992; 

Levkoff et al., 1991). 

Use in the Present Study 

A detailed training manual for the DSI was obtained from the authors. The 

manual was reviewed and the DSI administered daily to a group of cardiac surgery 

patients, over several weeks, for practice. Scoring options were clarified during further 

communication with the authors (S. Levkoff, personal communication, September 27, 

2002) before the researcher began administering the DSI during the course of the study. 

In the present study, the presence of five of the seven delirium symptoms was 

used to complete the Diagnostic Checklist: disturbance of consciousness, disorientation, 

incoherent speech, perceptual disturbance and fluctuation of symptoms (see Appendix 

H). To reduce the potential for missing cases, due to symptom fluctuation, the 

observation section of the DSI was completed following multiple observations over the 

course of the day. 
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The Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) 

(Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) 

Description and Administration 

The MMSE is a brief screen of cognitive impairment. It comprises questions that 

cover a broad range of cognitive functions: orientation, registration, short-term 

memory, attention, calculation, visuospatial ability, and praxis. A detailed description 

of the MMSE is provided in Appendix I. 

The MMSE was selected for the present study for several reasons. First, it 

provides information on specific cognitive domains such as attention, orientation, 

memory, and language for completion of the Diagnostic Checklist (see Appendix H). 

Second, the brevity and ease of administration of the MMSE means that it is suitable for 

regular monitoring of delicate, in-hospital patients. Third, the MMSE has been widely 

used in past research of the cognitive outcomes of delirium so comparisons can be made 

with the findings of other studies. 

Scoring 

Item scores are summed to provide a total score on the MMSE with a maximum 

of 30. A score of 23 or less is considered indicative of cognitive impairment (Tombaugh 

& Mcintyre, 1992). 
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Psychometrics 

Test-retest reliability coefficients for the MMSE over intervals of two weeks to 

months have ranged from .63 to .79 for individuals who are cognitively intact (Molloy, 

Alemayehu, & Roberts, 1991; O'Connor et al., 1989; Teng, Chui, & Gong, 1989). 

Evidence for the validity of the MMSE as a cognitive impairment screening measure 

includes correlations ranging from -.66 to -.93 and .70 to .90, with other cognitive 

screening measures such as Blessed's Information-Memory-Concentration Test 

(Blessed, Tomlinson, & Roth, 1968), and the Short Test of Mental Status (Kokmen, 

Naessens, & Offord, 1987; Thal, Grundman, & Golden, 1986; Tombaugh & Mcintyre, 

1992). 

Scores on specific items of the MMSE have been strongly associated with scores 

on more sensitive ~europsychological tests (Feher et al., 1992; Tierney, Szalai, Snow, 

Fisher, & Dunn, 1997). For example, the memory item correlated well with Wechsler 

Memory Scale-Revised Logical Memory (Wechsler, 1987) and the attention and 

calculation items with the Test of Sustained Attention and Tracking (Feher et al., 1992). 

The memory, attention, calculation, and constructional items of the MMSE have also 

shown adequate sensitivity and specificity (Feher et al., 1992). These findings provide 

evidence for the validity of specific items on the MMSE. 

Factors Affecting Performance 

Although the authors of the MMSE claim that practice effects are small, when the 

MMSE was administered daily to cardiac surgery patients during field testing, 

registration items from previous day's administrations were consistently recalled. 
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Furthermore, the 3-stage command, reading, and repetition tasks appeared to often be 

performed by patients from memory rather than in response to an instruction. This was 

evinced by participants beginning these tasks before they were instructed what to do. 

Research indicates that performance on the MMSE is affected by level of 

education (e.g., Magaziner, Bassett, & Hebel, 1987; Uhlmann & Larson, 1991). It is 

suggested that the MMSE is only valid for individuals with at least nine years of 

education (Tombaugh & Mcintyre, 1992) and that when administered to participants 

with fewer than nine years of education, results should be interpreted with caution. 

Use in the Present Study 

Items and scoring procedures of the MMSE were amended to meet the context of 

the present study. Items that referred to US jurisdictional terms not used in New 

Zealand were modified. On the orientation task, 'state' was replaced by 'province', 

which was considered more relevant to New Zealanders, and 'county' was omitted 

because of the lack of equivalent in New Zealand terms. This meant that the score for 

orientation was reduced to a maximum of 4, and the total MMSE score reduced to a 

maximum of 29. However, to facilitate comparison with previous studies using the 

MMSE, participants' overall scores were increased by one point if they had responded 

correctly when asked which floor, hospital, and town they were in. 

Both the calculation (serial7's) and attention (spelling world backwards) items 

on the MMSE were administered on each testing occasion. The instructions for the 

attention task were to first spell the word "world" (forward), with the examiner 

correcting any mistakes, and to then spell the word "world" backward. Participants' 
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scores on serial 7' s were used to calculate total MMSE scores, but scores on spelling 

world backwards were used if participants' refused to complete serial 7' s. 

To counteract potential practice effects, alternate versions of the MMSE were 

prepared for each administration with variations of registration, 3-stage command, 

reading, and repetition tasks on each (see Appendix J for a description of changes across 

alternate versions). The equivalence of these alternate versions was not examined, but 

to minimize systematic bias from one version being more difficult than another, the 

versions were administered in a randomized fashion. 

Participants' total scores on the MMSE administered pre-operatively and at 12-

weeks were calculated. This allowed comparisons with previous studies that employed 

the MMSE as a primary outcome measure. Participants' total score pre-operatively was 

also used, in combination with their total score on the Informant Questionnaire for 

Cognitive Decline in the Elderly, to determine dementia status. Participants' scores on 

specific items of the MMSE administered pre-operatively and during post-operative 

days 2-5 were used to complete Diagnostic Checklists. 

The Informant Questionnaire for Cognitive Decline in the Elderly (IQCODE), Short Version 

(Jorm, 1994) and the Demegraph (MacKinnon & Mulligan, 1997) 

IQCODE Description and Administration 

The IQCODE is an informant questionnaire that asks a friend or relative of the 

study participant about cognitive changes they have noticed in the participant over the 

past 10 years. Each item concerns an everyday situation in which the participant has to 
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use their memory or intellectual ability (e.g., remembering their address or telephone 

number). The original IQCODE comprised 26 items (Jorm & Jacomb, 1989), but in the 

present study the widely used 16-item version was used to minimise respondent 

burden (Jorm, 1994). A correlation of .98 has been reported for the short and long 

versions of the IQCODE, and the short version has performed as well as the long 

version as a dementia screen (Jorm, 1994; Jorm et al., 1996). All subsequent information 

refers to the short version of the IQCODE unless otherwise stated. 

IQCODE Scoring 

Each item on the IQCODE is rated from 1 to 5 with the following response 

options: 1 = much improved; 2 = a bit improved; 3 = not much change; 4 = a bit worse; 5 = 

much worse. An IQCODE score is calculated by summing item scores, and dividing this 

by the number of items completed (i.e., 16). A cut-of£ of 3.31/3.38 is recommended for 

the short version of the IQCODE. A lower score indicates a greater likelihood of 

dementia. 

IQCODE Psychometrics 

High test-retest reliabilities have been reported for the long IQCODE when 

administered either a few days or a year apart (.96 and .75, respectively; Jorm, Scott, 

Cullen, & MacKinnon, 1991; Jorm & Jacomb, 1989). The IQCODE purports to measure 

cognitive change. Thus, to establish validity evidence for this purpose, it is necessary to 

compare IQCODE scores with other measures of cognitive change. Correlations ranging 

from .34 to .47, between IQCODE scores and change scores on cognitive tests, such as 
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the MMSE, Episodic Memory Test, and Symbol-Letter Modalities Test, have been 

reported (Jorm, Christensen, Korten, Jacomb, & Henderson, 2000). Using a cut-off of 

greater than, or equal to, 3.38 for change, the IQCODE had a sensitivity of .74 and a 

specificity of .82, relative to a MMSE score decrease of 7 or more points (Jorm et al., 

2000). In further support of the IQCODE as a measure of change, a principal 

components analysis of the long version revealed a large general factor, assumed to 

reflect" general cognitive decline" (Jorm & Jacomb, 1989). 

Many studies have provided evidence of the validity of the IQCODE as a screen 

for dementia (e.g., Harwood, Hope, & Jacoby, 1997; Louis, Harwood, Hope & Jacoby, 

1999). For example, the IQCODE showed good sensitivity and specificity data when 

clinical or research diagnoses for dementia, using DSM-III-R (American Psychiatric 

Association, 1987), and ICD-10 (World Health Organisation, 1992) criteria were used as 

comparison standards (Jorm et al., 1996; Jorm, et al., 1991). Recently, a significant 

correlation was reported between the IQCODE and an observation list for early signs of 

dementia (Hopman-Rock, Tak, & Staats, 2001). These findings indicate that as well as 

measuring cognitive change, the IQCODE appears useful for detecting dementia. 

Factors Affecting IQCODE 

Significant correlations have been reported between the IQCODE and various 

physical and psychological characteristics. For example, IQCODE scores have been 

found to correlate with age, impaired activities of daily living and levels of depression 

and anxiety (Jorm, 1994; Jorm et al., 1996). Significant correlations have also been drawn 

between the IQCODE and characteristics of the informant, such as their affective state, 
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trait anxiety, and interpersonal bonding with the participant in question (Jorm et al., 

1996), but not with education and pre-morbid intellectual ability (Christensen & Jorm, 

1992; Jorm et al., 1991). These factors potentially confound information derived from the 

IQCODE. 

Demegraph 

It is recommended that informant and cognitive measures be used in 

combination to screen for dementia because of the contrasting strengths and 

weaknesses of assessment methods (Jorm et al., 1996). Several studies have reported 

that the performance of the IQCODE, as a screen for dementia, is improved when it is 

used in combination with a cognitive test. For example, sensitivities of .86 to .97, and 

specificities of .81 to .85 have been reported by using a combination of the IQCODE and 

the MMSE (MacKinnon & Mulligan, 1998). Positive predictive values for the 

combination ranged from .86 to .89, and negative predictive values from .84 to .95, 

depending on the method used to combine scores. 

Based on the above findings, an easy to use graphical method was developed, 

combining IQCODE and MMSE scores to determine the probability of dementia 

(MacKinnon & Mulligan, 1998). This graphical method known as the Demegraph 

provides a template with MMSE scores on the x-axis and IQCODE scores on they-axis. 

If the profile of scores falls above a diagonal line that runs through the centre, then the 

participant is classified as likely to meet the DSM-IV criteria for dementia. If the profile 

of scores falls below the diagonal line the participant is classified as unlikely to meet the 

criteria (MacKinnon & Mulligan, 1997). In a recent study implementing the Demegraph, 
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sensitivity and specificity for dementia were .94 and .79 respectively (MacKinnon et al., 

2003). 

Use in the Present Study 

In the present study a close friend or family member was asked to complete an 

IQCODE on behalf of a participant. The score on the IQCODE and the participant's 

score on the MMSE administered pre-operatively were combined using the Demegraph 

to determine their pre-operative dementia status. For a participant whose Demegraph 

indicated dementia, a differential diagnosis was considered when the Diagnostic 

Checklists for delirium were completed. 

Cognitive Tests 

The Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status 

(Randolph, 1998) and the Delis-Kaplan Executive Functioning System Trail Making Test 

(Delis, Kaplan, & Kramer, 2001) were used to assess cognitive performance pre- and 

post-operatively and will be described in the following section. These tests assessed 

cognitive domains that have been shown to be particularly vulnerable to cardiac disease 

and to delirium (e.g., verbal learning/ memory, attention, visuospatialj constructional 

ability and psychomotor speed; Fahlander et al., 2000; Juolasmaa et al., 1981; Katz et al., 

2001; O'Brien et al., 1992; Saxton et al., 2000; Seines et al., 2003; Vingerhoets,Van Nooten, 

& Jannes, 1997). The tests were, therefore, selected because of the information they 
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provided, in addition to their psychometric properties, their relevance to an elderly 

population, and the ease with which they could be completed, particularly when 

administered pre-operatively. In addition, as mentioned previously, total MMSE score 

at pre-operation and follow-up were also used as cognitive outcome measures for 

comparison with findings from previous studies. 

The Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status (RBANS) 

(Randolph, 1998) 

Description and Administration 

The RBANS is a brief neuropsychological battery primarily designed to detect 

and characterise dementia in older adults. It comprises 12 subtests, which are listed 

with descriptions alongside a description of each, in Appendix K. Performance on a 

combination of subtests provides information on indices of immediate memory (list 

learning, story memory), visuospatialj constructional ability (figure copy, line 

orientation), language (picture naming, semantic fluency), attention (digit span, coding) 

and delayed memory (list recall, list recognition, story recall, figure recall). The RBANS 

manual provides normative data on the RBANS profile of different patient groups, such 

as groups with Alzheimer's disease or vascular dementia. Alternate forms of the 

RBANS are available for repeat testing. 
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Scoring 

Raw scores on the RBANS are converted to standard index scores with a mean of 

100 and a standard deviation of 15, according to normative data provided in the 

manual, which are based on 10-year age bands (up to age 89 years). A total scale index 

score is determined by adding index scale scores, then converting this number using the 

appropriate normative table. In summary, the RBANS provides five index scores on 

specific cognitive domains in addition to a total scale index score, indicating overall 

cognitive performance. 

Psychometrics 

Tests-retest reliability coefficients after administering alternate forms of the 

RBANS 1-7 days apart ranged from .46 to .80 for the five indices, with a total scale 

correlation coefficient of .82 (Randolph, 1998). Slightly higher intraclass correlations 

were reported for RBANS indices after a 12-week test-retest interval, with a sample of 

patients with schizophrenia (Gold, Queern, Iannone, & Buchanan, 1999). The inter-rater 

reliability of the figure copy and recall subtests, which require a degree of judgment in 

scoring, was demonstrated by an intraclass coefficient of .85 across three independent 

scorers (Randolph, 1998). The pattern of index score intercorrelations, which ranged 

from .25 to .79, indicated that RBANS indices measure distinct cognitive constructs 

(Gontkovsky, Beatty, & Mold, 2004). 

Evidence for the validity of the RBANS indices has been demonstrated by 

moderate correlations between RBANS indices and subtests on several commonly used 

neuropsychological batteries (Randolph, 1998). In addition, high correlations have been 
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reported between RBANS subtests and indices and specific neuropsychological tests 

(Gontkovsky, Hillary & Scott, 2002; Gonkovsky, McSwan, & Scott, 2002). For example, 

performance on the Judgment of Line Orientation Test (Benton, Hamsher, Varney, & 

Spreen, 1983) and the Rey Complex Figure Test (Rey, 1964) correspond to performance 

on the RBANS visuospatialj constructional index (Randolph, 1998). There was a 

correlation of .78 between the RBANS Total Scale Index, and the Full Scale IQ on the 

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (short-form), which supports the validity of 

this RBANS index as a measure of overall cognitive performance (Randolph, 1998). 

Factors Affecting Performance 

Practice effects are possible when the RBANS is administered for repeat testing. 

To minimise practice effects use of an alternate form of the RBANS is available. Studies 

have shown that scores on Form B tend to be lower than scores on Form A (Gold et al., 

1999; Randolph, 1998). In a more recent study, however, scores on Form B tended to be 

higher than those on Form A, but only when Form B was administered first (Wilk et al., 

2002). It appears then, that the different forms of the RBANS may not be equivalent. 

Research has shown that RBANS performance may be influenced by age, 

education, and gender (Beatty, Mold, & Gontvosky, 2003; Duff et al., 2003; Gontkovsky, 

Mold, & Beatty, 2002; Randolph, 1998). The impact of different ages, education levels, 

and genders on performance does not appear to be uniform across indices. For example, 

females have been found to perform better on Immediate and Delayed Memory, and 

Language, whereas males have performed better on tests of 

Visuospatial/Constructional ability (Beatty et al., 2003). Several studies have provided 
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normative data or corrections for age, education, and gender, but these adjustments 

have been restricted to examinee's age 65 years and older (e.g., Duff et al., 2003; 

Gontkovsky et al., 2002). 

Use in the Present Study 

To minimize the potential for a systematic bias related to RBANS form, the 

administration of Form A orB was randomly assigned and participants were 

administered the alternate version at the follow-up assessment. Both total and domain 

index scores on the RBANS were used, with each being adjusted for participants' age. 

Both pre- and post-operative RBANS forms were scored by a research assistant. 

Pre-operative RBANS forms were scored with participant codes obscured to ensure 

research assistant's remained blind to participants' pre-operative cognitive 

performance. Inter-rater reliability was examined for the figure copy and figure recall 

subtests by having each research assistant independently score 10 subtests. According 

to the appropriate intraclass correlation procedures (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979), an inter

rater reliability coefficient of .97 (p < .01) was calculated. 

Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System Trail Making Test (D-KEFS TMT) 

(Delis, Kaplan, & Kramer, 2001) 

Description and Administration 

The Trail Making Test (TMT; Reitan, 1987) is a widely used measure of the 

flexibility of thinking in a visual-motor task. A new version of the TMT, the D-KEFS 
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TMT, was selected for the study because it breaks performance down into specific 

cognitive processes and separately examines the processes of visual scanning, 

psychomotor speed, sustaining focused attention, and shifting cognitive set. The D

KEFS TMT comprises five conditions: Visual Scanning, Number Sequencing, Letter 

Sequencing, Number-letter Switching, and Motor Speed. The cognitive processes 

required for each of the conditions are outlined in Table 4.2. 

In the Visual Scanning condition, the examinee is presented with two pages of 

randomly arranged numbers and letters and is asked to cancel out all the number 3' s on 

these pages, as quickly as possible. In the Number Sequencing condition, the examinee 

is again presented with two pages of randomly arranged numbers and letters, but this 

time is asked to connect the numbers in sequence, as quickly as possible. For example, 

the examinee should begin by drawing a line from number 1 to number 2, from 2 to 3, 3 

to 4, and so on until they reach the end (the number 16). The Letter Sequencing 

condition is the same as the Number Sequencing condition, except the examinee is 

asked to connect letters from AtoP. 

The Number-letter Switching condition contains the primary task of the D-KEFS 

TMT. In this condition, the examinee's task is to switch between connecting numbers 

and letters in sequence. For example, the examinee should begin by drawing a line from 

1 to A, from A to 2, 2 to B, and so on until they reach the end (the letter P). In the Motor 

Speed condition the examinee is presented with two pages on which there is printed a 

dotted line that follows a path through several empty circles. The examinee is asked to 

draw a solid line over the dotted line, and through the circles along the path, as quickly 

as possible. 
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Table 4.2 

Cognitive Processes Involved in Each Condition of the Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System 

Trail Making Test 

Condition 
Visual Scanning 

Number Sequencing 

Letter Sequencing 

Number-Letter Switching 

Motor Speed 

Scoring 

Cognitive Processes 
Visual scanning/ attention 
Motor speed 
Visual scanning/ attention 
Motor speed 
Numeric processing 
Visual scanning/ attention 
Motor speed 
Letter sequencing 
Visual scanning/ attention 
Motor speed 
Numeric processing 
Letter sequencing 
Set shifting 

Motor speed 

The D-KEFS TMT has several scoring options but only those used in the study 

are discussed. These include scale scores for the Visual Scanning, Number-letter 

Switching, and Motor Speed conditions. Scale scores provide an indication of 

performance on specific conditions. These scores are derived from the total number of 

seconds to complete each condition. Each condition has a time limit that is used as the 

completion time if the examinee does not complete the task within the assigned time. 

For each condition, raw scores are converted to scaled scores that have a mean of 10 and 

a standard deviation of 3, using normative data that are provided in ten-year age bands 

(up to age 89 years). 
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Error scores were also examined. Error scores provide more specific information 

on underlying cognitive deficits. A commission error involves marking a letter or 

number other than 3 in the Visual Scanning condition and indicates a deficit in 

sustaining focused attention. A set loss error involves making a connection to an item 

from the incorrect set (e.g., from A-1 in the letter sequencing condition; from B-C in the 

Number-letter Switching condition). Set loss errors in the Number or Letter Sequencing 

conditions indicate a deficit in sustaining focused attention, whereas set loss errors in 

the Number-letter Switching condition indicate a deficit in shifting cognitive set. In the 

present study, for standardization purposes, error scores were converted to z-scores 

with a mean of 0, and standard deviation of 1. 

Psychometrics 

Few studies have been published evaluatLng the psychometric properties and 

clinical utility of the recently revised D-KEFS TMT (Delis et al., 2001). Extensive 

research has been conducted, however, on the original TMT. Although there are 

significant differences in the content and scoring of the D-KEFS-TMT and other versions 

of the TMT, research on other versions is reviewed with the assumption that the D

KEFS TMT may possess similar properties. Potential similarities and differences are 

highlighted where relevant. 

The TMT is influenced by practice effects, consequently low test-retest 

reliabilities have been reported over various retest intervals (Dye, 1979; Stuss, Stethem, 

& Poirier, 1987). Alternate forms of the TMT have, therefore, been developed and are 

recommended for repeated testing (Charter, Adkins, A1ekoumbides, & Seacat, 1987; des 
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Rosiers & Kavanagh, 1987; Eson, Yen & Bourke, 1978; Franzen, 1996; Franzen, Paul & 

Iverson, 1996; Kelland & Lewis, 1994; Lewis & Rennick, 1979). Because performance 

time is influenced by the time it takes an examiner to notice and point out any errors, 

the TMT is vulnerable to scorer variance. Despite this vulnerability, high interrater 

reliability has been reported for the TMT (Pals-Stewart, 1992; Narhi, Rasanen, 

Metsapelto, & Ahonen, 1997). 

Factor analyses have revealed that the TMT loads on a variety of different factors 

including a visual-motor coordination factor (Swiercinsky, 1979), visuomotor scanning 

and attention (Shum, McFarland, & Bain, 1990), and attentional and conceptual factors 

(O'Donnell, MacGregor, Dabrowski, Oestreicher, & Romero, 1994). Part A (which 

closely corresponds to the Number Sequencing condition of the D-KEFS TMT) loaded 

on motor speed and visual search, whereas Part B (which corresponds to the Number

letter Switching condition of the D-KEFS TMT) loaded on visual search and cognitive 

alternation of operations (Crowe, 1998), or cognitive set-shifting (Arbuthnott & Frank, 

2000; Pontius & Yudowitz, 1980). The factors identified in these studies are consistent 

with the cognitive processes assumed to underlie the various tasks of the D-KEFS TMT, 

thus these findings lend support to the face validity of the D-KEFS TMT. In addition, 

correlations between the TMT and finger-tapping and pegboard tasks support the 

validity of the TMT as a measure of motor speed and dexterity (Schear & Sato, 1989). 

Factors Affecting Performance 

There are extensive data indicating that TMT performance is affected by 

education, intelligence and age. TMT performance is consistently reported to improve, 
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as years of schooling increase (e.g., Kennedy, 1981; Parsons, Maslow, Morris, & Denny, 

1964). The effect of education was reportedly smaller for subjects over the age of 60 

(Heaton et al., 1986). It has been shown that individuals with higher IQ's have higher 

TMT scores whereas those with an IQ below 80 have lower scores (Waldmann, Dickson, 

Monahan, & Kazelskis, 1992). Performance on the TMT has consistently been shown to 

decline with age (e.g., Kennedy, 1981; Rasmusson, Zonderman, Kawas, & Resnick, 

1998). In one study age had little impact on the performance of subject's with less than 

12 years of education (Richardson & Marottoli 1996), whereas in another study, age did 

not significantly affect TMT executive functioning performance reported after 

component skills such as motor speed were partialled out (Wecker, 1998). 

Emotional state and physical factors may also affect performance on the TMT. A 

recent study with the D-KEFS TMT revealed that depression affected performance on 

the Motor Speed condition, whereas fatigue affected performance on the Number-letter 

Switching condition (Motayar, 2003). Depression, anxiety and fatigue have been found 

to impede performance on the traditional version of the TMT (Gass & Daniel, 1990; 

King, Caine, Conwell, & Cox, 1991; King, Cox, Lyness & Caine, 1995). 

Use in the Present Study 

Because of constraints on participants' time and energy, it was not reasonable to extend 

the pre-operative assessment beyond one-hour. For this reason, the D-KEFS TMT was 

only administered at the 12-week follow-up assessment. Scaled scores for the 
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D-KEFS TMT were based on relevant age bands. To reduce the potential for fatigue to 

affect performance, participants were offered a break before the D-KEFS TMT was 

administered during the follow-up assessment. 

Demographic & Medical Measures 

Because demographic and medical factors may affect cognitive performance, 

several measures were used to collect pre-, peri- and post-operative demographic and 

medical information about participants. Measures were specifically designed for the 

study and included the Participant Information Sheet and the Medical Variables 

Checklist. These measures are outlined in the following section. Copies of the study

specific measures are provided in Appendices C and G. 

Participant Information Sheet 

A Participant Information Sheet was developed for the study to gather pre

operative demographic information about participants (see Appendix C). An interview 

style format was selected for the information sheet so that it could be completed by the 

researcher at the beginning of the pre-operative assessment, in an attempt to build 

rapport. The Participant Information Sheet comprises information on variables such as 

participants' age, gender, ethnicity, and education. 
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Medical Variables Checklist 

Based on the literature, a Medical Variables Checklist was developed to 

document relevant pre-, peri-, and post-operative medical data for each participant, 

such as angina class, history of neurological events, and surgical risk (indicated by ASA 

score; see Appendix G). A Medical Variables Checklist was completed from a 

participant's medical record after they were discharged. The Checklist was completed 

by the researcher, who was supervised by a surgical registrar. Neurological diagnoses 

(e.g., cerebrovascular accident) were transcribed from participants' medical records. 

These diagnoses were made by medical records coders, using with ICD-10 codes. 

Coders are specifically trained to review patients' records to code ICD-10 diagnoses 

from the information available from their admission. 

Measures of Psychological Distress 

Although not central to the hypotheses of the study, because increased levels of 

certain forms of psychological distress are common both before and after surgery, and 

because psychological distress can impact on cognitive performance, measures to assess 

participants' psychological distress levels were included. The Geriatric Depression 

Scale, the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, and the SCL-90-R were selected to detect levels 

of depression, anxiety, and global psychological distress respectively. These measures 

are outlined in the following section. 
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The Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) 

(Yesavage, et al., 1983) 

Description and Administration 

The GDS is a 30-item scale specifically designed for detecting depression in the 

elderly. It can be either self- or rater-administered. The GDS covers a wide range of 

topics including mood quality, motivation and energy levels, feelings of hopelessness 

and worthlessness, cognitive complaints, and social initiative. It intentionally excludes 

items addressing somatic symptoms, which are common in both depressed and non

depressed elderly (Parmalee, Lawton, & Katz, 1989), and therefore, are not useful for 

distinguishing these groups. The GDS employs a yes/no response format, which 

enhances ease of administration and comprehensibility for elderly. Items on the GDS 

are phrased in a manner aimed at minimising patient defensiveness and maximising 

acceptability (Olin, Schneider, Eaton, Zemansky, & Pollock, 1992; Yesavage, 1986). The 

GDS has been used with both pre- and post-surgical populations (e.g., Lyons, Strain, 

Hammer, Ackerman, & Fulop, 1989; Rapp, Parisi, Walsh, & Wallace, 1988). 

Scoring 

The GDS has a maximum score of 30. Each item is rated 'yes' or 'no' and a score 

of 1 or 0 assigned respectively, with 10 items being reverse scored. Higher scores 

indicate a greater level of depressive symptomatology. 
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Psychometrics 

A test-retest reliability coefficient of .85 was reported for the GDS following both 

a 1-week (Yesavage et al., 1983) and a 1-month interval (Parmelee, et al., 1989). Evidence 

for the validity of the GDS was demonstrated by correlations ranging from .83 to .91, 

with research diagnostic criteria, clinical diagnoses, and other measures of depression 

(Brink et al., 1982; Olin et al., 1992). Using a cut-off score of 11 for depression, the GDS 

yielded sensitivity in the range of .68-1.00 and specificity in the range of .71-.96 (Jackson 

& Baldwin, 1993; Koeing, Meador, Cohen, & Blazer, 1988; Olin et al., 1992; Parmelee et 

al., 1989). 

Use in the Present Study 

To keep the pre-operative assessment time to a minimum, the self-administered 

version of the GDS was selected for the present study. Participants' total scores were 

used to examine whether there was a correlation between levels of depressive 

symptomatology and cognitive performance. 

The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) 

(Speilberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, Vagg, & Jacobs, 1983) 

Description and Administration 

The STAI is a self-report instrument comprising both a state anxiety and trait 

anxiety scale. In the present study, the STAI was included to assess the impact of state 
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anxiety on cognitive performance; therefore, only information regarding the State Scale 

will be presented. The State Anxiety Scale consists of twenty statements. On completing 

the State Anxiety Scale, respondents are asked to respond how they feel" right now". 

Respondents can select from the following response categories: not at all, somewhat, 

moderately so, and very much so. The STAI has been widely used in studies with cardiac 

surgery populations (Barnason, Zimmerman, & Nieveen, 1995; Boudrez & De Backer, 

2001; Burker, Blumenthal, Feldman, Thyrum et al., 1995; Farsak, Gunaydin, 

Yorgancioglu & Zorlutuna, 2003). 

Scoring 

Each of the response categories from the State Scale has a corresponding score of 

1 to 4. A score of 1 indicates the absence of anxiety, whereas a score of 4 indicates the 

presence of intense anxiety. Ten items are reverse scored and the total score ranges from 

20 to 80 with higher scores indicating greater anxiety. Relevant normative data are 

provided in the STAI manual for surgical patients. 

Psychometrics 

Research has indicated that, as expected, scores on the State Scale typically 

increase prior to surgery, and decline with recovery (Auerbach, 1973; Chapman & Cox, 

1977), therefore, the test-retest reliability of the State Scale is low (Spielberger, et al., 

1983). Evidence for the validity of STAI scales has been demonstrated by moderate 

correlations with other commonly used measures of anxiety (Kabacoff, Segal, Hersen, & 

Van Hasslet, 1997; Stanley, Beck & Zebb, 1996). 
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Use in the Present Study 

Participants' total scores on the State Scale were used to examine the relationship 

between levels of state anxiety and cognitive performance. 

The Symptom Checklist-90-Revised (SCL-90-R) 

(Derogatis, 1994) 

Description and Administration 

The SCL-90-R is a self-report inventory that comprises 90 items (essentially 

descriptions of psychiatric problems) that the respondent is asked to rate according to 

how much each problem has distressed or bothered them over the past week. The SCL-

90-R provides a Positive Symptom Distress Index, Positive Symptom Total, assesses 

nine specific symptom dimensions of psychopathology, and provides a Global Severity 

Index. However, in the present study, only the Global Severity Index, a global index of 

psychological distress is used as recommended when a single summary score is of 

interest (Derogatis, 1994). 

Scoring 

Items on the SCL-90-R are scored on a 5-point rating scale as follows: 0 =not at 

all, 1 =a little bit, 2 =moderately, 3 =quite a bit, 4 =extremely. The Global Severity Index is 

computed by summing all item responses, then dividing this by the total number of 

items endorsed. Raw scores are converted to T scores using the male or female 
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normative data provided. Higher Global Severity Index scores indicate an increased 

risk of psychiatric disorder. 

Psychometrics 

A test-retest reliability coefficient of .79 was reported for the Global Severity 

Index over a two-week interval (Fitch, Osoba, Iscoe, & Szalai, 1995). A total test-retest 

reliability of .84 was reported over a ten-week interval, however, it was unclear if this 

referred to the Global Severity Index (Horowitz, Rosenberg, Baer, Ureno, Villasenor, 

1988). A common finding across factor analyses of the SCL-90-R analyses has been that 

a primary global distress factor accounts for the majority of the variance, which 

supports the use of the SCL-90-R as a unidimensional measure (Bonynge, 1993; 

Carpenter & Hittner, 1995; Cyr, McKenna-Foley, & Peacock, 1985; Rauter, Leonard, & 

Swett, 1996). Significant correlations ranging from -.37 to .82 between Global Severity 

Index scores and scores on the other measures of general psychological distress provide 

evidence of convergent validity (Hilsenroth et al., 2000; Peveler & Fairburn, 1990). The 

ability of scores on the Global Severity Index to predict caseness (according to Present 

State Examination diagnosis) was demonstrated by sensitivity and specificity scores of 

.72 and .87 for medical patients (Peveler & Fairburn, 1990). 

Symptoms such as lack of energy, and sleeplessness, which are indicative of 

psychological distress in healthy individuals may be common consequences of medical 

illnesses. Therefore, when interpreting SCL-90-R scores in populations with physical 

ailments, caution is warranted (Woessner & Caplan, 1996). Indeed, in studies that have 

used the SCL-90-R with cardiac populations, global severity scores have been slightly 
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higher than those of non-medical adult populations (Allison et al., 1995; Black, Allison, 

Williams, Rummans, & Gau, 1998; Bowen, D' Arcy, & Orchard, 1991; Dunnington, 

Johnson, Finkelmeier, Lyons, & Kehoe, 1988). 

Use in the Present Study 

Normative data for non-psychiatric patient adults were used. Participants' 

Global Severity Index scores were computed as an index of global psychological 

distress level. 
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYTIC TECHNIQUES & 

RESULTS OF DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES 

This chapter comprises two sections. In the first section the techniques for 

analysing data are outlined. In the second section, the results of descriptive analyses are 

presented in three parts: (1) investigation of potential biases to interpretation, (2) 

evaluation of integrity of delirium group assignment, and (3) initial examination of the 

cognitive functioning of all study participants from pre-operation to follow-up. This 

chapter provides information that forms the basis for conducting and interpreting the 

preliminary and hypothesis testing analyses presented in the following chapter. 

Analytic Techniques 

Selecting which analyses to perform involves taking into account what questions 

are being asked of the data. Selecting analyses also depends on characteristics of the 

data, such as whether outcome variables are categorical or continuous and whether 
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data meet the assumptions of the tests that will be performed with them (Tabachnick & 

Fidell, 1989; Wilkinson, 1999). For example, parametric tests require normally 

distributed data. Finally, it is necessary to consider how missing data will be accounted 

for as this affects how analyses are performed and how data are interpreted (Croy & 

Novins, 2004). These analytic considerations are discussed in the following section. 

Research Questions and Analyses 

As indicated at the end of chapter 3, the present study had three main areas of 

inquiry. Each of these areas included different research questions that lent themselves 

to different forms of analysis (Morgan & Harmon, 2000; Morgan, Gliner & Harmon, 

2002). These areas of inquiry, research questions and corresponding analyses are 

considered in turn in the following subsection. 

I. Post-Operative Delirium and Cognitive Functioning 

The first area of inquiry explored the relationship between post-operative 

delirium and global cognitive functioning, and between delirium and functioning on 

specific cognitive domains. The term cognitive functioning captures performance on 

cognitive tests at follow-up (a continuous outcome) and cognitive decline (a 

dichotomous outcome requiring a classification of decline or no decline based on 

whether the change in score fell outside the reliable change interval) from pre-operation 

to follow-up. The main research questions were: 

1a. Is there a relationship between post-operative delirium and performance on 
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measures of global cognitive functioning at follow-up? 

lb. Is there a relationship between post-operative delirium and performance on 

specific cognitive domains at follow-up? 

2a. Is there a relationship between post-operative delirium and a classification of 

cognitive decline on measures of global cognitive functioning from pre-operation 

to follow-up? 

2b. Is there a relationship between post-operative delirium and a classification of 

cognitive decline on specific cognitive domains from pre-operation to follow-up? 

Analyses to address these questions included preliminary between-group 

comparisons, using t tests or their non-parametric equivalents (Mann-Whitney tests) to 

investigate the relationship between post-operative delirium and performance on global 

and specific cognitive tests and chi square analyses1 to investigate the relationship 

between post-operative delirium and cognitive global decline or decline on specific 

cognitive domains. Then, regression analyses, which enable the relationship between 

post-operative delirium and cognitive functioning to be examined after taking into 

account potentially confounding variables (e.g., years of schooling, history of 

neurological events), were performed. 

Before regression analyses were performed a rational-empirical approach was 

employed to determine demographic, medical, and psychological variables that were 

associated with cognitive functioning. This meant evaluating whether variables 

1Yate's correction replaced the chi square statistic when there were cases with few participants, and 
Fisher's Exact was used when any cell had an expected count of less than 5. 
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associated with cognitive functioning according to previous theory and research (see 

chapter 2) were associated with cognitive functioning in the present study. Then, 

variables identified as potential predictors of cognitive functioning were entered as 

covariates in multivariate analyses. This approach has been used in previous 

investigations of cognitive functioning after cardiac surgery (e.g., Robson et al., 2000) 

and in studies of the cognitive outcomes of delirium (Lundstrom et al., 2003; Rahkonen 

et al., 2001). 

The small sample size limited the number of variables that could be investigated 

as predictors. In addition, it was not possible to gather data on some specific variables 

that may predict cognitive functioning after cardiac surgery, such as genetic factors. 

Based on the literature, relevant demographic variables that were examined included 

age, gender, and years of schooling2
• The medical variables investigated included 

history of a neurological event (as an indicator of existing central nervous system 

dysfunction), diabetes (a condition commonly associated with heart disease), angina 

class (as an indicator of severity of heart disease), American Society of 

Anesthesiologist's score (as an indicator of surgical vulnerability), and neurological 

event peri- or post-operatively. Because Doppler ultrasonography was not available to 

directly measure microemboli during surgery, atherosclerosis of the native coronary 

artery was examined as an indicator of the potential for microembolisation. Geriatric 

Depression Scale score at follow-up was examined as an indicator of psychological 

Distress. In addition, pre-operative performance on each of the measures and 

'Years of schooling was defined as years of primary and secondary education 
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domains was investigated. 

Analyses to determine predictors included Pearson's correlation analyses, or 

their non-parametric equivalents (Spearman's), to examine associations between 

continuous variables (e.g., age) and performance on cognitive tests, and between-group 

comparisons using t tests, or their non-parametric equivalents (Mann-Whitney tests), to 

examine differences in the cognitive performance of participants at different levels of a 

dichotomous variable (e.g., gender). 

Pearson's chi-square coefficients were computed to examine whether there was a 

relationship between cognitive decline and dichotomous variables (e.g., gender; Brace, 

Kemp, & Snelgar, 2000). Between-group comparisons using t tests, or their non

parametric equivalent (Mann-Whitney tests), were performed to examine the 

relationship between a continuous and dichotomous variable, such as age and decline 

in MMSE score. 

Hierarchical regression analyses were performed to investigate whether, after 

controlling for relevant covariates, delirium was an independent predictor of 

performance on cognitive tests (Leech, Gliner, Morgan, & Harmon, 2003). Logistic 

regression analyses could have determined whether, after controlling for relevant 

covariates, delirium was an independent predictor of a classification of cognitive 

decline. However, because preliminary analyses did not reveal any associations 

between delirium and cognitive decline, or between pre-operative impairment and 
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cognitive decline, logistic regression analyses were not performed (Morgan, Vaske, 

Gliner, & Harmon, 2003). 

II. Pre-Operative Cognitive Impairment, Post-Operative Delirium and Cognitive 

Functioning 

The second area of inquiry explored the relationship between pre-operative 

cognitive impairment, post-operative delirium and cognitive functioning at follow-up. 

Again, both global cognitive functioning, and functioning on specific cognitive domains 

were examined, and performance at follow-up as well as decline from pre-operation to 

follow-up were investigated. After investigating the relationship between pre-operative 

cognitive impairment and delirium (via a chi square analysis), and examining the 

relationship between pre-operative impairment and cognitive functioning (via between

group and regression analyses), the main research questions included: 

la. Is there a relationship between post-operative delirium and performance on 

global tests of cognitive functioning after taking into account pre-operative 

cognitive impairment? 

lb. Is there a relationship between post-operative delirium and performance on 

specific cognitive tests after taking into account pre-operative cognitive 

impairment? 

2a. Is there a relationship between post-operative delirium and global cognitive 

decline from pre-operation to follow-up after taking into account pre-operative 

cognitive impairment? 
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2b. Is there a relationship between post-operative delirium and decline on specific 

cognitive domains from pre-operation to follow-up after taking into account pre

operative cognitive impairment? 

Analyses to examine the relationship between delirium and cognitive 

performance, after controlling for pre-operative cognitive impairment, involved re

performing regression analyses with pre-operative cognitive impairment as an 

additional covariate. Again, regression analyses were only conducted if preliminary 

analyses indicated a relationship between delirium and performance on cognitive tests, 

or cognitive decline. Because there was no association between either delirium or pre

operative impairment, and cognitive decline, logistic regression analyses were not 

performed. 

III. Cognitive Profiles of Participants With or Without Post-Operative Delirium 

The third area of enquiry examined the correspondence between the cognitive 

profiles of groups of participants who did or did not develop delirium and the cognitive 

profiles of groups of patients with specific dementias. The main research questions 

were: 

la. Are there similarities or differences between the pre-operative cognitive profiles 

of groups of participants who do or do not develop delirium? 

lb. Does the pre-operative profile of a group of participants who develop delirium 

resemble the profile of a group of patients with Alzheimer's disease or a group of 

patients with vascular dementia? 
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2a. Are there similarities or differences between the cognitive profiles at 

follow-up of groups of participants who do or do not develop delirium? 

2b. Does the profile at follow-up of a group of participants who develop 

delirium resemble the profile of a group of patients with Alzheimer's disease or a 

group of patients with vascular dementia? 

Profile analysis is used to examine whether the pattern of performance of 

different groups on a specific outcome variable (e.g., cognitive measure) is parallel 

(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). Profile analysis was, therefore, performed to compare the 

RBANS cognitive profiles of groups of who did or did not develop delirium. Because 

only means and standard deviations of groups of patients with Alzheimer's disease or 

vascular dementia were available, it was not possible to include comparisons with these 

groups in profile analyses. However, descriptive data from these groups are presented 

for visual comparison. 

Pre-operative cognitive profiles were compared to determine if there were pre

existing differences between the profiles of participants who did or did not go on to 

develop delirium. Cognitive profiles at follow-up were compared to determine if there 

were differences between these groups subsequent to one group developing delirium. 

The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS for Windows Version 11.5, 2003) 

was used to analyse all data. For all analyses, alpha was set at .05, and tests were two

tailed. Despite multiple comparisons increasing the likelihood of obtaining a significant 

result by chance (Bland, 2000), a more conservative alpha level was not set. Because the 
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study was primarily exploratory in nature (i.e., hypothesis generating as opposed to 

hypothesis testing), it was desirable to keep Type II errors low and maintain the power 

of the study to detect potential differences (Bland, 2000). The possible impact of 

multiple comparisons on study findings will be discussed in chapter 8. 

Checking Assumptions 

When performing parametric analyses, there are certain assumptions about the 

data that need to be met, such as normality of distribution, and homogeneity of 

variance (Brace, Kemp, & Snelgar, 2000). Normality was examined for grouped data 

(i.e., when two groups were compared) by examining the normality of the sampling 

distributions of the means of variables using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (when n 

>50) and the Shapiro-Wilk statistic (when n <50). For ungrouped data, the normality of 

the distribution of variables themselves was examined using the aforementioned 

statistics (Tabchnick & Fidell, 1989). Homogeneity of variance was examined using 

Levene's test. Alternative values fort were used when equal variances could not be 

assumed. 

When sampling distributions or variables deviated from a normal distribution, 

data were visually inspected and appropriate transformations performed. There was 

only one situation where data could not be transformed due to extreme outliers, and a 

non-parametric analysis was performed in this instance. To facilitate interpretation, raw 

and scale scores are presented, even when analyses were performed with transformed 
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data. When attempted transformations were unsuccessful, appropriate non-parametric 

tests were used to analyse these data (Brace et al., 2000). 

The assumptions for multivariate normality were investigated by inspecting 

normal probability plots, and scatterplots of residuals. A p < .001 criterion was used for 

Mahalanobis distance. Because only one multivariate outlier was identified over all 

analyses, the impact of outliers was likely to be small and data were not adjusted for 

this outlier. 

Accounting for Missing Data 

Researchers are often unable to collect complete data for all study participants. 

Rather than analyse only complete data, which may represent a biased data set, missing 

values can be estimated and imputed (Croy & Novins, 2004). Consistent with previous 

research on the cognitive outcomes of delirium (e.g., Grigore et al., 2001; 2002; Mathew 

et al., 2003) in the present study, rather than exclude participants who were missing 3 or 

fewer of 12 cognitive subtest scores, missing data were imputed. The method used to 

impute missing data is outlined in Appendix L. 

Of scores collected pre-operatively, 5 of 67 (7%) MMSE scores, 1 of 67 (1 %) Total 

RBANS scores, and 3 of 804 ( < 1 %) subtest scores (which translated to 3 of 335 or <1% 

domain scores) were imputed. Of scores collected at follow-up, 2 of 62 (3%) MMSE 

scores, 5 of 62 (8%) Total RBANS scores, and 22 of 744 (3%) subtest scores (which 

translated to 15 of 310, or 5% of domain scores) were imputed. Because a significant 

proportion of D-KEFS TMT scores were missing (e.g., 15% of scores on the number-
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letter switching condition) after several patients chose not to complete this test, it was 

decided not to impute scores for missing D-KEFS TMT data, but to analyse only 

completed data sets of this measure. 

Consistent with the literature (e.g., Grigore et al., 2001; Newman et al., 2001), 

data were analysed both with missing data imputed and with missing data not 

imputed. Because the main study questions sought to examine the relationship between 

post-operative delirium, pre-operative cognitive impairment and cognitive functioning 

at follow-up, it was important to statistically control for as many potentially 

confounding contributors to cognitive functioning as possible, reducing the risk of 

finding a relationship between post-operative delirium, pre-operative cognitive 

impairment and cognitive functioning at follow-up when a relationship did not really 

exist (Type I error). For this reason, it was decided to err on the side of caution and 

select as covariates variables that were found to have significant associations with 

cognitive functioning from either analyses including or excluding imputed data. In 

almost all preliminary analyses, there were more significant effects from analyses with 

missing data imputed; therefore, these data are presented in results tables. The 

situations where there were differences between the findings of analyses from data with 

missing values imputed and not imputed are identified by superscript in relevant 

tables. 

In summary, in this section the research questions were outlined and analyses to 

address these questions were presented. Ways in which the assumptions of the 

statistical tests employed were examined were outlined and alternative analyses for 
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situations where data did not meet required assumptions were indicated. Finally, 

strategies to account for missing data were described. 

Descriptive Analyses of the Study Sample 

The results of descriptive analyses presented in this section are divided into three 

major subsections. The first subsection includes analyses for the purpose of 

investigating potential biases to interpretation. The second subsection includes a 

descriptive evaluation of delirium identification as a check on the integrity of group 

placement as an independent variable. Finally, the third subsection includes initial 

analyses conducted to examine the cognitive functioning of all participants from pre

operation to follow-up. 

Investigating Potential Biases to Interpretation 

In the first subsection, data highlighting the differences between patients who 

were or were not eligible for the study, patients who did or did not consent, and 

participants who did or did not complete the study are presented to evaluate the 

potential for selection bias and selective attrition (Kazdin, 2003). Data on the consistency 

of the timing and setting of pre-operative and follow-up assessments are then presented 

to indicate the potential for environmental bias on data (c.£., Seines et al., 2003). Finally, 

data showing the relationship between pre-operative psychological distress and pre-
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operative cognitive functioning are presented to explore the potential for psychological 

distress to affect performance on this first assessment and bias estimation of change in 

performance from pre-operation to follow-up (Miillges, Berg, Schmidtke, Weinacker, & 

Toyka, 2000). 

Eligible Patients 

Of 258 candidates for cardiac surgery between November 2001 and December 

2003, 114 (44%) were eligible for the present study. The reasons surgical candidates 

were not eligible are outlined in Table M.1 Appendix M. A large proportion of 

candidates were not eligible because they were younger than 60 years of age; eligible 

patients were, therefore, significantly older, on average, than non-eligible patients3 (M = 

72.27 years, SD = 6.64; M = 62.51 years, SD = 11.49; z =-7.216, n1 = 113, n2 = 142, p < .01). 

Significantly more eligible than ineligible patients underwent valve procedures (20.4% 

vs. 8.5%), and combined procedures (18.6% vs. 9.2%), and significantly fewer eligible 

than ineligible patients underwent graft only procedures (61.1% vs. 82.4%; x2 = 14.618, df 

= 2, p < .01). There were no significant differences between eligible and ineligible 

patients in gender, or proportion undergoing repeat operations. In conclusion, eligible 

patients were significantly older and more likely to be undergoing a more complicated 

surgical procedure than ineligible patients. 

3 The sampling distributions of means of age were not normally distributed and could not be transformed 
so a non-parametric test (Mann-Whitney) was performed for the comparison of age of eligible versus 
non-eligible patients. 
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Participants Who Consented 

Of 114 patients eligible for the present study, 34 (30%) did not consent. The 

reasons patients did not consent are outlined in Table M.2 Appendix M, with time

commitment pre-operatively being the most frequent reason patients provided for not 

consenting. Of eligible female patients, significantly more patients did not consent 

(47%), relative to the proportion of male patients who did not consent (22%; x2 = 6.44, df 

= 1, p < .05). There were no significant differences between patients who consented and 

patients who did not consent in age, surgical procedure, or proportion undergoing 

repeat operations. In conclusion, the only significant difference between patients who 

did and did not consent for the study was that those who consented were more likely to 

be male. 

Participants Who Completed the Study 

Of the 80 participants who were enrolled in the study, 61 (76%) completed pre

operative, in-hospital, and follow-up assessments. The reasons participants did not 

complete the study are outlined in Table M.3 in Appendix M. The drop-out rate in the 

studies of delirium reviewed in chapter 1 was variable. For example, Katz and 

colleagues (Katz et al., 2001) reported a dropout rate of 6%, whereas approximately 24% 

of participants in the study by McCusker and colleagues (McCusker et al., 2001) did not 

complete assessments. The drop-out rate in the present study (12%) lies within these 

ranges, as well as being lower than the drop-out rates in studies of neuropsychological 

functioning after cardiac surgery (e.g., Andrew, Baker, Bennetts, Kneebone, & Knight, 
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2001 reported a drop-out rate of 32%, and Grigore et al., 2002 reported a drop-out rate 

of 22%). 

The demographic, medical, and pre-operative cognitive and psychological data 

of participants who did and did not complete the study are presented in Tables M.4 to 

M.7 in Appendix M. The average age of participants who completed the study was 72 

years, and those who completed the study were predominantly male, had 

approximately 10 years of schooling and the majority identified as being of NZ 

European ethnicity. 

There were several differences between demographic, medical and cognitive 

characteristics of participants who did or did not complete the study. Significantly more 

males completed the study than females (84% vs. 50%; x2 = 7.07, df = 1, p < .01). 

Hypertension was more prevalent in participants who did not complete the study 

relative to participants who completed the study (83% vs. 53%; x2 = 4.09, df = 1, p < .05). 

Pre-operatively, participants who completed the study scored 10 points higher on 

Attention, on average, than participants who did not complete the study (M = 90.71, SD 

= 15.18; M = 80.80, SD = 10.88; t = 2.38, df = 75, p < .05). There were no other significant 

differences between participants who did or who did not complete the study, however, 

it is of note that 6 participants could not complete the study due to death; if these 

participants were significantly cognitively impaired the absence of their data may have 

inadvertently minimized detection of an association between delirium and cognitive 

functioning. 
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Consistency of Assessment Timing and Setting 

Follow-up assessments were conducted on average 86 days (+I- 6 days) after 

surgery. Pre-operative and follow-up assessments were conducted at the same time of 

day (i.e., am or pm) for 83% of participants. However, only 38% of pre-operative and 

follow-up assessments were conducted in the same setting (i.e., in a hospital room). A 

post-hoc analysis revealed that participants who were assessed in a different setting at 

follow-up compared with pre-operation, performed significantly worse on language (M 

= 94.45, SD = 7.81; M = 100.09, SD = 10.38; t = 2.41, df =59, p < .05) and attention 

subtests (M = 87.32, SD = 14.87; M = 98.13, SD = 13.37; t = 2.86, df =59, p < .01) than 

participants who were assessed in the same setting. In addition, a significantly greater 

proportion of participants assessed in a different setting met criteria for cognitive 

decline across all measures and domains, than participants assessed in the same setting 

(see Tables M.8 and M.9 in Appendix M).These findings indicate high consistency for 

the timing of assessments, but much lower consistency for the setting of assessments, 

and indicate that a change in setting may bias performance on specific domains. 

Pre-Operative Psychological Distress and Pre-Operative Cognitive Functioning 

Correlation analyses were conducted to investigate the relationship between 

measures of pre-operative psychological distress and cognitive test scores. This helped 

determine whether pre-operative performance was related to psychological distress 

such as a high degree of pre-operative anxiety. Correlation coefficients of the 

association between psychological variables and pre-operative cognitive performance 

on the MMSE, Total RBANS, and five RBANS domains scores, are presented in Table 
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5.1. As illustrated in the table, increases in GDS score (indicating greater depressive 

symptomatology) were associated with decreases in immediate memory score, and 

increases in GSI score (indicating greater global distress) were associated with decreases 

in immediate memory and attention score. Increases in STAI score (indicating greater 

"State" anxiety), however, were associated with increases in MMSE score. There were 

no other significant associations between scores on other measures of psychological 

distress and cognitive functioning. The results suggest that specific cognitive domains 

or tests were associated with specific measures of psychological distress pre-

operatively, and therefore, could bias estimates of pre-operative cognitive functioning. 

The impact of pre-operative distress on baseline cognitive assessments should not be 

underestimated and is discussed further in chapter 8. 

Table 5.1 
Relationships Between Psychological Variables and Pre-Operative Cognitive Scores 

Cognitive measure 
Psychological variable MMSE Total IM V /C L A DM 

RBANS 
Geriatric Depression Scale -.01" -.23 -.32* .12 -.16 -.18 -.02 
n =44 
State Trait Anxiety .42**" -.16 -.28 -.01 .01 -.11 .09 
Inventory 
n =43 
Global Severity Index -.08" -.30 -.31* .27 .02 -.34* -.08 
n =43 
Note. Values represent Pearson's correlation coefficients unless other wise indicated. The scores on 
several pre-operative variables were not normally distributed so transformations were performed. The 
variables and the transformations used (in parenetheses) included: visuospatial/constructional (reflect 
and square root); language (logarithm); delayed memory (reflect and logarithm); Total RBANS 
(logarithm); Geriatric Depression Scale score (logarithm) and State Trait Anxiety Scale score ((square 
root). For MMSE score, attempted transformations were not successful and so non-parametric 
correlations (Spearman's) were performed for this variable. IM =immediate memory; V /C = 
visuospatial/ constructional; L =language; A = attention; DM = delayed memory; Total =Total score on 
Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status; MMSE =Mini Mental State 
Examination. 
"Spearman's. 
* p < .05. ** p < .01. 
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In summary, differences between study participants and all candidates for 

coronary artery graft and/ or valve surgery at Dunedin Public Hospital during the 

study period indicate that the sample who completed the study were older, more likely 

male, underwent more complicated procedures, were less likely to have hypertension 

and had higher cognitive functioning on a task of attention pre-operatively. There was 

inconsistency between the setting of pre-operative and follow-up assessments that may 

have adversely affected performance on specific domains and, therefore, influenced 

results. Furthermore, it appears that the relationship between measures of psychological 

distress and cognitive functioning indicates that pre-operative distress may have 

affected pre-operative cognitive performance in certain domains and tests. All of these 

sources of potential bias should be considered when interpreting study results. 

Descriptive Evaluation of Delirium Group Placement, A Check on the Independent Variable 

In this subsection evaluation of delirium diagnosis will be described as a check 

on the integrity of the independent variable (i.e., group placement). Identification of 

delirium and group assignment, based on completion of standardised delirium and 

cognitive assessment instruments that operationalised DSM-IV diagnostic criteria (see 

Appendices D and H for operationalisation criteria), is described first. Then the 

reliability of this approach to identifying delirium is checked by comparing patients 

classified with delirium according to operationalisation of DSM-IV criteria to patients 

classified with delirium according to ICD-10 codes assigned by medical records staff, or 

according to descriptions of "confusion" in medical notes. 
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Delirium Identification 

As outlined in chapter 5, delirium identification involved two stages. First, a pre

operative delirium assessment provided information on the presence or absence of pre

existing delirium symptoms which served as a baseline from which to investigate new 

symptoms, and completion of a Diagnostic Checklist for delirium indicated whether 

DSM-IV criteria for pre-existing delirium were met. Second, in-hospital delirium 

assessments from post-operative days 2-5 permitted the identification of delirium 

subsequent to cardiac surgery. 

Using all of the data available from the pre-operative assessments Diagnostic 

Checklists for delirium were completed for 71 of 77 participants (92%). The main 

reasons Diagnostic Checklists could not be completed were that DSI or MMSE data 

were missing (these measures were administered at the end of the assessment and were 

missed out when assessments had to be cut short), and several informants did not 

return the IQCODE. Using available information, there was no indication of pre

operative delirium for any of the 77 participants, however, it is possible that the 6 

participants whose Diagnostic Checklists were incomplete may have had symptoms of 

delirium that were not detected. 

Standardised in-hospital delirium assessments could not be completed for 10 

participants; 6 who died early post-operatively, 2 who dropped out of the study within 

the first three days post-operatively, and 2 who were too physically unwell to complete 

assessment instruments at any time during post-operative days 2-5. These participants 

were, therefore, excluded from further analyses. 
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Of the remaining 67 participants, 83% completed delirium and cognitive 

measures to a standard adequate to complete operationalised DSM-IV criteria on 3 or 4 

days (55% every day; 28% on 3 of 4 days), and an additional16% completed measures 

adequately on 1 or 2 days (13% on 2 days; 3% on 1 day). Adequate is defined as 

completion of all items necessary for operationalisation of DSM-IV criteria (i.e., 

consciousness, attention, memory, orientation, language, perception, and fluctuation of 

symptoms). 

Figure 6.1 illustrates the flow of the study and the number of participants 

completing each assessment point. Of the 67 participants completing standardised in

hospital delirium assessments, 21 participants (31 %) met DSM-IV criteria for delirium. 

Four of the participants with delirium also had post-operative neurological 

complications according to ICD-10 codes in medical notes including: cerebral infarct (n 

= 2); transient ischaemic attack (n= 1) and cerebrovascular accident (n = 1). The rate of 

delirium in this study is comparable with the rates reported in the reviewed studies of 

delirium in chapter 1, and with rates reported in studies of delirium after cardiac 

surgery (van der Mast & Roest, 1996). 
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Participants Enrolled 
in the study 

N=80 

• Participants Who 
Completed Pre-

Operative Assessment 
N=77 

~ 
Participants Who Did 

Participants With Participants Without Not Complete In-
Delirium Delirium Hospital Delirium 
N=21 N=46 Assessments 

N=10 

~ ~ 
Participants With Participants Without 

Delirium Who Delirium Who 
Completed Follow-Up Completed Follow-Up 

Assessment Assessment 
N=20 N = 41 + 1 

The "+ 1" in the final box represents the participant who died before follow-up but for whom 
missing follow-up cognitive data were imputed based on worst scores (c.£., Grigore et al., 2001; 
Mathew et al., 2003; Newman et al., 2001). 

Figure 6.1. Diagram of study flow. 

Integrity of Group Placement 

In contrast to the 31% of participants who were prospectively identified with 

delirium according to operationalisation of DSM-IV criteria, 2 of 67 patients (3%) were 

classified with delirium by medical records coders according to ICD-10, coded 

retrospectively from patient's medical records. Between post-operative days 2-5, several 

more of these 67 patients (19%) were described in medical notes as "confused" by 
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health professionals (including nurses, doctors, physiotherapists, speech-language 

therapists and social workers). Therefore, far more participants were identified with 

delirium using a prospective approach and operationalised DSM-IV criteria than using 

a retrospective approach and ICD-10 coding, or a description of confusion. 

Table 5.2 shows the agreement of delirium identification according to 

operationalised DSM-IV criteria, coded ICD-10 diagnoses, and being described as 

confused in medical records. Consistent with previous literature examining agreement 

of delirium identification via different criteria (e.g., Albert et al., 1992; Zou et al., 1998) 

kappa coefficients were calculated to evaluate agreement (Cohen, 1960). The agreement 

between DSM-JVresearch diagnoses and ICD-10 medical record coding gave a kappa of 

.03 (N = 67, p =.56), which represents poor agreement (Landis & Koch, 1977). The 

agreement between delirium and confusion however, gave a kappa coefficient of .38 (N 

= 67, p < .01), which represents fair agreement (Landis & Koch, 1977). 

Table 5.2 
Agreement of Delirium Identification According to Operationalised DSM-IV Criteria, ICD-10 
Code, and Descriptions of Confusion in Medical Records 

ICD-10 

Medical Records 

Delirium 
No delirium 
Confusion 
No confusion 

1 
20 
9 
12 

Delirium 
DSM-IV 

1 
45 
4 
42 

No delirium 

While there was not adequate agreement between study criteria and ICD-10 

codes recorded retrospectively, there was better agreement between study criteria and 

broader descriptions of delirium symptomatology (i.e., confusion). In addition, the 

source of "error" between study criteria and both ICD-10 codes descriptions of 
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confusion does not appear random but predominantly related to agreement and 

disagreement on DSM-IV "caseness", rather than "non-caseness" (i.e., agreement on 

absence of symptoms). 

As illustrated in Table 5.2, there were 21 cases for which there was disagreement 

between DSM-IV and ICD-10 diagnoses, and 16 cases for which there was disagreement 

between DSM-IV criteria and confusion description. Examination of the DSM-IV 

checklist for participants that received ICD-10 delirium code (n = 1), or were described 

as confused (n = 4), but not meet DSM-IV criteria, indicate that this was because the 

participants did not show a fluctuation of symptoms, and in one case, a disturbance of 

consciousness alongside a fluctuation of symptoms. The participants who were 

identified with delirium according to DSM-IV criteria, but not according to ICD-10 

codes (n = 20), or a description of confusion (n = 12), likely reflects information variance, 

that is, the more in-depth nature of methods of data ascertainment used in prospective 

identification of delirium according to DSM-IV criteria, relative to retrospective 

detection of delirium coded from medical records by medical coders, or relative to 

health professional's observations of confusion during routine care. It may also reflect 

criterion variance, that is, that the ICD-10 classification is more restrictive than DSM-IV, 

a finding that has been reported in the literature (Liptzin et al., 1991; Smith, Breitbart & 

Platt, 1995). 

In summary, the majority of participants completed pre-operative delirium 

measures. Practical limitations meant that it was not possible to complete standardised 

in-hospital delirium assessment with several participants who were eventually 
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excluded from the study. However, the majority of remaining participants completed 

standardised assessment on at least three out of four days. Significantly more 

participants were identified with delirium according to study criteria relative to 

retrospective identification of delirium using ICD-10 codes. This is likely because 

prospective approaches tend to detect more cases than retrospective approaches, and 

because DSM-IV criteria are less restrictive than ICD-10. However, there was significant 

agreement between participants identified with delirium according to study criteria and 

participants clinically described with the symptomatology of delirium (i.e., confusion), 

which provides support for the integrity of the delirium group placement. 

Descriptive Analyses of Cognitive Functioning 

In this subsection the results of descriptive analyses of cognitive functioning are 

presented. This includes the number of participants meeting criteria for pre-operative 

cognitive impairment, and the number of participants meeting a classification of 

cognitive decline from pre-operation to follow-up. 

Pre-Operative Cognitive Impairment 

Approximately 16 of 62 participants completing the study (24%) met the criterion 

for pre-operative cognitive impairment, that is, a score of 70 or less on Total RBANS. Of 

those with pre-operative impairment, 56% met criteria for post-operative delirium, 

constituting 45% of those with delirium (x2 = 4.30, df = 1, p < .05). 
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Cognitive Decline 

As well as investigating performance on cognitive tests as a continuous outcome 

variable, cognitive functioning was examined as a dichotomous outcome (i.e., a 

classification of decline/no decline from pre-operation to follow-up). Cognitive decline 

was established for MMSE score, Total RBANS score and for each cognitive domain of 

the RBANS. The criteria for cognitive decline were a change in test score from pre-

operation to follow-up that was lower than the corresponding Reliable Change Index 

(RCI; c.£., Baker, Andrew, Ross & Knight, 2001). The number and proportion of 

participants classified as improved, declined, or unchanged (when their score fell 

within the RCI, see Appendix N for RCI calculations) are presented in Table 5.3. In 

subsequent analyses participants were classified as declined or not declined (this latter 

category included participants who improved or did not change). As Table 5.3 shows, 

only a small proportion of patients met decline criteria across global and specific 

cognitive domains with most participants falling within the "did not change" category. 

The highest proportion of decline was seen in the domain of language with 

approximately 16% of participants meeting decline criteria on this domain. 

Table 5.3 
Participants Who Declined, Did Not Change, or Improved From Pre-Operation to Follow-Up 
Cognitive measures 
MMSE 
TotalRBANS 
RBANS domains 

Declined 
8 (13) 
8 (13) 

Did not change 
46 (74) 
42 (68) 

Improved 
8 (13) 
12 (19) 

Immediate memory 4 (7) 45 (73) 13 (21) 

Visuospatial/ constructional 6 (10) 46 (7 4) 10 (16) 

Language 10 (16) 46 (74) 6 (10) 

Attention 8 (13) 50 (81) 4 (6) 

Delayed memory 8 (13) 48 (77) 6 (10) 

Note. Data are presented as frequencies (and percentages). RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the 
Assessment of Neuropsychological Status; MMSE = Mini Mental State Examination. 
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In summary, almost a quarter of participants met criteria for pre-operative 

cognitive impairment. On average, participants' performance improved from pre

operation to follow-up on immediate memory and Total RBANS, but declined on 

language and delayed memory. However, there appeared to be significant variability in 

individual performance. Only a small proportion of participants were classified as 

"cognitively declined" across various domains according to a decrease in score below 

the reliable confidence interval relative to their own pre-operative score. 

Chapter Conclusions 

In this chapter the rationale for the selection of analytic techniques applied in the 

present study was presented. Following preliminary analyses to identify variables that 

may influence the relationship between delirium and cognitive functioning, regression 

analyses appeared most appropriate to address research questions about the 

relationships between delirium and cognitive functioning, and between delirium, pre

operative impairment and cognitive functioning. Investigation of potential biases to 

study findings indicated that there were several different sources of possible bias that 

need to be considered when interpreting results and planning further investigations. 

Finally, information from descriptive analyses indicated that almost a quarter of 

participants met criteria for pre-operative cognitive impairment, that on average, 

participants performance declined from pre-operation to follow-up on a couple of 

measures, but improved on measures of cognitive functioning, and that only a small 
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proportion of participants were classified as "cognitively declined" from pre-operation 

to follow-up. 
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS 

In this chapter, the results of the study are presented. In the first section, the 

results of preliminary correlation and comparative analyses, conducted to determine 

variables that are related to cognitive functioning are presented. In the second section, 

the results of analyses to specifically test the hypotheses of the study are presented. 

These analyses include regression and profile analyses. The chapter concludes with a 

brief summary of the results overall. For the sake of simplicity, the main outcomes of 

analyses are presented and discussed within this chapter, with supplemental raw data 

presented in the appendices. 

Preliminary Analyses 

Preliminary analyses, including correlation analyses, between-group 

comparisons, and Fisher's Exact tests, were conducted to examine the relationship 

between the main theoretical variables of interest (i.e., delirium, pre-existing cognitive 

impairment) and cognitive functioning at follow-up. Then preliminary analyses were 
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performed to identify potential predictors of cognitive functioning at follow-up such as 

pre-operative cognitive scores on corresponding measures (e.g., attention score pre

operation for the analysis of performance on attention at follow-up) and factors found 

previously to be associated with cognitive functioning (i.e., age, years of schooling). 

Each of the cognitive outcome variables was analysed separately and p-values were not 

adjusted for multiple statistical comparisons. The potential impact of not adjusting for 

multiple comparisons is discussed in chapter 8. 

Delirium and Cognitive Functioning at Follow-Up 

The relationship between delirium and cognitive functioning was examined by 

analysing the relationship between delirium and performance on cognitive tests at 

follow-up and by analysing the relationship between delirium and a classification of 

cognitive decline on various measures from pre-operation to follow-up. Detailed results 

from the analyses of delirium and cognitive functioning are presented in Tables 0.1 and 

0.2 in Appendix 0. 

There were statistically significant differences in the performance of participants 

with delirium on one global measure of cognitive functioning and one specific cognitive 

domain at follow-up. Between-group comparisons revealed that participants who 

developed delirium had significantly lower scores on the MMSE (M = 25.20, SD = 2.95; 

M = 26.64, SD = 2.59; z = -2.12, n1 = 20, n2 = 42, p < .05) and on immediate memory (M = 

87.30, SD = 13.55; M = 94.62, SD = 14.80, z = -2.24, n1 = 20, n2 = 42, p < .05) at follow-up 

relative to participants who did not develop delirium. 
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Fisher's Exact tests indicated that post-operative delirium was not associated 

with decline on either of the global measures of cognitive functioning and that delirium 

was not associated with decline on any specific cognitive domains from pre-operation 

to follow-up. 

Pre-Operative Cognitive Impairment and Cognitive Functioning at Follow-Up 

Results from analyses of pre-operative cognitive impairment and cognitive 

functioning are presented in detail in Tables P.1 and P.2 in Appendix P. There were 

statistically significant differences in the performance of participants with pre-operative 

cognitive impairment on several tests at follow-up. Between-group comparisons 

revealed that participants with pre-operative cognitive impairment had lower scores 

than participants without pre-operative cognitive impairment on one global measure of 

cognitive functioning, Total RBANS (M = 78.75, SD = 7.45; M = 88.98, SO = 12.91, t =-

2.99, df = 60, p < .01) and on three cognitive domains, immediate memory (M = 86.13, 

SO = 10.55; M = 94.39, SO = 15.43; z = -2.54, n1 = 16, n2 = 46, p < .05), 

visuospatial/ constructional ability (M = 74.31, SD = 8.93; M = 84.98, SD = 13.91; t =-

2.86, df = 60, p < .01) and delayed memory (M = 79.44, SD = 13.86; M = 91.74, SO = 13.47; 

z = -3.05, n1 = 16, n2 = 46, p < .01). Fisher's Exact tests indicated that pre-operative 

·cognitive impairment was not associated with cognitive decline on the MMSE, Total 

RBANS or on any specific cognitive domains from pre-operation to follow-up. 
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Because of the absence of any associations between delirium or pre-operative 

cognitive impairment and a classification of cognitive decline, no further analyses were 

conducted with decline as an outcome variable. 

Predictors of Cognitive Functioning at Follow-Up 

Detailed results from correlation and between-group analyses of demographic, 

medical, cognitive and psychological variables and performance on cognitive tests at 

follow.,-up are presented in Tables Q.l to Q.6 in Appendix Q. Analyses revealed several 

variables that were potential predictors of performance on cognitive tests (see Table 

6.1). These variables were, therefore, entered into subsequent hierarchical regression 

models. Although pre-operative performance on certain measures or domains was not 

significantly associated with performance on the corresponding measure or domain at 

follow-up, pre-operative performance was still included as a predictor in each model so 

change in performance over time could be established. 
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Table 6.1 

Potential Predictors of Performance on Cognitive Tests: Demographic Medical and 
Psychological Distress Variables 
Cognitive measure Potential predictors 
MMSE MMSE score pre-operation; Age; GDS score at follow-up; 

Post-op neurological event 
Total RBANS Total RBANS score pre-operation; Years of schooling; 

GDS score at follow-up 
RBANS domains 

Immediate memory Immediate memory score pre-operation; Age'; Years of 
schooling' 

Visuospatial/ constructional 

Language 
Attention 

Delayed memory 

D-KEFS TMT scale scores 
Visual scanning 
Motor speed 
Number-letter switching 

D-KEFS TMT error scoresb 
Number sequencing 
Letter sequencing 
Number-letter sequencing 

Visuospatial/ constructional score pre-operation; GDS 
score at follow-up 
Years of schooling 
Attention score pre-operation; Years of schooling; 
Atherosclerosis; 
Delayed memory score pre-operation; Age; Years of 
schooling'; GDS score at follow-up; ASA score 

Atherosclerosis 
ASA score 
Total RBANS score pre-operation; Age; Years of 
schooling 

Note. MMSE =Mini Mental State Examination; RBANS = Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of 
Neuropsychological Status; D-KEFS TMT =Delis-Kaplan Executive Functioning System Trail Making 
Test; GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale; Atherosclerosis refers to atherosclerosis of the native coronary 
artery: ASA = American Society of Anesthesiologists. 
'=associations only significant when analyses were performed with missing values imputed. 
b = There is no data on commission errors as participants did not make any such errors. 

In summary, participants with delirium performed worse than participants 

without delirium on one global and one specific measure of cognitive functioning at 

follow-up. In contrast, there were no relationships between post-operative delirium and 

decline from pre-operation to follow-up on any cognitive measure. Participants with 

pre-operative cognitive impairment performed worse on one global and three specific 

measures of cognitive functioning at follow-up, but there was no relationship between 
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pre-operative impairment and decline from pre-operation to follow-up on any 

cognitive measure. 

In addition, preliminary analyses, revealed that demographic (age and years of 

schooling), psychological distress (GDS score), and medical variables (ASA score, 

atherosclerosis, and neurological event post-operation) were associated with 

performance on various cognitive tests at follow-up. These variables were, therefore, 

entered as covariates in regression models that tested the main hypotheses of the study 

to control for potential confounding contributors to cognitive functioning. 

Hypothesis Testing 

The results of three sets of analyses conducted to test each hypothesis of the 

study are presented in this section. First, regression analyses were performed to 

investigate whether delirium was an independent predictor of cognitive functioning 

after taking into account other potential contributors to cognitive functioning. Second, 

regression analyses were performed to investigate whether delirium was an 

independent predictor of cognitive functioning after taking into account pre-.operative 

cognitive impairment as well as other potential contributors to cognitive functioning. 

Third, profile analyses were conducted to examine the relationships between the 

cognitive profiles of different groups of patients. 
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I. Delirium and Performance on Cognitive Tests at Follow-Up 

Hierarchical regression analyses were performed with MMSE score, Total 

RBANS score, each of the RBANS domain scores, and each of the D-KEFS TMT scores at 

follow-up as dependent variables. Pre-operative scores on the corresponding cognitive 

test1 were included as covariates in all models (Gliner, Morgan & Harmon, 2003). For 

example, for the dependent variable immediate memory score at follow-up, the 

corresponding covariate was immediate memory score pre-operatively. Other variables 

entered into the models were demographic, medical, and psychological variables that 

were significant in preliminary correlation analyses or between-group comparisons (see 

Table 6.1), and delirium. 

Several models were found to explain specific predictors of variance in cognitive 

performance at follow-up. Table 6.2 displays unstandardised regression coefficients (B), 

confidence intervals forB, standardized regression coefficients (p), and changes in the 

proportion of variance accounted for (R2
) at step 1 (for covariates in each mode) and at 

step 2 (for delirium as a predictor), for each dependent variable for these models. 

Models that did not explain specific predictors of variance, and the variables included 

in each, are presented in TableR in Appendix R. 

As illustrated in Table 6.2, delirium was not a statistically significant predictor of 

1 Because the D-KEFS TMT was not administered pre-operatively, Total RBANS score pre-operation was 
used as a covariate for analyses where D-KEFS TMT scores were the dependent variables. A general 
cognitive score pre-operation has been used as a covariate for performance on various cognitive 
outcomes in previous studies (e.g., Grigore et al., 2002; Mathew et al., 2003). 
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performance on either of the global measures of cognitive functioning, nor was delirium 

a predictor of performance of any specific cognitive domains. In the absence of 

delirium, the models predicted between 14-51% of variance in performance on 

cognitive tests at follow-up. After delirium was added the models predicted between 

16-54% of variance, with the addition of delirium not reliably improving R2
• 

Table 6.2 
Hierarchical Regression Analyses Predicting Performance on Cognitive Tests at Follow-Up 
From Demographic, Medical, Cognitive and Psychological Variables 

Confidence intervals 
Outcome Predictor forB 
variable variables B Lower UEEer 13 •R2 

MMSE Step 1 
MMSEpre-op -1.60 -3.08 -.12 -.26* 
Age -1.79 -3.52 -.05 -.26* 
Neuro event post-op 3.65 1.28 6.02 .36** 
GDS at follow-up -.05 -.17 .06 -.11 .41** 

Step 2 
Delirium .63 -.72 1.99 .11 .01 

TotalRBANS Step 1 

Total RBANS pre-op .56 .21 .92 .43** 
Yrs of schooling 1.60 -.67 3.87 .18 
GDS at follow-up -.08 -.63 .48 -.03 .31** 

Step 2 

Delirium 4.20 -2.18 10.58 .16 .02 

Immediate Step 1 
memory Immediate memory pre-op .24 -.02 .50 .23 

Age -.54 -1.05 -.04 -.25* 
Yrs of schooling 1.75 -.82 4.31 .17 .20** 

Step 2 

Delirium 5.65 -1.76 13.05 .18 .03 

Visuospatial/ Step 1 
constructional Visuospatial/ .31 .02 .61 .27* 

constructional pre-op 
GDS at follow-up -.59 -1.24 .05 -.25 .18** 

Step 2 

Delirium 3.30 -4.28 10.87 .11 .03 
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Table 6.2 continued ... 
Confidence intervals 

Outcome Predictor forB 

variable variables B Lower Urrer ~ •R2 
Attention Step 1 

Attention pre-op .63 .420 .85 .60** 
Yrs of schooling 1.57 -.717 3.86 .14 
Atherosclerosis 4.27 -4.784 13.33 .09 .51** 

Step 2 

Delirium 5.59 -.607 11.79 .17 .03 

Delayed Step 1 
memory Delayed memory pre-op -12.25 -23.330 -1.16 -.30* 

Age -.59 -1.146 -.03 -.28* 
Y rs of schooling 1.12 -1.551 3.80 .11 
ASA score 9.98 2.458 17.49 .35* 
GDS at follow-up -.53 -1.205 .14 -.21 .38** 

Step 2 

Delirium 2.17 -5.894 10.23 .07 .00 

Visual Step 1 
scanning Total RBANS pre-op -6.45 -26.150 13.26 -.08 

Atherosclerosis 3.97 1.129 6.81 .36** .14* 

Step 2 

Delirium .87 -1.175 2.91 .11 .01 

Number-letter Step 1 
switching Total RBANS pre-op .06 -.028 .15 .19 

Age -.11 -.219 .01 -.24 
Yrs of schooling .61 .005 1.21 .28* .25** 

Step 2 

Delirium .82 -.810 2.44 .13 .02 

Note. GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale. Atherosclerosis refers to atherosclerosis of the native coronary 
artery; ASA =American Society of Anesthesiologists; Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of 
Neuropsychological Status; MMSE =Mini Mental State Examination; Neuro =neurological event 
*p < .05. ** p < .01 

In summary, there were different predictors of performance on different 

cognitive measures. After accounting for these variables, delirium was not a significant 

independent predictor of performance on any cognitive measure. 
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II. Pre-Operative Cognitive Impairment, Post-operative Delirium and Performance on 

Cognitive Tests at Follow-Up 

As in the previous regression analyses, several models were found to explain 

specific predictors of variance in cognitive performance at follow-up. Table 6.3 displays 

unstandardised regression coefficients (B), confidence intervals forB, standardised 

regression coefficients (p), changes in R2 at step 1 for covariates in each model, at step 2 

for pre-operative cognitive impairment as a predictor and at step 3 for delirium as a 

predictor, for each dependent variable in these models. Models that did not explain 

specific predictors of variance, and the variables included in each (which were the same 

as for the first set of regression analyses), are presented in TableR in Appendix R. 

As illustrated in Table 6.3 delirium was a statistically significant predictor of 

performance on attention at follow-up. After step 1 the model explained approximately 

51% of variance, after step 2, 52%, and after step 3 (the addition of delirium), 56%. 

Table 6.3 
Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Performance on Cognitive Tests at Follow-Up 
From Demographic, Medical, Cognitive and Psychological Distress Variables 

Outcome Predictor Confidence intervals 
variable variables for B 

B Lower Upper ~ 
MMSE Step 1 

MMSEpre-op -1.68 -3.14 -.23 -.28* 
Age -1.81 -3.51 -.10 -.26* 
Neuro event post-op 4.15 1.74 6.55 .41** 
GDS at follow-up -.04 -.15 .08 -.08 

Step 2 
Pre-operative cognitive 1.23 -.26 2.72 .20 
impairment 

Step 3 
Delirium .27 -1.13 1.67 .05 

.41 * 

.04 

.00 
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Table 6.3 continued ... 
Confidence intervals 

Outcome Predictor forB 
variable variables B Lower U_e_eer 13 •R2 

TotalRBANS Step 1 
Total RBANS pre-op .63 .17 1.09 .48** 
Yrs of schooling 1.62 -.67 3.91 .19 
GDS at follow-up -.06 -.62 .50 -.03 .31* 

Step2 
Pre-operative cognitive -2.26 -11.87 7.36 -.08 .00 
impairment 

Step 3 
Delirium 4.77 -2.11 11.64 .18 .03 

Immediate Step 1 
memory Immediate memory pre-op .22 -.09 .52 .21 

Age -.56 -1.07 -.04 -.26* 
Yrs of schooling 1.67 -.98 4.30 .16 .20** 

Step 2 
Pre-operative cognitive 1.65 -8.64 11.94 .05 .01 
impairment 

Step 3 
Delirium 5.28 -2.52 13.09 .17 .03 

Visuospatial/ Step 1 
constructional Visuospatial/ .21 -.13 .54 .18 

constructional pre-op 
GDS at follow-up -.58 -1.22 .06 -.24 .18* 

Step 2 
Pre-operative cognitive 6.26 -3.01 15.52 .20 .04 
impairment 

Step 3 
Delirium 1.44 -6.56 9.45 .05 .00 

Attention Step 1 
Attention pre-op .67 .45 .89 .64** 
Yrs of schooling 1.90 -.43 4.22 .17 
Atherosclerosis 3.91 -5.11 12.93 .08 .51** 

Step 2 
Pre-operative cognitive -4.93 -12.38 2.52 -.14 .00 
impairment 

Step 3 
Delirium 7.00 .49 13.53 .21* .04 

Delayed Step 1 
memory Delayed memory pre-op -6.90 -17.72 3.92 -.17 

Age -.74 -1.27 -.22 -.35** 
Yrs of schooling .14 -2.41 2.68 .01 
ASAscore 10.89 3.96 17.83 .38** 
GDS at follow-up -.45 -1.07 .17 -.18 .38* 

Step 2 
Pre-operative cognitive 13.35 4.19 22.50 .41 * .11** 
impairment 

Step 3 
Delirium -1.87 -9.78 6.03 -.06 .00 
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Table 6.3 continued ... 
Confidence intervals 

Outcome Predictor forB 
variable variables B Lower Upper 13 •R2 

Visual Step 1 
scanning Total RBANS pre-op 1.74 -26.46 29.93 .02 

Atherosclerosis 4.04 1.19 6.90 .37* .14* 
Step 2 

Pre-operative cognitive -1.32 -4.54 1.91 -.16 .00 
impairment 

Step 3 
Delirium 1.16 -1.01 3.33 .15 .02 

Number-letter Step 1 
switching Total RBANS pre-op .10 -.02 .22 .31 

Age -.10 -.21 .02 -.21 
Yrs of schooling .63 .02 1.23 .29* .25* 

Step2 
Pre-operative cognitive -1.29 -3.81 1.24 -.18 .01 
impairment 

Step 3 
Delirium 1.14 -.61 2.88 .17 .03 

Note. GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale; Atherosclerosis refers to atherosclerosis of the native coronary 
artery; ASA =American Society of Anesthesiologists; RBANS = Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of 
Neuropsychological Status; MMSE =Mini Mental State Examination; Neuro =neurological event; 
* p < .05. ** p < .01 

In summary, there were different predictors of different cognitive measures. Pre-

operative cognitive impairment was an independent predictor of performance on 

delayed memory at follow-up. In contrast, delirium was an independent predictor of 

performance on attention after taking into account various contributors to cognitive 

functioning including pre-operative cognitive impairment. Whilst a statistically 

significant predictor of performance on attention, however, delirium was unlikely to be 

a clinically significant predictor as it only increased the variance on attention by 4%. 
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III. Cognitive Profiles of Participants Who Experienced Delirium 

Profile analyses were performed to compare the cognitive profiles of participants 

with or without delirium. To investigate any pre-morbid similarities or differences 

between these two groups, their pre-operative profiles were compared. Then, in a 

separate analysis, the follow-up profiles of participants with and without delirium were 

compared. The results of each of these analyses are presented in turn. Although there 

were not adequate data to perform profile analyses on other clinical samples for 

comparison, descriptive data from these samples are presented for visual comparison. 

In addition, TableT in Appendix T provides confidence intervals for the classification 

ranges of each group's mean performance at pre-operation and follow-up. 

Cognitive Profiles of Performance at Pre-Operation 

Using Wilks' criterion, the pre-operative RBANS profiles of participants with 

and without delirium did not deviate significantly from parallelism F (3, 58) = 1.284, p = 

.289, fl2 = .062. The profiles of pre-operative RBANS performance of participants with 

and without delirium are displayed in Figure 6.12
• This figure also displays the RBANS 

profiles of a group of patients with vascular dementia and a group of patients with 

possible or probable Alzheimer's disease based on normative data obtained from the 

RBANS manual. The figure indicates that the pre-operative profiles of the groups with 

and without delirium both resemble the profile of the group of patients with vascular 

2 Following convention in the presentation of profile analyses (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989), in this figure 
and in subsequent figures, the results are presented as line graphs to facilitate visual analysis. 
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dementia, and are quite different from the profile of the group of patients with 

Alzheimer's disease. 
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RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status; IM =Immediate Memory; 
V / C = Visuospatial/Constructional; L =Language; A= Attention; DM =Delayed Memory. 

Figure 6.1. Comparison of pre-operative RBANS profiles of groups of participants who 
did or did not develop delirium, and groups of patients with Alzheimer's disease or 
vascular dementia. 

Cognitive Profiles of Performance at Follow-Up 

Using Wilks' criterion, the RBANS profiles at follow-up of participants with and 

without delirium did not deviate significantly from parallelism F (4, 57) = .844, p = .503, 

11 2= .056. The profiles of RBANS performance at follow-up of the groups with and 

without delirium are displayed in Figured 6.2. As in Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2 also displays 
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the RBANS profiles of a group of patients with possible or probable Alzheimer's 

disease and a group of patients with vascular dementia. 
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RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status; IM =Immediate Memory; 
V /C = Visuospatial/Constructional; L =Language; A= Attention; DM =Delayed Memory. 

Figure 6.2. Comparison of follow-up RBANS profiles of groups of participants who did 
or did not develop delirium, and groups of patients with Alzheimer's disease or 
vascular dementia. 

Again the profiles of the groups of participants with and without delirium both 

resemble the profile of the group of patients with vascular dementia, but are quite 

different from the profile of the group of patients with Alzheimer's disease. 

In summary, the results from profile analyses of the cognitive performance of 

participants with and without delirium, both pre-operation and at follow-up, indicated 

that there were no significant differences in the parallelism of the profiles of these 
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groups at either assessment point. Visual examination of the performance of both 

groups suggested that their profiles, at both time points, closely resembled the profiles 

of a group of patients with vascular dementia, but were quite different to the profiles of 

a group of patients with Alzheimer's disease. 

Chapter Conclusions 

In conclusion, although preliminary analyses suggested an association between 

delirium and performance on the MMSE and immediate memory at follow-up, these 

relationships were not supported by regression analyses. After taking into account 

other contributors to cognitive functioning, it appears that delirium is an independent 

predictor of performance on attention at follow-up, but not immediate memory or the 

MMSE. Furthermore, the relationship between delirium and attention was only 

revealed after pre-operative cognitive impairment had been taken into account, and 

whilst statistically significant, it is unlikely to be clinically significant. 

The findings from profile analyses indicate that there is little difference between 

the cognitive profiles of participants with and without delirium, but suggest that the 

profiles of these groups resemble the profile of patients with vascular dementia. 
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CHAPTER 7: INTERPRETING RESULTS 

In this chapter the key findings concerning the association between delirium and 

cognitive functioning are highlighted and discussed, in the context of the hypotheses. 

Possible explanations for the results are presented and comparisons are drawn with 

previous research. In some se~tions findings from post-hoc analyses are presented to 

test possible explanations. Finally, general conclusions from the study are drawn. 

I. Delirium and Cognitive Functioning 

Investigating the relationship between delirium and cognitive functioning 

involved investigating the relationship between delirium and performance on (1a) 

measures of global cognitive functioning, and (1b) specific cognitive domains at follow

up. It also involved investigating whether participants with and without delirium met 

criteria for a classification of cognitive decline from pre-operation to follow-up on (2a) 

measures of global cognitive functioning and (2b) specific cognitive domains. 
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la. Delirium and Performance on Measures of Global Cognitive Functioning at Follow-Up 

It was hypothesized that there would be a statistically significant relationship 

between delirium and global cognitive functioning. Global cognitive functioning was 

defined as performance on the MMSE (a brief screen of cognitive impairment) and 

performance on Total RBANS (a brief neuropsychological battery to detect and 

characterise dementia) at 12-week follow-up. 

Consistent with previous research (Francis et al., 1989; Francis & Kapoor, 1992; 

Katz et al., 2001) between-group analyses revealed that participants with delirium 

performed worse on the MMSE at follow-up than participants without delirium. 

However, there was no relationship between delirium and Total RBANS performance. 

Furthermore, after variables such as age and pre-operative performance had been taken 

into account, delirium was no longer independently associated with poorer MMSE 

performance at follow-up. 

One explanation for these results is that there may indeed be no 

relationship between delirium and global cognitive functioning. Given the evidence of a 

relationship in almost all of the reviewed studies in the general delirium literature, this 

explanation seems unlikely. However, it is conceivable that delirium is not associated 

with cognitive functioning in patients undergoing cardiac surgery. In a cardiac surgical 

sample other factors, such as intra- or post-operative neurological events may better 

account for subsequent cognitive functioning. Only one of the reviewed studies of the 

cognitive outcomes of delirium was performed with a cardiac surgical sample 

(Juolasmaa et al., 1981). In this study, cardiac disease variables, psychological variables 
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and pre-operative cognitive ability accounted for global intellectual changes from five 

months pre-operation to five months post-operation. Delirium, however, was not 

significantly associated with global intellectual impairment or improvement. 

An alternative explanation for the present findings is that there is a relationship 

between delirium and global cognitive functioning but that the study did not reveal this 

relationship. There are two reasons a relationship may have gone undetected. First, the 

relationship between delirium and cognitive functioning may be have been too subtle to 

be detected. Second, the measures used to assess global cognitive functioning may not 

have been sensitive enough to detect a relationship between delirium and cognitive 

functioning. Considering that previous studies showed a relationship between delirium 

and cognitive functioning on the MMSE, and considering that there was a relationship 

between delirium and cognitive functioning on the MMSE according to between-group 

analyses, it appears that the MMSE was suitably sensitive. However, the absence of a 

relationship between delirium and global cognitive functioning as indicated by Total 

RBANS score suggests that Total RBANS may not have been sensitive enough. The type 

of subtests that contribute to Total RBANS score (e.g., verbal list learning, semantic 

fluency, immediate recall of stories) have been shown to be particularly sensitive to 

early signs of a variety of dementias (Randolph, 1998). However, because this was the 

first time a test such as the RBANS was used to examine cognitive deficits following 

delirium, it is possible that it is not suitable for detecting impairment in this population, 

particularly if the deficits are subtle. 

The discrepancy between the results from the MMSE (a brief cognitive screen) 

and Total RBANS (a more comprehensive cognitive assessment instrument), warrants 
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discussion. There are two explanations for why delirium was associated with MMSE 

performance, but not with Total RBANS score. One explanation is that despite both 

being designed as global screens for dementia (Folstein, Folstein & McHugh; Randolph, 

1998), each of these measures assesses different cognitive domains. That is, the MMSE 

assesses orientation, registration, memory, attention, calculation, visuospatial ability 

and praxis (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975), whereas Total RBANS assesses 

memory visuospatialj constructional ability, language, and attention (Randolph, 1998). 

The different domains assessed by each measure may be differentially sensitive to 

different aspects of cognitive functioning. For example, the MMSE appears to be 

sensitive to damage from a neurological event, whereas Total RBANS does not. 

Therefore, it is possible that the cognitive domains assessed by the MMSE were 

sensitive to delirium, whereas the domains assessed by Total RBANS were not. 

Another explanation for delirium being associated with MMSE performance but 

not with Total RBANS score is that Total RBANS performance was adjusted for age, 

whereas MMSE performance was not. The relationship between delirium and MMSE 

performance was possibly due to the relationship between age and delirium, and age 

and MMSE performance. The absence of an independent relationship between delirium 

and MMSE performance in regression analyses, that took age into account, supports 

this explanation. 
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lb. Delirium and Performance on Specific Cognitive Domains at Follow-Up 

Previous studies revealed that patients who developed delirium performed 

worse on visuospatialf constructional ability and psychomotor speed, but performed 

similarly to patients who did not develop delirium on verbal learning/memory. 

Therefore, it was hypothesized that delirium would be associated with performance on 

VisuospatialfConstructional (ability) and on Motor Speed, but would not be associated 

with performance or decline on Immediate Memory. There were no specific hypotheses 

about whether other cognitive domains would be affected by delirium. 

Results showed that participants with delirium performed poorer on Immediate 

Memory than participants without delirium, but performed no different on any other 

cognitive domain. However, an independent relationship between delirium and 

Immediate Memory was not evident after the influence of potentially confounding 

variables of age, years of schooling and pre-operative performance on Immediate 

Memory, had been taken into account. 

An explanation for why previous studies have not shown a link between 

delirium and verbal memory, and why preliminary analyses in the present study did, is 

that different measures were used to assess verbal memory. In the present study verbal 

memory was assessed by a task of verbal list learning as well as by a task of immediate 

story recall. In contrast, in a previous study that examined verbal learning/ memory, 

this domain was assessed solely by a task of verbal list learning (Katz et al., 2001). It is 

possible that story memory is particularly vulnerable to the effects of delirium and this 
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may explain why there was a relationship between delirium and Immediate Memory in 

the present study. 

It is not evident why story memory would be more vulnerable to delirium than 

memory for word lists. One hypothesis is that specific deficits in orientation and 

attention (domains that are affected during delirium) may persist after resolution of 

delirium. Such deficits would mean that individuals who have experienced delirium are 

less likely to attend to contextual cues. Because contextual cues are particularly useful 

when recalling a story (as opposed to learning a list of words) this could explain why 

participants who have experienced delirium might perform particularly poorly on story 

memory tasks. 

There are two likely explanations for the absence of statistically significant 

relationships between delirium and Visuospatialj Constructional ability, and delirium 

and Motor Speed. Either delirium is indeed not associated with· 

Visuospatialj Constructional ability and Motor Speed, or delirium is associated with 

functioning in these domains but the tests used in the present study were not sensitive 

enough to detect this relationship. 

Given that only one reviewed study has indicated a relationship between 

delirium and visuospatial/ constructional ability and psychomotor speed, it is 

conceivable that delirium is not reliably associated with performance in these domains. 

The evidence of a relationship between delirium and visuospatialj constructional ability 

and motor speed came from a study that combined the results of participants with 

delirium with those of participants with post-operative psychosis, raising the possibility 

that the apparent association was due to the inclusion of participants with psychosis. 
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The sensitivity of measures used in the present study to examine 

visuospatialj constructional ability and psychomotor speed (Figure Copy and Line 

Orientation subtests of the RBANS, and the Motor Speed condition of the D-KEFS TMT 

respectively), relative to those used in previous studies (Block Design; Finger Tapping 

respectively), is difficult to establish since the efficacy of these measures has never been 

directly compared. All RBANS subtests have been found to be sensitive to varying 

levels of cognitive functioning and able to differentiate between even marginally 

impaired and cognitively intact patients (Gontvosky, Hillary, & Scott, 2002). Because 

this was the first time the RBANS and D-KEFS tests were used to examine cognitive 

deficits following delirium, their suitability for this use must be established. It is 

possible that they were not suitable for detecting impairment in this population, 

particularly if impairment was subtle, or different form those assessed by these 

measures. 

Consistent with findings from previous studies, visual inspection of profile 

analyses revealed that participants with delirium performed poorer on 

Visuospatialj Constructional ability at follow-up relative to other domains. However, 

Visuospatialj Constructional ability was also impaired relative to other domains at 

follow-up in participants without delirium suggesting that this impairment is not 

specific to those experiencing delirium. These findings are discussed further in the 

subsection on cognitive profile analysis. 
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2a. Delirium and Global Cognitive Decline 

It was hypothesised that a greater proportion of participants who developed 

delirium than those who did not, would meet criteria for cognitive decline on the 

MMSE and Total RBANS from pre-operation to follow-up. Inconsistent with this 

hypothesis, there was no statistically significant relationship between delirium and 

decline on either the MMSE or Total RBANS. 

2b. Delirium and Decline on Specific Cognitive Domains 

It was hypothesized that more participants who developed delirium than those 

who did not would meet criteria for decline from pre-operation to follow-up on 

VisuospatialjConstructional ability. There were no specific hypotheses about the 

relationship between delirium and decline on other cognitive domains. Inconsistent 

with the above hypothesis, there was no statistically significant relationship between 

delirium and decline on Visuospatialj Constructional ability. In addition, results 

revealed no significant association between delirium and decline from pre-operation to 

follow-up on any cognitive domain. 

The presence of a relationship between delirium and performance on the MMSE 

and Immediate Memory at follow-up, and the absence of a relationship between 

delirium and decline on the MMSE and Immediate Memory from pre-operation to 

follow-up, may be an artifact of analysing continuous versus dichotomous outcome 

data. Previous research on cognitive functioning after cardiac surgery has revealed 
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similarly discrepant findings following analyses of continuous and categorical data 

(Arrowsmith et al., 1998; Grigore et al., 2001; Townes et al., 1989). For example, in one 

study, the mean change in cognitive scores from pre- to post-operation was small (i.e., 

between 0.341-0.348), however, the overall incidence of decline in participants 

undergoing cardiac surgery was 39.1-39.3% (Grigore et al., 2001). Alternatively, the 

discrepant findings may be an artifact of within-subject versus between-group analyses. 

To illustrate, another study employing paired t tests showed significantly improved 

performance from pre-test to post-test, yet 13% of participants met dichotomous criteria 

for overall cognitive impairment (Townes et al., 1989). These findings indicate that it is 

not unusual to obtain different results from analyses of continuous and dichotomous 

data, or from within-subject and between-group analyses from the same data set. 

In the aforementioned studies, there were favourable outcomes (i.e., improved 

functioning) following analysis of continuous data, and less favourable outcomes (i.e., 

impaired functioning) following analysis of dichotomous data. The findings from the 

present study, however, were in the opposite direction. Continuous data were sensitive 

to impaired performance at follow-up, whereas dichotomous data were not. These 

findings raise the question, was the criterion for decline from pre-operation to follow

up too conservative? 

The adequacy of the decline criterion in the present study can be examined in 

several ways. First, the rates of decline observed in the participants with delirium in 

present study can be compared to the rates of decline in previous studies of the 

cognitive outcomes of delirium. Second, the rates of decline observed in all study 

participants can be compared to the rates of decline in previous studies of cognitive 
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functioning after cardiac surgery. Third, post-hoc analyses can be conducted with a 

more liberal criterion for decline. 

As outlined in earlier chapters, the criterion for decline was a score that fell 

below the reliable change index, which was calculated for each measure or domain. The 

reliable change index takes into account the imperfect test-retest reliability of cognitive 

tests and involves calculating an interval within which an examinee's score is likely to 

fall in the absence of actual change from pre- to post-test (Jacobson & Truax, 1991). 

According to the reliable change index criterion, 20% declined on the MMSE, 25% of 

participants with delirium declined on Total RBANS, and between 5-20% declined 

across different domains of the RBANS. Only two of the reviewed studies from the 

delirium literature indicated the proportion of participants who "declined" (Juolasmaa 

et al., 1981; Koponen et al., 1989), and these studies employed different cognitive 

measures, different definitions of decline, and assessed decline at different time points. 

In one study the percentage of all study participants who declined (including those 

without delirium) across a variety of measures from 5 months pre- to 5 months post

operation, ranged between 4 and 28% (Juolasmaa et al., 1981). In the other study, 

approximately a third of participants with delirium declined one year following the 

delirium episode (Koponen et al., 1989). The data from the present study, therefore, 

appear comparable with the rates of decline observed in previous studjes from the 

delirium literature. 

When comparing rates of decline from the present study to studies from the 

cardiac surgery literature, rates from the entire study sample were examined. Between 

13% of the entire sample declined on the MMSE or on Total RBANS, and between 7-
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16% declined across domains of the RBANS. Studies from the cardiac surgery literature 

employed different cognitive measures, different time points and used different criteria 

for decline, so again results are not directly comparable. Nevertheless, according to 

three review articles, rates of decline ranged from 10-40% 2-3 months post-operatively 

(Mahanna et al., 1996; Robinson, Blumenthal, Burker, Hlatky, & Reves, 1990; van Dijk et 

al., 2000). In the one study that employed reliable change indices to establish decline 

criteria, between 0-33% of participants declined from 7 days to 6 months post-operation 

(Andrew, Baker, Bennetts, Kneebone, & Knight, 2001). It appears, therefore, that the 

average rates of decline in the present study are within the range reported in the cardiac 

literature, albeit at the lower end of the range. 

The level of cognitive decline observed in the present study may be somewhat 

small relative to other studies for various reasons. For example, 15% of participants who 

completed this study underwent an off-pump coronary artery bypass procedure 

(OPCAB) whereas this technique was not typically employed in other studies. Recent 

literature indicates that relative to traditional CABG surgery, OPCAB is associated with 

reduced rates of cognitive decline (Al-Ruzzeh et al., 2006; Lamy et al., 2005; Stroobant, 

Van Nooten, Van Belleghem, & Vingerhoets, 2005). Another reason for a lower level of 

deficit in the present study may be that other improvements in surgical procedures over 

time (e.g., filtering for emboli) have reduced the potentially negative impact of cardiac 

surgery on cognitive functioning. 

To determine if the way decline was defined in the present study influenced 

results, a post-hoc analysis was performed using a more liberal definition of decline. 

The original definition of decline included participants whose scores fell below the 
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reliable change interval. Because some improvement in performance over time can be 

expected due to practice effects, it has been suggested that definitions of decline should 

include participants who show no change in performance over time as well as those 

whose performance declines (Arrowsmith, Grocott, Reves, & Newman, 2000). The 

alternative definition of decline, therefore, included participants whose scores fell 

within the reliable change interval (i.e., no change) as well as those whose scores fell 

below the interval. The results of this analysis (presented in Table U.l in Appendix U) 

showed that even after including participants with no change in the definition of 

decline there was no statistically significant association between delirium and decline 

on any of the cognitive measures. It is worthy of note that high percentages of decline 

(80% of participants with delirium, and 81% of participants without delirium showed 

decline on Total RBANS) were apparent in both groups according to this alternative 

definition of decline. It is, therefore, possible that the lack of association between 

delirium and decline was due to a lack of specificity. 

In summary, according to the literature, differences in the outcomes from 

analyses of dichotomous versus continuous change are not unusual. Comparison of the 

rates of cognitive decline in the present study to those in studies of the cognitive 

outcomes of delirium, and in studies of the cognitive outcomes of cardiac surgery, and 

the findings from a post-hoc analysis with a more liberal criterion for decline, suggest 

the decline criterion used in the present study is adequate. 

In conclusion, these results provide partial support for the hypotheses. 

Participants who experienced delirium performed worse than participants who did not 
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on one global and one specific cognitive domain at 12-week follow-up, but this was 

likely due to factors including age, years of schooling, pre-operative performance, and 

neurological events post-operatively. There was no difference in the proportion of 

participants who did or did not develop delirium who met criteria for cognitive decline 

from pre-operation to follow-up. Possible explanations for the lack of association 

between delirium and cognitive functioning include that there really is no relationship, 

that cognitive performance after cardiac surgery is better explained by factors other 

than delirium (e.g., post-operative neurological events), or that there is a relationship 

but that assessment occurred at a point prior to deterioration and the relationship too 

subtle to be detected by a study with inadequate power, or that cognitive measures 

were insensitive to change in performance. 

II. Pre-operative Cognitive Impairment, Post-operative Delirium and Cognitive 

Functioning at Follow-up 

Investigating the relationships between pre-operative cognitive impairment, 

post-operative delirium, and, cognitive functioning at follow-up initially involved 

examining the relationship between pre-operative impairment and post-operative 

delirium, and between pre-operative impairment and cognitive functioning. Based on 

the results of these preliminary analyses, regression analyses were re-performed to 

investigate (la) delirium and performance on global cognitive measures at follow-up 

whilst controlling for pre-operative impairment and (lb) delirium and performance on 
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specific cognitive domains at follow-up whilst controlling for pre-operative 

impairment. The relationship between delirium and cognitive decline (global and 

specific), after accounting for pre-operative impairment was not examined since there 

was no relationship between either delirium or pre-operative impairment, and 

cognitive decline, according to preliminary analyses. 

Pre-operative Impairment and Post-operative Delirium 

Although the study did not include patients with dementia, it was hypothesized 

that a number of participants would meet criteria for pre-operative cognitive 

impairment and that delirium would be associated with pre-operative cognitive 

impairment. Consistent with several previous studies (Francis, Martin & Kapoor, 1990; 

Francis & Kapoor, 1992; Lundstrom, Edlund, Bucht, Karlsson, & Gustafson, 2003), the 

results supported this hypothesis. Almost half (45%) of participants with delirium also 

met criteria for pre-operative impairment when defined as a score of 70 or less on Total 

RBANS. These results were comparable in magnitude to a previous study that reported 

50-53% of participants with delirium had chronic cognitive impairment according to the 

Dementia Rating Scale administered retrospectively (Francis & Kapoor, 1992; Francis, 

Martin & Kapoor, 1990). Other reviewed studies have indicated a significant association 

between pre-morbid cognitive impairment, or impaired brain reserve, and delirium 

(Koponen et al., 1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993; Lundstrom, Edlund, Bucht, 

Karlsson, & Gustafson, 2003). 
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The criterion used to define pre-operative impairment may account for apparent 

discrepancies in results across studies. A score of less than 24 on the MMSE as used in 

Katz et al. (2001), for example, may not always be sensitive enough to detect a 

relationship between delirium and pre-operative cognitive impairment. A post-hoc 

analysis using data from the present study revealed that if a score of less than 24 on the 

MMSE was used as the criterion for cognitive impairment, only 10% of participants 

with delirium were "impaired" pre-operatively, relative to 7% of participants without 

delirium. Consistent with the findings of Katz and colleagues, there was no significant 

relationship between delirium and pre-operative impairment using this criterion (X2 = 

.00, df= 1, p = .65). 

Pre-operative Impairment and Cognitive Functioning at Follow-up 

Participants with pre-operative impairment had poorer performance on Total 

RBANS at follow-up, relative to participants without pre-operative impairment. 

However, these groups had similar scores on the MMSE at follow-up. Participants with 

pre-operative impairment performed worse on Immediate Memory, 

VisuospatialjConstructional ability, and Delayed Memory at follow-up relative to 

participants without pre-operative impairment. The performance of groups with and 

without pre-operative impairment on Language and Attention, and on all conditions of 

the D-KEFS TMT was similar. 
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la. Pre-Operative Impairment, Post-operative Delirium and Performance on Global Measures 

of Cognitive Functioning at Follow-Up 

It was hypothesized that after taking pre-operative impairment and other 

potentially confounding variables into account, delirium would be associated with 

poorer performance on the MMSE and Total RBANS at follow-up. Results did not 

support this hypothesis. 

3b. Pre-Operative Impairment, Post-operative Delirium and Performance on Specific Cognitive 

Domains at Follow-Up 

It was hypothesized that after taking pre-operative impairment and other 

potentially confounding variables into account, delirium would be associated with 

poorer performance on Visuospatialj Constructional ability and Motor Speed at follow

up, but not with poorer performance on Immediate Memory. Again there were no 

specific hypotheses about whether delirium would be a significant predictor of 

performance on other domains. Inconsistent with these hypotheses, results revealed 

that delirium was a significant predictor of poorer performance on Attention at follow

up, but did not predict performance on any other cognitive domain. 

Importantly, a statistically significant relationship between post-operative 

delirium and attention was only observed when using a within- versus between

subjects analytic approach. In other words, although the average level of performance 

on the attention task did not differ significantly between the groups of participants who 
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did and did not experience delirium post-operatively, the regression analyses were able 

to detect an independent relationship between post-operative delirium and 

performance on attentional tasks at follow-up, even after taking pre-operative 

performance on attention, years of schooling, atherosclerosis and pre-operative 

cognitive impairment, into account. The inclusion of pre-operative impairment in the 

model reduced the error term, perhaps thereby allowing a relationship to be detected. 

Because delirium only independently contributes to attentional functioning at follow

up when pre-operative impairment is included in the model, the relationship between 

delirium and post-operative attentional functioning appears to be moderated by the 

presence of pre-operative impairment. However, a post-hoc regression analysis 

conducted with an interaction term of pre-operative impairment X delirium (see Table 

U.2 in Appendix U) did not support a moderator effect. In addition, whilst delirium 

was found to be a statistically significant predictor of attention performance post-

operatively, it is unlikely that the increase in variance accounted for by delirium is 

clinically significant. 

Regardless of the explanation for the change in outcomes across regression 

analyses, delirium was a significant predictor of performance on Attention, even when 

pre-operative impairment is accounted for. But why would delirium be a significant 

predictor of performance on Attention? One hypothesis is that because attention is one 

of the core features of delirium, and because attention is impaired during a delirium 

episode, persistent deficits in attention may account for poorer performance after 

resolution of the episode. Further investigation into this hypothesis is warranted, and 
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may involve examining the persistence of cognitive symptoms such as inattention as 

delirium resolves. 

In summary, significantly more participants who developed delirium, relative to 

participants who did not, met criteria for pre-operative impairment. Participants with 

pre-operative impairment performed worse than participants without pre-operative 

impairment on one global and a few specific cognitive domains, but the proportion pf 

participants with and without pre-operative impairment who met criteria for decline 

was similar. After taking into account pre-operative impairment and other potentially 

contributing variables, delirium was a statistically significant predictor of poorer 

performance on attention at follow-up. Attention may be particularly vulnerable to 

delirium because it is one of delirium's core features, and deficits in attention following 

an episode of delirium may represent unresolved cognitive symptoms. Further research 

should investigate this possibility and when examining the influence of delirium should 

always take pre-operative cognitive impairment into account. 

III. Cognitive Profiles of Participants Who Did or Did Not Develop Delirium 

Investigating the cognitive profiles of participants with and without delirium 

involved comparing (1a) the pre-operative profiles of groups of participants who did or 

did not experience delirium (1b) the pre-operative profiles of these groups with groups 

of patients with Alzheimer's disease or vascular dementia. It also involved comparing 
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(2a) the cognitive profiles of participants who did or did not develop delirium at follow

up and (2b) the profiles of these groups at follow-up with the profiles of groups of 

patients with Alzheimer's disease or vascular dementia. These forms of dementia were 

of particular interest given that they were most commonly investigated in previous 

studies of dementia following delirium, that previous studies indicated the highest 

incidence of these forms of dementia post-delirium, and because there are specific 

normative data of the RBANS profile of groups of patients with these forms of 

dementia. 

la. Cognitive Profiles Pre-Operation, Delirium Versus No Delirium 

Based on previous suggestions in the literature, it was hypothesized that the pre-

operative cognitive profiles of the group of participants who did or did not develop 

delirium would differ pre-operatively. However, profile analyses revealed that both of 

these groups showed very similar profiles pre-operatively. 

lb. Cognitive Profiles Pre-Operation, Comparisons With Alzheimer's Disease and Vascular 

Dementia 

It was hypothesized that the profiles of participants who experienced delirium 

would resemble the profile of a group of patients with either Alzheimer's disease or 

vascular dementia. The profiles of both groups of participants who did or did not 

develop delirium resembled the profile of a group of patients with vascular dementia, 
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with participants showing poorer performance in Visuospatialj Constructional ability 

and Attention relative to Immediate Memory, Language and Delayed Memory. 

Although the profiles of study participants, and of the group of patients with vascular 

dementia, were similar, study participants RBANS scores did not approximate the 

much lower scores of the group of patients with vascular dementia. To illustrate, 

although the mean score pre-operatively on visuospatialj constructional functioning 

was a relative weakness for all three groups, participants who did or did not experience 

delirium, scored within the Borderline range on this domain, compared with patients 

with vascular dementia who scored in the Extremely Low range. 

The most likely explanation for the lack of difference between the pre-operative 

profiles of participants who did or did not develop delirium is that both group's 

profiles were impaired to such an extent by cardiac disease, that any specific 

impairment attributable to delirium was masked by impairment due to cardiac disease. 

Several studies have identified how cognitive functioning can be compromised by 

cardiac disease (Fahlander et al., 2000; O'Brien et al., 1992; Saxton et al., 2000; Seines et 

al., 2003; Vingerhoets, Van Nooten, & Jannes, 1997). For example, in one study both 

candidates for cardiac surgery and control patients with coronary artery disease 

performed poorer than expected on tests of verbal memory, motor speed, and executive 

functioning (Seines et al., 2003). 

The above profile analyses indicate no differences in the pre-operative cognitive 

functioning between the groups of participants who did or did not develop delirium 

post-operatively. In contrast, earlier it was reported that significantly more participants 
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who had experienced delirium, met criteria for pre-operative cognitive impairment. An 

explanation of these discrepant findings is that the former reflect a pattern of results, 

whereas the latter reflect a difference in magnitude of impairment. 

Given that the risk of vascular dementia is increased by older age, hypertension, 

and cardiac disease (Green, 2000), it is not surprising that the profile of cognitive 

performance of cardiac surgery candidates resembled the profile of patients with 

vascular dementia. However, the literature has produced inconsistent evidence of 

which cognitive domains are most vulnerable to the effects of cardiac disease. Some 

studies appear to support a profile of cognitive impairment consistent with vascular 

dementia with testing revealing deficits in domains such as visuospatialj constructional 

ability, attention, and verbal fluency (Fahlander et al., 2000; Saxton et al., 2000; 

Vingerhoets et al., 1997). Other studies, however, have not found these domains to be 

particularly sensitive to the effects of cardiac disease, or have detected impairment in 

other domains such as verbal learning/memory (O'Brien et al., 1992; Seines et al., 2003; 

Vingerhoets et al., 1997). 

In the present study, the domains of Visuospatialj Constructional ability and 

Attention appeared particularly vulnerable to cardiac disease. Interestingly, in another 

sample of cardiac surgery candidates studied at the same site as the present 

investigation, a pre-operative examination of RBANS performance revealed a similar 

profile (see Figure U in Appendix U) with poorer performance on 

Visuospatialj Constructional ability and Attention, relative to other domains. The 

findings from this study, therefore, are consistent with impairment in the cognitive 

domains affected in vascular dementia. However, further comprehensive cognitive 
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investigations are required to clarify the domains specifically vulnerable to cardiac 

disease. 

2a. Cognitive Profiles at Follow-Up, Delirium Versus No Delirium 

Given that the literature indicates poorer cognitive functioning, including the 

development of dementia, subsequent to delirium, it was hypothesized that the 

cognitive profiles of the groups of participants who did or did not experience delirium 

would differ at follow-up. However, profile analyses revealed that both groups showed 

very similar profiles at follow-up indicating that delirium does not appear to have an 

effect on participants' cognitive profiles. 

2b. Cognitive Profiles at Follow-Up, Comparisons with Alzheimer's Disease and Vascular 

Dementia 

It was hypothesized that the follow-up profile of the group of participants who 

developed delirium would resemble either the profile of a group of patients with 

Alzheimer's disease or vascular dementia. Again, the profiles of both the groups who 

did or did not develop delirium resembled the profile of the group of patients with 

vascular dementia. As in the analysis of profiles at pre-operation, although the profiles 

of study participants, and of the group of patients with vascular dementia were similar, 

the study participants' RBANS scores did not approximate the lower level of scores of 

the group of patients with vascular dementia. To illustrate, although the mean score at 
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follow-up on visuospatialj constructional functioning was a relative weakness for 

participants who experienced delirium, on average participants in this group scored 

within the Borderline range on this domain, compared with patients with vascular 

dementia who scored in the Extremely Low range. Given the increased susceptibility of 

individuals with cardiac disease to vascular dementia, it is not surprising that both 

groups' profiles resembled a vascular dementia as opposed to Alzheimer's disease 

profile. 

In summary, there were no significant differences between the cognitive profiles 

of participants who did or did not develop delirium, pre-operation and at follow-up. 

The most likely explanation for the lack of group differences is that the cognitive 

functioning of both groups is compromised by the effects of cardiac disease and/ or 

cardiac surgery over and above any specific effects of delirium. At both time points, the 

profile of these groups resembled the profile of a group of patients with vascular 

dementia. This is consistent with the increased risk of this form of dementia in older 

persons, in those with hypertension, and in those with cardiac disease. 

Chapter Conclusions 

In conclusion, although participants with delirium may perform worse on the. 

MMSE, and on Immediate Memory 12 weeks after experiencing delirium, relative to 

patients who do not experience delirium, how post-operative delirium and cognitive 
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functioning at follow-up are interrelated is not clear. Delirium was a statistically 

significant predictor of poorer performance on attention 12 weeks after the episode, but 

only after controlling for pre-operative cognitive impairment. This relationship requires 

further investigation but indicates the importance of including pre-operative 

impairment as a predictor in future investigations of the relationship between delirium 

and cognitive functioning. The cognitive profile of the group of participants who 

developed delirium early post-operatively was no different to the cognitive profile of 

the group of participants who did not develop delirium, pre-operatively and at follow

up, possibly because the functioning of both groups was compromised by cardiac 

disease and/ or cardiac surgery. At both points the cognitive profiles of these groups 

resembled the profile of a group of patients with vascular dementia, which is consistent 

with our understanding of the increased risk of this form of dementia in a cardiac 

surgery population. 
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CHAPTER 8: STUDY EVALUATION & 

DISCUSSION 

In this chapter the study is evaluated, and the impact of its findings are 

discussed. The chapter is divided into three sections. In the first section the strengths 

and limitations of the study are presented. In the second section theoretical and clinical 

implications of the findings are presented. Directions for further research are discussed 

in the third section, before final conclusions on the thesis as a whole are drawn. 

Strengths and Limitations 

Like the studies reviewed in chapter 4, the present study possessed strengths and 

limitations. In this section the main strengths of the study are outlined followed by the 

main limitations. The section concludes with an overall evaluation of the study. 
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Strengths 

The study contributed to the existing literature on the cognitive outcomes of 

delirium by addressing the areas requiring investigation that were outlined at the end 

of chapter 1, such as the cognitive domains affected by delirium. Further strengths of 

the study included specific strengths of delirium assessment and of assessment of 

cognitive functioning. These strengths are discussed in turn in the following section. 

Extension of Existing Research 

The present study extended our understanding of the cognitive outcomes of 

delirium in several ways. First, in addition to using the MMSE, which has been 

employed in previous research on cognitive functioning after delirium, Total RBANS 

was used to examine global cognitive functioning. The RBANS was designed to be a 

more sensitive dementia screen than the MMSE (Randolph, 1998). By including both 

measures as outcome variables, the present study was able to compare the sensitivity of 

these measures. However, the findings did not indicate that the MMSE was less 

sensitive, as differences were detected on this measure, but not on Total RBANS. 

Second, in addition to investigating the relationship between delirium and global 

cognitive functioning, functioning on specific cognitive domains was examined. The 

domains examined in the present study included some of those previously shown to be 

associated with delirium (i.e., visuospatialj constructional ability and psychomotor 

speed; Juolasmaa et al., 1981) as well as domains that have not been previously assessed 

but are theoretically relevant to delirium (e.g., language, attention). 
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Third, the study was specifically designed to investigate the relationship 

between pre-existing cognitive impairment, post-operative delirium, and to examine 

the relationship between post-operative delirium and later cognitive functioning after 

taking pre-existing cognitive impairment into account. The advantage of assessing for 

pre-existing cognitive impairment as opposed to solely assessing for dementia per se is 

that more subtle deficits can be detected. For example, although no participants in the 

present study had a clinical diagnosis of dementia on enrolment, 24% of participants 

had a pre-operative Total RBANS score of less than 70, and, therefore, met the criteria 

for cognitive impairment. 

Finally, the study examined cognitive profiles in addition to performance on 

specific domains. Examining cognitive profiles permits an evaluation of performance on 

specific domains relative to performance on other domains (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). 

Profile analysis is particularly useful when considering the relationship between 

participants' cognitive functioning and different forms of dementia. 

Strengths of Delirium Assessment 

The multi-method, multi-informant approach to delirium assessment was a 

major study strength. Delirium was identified according to accepted standards, which 

were operationalised with the use of diagnostic tools and standardised cognitive tests. 

Participants were observed on multiple occasions and at least once every 24 hours. This 

structured and objective approach to delirium assessment increased the likelihood that 

delirium was identified and that cases of delirium were not missed. When using this 

approach, several more cases of delirium were identified than were identified by 
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descriptions of "confusion" in patients' notes or by diagnostic codes in patients' medical 

records. 

Strengths of Cognitive Assessment 

The cognitive assessment approach employed in the present study incorporated 

several major strengths. First, the study compared the cognitive functioning of 

participants who did or did not develop delirium after cardiac surgery. The comparison 

group permitted evaluation of the change in performance of participants undergoing 

cardiac surgery and developing delirium relative to the general course of cognitive 

functioning within this population. 

Second, conducting a study of the cognitive outcomes of delirium in a post

operative setting permitted a design with a baseline assessment prior to the onset of 

delirium. Moreover, because individuals with cardiac disease have been shown to 

exhibit some degree of cognitive impairment detectable from a comprehensive 

cognitive assessment (e.g., Millar, Asbury, & Murray, 2001; O'Brien et al., 1992; 24% of 

participants in the present study met criteria for pre-existing cognitive impairment), a 

population of cardiac surgery candidates was particularly suitable for investigating 

how pre-existing cognitive impairment might influence the relationship between 

delirium and cognitive functioning. 

Third, several analyses were performed to investigate the likelihood that sample 

biases influenced study findings (The influence of biases is discussed in the later section 

on study limitations). For example, the characteristics of participants who were and 

were not eligible, and who did and did not consent for the study were compared, and 
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the relationship between participants' levels of psychological distress and pre-operative. 

cognitive functioning was examined. In addition, despite a good return to follow-up 

(91% ), the characteristics of participants who did and who did not complete the study 

were compared to investigate the potential for selective attrition. 

Fourth, the study employed a rational-empirical approach to data analysis. That 

is, preliminary analyses were conducted to examine whether variables that have been 

linked to cognitive functioning in previous studies were associated with cognitive 

functioning in the current sample. Then, variables that were significantly associated 

were entered into regression analyses, so the effect of delirium, separate from the effect 

of these variables, could be examined. 

Fifth, the study included both continuous and dichotomous definitions of 

cognitive functioning. Examining cognitive functioning as a continuous outcome is 

consistent with a psychometric approach whereby outcomes are vie1.ved as 

quantitatively different (i.e., there are degrees of cognitive change; Meehl, 1999). 

Examining cognitive functioning as a dichotomous outcome (i.e., decline versus no 

decline) is consistent with a taxonomic approach to pathology whereby outcomes are 

viewed as qualitatively different (Meehl, 1999). Investigating cognitive functioning 

using these two different approaches within the same study indicated that, 

methodologically, change was more likely to be detected by examining cognitive 

functioning as a continuous, rather than as a dichotomous outcome. Employing both 

these approaches also indicated that, conceptually, the degree of change detected as a 

continuous outcome, was of insufficient magnitude to meet dichotomous change 

criteria. In addition, employing both continuous and dichotomous outcome variables 
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permitted cross study comparisons with previous investigations employing either of 

these approaches. 

Finally, to determine the dichotomous outcome of cognitive decline employed in 

the present study, reliable change indices were computed. Computing reliable change 

indices is a sophisticated statistical technique for examining change in cognitive 

performance that takes into account measurement error. An interval is computed within 

which an examinee's score is expected to lie in the absence of actual change from pre- to 

post-test. Scores falling outside this interval are considered to represent reliable change. 

This technique represents an advance on previously used techniques for determining 

categorical definitions of decline, such as a one standard deviation, or 20% decrease in 

test score. The primary advantage of the use of reliable change indices over previously 

used techniques is that reliable change indices take into account imprecision of 

cogrdtive tests, whereas previously used tec"b.!liques do not (Jacobson & Truax, 1991). 

Therefore, the reliable change index technique is predicted to more accurately reflect 

actual cognitive change. 

In summary, the strengths of the study that have been outlined indicate that by 

ensuring appropriate assessment and analytical procedures were followed, the present 

study was able to extend existing research. This was achieved by including a more 

comprehensive measure of global cognitive functioning, by examining functioning in 

specific cognitive domains, by investigating the influence of pre-operative impairment 

on the relationship between delirium and cognitive functioning, and by examining 

cognitive profiles of performance. 
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Limitations 

Despite its strengths, the study also had several limitations. Potential limitations 

relevant to specific results were presented when discussing study findings in chapter 7, 

so are only considered briefly in this section. However, further limitations including 

limitations of delirium assessment and of cognitive assessment are discussed in greater 

detail. 

Main Limitations 

The first main limitation was that the sample size achieved was smaller than 

anticipated and, therefore, the study was inadequately powered. It was not possible to 

recruit the desired sample size within the time scale of the project for several reasons. 

For example, fewer patients underwent surgery during the study period than 

anticipated as strike action forced the cancellation of several operations. In addition, 

fewer patients were eligible for the study than anticipated; this was primarily due to a 

concurrent study continuing for longer than expected and having priority over 

recruitment. 

To illustrate inadequate study power, given n = 62, a = .05, and an effect size of 

.08 from the regression analysis that included pre-operative impairment as a predictor 

of attention, a post-hoc power analysis revealed power was only .61 (Sample Power, 

2.0). In an inadequately powered study the a priori probability of rejecting a null 

hypothesis (i.e., that there is no relationship between delirium and cognitive 

functioning), and concluding that there is a relationship between delirium and cognitive 
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functioning, is low (Cohen, 1988). Inadequate power is, therefore, a significant 

limitation of the present study. 

It should be noted, however, that in light of insufficient study power, significant 

relationships were observed. For example, delirium was found to be a significant 

predictor of performance on an attentional task, increasing the variance accounted for 

from 52 to 56%. In analyses where predicted relationships were not observed (e.g., 

delirium as a predictor of MMSE or Total RBANS performance), delirium only 

increased the variance accounted for marginally (i.e., from 41 to 42%, and from 31 to 

33% respectively). 

A second main limitation was that data analyses were not adjusted for multiple 

comparisons. Multiple comparisons increase the risk of Type I errors, that is, the 

probability of identifying a relationship when it does not exist. Although there was 

potential redundancy in examining outcomes of two separate measures of global 

cognitive functioning, the inclusion of both measures was necessary for comparing 

present results to the existing literature. In addition, there was potential redundancy in 

examining Total RBANS performance in addition to performance on specific RBANS 

domains (which comprise Total RBANS). Both Total and domain scores were included, 

however, to examine the effect of delirium on both global cognitive functioning, and 

functioning in specific cognitive domains. Although multiple comparisons may have 

increased the chance of Type I errors, the impact of multiple comparisons on results 

was minimized by examining performance on cognitive domains that are theoretically 

independent of one another (c.£., Newman et al., 2001). 
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Despite the potential impact of multiple comparisons, a more conservative alpha 

level was not set because several of the analyses throughout the study were exploratory 

in nature (i.e., hypothesis generating as opposed to hypothesis testing), therefore, it was 

desirable to keep Type II errors (the probability of failing to identify a relationship 

when one exists) low and maintain the power of the study. Adjusting for multiple 

comparisons may have indicated that delirium was not a statistically significant 

predictor of performance on attention. However, considering that delirium was 

observed to be a significant predictor in this study which had low power, the impact of 

delirium on attention performance in a study with high power is likely to be evident 

even after adjusting for multiple comparisons. In conclusion, it is apparent that because 

of the potential influence of multiple comparisons, the study needs to be replicated 

before any firm conclusions can be drawn. 

A third main limitation was that although the domains assessed have been 

shown to be sensitive to change following post-cardiac surgery delirium, the specific 

measures used to assess these domains may not have been sensitive enough to detect 

change in this sample, particularly if change was subtle. For example, measures may 

have been subject to floor effects (when the test is too difficult and all examinees' score 

poorly) or ceiling effects (when the test is too easy and all examinees' perform well) 

which would reduce the measures' sensitivity to change (Rasmussen et al., 2001). 

Clinically, it was noted that the majority of participants obtained a maximum score on 

certain subtests such as Picture Naming on the RBANS, suggesting that there may have 

been a ceiling effect on this subtest. If this study was being replicated it would be 
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desirable to assess the same domains with more sensitive measures, because according 

to the literature these domains are particularly vulnerable to the effects of cardiac 

disease and delirium (Fahlander et al., 2000; Juolasmaa et al., 1981; Katz et al., 2001; 

O'Brien et al., 1992; Saxton et al., 2000; Seines et al., 2003; Vingerhoets,Van Nooten, & 

Jannes, 1997). However, would be desirable to select measures that may be more 

sensitive to change. For example the Picture Naming test could be replaced by the 

Boston Naming Test (Kaplan, Goodglass, & Weintraub, 1983; Goodglass, 2000), which 

may be less susceptible to floor effects and possibly more sensitive to change (Lezak, 

Howieson, & Loring, 2004). Likewise, attention or working memory may be better 

assessed by a digit span reversed task which is particularly sensitive to brain injury and 

dementing processes (Lezak et al., 2004). In addition, it would be desirable to assess 

further domains that have yet to be adequately examined but may also be vulnerable to 
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using measures such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Berg, 1948; Grant & Berg, 

1948) or the Porteus Maze Test (Porteus, 1965). Further investigations should ensure 

study measures are suitably sensitive for the sample in which they are being used, and 

that measures are not vulnerable to floor or ceiling effects. 

A fourth main limitation is that, although 12 weeks post-operation was selected 

as an optimal follow-up point (Murkin, Newman et al., 1995) and a time when patients 

are expected to be physically and mentally recovered from surgery, this assessment 

point may have been too early to detect impact of delirium on cognitive functioning. 

Given that deficits could persist or worsen due to possible neuronal damage (Seines et 
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al., 1999), longer-term follow-up (e.g., at six months or a year after the delirium episode) 

is warranted. 

A final limitation is that because the study was conducted with a cardiac surgery 

population, the findings can only be generalized to cardiac surgery patients. Because 

the etiology of delirium post-cardiac surgery may be different to the etiology of other 

forms of delirium (c.£. Fisher & Flowerdew, 1995; Schneider et al., 2002; van der Mast, 

an den Broek, Fekkes, Pepplinkhuizen, & Habbena, 1999), it is possible that the 

cognitive outcomes of post-cardiac surgery delirium may differ from the cognitive 

outcomes of other forms of delirium. This means that the findings of the present study 

may not represent all individuals experiencing delirium. In addition, the study 

population was restricted to persons aged 60 and above and so the findings are only 

generalisable to persons of this age range. Because study measures were specifically 

selected for older persons it would not be viable to replicate this study with younger 

persons. The findings from this study are also unlikely to be directly applicable to 

younger patients as older persons are particularly vulnerable to delirium and to 

cognitive change, and it is possible that delirium, which is also particularly prevalent in 

the very young (Schieveld & Leen~ens, 2005), has a different impact on the developing 

and aging brain. 

Limitations of Delirium Assessment 

There were three main limitations of the approach to delirium assessment. First, 

both pre-operative and in-hospital delirium assessments were not always adequately 

completed. For example, it was not possible to complete diagnostic checklists for 
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delirium symptoms pre-operatively for 6 of 77 participants (8% ), and in-hospital 

delirium assessments were not always fully completed each day. The extent of missing 

data from standardised delirium assessments highlights the challenge of collecting data 

in a pre- and post-operative setting and indicates the possibility that delirium was 

underestimated. Although there may have been less missing data if a more global 

assessment had been conducted, such an assessment would not have met accepted 

standards of the research literature. 

Second, an evaluation of the reliability of the approach to identify delirium 

revealed that significantly more participants were identified according to study criteria, 

which involved a prospective approach and employed clinical research assessment with 

operationalised DSM-IV criteria, than according to a retrospective approach using ICD-

10 codes applied by medical records staff. This discrepancy could be considered 

evidence that study criteria did not reliably identify delirium. However, the 

discrepancy is consistent with literature indicating that prospective identification of 

delirium typically indicates more cases than retrospective identification (Johnson et al., 

1992), and is consistent with reports that ICD-10 criteria are much stricter than DSM-IV 

(Liptzin et al., 1991; Smith, Breitbart, & Platt, 1995). Furthermore, agreement between 

prospective identification of cases according to study criteria and according to clinical 

descriptions of "confusion" in medical notes approached acceptable levels (Rietveld, & 

van Hout, 1993) providing support for the reliability of delirium identification. 

Third, the multi-method, multi-informant approach to delirium assessment, 

which involved frequent patient visits and completion of standardised cognitive tests, 

was perhaps too demanding on patients. As a result it was not always possible to collect 
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complete data on every patient and two participants had to be excluded from the study 

because they were too physically unwell to complete assessments. The demands of the 

frequent and standardised delirium assessments may also account for why two other 

participants dropped out of the study during in-hospital assessment. Future studies 

should consider the need to balance obtaining information with limited time. For 

example, standardised cognitive assessments and observational assessments of patients 

may be conducted on alternate days to reduce the demands on patients and to minimise 

the potential for missing data. 

Limitations of Cognitive Assessment 

The cognitive assessment approach employed in the present study incorporated 

several limitations. First, because it was desirable to limit the pre-operative assessment 

to one hour in length; the Delis-Kaplan Executive Functioning System Trail Making Test 

(D-KEFS TMT) was not administered at this point. This meant that performance on this 

measure could only be established at follow-up. It also meant an alternative indicator of 

pre-operative performance had to be used in regression analyses where performance on 

a condition of the D-KEFS TMT was the outcome variable. Previous studies have used 

general measures of cognitive functioning as indicators of pre-operative performance 

(Grigore et al., 2002; Mathew et al., 2003). Following this logic, Total RBANS was 

employed in the present study as an indicator of pre-operative performance for 

regression models where D-KEFS TMT performance was the outcome variable. 

However, Total RBANS was not a significant predictor of performance at follow-up in 
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any of these models, and may not have been a suitable index of pre-operative 

performance. 

Second, practical constraints meant that the majority of pre-operative 

assessments could not be conducted any earlier than the day before surgery. As 

discussed in chapter 3, performance on tests of cognitive functioning the day before 

surgery is likely impeded by psychological distress. In fact, in the present study there 

were correlations between pre-operative psychological distress and cognitive 

performance. If distress was responsible for pre-operative scores being underestimates 

of true performance, then it is possible that true levels of decline in performance may 

have been underestimated, or even undetected. For instance, if a participant's "true" 

score was 15, but their performance was undermined by high anxiety pre-operatively, 

this may have resulted in a pre-operation score as low as 10. If the participant's follow-

up score was 12, this would indicate a decline of 3 relative to their "true" score, yet an 

improvement of 2 relative to their obtained score pre-operation. The potential impact of 

psychological distress on cognitive performance and the estimation of cognitive change 

over time highlights the importance of attempting to assess patients when they are not 

distressed. If it is not possible to assess patients when they are not distressed, then it is 

crucial to evaluate the impact of psychological distress on cognitive functioning. 

Third, while efforts were made to conduct pre-operation and follow-up 

assessments in the same setting, participants were given the opportunity to be assessed 

in their own homes, to encourage completion of follow-up. The convenience of this 

option meant that follow-up assessments were completed by 91% of participants who 

completed in-hospital assessment, but that 58% of the follow-up assessments were 
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conducted in a different setting to participants' pre-operative assessment. Analyses 

revealed that a change in assessment setting did negatively affect performance of 

participants in the present study. It appears, therefore, that there needs to be some 

compromise between assessing performance in the same setting and ensuring optimal 

follow-up. This may involve offering incentives for patients to return to the site of their 

pre-operative assessment for follow-up, restricting home assessments (with their 

potential distractions) to patients living in rural areas, or conducting pre-operative 

assessments in a neutral environment such as a Heart Foundation house. 

Fourth, not all factors contributing to cognitive functioning were accounted for. 

To illustrate, previous studies of the cognitive outcomes of cardiac surgery have 

accounted for left ventricular ejection fraction in regression analyses (Newman et al., 

2001), and studies have found relationships between microemboli and cognitive 

functioning, which may account for variance in cognitive performance post-surgery 

(Pugsley et al., 1990). Although it was not possible to collect information on all factors 

potentially contributing to cognitive functioning in the present study, when the 

technology was not available, some variables were examined via alternative indicators. 

For example, atherosclerosis of the native coronary artery was used as an indicator of 

potential microembolisation. 

Despite determining relationships between pre-operative psychological variables 

and cognitive functioning, pre-operative psychological variables were not included as 

predictors in regression analyses. Considering that an increase in pre-operative 

depression score, and in global distress score pre-operatively were associated with 

poorer performance on attention, and given that Andrew and colleagues (Andrew, 
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Baker, Kneebone, & Knight, 2000) found that pre-operative mood predicted post

operative deficits in attention, it is possible that including pre-operative psychological 

variables as predictors may have accounted for some of the variance in attention 

performance, and, therefore, influenced the variance accounted for by delirium. 

The absence of important contributing variables may explain why only a small 

proportion of variance in cognitive performance at follow-up was explained. Future 

studies should consider including such variables as covariates, in addition to those 

investigated in the present study. Pre-operative psychological variables may be 

particularly important to include as predictors in future investigations. 

Fifth, several biases were identified that potentially limit the findings from the 

present study. For example, those who were eligible for the study were older and 

underwent more complicated procedures, and those who completed the study were 

more likely male, scored 10 points higher on Attention, and fewer had hypertension. 

These biases restrict the generalisability of study findings and suggest they may not be 

relevant to younger individuals, females, patients undergoing less complicated 

procedures, and patients with hypertension. Furthermore, the identified biases indicate 

that results may not be generalisable to individuals who perform worse on Attention 

pre-operatively. This last point is particularly important considering the relationship 

between delirium and attention. It raises several questions such as why participants 

who performed worse on Attention pre-operatively did not complete the study. For 

instance, was poor attentional performance pre-operatively a poor prognostic indicator? 

Closer examination of study data appears to support this hypothesis. Analyses revealed 

that those participants who did not complete the study due to death, had an even lower 
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mean score on attention pre-operatively (M = 73.50, SD = 11.79), than participants who 

did not complete the study due to other reasons such as drop-out during 

hospitalization, or refusal to complete 12-week follow-up (M = 83.90, SD = 8.88; t = -

2.01, df = 14, p = .06), although this difference was not statistically significant. 

Sixth, there was a significant proportion of missing data on one measure, the D

KEFS TMT, due to participant refusal to complete this measure. One possibility for 

participant refusal is that, because this measure was administered at the end of the 

battery, participants may have been too fatigued to complete it. Another possibility is 

that participants disliked the conditions of the D-KEFS TMT itself, particularly the 

letter-number switching task, which is the task the greatest number of participants 

refused to complete. Refusal on the letter-number switching task can not be easily 

explained; it is possible that elderly participants found the switching component of this 

task cumbersome as a..Tlecdotally participants often responded poorly to repeatedly 

having their errors pointed out to them. Whatever the reason, the extent of missing data 

on the D-KEFS TMT indicates that results pertaining to this measure should be 

interpreted with caution as they may represent a biased group. 

In addition, there was also a significant proportion of missing data on the pre

operative psychological measures participants were asked to complete. For example, 

only 43 of 62 participants (69%) completed the State Trait Anxiety Scale pre-operatively. 

The high proportion of missing pre-operative data on such measures indicates the 

challenges of collecting information at such a stressful time and suggests that 

researchers may need to limit the number of measures they request patients complete to 

enhance compliance. 
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The final limitation is that the method of measuring cognitive decline was not 

optimal. The ideal method for determining cognitive decline would have involved 

calculating reliable change indices whilst controlling for both test-retest reliability and 

practice effects. In addition to requiring estimates of test-retest reliability for each 

measure employed, a suitable control group would be required to control for practice 

effects. Although calculating reliable change indices and controlling for practice effects 

in addition to test-retest reliability is a superior approach to calculating reliable change 

indices whilst controlling for test-restest reliability alone, this method does have its 

shortcomings. For example, the validity of the reliable change index depends on the 

accuracy and applicability of the data used to calculate the index, that is, the data used 

to estimate practice effects. Moreover, the calculation of reliable change indices that 

account for practice effects requires employing an appropriate control group to estimate 

the impact of practice on performance; such control groups are not always easy to 

access. 

In summary, the limitations of the study that have been outlined indicate that 

there were shortcomings in both the assessment of delirium and the assessment of 

cognitive functioning, and that the generalisability of the findings is restricted. The 

main limitations were the limited study power, the lack of adjustment for multiple 

comparisons, the possibility that the measures employed were not sensitive enough to 

detect change, and the possibility that assessment was too early to detect anything other 

than a large effect. 

Taking both the strengths and limitations into account, the present study 

represents an attempt at extending existing research and conducting a thorough 
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assessment of both delirium and cognitive functioning in the challenging context of a 

post-surgery sample. The study limitations restrict the importance and potential 

contribution of the findings. For example, by not adjusting for multiple comparisons, 

significant relationships may have been observed (such as the association between 

delirium and MMSE performance) that do not truly exist. In addition, the inadequate 

power of the study limited its ability to accurately detect relationships that do truly 

exist. The study limitations indicate areas for improvement for further research and 

illustrate the challenges of researching the cognitive outcomes of delirium after cardiac 

surgery. 

Implications 

Despite the aforementioned limitations of the study, the findi_ngs have 

implications for our understanding of the relationship between delirium and cognitive 

functioning from a theoretical viewpoint. The study findings also have implications for 

how we should respond to the risk of cognitive impairment and cognitive deterioration 

following delirium from a clinical viewpoint. The theoretical and clinical implications of 

the findings from the present study will each be discussed in turn. 

Theoretical 

From the reviewed literature, there are two main hypotheses about the 

relationship between delirium and cognitive functioning. According to the first 
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hypothesis, delirium is linked to events such as brain damage that are responsible for 

immediate and irreversible cognitive decline. According to the second hypothesis, 

impaired brain reserve, as indicated by brain disease such as dementia or by illnesses 

affecting the central nervous system, is responsible for decline, and delirium is simply a 

marker of this impaired reserve (Francis et al., 1989; Francis & Kapoor, 1992). How do 

the results of the present study relate to these hypotheses? 

Analyses of relationships between delirium and performance on global measures 

of cognitive functioning suggests that, although delirium is associated with poorer 

performance on the MMSE, MMSE performance at follow-up is better predicted by pre

operative MMSE performance, age, and neurological events post-operatively. In 

addition, although delirium is associated with poorer performance on Immediate 

Memory, Immediate Memory performance at follow-up is better predicted by age. 

Poor pre-operative performance and advanced age may be considered indicators 

of impaired brain reserve (Reyes-Ortiz, 1997), because both of these factors have been 

associated with poorer subsequent cognitive functioning (Millar, Asbury & Murray, 

2001, Newman, Croughwell et al., 1995). In contrast, neurological events post

operatively may be considered an example of events possibly associated with delirium. 

Therefore, the results indicate that a combination of impaired brain reserve and events 

associated with delirium may be responsible for decline on the MMSE, and impaired 

brain reserve alone may be responsible for decline on Immediate Memory. 

Significantly more participants with delirium than without delirium met the 

criterion for pre-operative impairment. If pre-operative impairment is considered an 

indicator of impaired brain reserve, then this finding supports our understanding of 
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impaired brain reserve as a risk factor for delirium (Koponen et al., 1989, Koponen & 

Reikkinen, 1993). 

After taking into account the impact of pre-operative impairment alongside other 

potentially contributing variables (pre-operative performance, years of schooling, and 

atherosclerosis), delirium was an independent predictor of performance on one specific 

cognitive domain, Attention. This implies that, over and above that accounted for by 

impaired brain reserve (as indicated by pre-operative impairment), delirium is 

associated with poorer performance in Attention. Therefore, for the domain of 

Attention the results are not consistent with the second hypothesis that impaired brain 

reserve is entirely responsible for decline, and instead support the hypothesis that the 

events associated with delirium are responsible for poorer performance in Attention. 

Consistent with recent opinion (e.g., Inouye, 1994) poorer performance at follow-

up may reflect the persistence of specific delirium symptoms subsequent to the episode 

itself (McCusker et al., 2001). There have been several reports of unresolved symptoms 

subsequent to delirium (e.g., Levkoff et al., 1992; Rahkonen et al. 2000; Rockwood, 

1993). Given that inattention is one of the essential clinical features of delirium, this 

hypothesis may explain why delirium affected performance on Attention, but was not 

associated with performance on any other cognitive domain. 

The resemblance between the pre-operative cognitive profile of the group of 

participants with delirium and the profile of a group of patients with vascular dementia 

provides support for the hypothesis that individuals who experience delirium have 

impaired brain reserve (Koponen et al., 1989; Koponen & Riekkinen, 1993). The 

resemblance also suggests that individuals who experience delirium may be 
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particularly vulnerable to developing vascular dementia. However, because 

participants without delirium also displayed this profile, this impaired brain reserve 

may better represent the cognitive vulnerability of individuals with cardiac disease, 

than individuals who develop delirium per se. The similarities between the profile of all 

study participants (who all had cardiac disease), and the profile of a group of patients 

with vascular dementia supports our understanding of the increased risk of vascular 

dementia in persons with cardiac disease. 

Clinical 

Given that pre-operatively participants had Total RBANS scores in the Low 

Average range, perhaps the most important clinical implication from this study is the 

need to investigate the possibility of cognitive impairment in patients with cardiac 

disease. This may involve clinical and cognitive assessment and monitoring as well as 

brain imaging. Patients with evidence of impairment should not be alarmed 

unnecessarily about the meaning of such impairment, but intervention could involve 

efforts to improve their cardiac health (e.g., through diet and exercise) since several 

studies have indicated that such methods can facilitate their cognitive functioning 

(Colcombe & Kramer, 2003; Kramer, Hahn, & McAuley, 2000). Interventions may also 

include early practical advice about cognitive strategies for improving patients' 

functioning. For example, patients and their families could be given information 

packages to facilitate monitoring of cognitive change, and to educate them in 

management techniques. 
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If investigation of patients with cardiac disease reveals a possible dementia, 

cognitive assessment may help differentiate the type of dementia. Such differentiation is 

important because treatment and prognosis for Alzheimer's disease and vascular 

dementia differ (Green, 2000). Furthermore, early identification of a dementia is 

particularly relevant in the case of vascular dementia since prevention and treatment 

strategies may delay or even reverse the progression of this dementing process (Green, 

2000). 

The early identification of cognitive impairment, or a dementing process in 

patients with cardiac disease, may have implications for treatment of cardiac disease. It 

is possible that patients with underlying cognitive vulnerability may select not to 

undergo invasive cardiac operations to relieve their symptoms because they consider 

the risk of surgery exacerbating their cognitive impairment to be too great. 

Alternatively, patients may choose to undergo surgery because there is literature to 

suggest that surgery that improves cardiovascular functioning may also restore 

cognitive functioning (e.g., Seines et al., 2003). This pattern of improved performance is 

reflected by some of the findings of the present study (for example, the overall 

improvement in functioning on Immediate Memory and Total RBANS of the sample as 

a whole). Further research is required to determine the risk of further cognitive 

impairment for persons with various levels of pre-existing impairment so clinicians can 

accurately explain treatment risks to patients, and so patients are adequately informed. 

This will be particularly relevant if patients are routinely screened for cognitive 

impairment before surgery. 
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Considering the significant relationship between pre-operative cognitive 

impairment and delirium, it would be worthwhile to develop specific monitoring 

guidelines for patients identified to be at high-risk. This may involve, for example, 

specific discussions with patients pre-operatively about the possibility of delirium over 

the early post-operative course. Developing guidelines to educate families and staff 

about post-operative delirium and how to manage it may also be valuable, as would 

ensuring trained staff are readily available to provide psychological support to 

caregivers of patients when required. 

Study findings indicate that it is also important to investigate the possibility of 

cognitive impairment in patients who develop delirium, particularly considering 

participants who developed delirium had an average Total RBANS score in the Low 

Average range at 12- week follow-up. In a clinical setting it may not be practical to 

perform a cognitive assessment until after delirium onset; and to avoid delirium 

symptoms confounding performance, it would be wise to wait until the episode 

resolved to perform an assessment. However, close monitoring of cognitive symptoms 

throughout the episode would be warranted to determine any patterns of cognitive 

change. Again, early identification of cognitive impairment may indicate treatment 

strategies to delay the progression of any dementing process. 

Since delirium was associated with poorer performance on the MMSE, and on 

Immediate Memory and Attention, clinicians should be alert for deficits in this measure 

and on these particular domains. This may involve explaining to patients, their families 

and caregivers the possibility of subtle deficits in these domains and how to be alert for 

them. For example, patients could be given practical examples (e.g., "You may have 
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difficulty remembering information you have recently been told" ... "You may not be 

able to concentrate on reading a book for as long as you used to" ... ). It may be 

necessary to ask patients and significant others to monitor their day to day cognitive 

functioning and to request further follow-up if they are concerned about possible 

deterioration. However, since the observed cognitive deficits were minimal, patients 

should not be unnecessarily alarmed. 

In summary, the results of the study imply that impaired brain reserve is a risk 

factor for delirium. Both impaired brain reserve and events associated with delirium are 

responsible for poorer performance at follow-up on the MMSE, whereas impaired brain 

reserve alone appears responsible for poorer performance on Immediate Memory. In 

contrast, it appears that either events associated with delirium or persistent symptoms 

of delirium are responsible for poorer performance on Attention at follow-up. These 

findings indicate that patients with delirium should undergo cognitive assessment and 

that clinicians should be particularly alert for deficits in Immediate Memory, Attention 

and on the MMSE. A related finding was the significant proportion of cognitive 

impairment in cardiac surgery candidates overall and the resemblance between 

participants pre-operation cognitive profile with the profile of a group of patients with 

vascular dementia. It is apparent that cognitive assessments are also warranted for 

patients with cardiac disease. 
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Directions for Further Research 

Several recommendations for further research have been suggested throughout 

this chapter. These recommendations are summarised in this section then additional 

areas of further research are indicated. The section concludes with a discussion of 

specific methodological considerations for further research. 

Recommendations Arising From the Present Study 

Recommendations for further research that have already been suggested include 

conducting a study with sufficient power to determine whether there are more subtle 

associations between delirium and cognitive functioning. The associations observed in 

the present study also need to be replicated to determine if the cognitive domain of 

Attention is truly vulnerable to delirium. The inclusion of pre-operative impairment as 

a predictor in regression models is essential as it was only when this predictor was 

included that delirium was found to be a significant predictor. Longer-term follow-up 

(e.g., at 6 months or 1 year post-delirium) would indicate whether delirium is 

associated with poorer cognitive functioning over time. Similar investigations should be 

conducted in other populations at significant risk for delirium (e.g., hip surgery 

patients, who also tend to be elderly are another population at high risk for delirium; 

Marcantonio, Flacker, Michaels, & Resnick, 2000) to determine if similar relationships 

exist between delirium and cognitive functioning in non-cardiac surgery populations, 

and to determine whether a vascular dementia profile is specific to delirium after 

cardiac surgery. Hip surgery candidates may be less likely to show a vascular profile 
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since they may be at less at risk of vascular disease relative to cardiac surgery 

candidates. Finally, further investigations are required to clarify the cognitive domains 

vulnerable in individuals with cardiac disease. This may involve performing a meta

analysis of the existing literature on cognitive deficits of individuals with cardiac 

disease and designing further investigations to test hypotheses arising from the meta

analysis. 

Recommendations for New Areas of Research 

In addition to the aforementioned recommendations, there are several other 

areas and approaches further investigations could explore. The relationship between 

delirium and other cognitive domains that have not yet been adequately examined, 

should be investigated. Participants who develop delirium have been shown to perform 

worse on tests of executive functioning before delirium onset relative to participants 

who do not develop delirium (Katz et al., 2001). If executive functioning is already 

impaired before the onset of delirium, this domain may be particularly vulnerable to 

further deterioration and worthy of further investigation. Although executive 

functioning has been assessed by performance on the Stroop test, performance on this 

measure was significantly improved with practice (Katz et al., 2001). Therefore, 

alternative tests of executive functioning, that are more resistance to practice effects, or 

that have alternative versions should be selected to investigate this domain. 

Further studies may be designed to more closely monitor the resolution of 

cognitive symptoms of delirium to evaluate the hypothesis that the decline observed 

may be due to the persistence of symptoms that occur during an episode (Meagher, 
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2001). Several studies have indicated that individual symptoms, or incomplete 

manifestations, of delirium persist long after resolution of an episode (Levkoff et al., 

1992; Rahkonen et al., 2000; Rockwood, 1993), possibly because of inadequate treatment 

(McCusker et al., 2001). Investigating the effectiveness of delirium treatment would 

involve close monitoring of the relationship between treatment and symptom patterns. 

Investigating the resolution of delirium may involve weekly follow-up, perhaps for 

practical purposes being conducted via telephone interviews or telephone cognitive 

screening (cf. Francis & Kapoor, 1992; Francis, Martin & Kapoor, 1990). 

The present study focused specifically on the cognitive outcomes of delirium. 

However, future studies could include additional investigations alongside assessment 

of the cognitive outcomes of delirium. For example, investigations may incorporate 

brain imaging alongside cognitive testing to examine relationships between the 

cognitive symptoms of delirium and neuropathological correlates. Functional magnetic 

resonance imaging, positron emission tomography and single photon emission coaxial 

tomography of patients experiencing delirium may indicate whether delirium is 

associated with brain dysfunction or with actual cell death (Gottlieb, 1998). Likewise, 

the etiology of each patient's delirium could be identified in future studies and analyses 

of cognitive outcomes of patients with different etiologies could be conducted. This 

would require large numbers of participants but could facilitate our understanding of 

the pathogenesis of delirium. 

Finally, the relationship between cognitive and psychological functioning after 

delirium has also yet to be adequately explored. It is possible that a decline in cognitive 

functioning leads to psychological distress, or that psychological distress manifests 
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itself as impaired cognitive functioning. The relationship between depression and 

poorer performance at follow-up on several cognitive domains in the present study 

indicates that it may also be worthwhile investigating the relationship between delirium 

and psychological distress more closely. A review of the literature located only a few 

studies to date that have explored possible psychological consequences of an episode of 

delirium (Breitbart, Gibson, & Tremblay, 2002; Mackenzie & Popkin, 1980; Schofield, 

1997). The findings from these studies suggest that delirium can be distressing for both 

patients and families, and that psychological intervention to educate and assimilate the 

episode may be helpful to alleviate persistent psychological effects. Improved 

understanding of the relationship between cognitive and psychological functioning 

following delirium would advance both our understanding of the nature of cognitive 

decline and how patients experiencing decline may best be treated. 

Specific Methodological Considerations For Further Research 

When designing investigations to further explore the relationship between 

delirium and cognitive functioning several methodological considerations are 

necessary. Some of these considerations have been addressed as recommendations for 

the assessment of delirium and the assessment of cognitive functioning in chapter 3. In 

addition, experience from the present study indicates further practical and analytical 

considerations. 

As has been stressed several times already, it is important to ensure your study is 

adequately powered. It may seem that there are insufficient data in the literature on the 

cognitive outcomes of delirium to estimate effect sizes to perform an a priori power 
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analysis. However, such estimates may be drawn from general neuropsychological 

literature. Findings from the present study may also facilitate estimation of effect sizes 

in future research. 

The inconsistent results from analyses of different cognitive measures, 

emphasizes the importance of carefully selecting cognitive measures that best suit your 

study purpose, and measures that are suitably sensitive in the given sample. Also, 

findings indicate that it is important to recognise that different results may be observed 

on different measures purporting to measure the same outcome (e.g., MMSE and Total 

RBANS were both measures of global cognitive functioning). Therefore, when selecting 

measures, or interpreting results, it is necessary to consider specific differences between 

study measures. 

From a practical view point the potential impact of biases that were detected in 

the present study indicates that further studies should take special efforts to reduce the 

likelihood of such biases affecting data. For example, it may be necessary to take 

measures to encourage women to participate in studies to ensure they are not 

underrepresented. This may involve informing prospective female participants about 

the underrepresentation of women in research and how this restricts our understanding 

of the impact of delirium on women and how to provide them with appropriate 

services. 

From an analytic point of view, in future research care should be taken to select 

an analysis that suits research objectives. The inconsistent results from preliminary 

analyses and specific hypothesis testing (regression) analyses indicate that different 

conclusions may be drawn depending on which analytic approach is employed. In 
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investigations of the relationship between delirium and cognitive functioning, it 

appears to be particularly important to take into account potentially confounding 

variables, and these may differ depending on the outcome variable. It also appears to be 

worthwhile, particularly in exploratory work, to follow up trends toward significance in 

addition to significant results as slight quantitative changes can be observed from one 

analyses to the next as illustrated by adding pre-operative impairment as a predictor in 

the present study's regression analyses. 

A study incorporating path analysis could be conducted to investigate whether 

persons with pre-existing cognitive impairment, who develop delirium are more likely 

to decline cognitively, or to develop dementia, than persons with neither pre-existing 

impairment or delirium, or persons with pre-existing impairment or delirium alone. 

Such an investigation would require large numbers of participants for sufficient power 

t t bl. h t t• ti. 1 . •t• .o es.a IS~. s.a 1s. ca~ s1gn1 1cance. 

If evaluating both dichotomous and continuous outcome data, it is important to 

be cognisant that it is not unusual to obtain different results. Furthermore, researchers 

should be aware of the value of different approaches to examining cognitive change. 

For example, examining cognitive profiles can indicate patterns of performance that 

were not evident from examination of performance in specific cognitive domains alone. 

Finally, it is important to consider the clinical relevance of any change in 

cognitive functioning. One method for determining the clinical significance of change 

would be to perform regression analyses with decline/no decline (according to whether 

scores fell outside the reliable change interval) as the outcome variables. Decline 

beyond the reliable change interval from such analyses may be considered clinically 
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relevant. Alternatively, the clinical relevance of post-operative performance may be 

determined by comparing patients' post-operative scores to normative data based on 

the general population. For example, whether patients' scores fell within the range for 

classifications such as Superior, Average, or Borderline based on general population 

norms could be determined. If a patient's score fell in the Borderline range or below, 

then this could be considered evidence of clinically relevant impairment. Because in a 

sample with cardiac disease, pre-operative cognitive performance may be impaired 

relative to the general population, it would be necessary to also examine pre-operative 

performance relative to normative data and examine change in the range in which 

patients were classified from pre- to post-operation. 

In summary, several recommendations arising from the present study indicate 

areas for further research such as replication of the present study with increased power, 

more sensitive measures, longer-term follow-up and with different delirium 

populations. Recommendations for new areas of research include examining additional 

cognitive domains, investigating the possibility that cognitive outcomes reflect the 

persistence of delirium symptoms, and investigating relationships between the 

cognitive symptoms of delirium and delirium etiology, neuropathology, and 

psychological consequences. Specific methodological considerations when conducting 

further research included careful selection of appropriate assessment measures, 

procedures, and analytical approaches. In conclusion, it is apparent that there are a 

variety of directions for further research that may extend our understanding of the 

relationship between delirium and cognitive functioning. 
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Final Conclusions 

In conclusion, despite inadequate power, this prospective study revealed that 

delirium is a statistically significant predictor of poorer performance on an attentional 

task 12 weeks after the delirium episode, even after taking into account pre-operative 

cognitive impairment. Other variables such as age, and post-operative neurological 

events, however, appear to be responsible for delirium participants' poorer functioning 

on immediate memory and the MMSE at the same time. The study supported existing 

research indicating that significantly more participants with pre-operative cognitive 

impairment go on to develop delirium. In addition, it revealed that, of individuals who 

develop delirium, the cognitive profile both before and after delirium onset resembles 

that of patients with vascular dementia. These findings advance our understanding of 

the relationship between delirium and cognitive functioning, and indicate areas worthy 

of further investigation. 
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APPENDIX A 

Surgical Procedures 

Bypass Grafting 

Bypass grafting is described by Craig (1995). According to Craig (1995), once a 

suitable grafting site is selected, a small incision is made in the coronary artery, then the 

blood vessel being used to bypass the occluded artery is sutured to this site. If a 

saphenous vein is used (a vein from the patient's leg), the other end of this vein is 

sutured to the aorta. This is not necessary if the internal mammary artery (an artery 

near the collarbone) is used as the other end of this artery is still attached. 

The aforementioned procedures are known as distal and proximal anastomses 

(joins) respectively. In surgery requiring more than one graft all distal anastomoses may 

be performed and the cross clamp removed before proximal anastomoses are made. In 

this setting part of the aorta is occluded by a side-biting clamp; this process being 

repeated for each new graft. Alternatively, the proximal anastomoses can be completed 

while the aorta is still crossed clamped. 

Valve Repair 

Valve surgery is described by Carpentier (1986). According to Carpentier (1986) 

during surgery for valve repair, an incision is made to open the atria or aorta depending 

upon which valve is being operated on. After the valve has been inspected the 

procedure for repair varies depending on the way in which the heart valve is damaged. 
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Damage, such as expansion of the area surrounding the vale (annulus dilatation), and 

prolapse (sinking down) of valve leaflets, may be responsible for valve regurgitation 

(leaking backwards). For mitral valve repair the shape of an expanded annulus is 

restored by remodelling the annulus with a prosthetic ring. The expanded annulus and 

the prosthetic ring are both sutured, then the ring is slid into place and the sutures tied 

so that appropriate leaflet motion resumes. Leaflet prolapse due to ruptured chordae is 

repaired by removing tissue at the site of the prolapse, resuturing the annulus, then 

remodelling the annulus with a prosthetic ring. Prolapse due to elongated chordae is 

repaired by resuturing the chordae to the corresponding papillary muscle. If valve 

damage is extensive, valve replacement may be necessary. 

Valve Replacement 

Valve replacement is described by Cooley (1986) and Yacoub (1986). Like surgery 

for valve repair, surgery for valve replacement requires an incision to open the atria or 

aorta. Following inspection of the valve, any clots are removed and the valve is excised 

(removed). An appropriate valve prosthesis is selected, sized, and then sutured. The 

prosthesis is then slid into place and once seated the sutures around the prosthesis are 

tied and cut. The atria or aorta are sutured closed and air is aspirated via vents in the 

aorta and left ventricle. 
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Participant Code: ________ _ NHI: ___________ _ 
Date: ____ ________ _ 

IP ARTICIP ANT INFORMATION SHEET! 

We need to gather some personal details from you, so that when we look at the results of the 
study we can see if they are differences between people from different backgrounds. Please 
complete this questionnaire as honestly and accurately as you can. However, do not feel 
obliged to complete any questions if you do not feel comfortable doing so. 

Personal Details 

Name: - -----------------------------
Date of Birth: ______________ Age: ________ _ 

Gender: 

What is your current marital status? 

FemaleO 

Single 
Married/De facto 
Separated/Divorced 
Widowed 

Male 

What are your current living arrangements? Live alone 
Live with family/friends 
Live in a care facility 

(e.g., nursing home) 

Do you have any problems with your sight? (e.g. do you wear glasses for reading?) 
Yes _j No 

Specify problem (e.g., long/short-sighted): _ __________ _____ _ 

Do you have any problems with your hearing? (e.g. do you wear a hearing aid?) 
Yes · • No [ 

Specify problem: ________________________ _ 

Which is your dominant hand? Left Right c 
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Education and Occupation 

At what age did you begin school? ________________ __ _ 
At what age did you leave school? ___ ______________ _ 
Have you received any other training or qualifications since you left school? (e.g., trade 
certificates, polytechnic courses, university degrees) 

Yes No 

Please specify qualifications: __________ __________ _ 

What is your current employment status? 

Employed Full Time 11 

Employed Part Time u 
Student -~ 

Elective Housewife/Husband 2 
Unemployed C 

Retired ; 

Has your employment status changed due to your heart trouble? 
Yes No 

If yes: What was your previous employment status? If no: go to next question 

Employed Full Time 
Employed Part Time 
Student 
Elective Housewife/Husband ~ 
Unemployed 
Retired , 

What is your current/previous occupation? _______________ _ 

What other jobs have you done throughout your life? ___________ _ 

What would you estimate your current combined annual income to be? (combined means 
together with your partner) 

$0-$9 999 
$10 000-$19 999 
$20 000-$29 999 
$30 000-$39 999 

$40 000-$49 999 
$50 000-$59 999 
$60 000-$69 999 
$70 000 + 
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Psychological and Medical History 

Have you ever had a stroke? 

lfyes, please specify 
date/s: 

Yes 0 No 

----------------------------------------------------------

Have you ever had a head injury or concussion? 

If yes, please complete the following: 

Injury (i.e., what happened?) 

!. ______________________________________ _ 

2. __________________________________ __ 

3. ______________________________________ _ 

Yes 0 

Time Spent 
Unconscious 

No 

Year 

Apart from your heart condition, and the above, do you have any other serious medical 
problems? 

(e.g. , migraines, asthma, diabetes) 
Yes No 

If yes, please complete the following: 

Problem Duration 

1. ______________________________________ ___ 

2. ______________________________________ ___ 

3. ________________________________________ ___ 

Have you ever undergone surgery or had a general anesthetic before? 
Yes 0 No LJ 

If yes, please complete the following: 

Year Reason for Surgery/General Anesthesia Response to GA/Unusual 

1.-------

2. -------

3. ----

experiences? 
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Are you currently experiencing any psychological problems? (e.g., low mood, nervousness) 

Yes No 

If yes, please complete the following: 

Type of Problem Duration 

!. ______________________________ _ 

2. ________________________________ __ 

3. ______________________________ _ 

4. ________________________________ __ 

Have you ever experienced any psychological problems in the past? 
Yes ~ 

If yes, please complete the following: 

Type of Problem Duration 

!. ________________________________ __ 

2. ______________________________ _ 

3. ________________________________ __ 

Have you ever been diagnosed with a psychiatric illness? Yes 

If yes, please complete the following: 

Diagnosis Year ofDiagnosis 

1. 

2. ---------------------------------
3. 

Sought 
Professional Help? 

No 

Sought 
Professional Help? 

No 

Diagnosis Made 
By (e.g., psychiatrist) 

Has your ability to concentrate on tasks, or remember things got better or worse in the past 
five years? 

Yes 0 
Ifyes, please complete: Better 0 

No 
Worse 

0 
iJ 
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Do you currently use recreational drugs? (e.g., marijuana) 

If yes: 
What type ofdrugls? 

How frequently would you use these drugs? 
Daily c 
Weekly ;- -~ 

LJ 

Monthly r-~ 

u 

Less than 10 times a year 
,--, 
u 

Have you ever used recreational drugs? 

If yes: 
What type ofdrugls? 

How frequently did you use these drugs? 
Daily 
Weekly 
Monthly 
Less than 1 0 times a year 

Yes 0 No L 

Yes 0 No 2 

What period of your life was this? (obtain age and duration of period) ________ _ 

Do you currently smoke cigarettes or cigars? Yes c_J No 

If yes: How many cigarettes/cigars do you smoke each day? 
1-5 (light) u 

6-20 (medium) u 

>20 (heavy) , 

Have you ever smoked cigarettes or cigars? Yes LJ No 

lfyes: How many cigarettes/cigars did you smoke each day? 
1-5 (light) 0 
6-20 (medium) 0 
>20 (heavy) C 

What period of your life was this? (obtain age and duration of period) 
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It says here (check the AUDIT) that you currently have about ______ (no. of std. 
drinks/frequency). Has your alcohol intake ever been any higher than this? 

Yes 0 No :J 
If yes: 
What period of your life was this? (obtain age and duration of period) ___ ___ _ 

How often did you have a drink containing alcohol during that time? 

Monthly or less 
2-4 times a month 
2-3 times a week 
4 or more times a week 

0 
0 

How many drinks did you have on a typical day when you were drinking? 

1-4 c 5-6 [ 7-9 Ci 10-12 0 

Are there times when you would exceed this "average" daily amount? 

13 or more LJ 

Yes No 
If yes: 
How often would this occur? _ _ _ ___________ _ _____ _ 
How much would you drink on these occasions? 

1-4 - 5-6 - 7-9 - 10-12 - 13 or more _ 

Which ethnic group!s do you belong to? 

New Zealand European 
L Maori 
[j Samoan 
. -

Cook Island Maori l_j 

G Tongan 
~- -: Niuean l_ 

c Chinese 
c Indian 
c Other State: 
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APPENDIXD 

Diagnostic Checklist for Delirium 

Participant Code: ____ _ 
Assessment: ------

DSM-IV Criteria for Delirium Tick box if present 

A. Disturbance of Consciousness 0 

+ 
Reduced Ability to Focus, Sustain or Shift Attention 

B. Change in Cognition: Memory, Orientation, Language 

or Development of Perceptual Disturbance 

[not better accounted for by dementia] 

C. Symptoms develop over short period of time 
+ 
Symptoms tend to fluctuate 

Patient meets DSM-IV criteria for Delirium 

Note. DSM-IV =Fourth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). 
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APPENDIXE 

Anaesthetic and Operative Procedures 

This section was compiled with consultation from Philip Davis, a medical 

registrar in cardiac surgery, and is based on procedures conducted at Dunedin Public 

Hospital during the study period. 

Anaesthetic Management 

Anaesthetic management consisted of premedication with benzodiazepines. 

Anaesthesia was then induced using midazolam, pancuronium and fentanyl, and 

maintained with isoflurane, nitrous oxide and/ or propofol as required. 

Graft Procedures With Cardiopulmonary Bypass 

Surgery was performed following a median sternotomy and harvesting of the 

saphenous vein or left internal mammary artery. After Heparin was administered and 

an activated clotting time of> 400 seconds achieved, aortic and atrial cannulation were 

performed. The cardiopulmonary bypass circuit comprised a roller pump employing 

non-pulsatile flow, and a membrane oxygenator. Bypass was achieved using an alpha

stat pH blood gas management, antegrade crystalloid cardioplegia, topical 

hypothermia, and moderate systemic hypothermia (28-32°C). After applying the aortic 

cross clamp, distal anastomoses were performed. Following release of the aortic cross 

clamp, a side-biting clamp was applied and proximal anastomoses completed. 
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Heparinisation was reversed with protamine at the end of the operation once sufficient 

haemod ynamics were achieved. 

Graft Procedures Without Cardiopulmonary Bypass 

Surgery was performed following a median sternotomy and harvesting of the 

saphenous vein or left internal mammary artery. Heparin was administered to achieve 

an activated clotting time of> 300 seconds. The right pleural cavity was opened and 

three deep pericardia! sutures were placed to aid retraction and visualisation. Grafting 

sites were further exposed and stabilised by tilting the table position and utilising a 

Medtronic "Octopus" stabilising device. Silastic tapes were used to aid retraction and 

prevent blood flow in the selected arteries. Distal anastomoses were performed 

followed by proximal anastomoses, a partial occlusion side-biting clamp being applied 

during the latter. Heparinisation was reversed with protamine at the end of the 

operation once sufficient haemodynamics were achieved. 

Valve Procedures With Cardiopulmonary Bypass 

The same preparatory procedures, and bypass circuit components and 

procedures were employed as in the description of graft surgery with cardiopulmonary 

bypass outlined above. However, for mitral valve procedures, the superior vena cavae 

and inferior vena cavae were cannulated (bicaval canulation). The type of valve used 

for replacement varied between mechanical ("metal") and tissue valves, either bovine 

or porcine in origin. Various patient factors and the requirement for life long blood 

thinning therapy with warfarin for mechanical valves were considered in selecting 
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which valve to implant in which patient. 
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APPENDIXF 

Delirium Checklist 
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Participant Code: ___ Participant Name: ________________ _ 

Post-Op Day: Date: ___________ Time: ___ am / pm 

DELIRIUM CHECKLIST VVMd ______ _ 

Orientation _______________________________ _ 

Attention ________________________________ _ 

Short-Term Memory ____________ -,-_______________ _ 

Long-Term Memory ____________________________ _ 

Sleep/Wake Cycle Disturbances. ________________________ _ 

MotorA~tation _____________________________ ___ 

MotorRet~dation~------------------------------

Visuospatial _______________________________ _ 

Language ________________________________ _ 

Thought Processes ____________________________ ___ 

Perceptual Disturbances ___________________________ _ 

Delusions ________________________________ _ 

LabiliryofAf~ct. ___________________________ _ 
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APPENDIXG 

Medical Variables Checklist 
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Medical Variables: Pre-operation 

Participant Name: ___________ _ 

Participant Code: ___ NHI: ______ _ 

First presentation: (date) 

Admission: Emergency I Urgent I Arranged 

Left ventricular ejection fraction: ___ % 

Yes No 

Cholesterol: 

Smoking: 

Alcohol use: 

Units perweek~---------

Diabetes mellitus? 

• Hypertension? 

Family hx of cardiac disease? 

Carotid surgery? 

Myocardial infarction? 

Datels: ____________ _ 

Congestive heart failure? 

Rheumatic heart disease? 

Vascular disease? 

Specify: ___________ _ 

Arrhythmia? 

Specify: ___________ _ 

Neurological problems? 

(i.e. stroke, TIA, RINDS, visual problems) 

Specify: ____________ _ 

Syncope? 

Coronary artery disease 

Mitral valve disease 

Aortic valve disease 

Other valve disease 

Specify __________ _ 

Angina? Nil 

Class I 

Class II 

Class III 

Class IV-A 

Class IV-B 

Class IV-C 

Blood pressure: _______ _ 

Carotid bruits? Yes No 

Cholesterol level: ____ mmol/L 

Medicated? Yes No 

Lung function test (FEV1): ___ _ 

Na+: mmol/L 

K+: mmol/L 

Urea levels: __ ~mmol/L 

Normal Raised 

Creatinine: ___ [Lmol/L 

Normal Raised 

Preop. hemoglobin levels: ___ _ 

Preop. platelet levels: ______ _ 

WBC: x109IL 

Normal Raised 

Gluc. ___ _,Alb ______ _ 

T. Prot T. Bili~-----

ALP ALT _____ _ 

Chest x-ray -cardiomegaly? 

Yes No 

heart failure? 

Yes No 

Preop. transfusion? 

Yes No 

ASA score: 1 2 3 4 5 

NYHA: I II III IV V 
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Medical Variables: Peri- and Post-operation 

Op: __________________ __ Surgeon: Bunton I Galvin 

CABG/OPCAB 
Number of grafts: _____ vessels: _________ ____________ _ 

Number of top ends: ____ _ 

VALVE 

• 

• 

• 

Affected valve/ s: Aortic 

Repair 

Stenosis 

Calcified valves 

Mitral 

Replacement 

Regurgitation 

Anesthesia time: start___ fmish, __ _ 

Surgery time: start finish, __ _ 

Pump time: _ ___ __ (mins) 

X -clamp time: _ _ _ ___ (mins) 

Lo - ---- (oC) west core temperature: 

Blood pressure: highest= 

Pulmonary 

Bioprothesis 

Prolapse 

=> _____ (mins) 

=> (mins) 

Tricuspid 

Mechanical 

lowest= _ _ _ ___ _ 

time spent< _ _____ (mins) 

Oxygen saturation: highest= lowest = ______ _ 

time spent < ____ (mins) 

"Bypass difficulty": conversion to pump 

Reason: 

required to go back on bypass Reason: 

Trans fusion? Yes No 

Swans Cathether? Yes No Cardiac Output: _ _____ (L} min) 

Other problems: 
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Stay in ICU: _____ (hours) Ventilation/Intubation: _______ (hours) 

Post-op. weight: _______ (kg) First core temperature in ICU: (0 C) 

Blood pressure in ICU: highest= ______ _ lowest= ______ _ 

______ (mins) time spent< 

Re-opening? Yes No Reason: 

Transfusion? (RBC) 

Balloon pump post-op? 

1" bloods ICU: 

Na+: _______ mmol/L 

K+: mmol/L 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

Urea levels:Normal Raised __ mmol/L 

Creatin.ine:N ormal Raised __ flmol/L 

Hemoglobin: -------5/L 

Postop. platelet: x 109 / L 

WBC: Normal Raised __ x 109/ L 

Arterial blood gas: pH 

pC02 

pOz 

Blood pressure in ward: highest= 

time spent< 

• Admission: Discharge: 

Mortality: before discharged? Yes 

due to cardiac illness? Yes 

Arrhythmia requiring treatment? Yes 

Fever? Yes 

Infection requiring treatment? Yes 

Neurological problems? Yes 

Visual problems? Yes 

• Other problems 

Episodes of confusion in notes? Yes 

Number of units: _________ _ 

Highest/ Lowest Post-Op: 

Na+: Highest __ mmol/L Lowest __ mmol/L 

K+: Highest __ mmol/L Lowest __ mmol/L 

Urea: Highest_mmol/LLowest_mmol/L 

Creatinine:Highest_flmol/L Lowest __ flmol/L 

Hemoglobin:Highest g/LLowest g/L 

Postop. platelet: Highest_x 109 /L Lowest_x 109 /L 

WBC: Highest_x 109 / L Lowest_x 109 / L 

ABG: pH Highest Lowest 

pC02 Highest Lowest 

p02 Highest Lowest 

lowest = 

(mins) 

=> Length of hospital stay: _ (days) 

No Date/Time: 

No Other: 

No Type of arrhythmia: 

No 

No Specify: 

No Specify: (i.e. stroke, TIA) 

No Specify: 

No 
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APPENDIXH 

Operationalisation of the Diagnostic Checklist for Delirium 

DSM-IV Criteria for Delirium 
A Disturbance of consciousness 

+ 
Reduced ability to focus, 
sustain, or shift attention 

B Change in cognition: 

Operationalisation from Assessment Measures 
disturbance of consciousness on DSI 

score of < 5 on MMSE attention item 

decline of score on MMSE recall item Memory 
Orientation new disorientation on DSI, or decline of score on MMSE 

orientation items 
Language 

or 
Development of perceptual 
disturbance 
[not better accounted for by 
dementia] 

C Symptoms develop over short 
period of time: 
+ 
Symptoms tend to fluctuate 

new incoherent speech on DSI or decline 
of score on MMSE language items 

new perceptual disturbance on DSI 

[do not endorse if patient coded with dementia 
according to Demegraph] 

new symptoms from pre- to post-op 

fluctuating behaviour on DSI 

Patient meets DSM-IV criteria for Delirium A, B, & C from above 

Note. The criteria are primarily used to determine the presence of delirium post-operatively, so 'new' and 
'decline' mean relative to pre-operatively. When the criteria are used to determine the presence of 
delirium pre-operatively, because there is no baseline from which to determine change, any errors on 
relevant items of the MMSE, or any items on the DSI that are coded as positive should be endorsed. For 
example, a score of 8 out of 9 on the MMSE orientation items would mean that 'change in cognition: 
orientation' should be endorsed. 
DSM-IV =Fourth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (American 
Psychiatric Association, 1994). MMSE =Mini Mental State Examination (Folstein, Folstein & McHugh, 
1975). DSI =Delirium Symptom Interview (Albert et al., 1992). Demegraph (MacKinnon & Mulligan, 
1997). 
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APPENDIX I 

Table I 
Description of Items on the Mini Mental State Examination 
Orientation 1) The subject is asked to give the date (year, season, date, day, 

month) 

Registration 

Attention and 
Calculation 

Recall 

Language 

2) The subject is asked the name of the: state, county, town, 
hospital, and floor. 
The subject is read aloud the names of 3 unrelated objects and 
asked to repeat these. Up to 6 trials are allowed until the 
subject has learned all 3 words. 
Calculation: The subject is asked to count backwards in 7' s 
starting from 100. The trial is stopped after 5 subtractions. 
Attention: The subject is asked to spell the word 'world' backwards. 
The subject is asked to recall the 3 words learned in the registration 
task. 
Naming: The subject is asked to name a wrist watch and 
pencil. 
Repetition: The subject is asked to repeat the following sentence: "no 
ifs ands or buts" 
3-Stage Command: The subject is given a blank piece of paper and 
asked to follow the 3-stage command: "take a paper in your right 
hand, fold it in half, and put it on the floor". 
Reading: The subject is asked to read the sentence presented to 
them: "Close your eyes", and to do what it says. 
Writing: The subject is asked to copy a drawing of 2 intersecting 
pentagons. 

Note. Mini Mental State Examination (Folstein, Folstein & McHugh, 1975). 

APPENDIX} 

Alternate Versions of the Mini Mental State Examination 
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Table J 
Changes Across Alternate Versions oi the Mini Mental State Examination 

MMSE Version 
MMSETask 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Registration spoon bed cake vase stove sword door 
words truck doll tree bath pear sheet yam 

hat cup flute axe dime box ring 
Sentence to no ifs, no ands, no ifs, no ands, no buts, no buts, no ifs, 
repeat ands or buts or buts or ifs or ands or ifs or ands or 

buts ifs ands buts ifs ands buts 
Instructions take the take the take the take the take the take a take a 
to paper in paper in paper in paper in paper in paper in paper in 
follow your your left your your left your your left your 

right hand, right hand, right hand, right 
hand, fold it in hand, rip it in hand, rip it in hand, 
fold it in half and 
half and put it on rip it in half and rip it in half, and fold it in 

put it on the floor half, and put it on half, give it to half, and 

the floor put it on the floor and give me give it to 
the floor it to me me 

Sentence to close touch touch make a nod your shake wave 
read and do your your your fist head your your 

eyes nose knee head hand 
Not. Mini Mental State Examination (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975). 
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APPENDIXK 

Table K 
Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status Subtests and Their 
Descriptions 
List Learning 

Story Memory 

Figure Copy 
Line Orientation 

Picture Naming 

Semantic Fluency 

Digit Span 

Coding 

List Recall 

List Recognition 

Story Memory 
Figure Memory 

Subjects are read aloud a list of words and asked to recall as many words 
as they can, in any order. The list is presented for 4 trials. 
Subjects are read aloud a short story and asked to recall the story, using 
the same wording. The story is presented for 2 trials. 
Subjects are asked to copy a geometric figure as exactly as they can. 
Subjects are presented 10 separate drawings, each drawing displays in the 
top sector 13 numbered lines of equal length, radiating from a single 
point in a semicircular fashion, and 2 lines in the bottom sector which 
match the orientation of 2 lines from above. Subjects are asked to name or 
point to the number of the lines that they match. 
Subjects are shown 10 separate drawings of common objects (e.g., bed, 
mushroom), and asked to name each object. If the object is misperceived, 
a semantic clue is provided. 
Subjects are given 1 minute to come up with as many examples of items 
from the following semantic categories: fruit and vegetables (Form A), 
animals found in a zoo (Form B). 
Subjects are read aloud a string of numbers and asked to repeat these in 
order. The number of digits in the string increases by one digit on each 
trial. 
Subjects are presented a page with a key of two rows of boxes at the top, 
and several paired rows of boxes below. The key contains boxes with the 
numbers 1 to 9, each with a corresponding geometric shape in a box 
above it. Each of the boxes in the paired rows has one of these shapes and 
an empty box below it. The subject's task is to fill the empty boxes with 
each shape's corresponding number, using the key. 
Subjects are asked to recall as many words as they can remember from 
the list learning subtest. 
Subjects are read aloud a list of 20 words, half of which were from the list 
learning subtest, and half of which were not. Subjects are asked to 
indicate whether or not the word was on the list. 
Subjects are asked to recall the story from the earlier subtest. 
Subjects are asked to draw as much of the figure that they can recall from 
the earlier subtest. 

Note. Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status (Randolph, 1998). 
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APPENDIXL 

Method for Imputing Missing Values 

Participants missing both pre-op and follow-up scores were assigned the overall 

mean score for that test pre-op, to which the mean change score was added to 

determine follow-up score. Participants missing only follow-up scores were assigned 

their own pre-op score plus the overall mean change score on that test. Participants 

missing pre-op scores only were assigned their follow-up score minus the mean change 

score on that test. Using overall mean values is considered a conservative approach 

because the mean distribution is not affected, although variance may change 

(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1988). 

Consistent with previous studies (e.g., Grigore et al., 2001), follow-up scores 

were not imputed for participants who did not return for follow-up. However, for 

participants who experienced a known neurological event post-op, and for one 

participant who died before follow-up, worst scores for missing follow-up data were 

assigned. Participants with a known neurological event who were missing pre

operative data were assigned the overall pre-operative mean for the relevant test/ s. 
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APPENDIXM 

Investigating Potential Biases to Interpretation 

Table M.1 
Reasons Cardiac Surgery Candidates Were Not Eligible for the Study 
Reason No. (%) 
Less than 60 years old 64 ( 44) 
Approached for concurrent study 50 (35) 
Surgery when researcher unavailable 21 (15) 
Lack of time to consent before surgery 5 (3) 
Residing outside hospital catchment area at follow-up 3 (2) 
Non-elective (urgent) patient 1 (<1) 

Table M.2 
Reasons Cardiac Surgery Candidates Eligible for the Study Did Not Consent 
Reason No. (%) 
Time commitment 

preoperatively 
early postoperatively 
at follow-up 

Unsure of ability to complete post-op assessments 
Pre-operative stress/ anxiety 
Impact of other life hassles 
Feeling overstudied 
Family request patient not participate 

Table M.3 
Reasons Study Participants Did Not Complete Study 
Reason 
Death 

early postoperatively 
between discharge and follow-up 

Drop-out 
during preoperative testing 
over the first 3 days of in-hospital delirium assessments 

Did not return for follow-up 
Could not be contacted for follow-up 
Too unwell to complete standardised in-hospital delirium 

12 
3 
4 
5 
4 
2 
1 
1 

No. 

6 
1 

3 
2 
3 
2 
2 

(38) 
(9) 

(13) 
(16) 
(13) 
(6) 
(3) 
(3) 

(%) 

(32) 
(5) 

(16) 
(11) 
(16) 
(11) 
(11) 
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Table M.4. 
Comparison of Demographic Variables of Participants Who Did or Did Not Complete 12-Week 
Follow-U 

Follow-Up 
Variable Completed Not completed df t I z I Fisher's 
Age (years) 72.11 (6.85) 72.00 (6.87) 78 

n = 62 n = 18 
Years of schooling 10.24 (1.43) 10.19 (1.38) 

n = 62 n = 16 
Gender (males) 83.9% 50.0% 1 

n = 62 n = 18 
Ethnicity (NZ 87.1% 100% 1 1.ooc 
European) n = 62 n = 15 

Note. Data are presented as means (and standard deviations) unless otherwise indicated. The sampling 
distribution of the mean of years of schooling was not normal and attempted transformations were not 
successful so a non-parametric test (Mann-Whiney) was performed with this variable. 
at test. bMann-Whitney test. cFisher' s Exact with continuity correction applied. 
**p < .01. 
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Table M.S 
Comparison of Medical Variables of Participants Who Did or Did Not Complete 12-Week 
Follow-U 

Follow-Up 
Variable Completed Not df Fisher's/ t/z 

Diabetes 

Hypertension 

Angina class (IV or V) 

Atherosclerosis of the native 
coronary artery 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease 

Peripheral vascular disease 

Cerebrovascular disease 

History of myocardial 
infarction 
History of neurological event 

ASA score (4) 

Repeat operation 

Combined procedure 

OPCAB procedure 

Number of grafts 

Anaesthesia time (mins) 

Pump time (mins) 

X-clamp time (mins) 

Ventilation time (hrs) 

ICU stay (hrs) 

Post-operative stay (days) 

12.9% 
n=62 
53.2% 
n = 62 
30.5% 
n=59 
87.1% 
n =62 
8.1% 
n=62 
9.7% 
n=62 
1.6% 
n =62 
40.4% 
n=47 
25.8% 
n =62 
52.7% 
n =55 
9.7% 
n = 62 
14.5% 
n =62 
14.5% 
n =62 
2.79 (1.14) 
n =52 
299.83 (65.64) 
n =59 
109.00 (29.86) 
n=53 
65.49 (21.31) 
n=51 
4.98 (2.80) 
n=61 

34.84 (19.29) 
n=62 
10.13 (4.66) 
n=62 

com leted 
27.8% 
n = 18 
83.3% 
n = 18 
29.4% 
n = 17 
83.3% 
n = 18 
0% 
n = 18 
11.1% 
n = 18 
O% 
n = 18 
50.0% 
n = 16 
44.4% 
n = 18 
68.8% 
n = 16 
16.7% 
n = 18 
16.7% 
n = 18 
11.1% 
n = 18 
2.86 (1.10) 
n = 14 
274.83 (40.23) 
n = 18 
108.50 (45.74) 
n = 16 
61.93 (18.89) 
n = 15 
19.53 (29.80) 
n = 15 

46.53 (60.35) 
n= 17 
15.42 (17.69) 
n = 12 

1 1.31" 

1 4.09* 

1 .oo · 

1 .oo· 

1 

1 .oo · 

1 .oo · 

1 .14 

1 1.51 

1 

1 

1 .oo· 

1 .oo · 

75 

67 

64 

-.04c 
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Table M.5 continued ... 
Follow-uE 

Variable Completed Not df Fisher' s/t/z 
comEleted 

Post-operative neurological 8.1% 16.7% 1 .39a 
event n=62 n = 18 
Post-operative delirium 32.3% 20.0% 1 .01 a 

n=62 n=5 
Discharged to (home) 80.6% 83.3% 1 .oo· 

n =62 n = 12 
Note. Data not specified as percentages indicate means (and standard deviations). Comparisons are based 
on chi-square analyses unless otherwise indicated. The sampling distributions of means of several 
variables were not normally distributed so transformations were performed. The variables and the 
transformations used (in parentheses) included: anaesthesia time (logarithm); pump time (logarithm) and 
cross-clamp time (square root). For several variables attempted transformations were not successful so 
non-parametric tests (Mann-Whiney) were performed with these variables, which included: number of 
grafts; ventilation time; ICU stay; and post-operative stay. Angina class refers to the New York Heart 
Association Classification; ASA =American Society of Anesthesiologists; Pump time applies to 
participants undergoing CABG only, and cross-clamp time to participants undergoing select procedures 
in which this device was used; ICU =intensive care unit. 
"Fisher's Exact, with continuity correction applied. bt test. <Mann-Whitney. :1:= non-equal variances. 
* p < .05 
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TableM.6 

Differences in Mean Pre-Operative Cognitive Scores of Participants Who Did or Did Not 
Comelete 12-Week Follow-Ue 

Follow-uE 
Cognitive measure Completed Not df t/z 

com leted 
MMSE 26.02 (1.73) 26.75 (2.02) -1.45. 

n=62 n = 16 
TotalRBANS 85.10 (9.51) 84.20 (10.84) 75 .36 

n =62 n = 15 
RBANS domain 

Immediate Memory 88.35 (14.24) 91.00 (12.70) 76 -.68 
n =62 n = 16 

Visuospatial I Constructional 79.82 (11.82) 80.93 (14.12) -.03. 
n =62 n = 15 

Language 97.45 (7.21) 95.27 (12.29) 16.061 .78:j: 
n =62 n = 15 

Attention 90.71 (15.18) 80.80 (10.88) 75 2.38* 
n =62 n =15 

Delayed Memory 89.82 (12.31) 83.27 (21.65) -1.06. 
n =62 n = 15 

Note. Data are presented as means (and standard deviations). All scores except MMSE score are scaled 
index scores with a mean of 100 and standard deviation of 15. Comparisons are based on t tests unless 
other wise indicated. The sampling distributions of means of Total RBANS and Language were not 
normally distributed so logarithm transformations were performed. For Visuospatial/ Constructional, 
Delayed Memory, and MMSE score attempted transformations were not successful and so non
parametric tests (Mann-Whiney) were performed with these variables. MMSE =Mini Mental State 
Examination; RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Cognitive Status. 
•Mann-Whitney. :j: =unequal variances. 
*p < .05 
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TableM.7 
Comparison of Mean Scores on Measures of Pre-Operative Psychological Distress Between 
Participants Who Did or Did Not Complete 12-Week Follow-Up 

Follow-up 
Psychological distress measure Completed Not completed df t 
Geriatric Depression Scale 6.09 (5.55) 7.85 (6.25) 49 -.72 

n =41 n = 10 
State Trait Anxiety Inventory 34.70 (9.46) 38.5 (9.28) 51 -1.17 

n = 43 n = 10 
Global Severity Index 57.44 (7.58) 57.44 (7.81) 50 -.00 

n=43 n=9 
Note. Data are presented as means (and standard deviations) and comparisons are based on t tests. The 
sampling distributions of means of Geriatric Depression Scale score and State Trait Anxiety Inventory 
score were not normally distributed so logarithm and square root transformations were performed with 
these scores respectively. 

TableM.8 
Comparisons of Mean Follow-Up Cognitive Scores of Participants Who Were Assessed in the 
Same or Different Settings 

Follow-up setting 
Same Different 

Cognitive measure n=23 n =38 df t 
MMSE 26.39 (2.17) 26.29 (2.75) 59 .15 
Total RBANS 90.43 (9.20) 84.87 (12.48) 59 1.85 
RBANS domains 

Immediate Memory 94.52 (10.56) 92.16 (14.97) 59 .66 
Visuospa tial/ Constructional 80.52 (10.73) 83.89 (14.67) 59 -.96 
Language 100.09 (10.38) 94.45 (7.81) 59 2.41* 
Attention 98.13 (13.37) 87.32 (14.87) 59 2.86** 
Delayed Memory 93.22 (10 .07) 86.71 (15.28) 59 1.81:1= 

D-KEFSTMT 
Visual Scanning 8.00 (3.66) 8.14 (3.84) 55 -.14 
Number-Letter Switching 8.86 (2.82) 8.09 (3.25) 52 .90 
Motor Speed 9.77 (1.90) 9.29 (2.98) 53.99 .73:j: 
Number Sequencing errors .00 (.00) .18 (1.05) 55 -.79 
Letter Sequencing errors .04 (.20) .33 (1.19) 36.88 -1.40:j: 
Number-Letter Switching .38 (.62) .37 (.92) 50 .07 
errors 

Note. Data are presented as means (and standard deviations). All scores except MMSE score are scaled 
index scores with a mean of 100 and standard deviation of 15. Comparisons are based on t tests. MMSE = 
Mini Mental State Examination; RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Cognitive Status. 
:j: = unequal variances. 
*p < .0. **p < .01 
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Table M.9 

Differences in the Frequency of Decline Between Participants Who Were Assessed in the Same 
or Different Setting 

Cognitive measure on which 
decline observed 
MMSE 
TotalRBANS 
RBANS domain 

Assessment setting 
Same Different 
n = 23 n = 38 
2 (9) 5 (13) 
2 (89) 5 (13) 

Immediate Memory 0 (0) 3 (7) 
Visuospatial/ Constructional 3 (13) 2 (5) 
Language 2 (9) 7 (18) 
Attention 1 (4) 6 (16) 
Delayed Memory 1 (4) 6 (16) 

Fisher's 
7.12* 
7.12* 

16.22** 
10.48** 
6.29* 
8.53* 
8.53* 

Note. Values are frequencies (and percentages). MMSE =Mini Mental State 
Examination; RBANS = Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Cognitive Status. 
*p < .05. **p < .01 
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APPENDIXN 

Calculating Reliable Change Indices 

As discussed in chapter 3, RCI' s take into account the imperfect reliability of 

cognitive measures and provide an interval within which a participant's score is likely 

to fall given the imprecision of a measure (Jacobson & Truax, 1991). RCI's were 

calculated for each cognitive outcome measure (RBANS domain scores and Total score, 

and MMSE score). Procedures for calculating RCI's within the context of cardiac 

surgery have been outlined by Kneebone and colleagues (Kneebone, Andrew, Baker, & 

Knight, 1998). Kneebone and colleagues strongly advocate that practice effects are 

controlled for as part of the calculation of RCI' s. Controlling for practice effects requires 

an appropriate control group. In the absence of such a control group the RCI calculation 

procedure employed (as outlined below) does not include control for practice effects. 

According to Kneebone and colleagues, the first step in these calculations was to 

compute the standard error of measurement using the following formula: SEM = S01 [ v 

(1-rxx)] where sol is the standard deviation of participants' scores at pre-test, and rxx is 

the test-retest reliability coefficient 

In the absence of data from a more compatible sample, test-retest reliability 

coefficients from the RBANS manual, based on a sample of 100 participants retested 

after 1-7 days, were used (see Table N). Because coefficients less than 60 are 

unacceptable (Mitrushina, Boone, & O'Elia, 1999), the results from language, which had 

a test-retest coefficient of .46, should be viewed with caution. A test-retest reliability 
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coefficient of .69 was used for the MMSE based on a sample of 22 cognitively intact 

participants who were retested after two weeks by the same examiner (Molloy, 

Alemayehum, & Roberts, 1991). 

The second step was to calculate the SEctu£, which indicates the spread of the 

distribution of change scores that would be expected if there was no actual change. The 

SEctutis computed using the following formula: SEdiff= -12 (SEM)2
• 

The third step was to calculate aRC interval by multiplying the SEctu£ by 1.64. 

Given two-tailed prediction, 90% of the normal population were expected to fall within 

this interval, with 5% falling above and below this interval respectively. The resulting 

SEMand RC intervals for each measure are presented in Table N. 

TableN 
Test-Retest Reliability, Standard Error of Measurement and Reliable Change Confidence 
Intervals for RBANS and MMSE Scores 

Cognitive measure 
MMSE 
Total score on RBANS 
RBANS domains 

Immediate memory 
Visuospatial I 
Constructional 

Test-retest 
reliability 

.69 

.82 

.68 

.65 

Standard error of 
measurement 

0.95 
4.00 

7.95 
7.14 

Reliable change 
confidence interval 

+I -2.20 
+l-9.28 

+I -18.43 
+l-16.56 

Language .46 5.30 +I -12.30 
Attention .80 6.58 +I -15.27 
Delayed memory .64 8.00 +I -18.55 

Note. RBANS = Repetable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status; MMSE =Mini Mental 
State Examination. 

Follow-up minus pre-operative scores (or change scores) were computed for 

each participant, for each measure. Participants' whose change score fell above the RC 

interval, were classified as improved on that measure, whereas participants' whose 
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change scores fell below the RC interval, were classified as declined. The number and 

proportion of participants classified as improved, declined, or unchanged (when their 

score fell within the RC interval) are presented in Table 5.3 in chapter 5. 
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APPENDIXO 

Examining the Relationship Between Delirium and Cognitive Functioning 

TableO.l 
Comparison of Mean Cognitive Scores at Follow-Up of Participants Who Did or Did Not 
Develop Delirium 
Cognitive measure Delirium No delirium df t/z 
MMSE 25.20 (2.95) 26.64 (2.59) -2.12• 

n =20 n=42 
TotalRBANS 82.85 (12.08) 88.00 (12.53) 60 -1.53 

n =20 n=42 
RBANS domain 

Immediate Memory 87.30 (13.55) 94.62 (14.80) -2.24a 
n =20 n=42 

Visuospatial /Constructional 79.05 (9.46) 83.74 (15.03) 55.185 -1.49* 
n =20 n =42 

Language 94.95 (8.82) 96.57 (10.60) 60 -.59 
n = 20 n =42 

Attention 86.10 (16.70) 92.90 (15.33) 60 -1.59 
n = 20 n =42 

Delayed Memory 87.00 (15.05) 89.31 (14.37) -.36a 
n = 20 n =42 

D-KEFSTMT 
Visual Scanning 7.18 (3.88) 8.48 (3 .66) 55 .72 

n = 17 11 =40 
Number-Letter Switching 7.67 (3.20) 8.69 (3.02) 52 -.43 

n = 15 11=39 
Motor Speed 10.00 (2.42) 9.28 (2.67) -.04 

n = 16 n =40 
Number Sequencing errors .37 (1.51) .00 (.00) -.24 

n = 17 n =40 
Letter Sequencing errors .23 (.57) .21 (1.08) -1.24 

n = 17 n =40 
Number-Letter Switching errors .36 (1.03) .37 (.71) -1.26 

n = 15 n =37 
Note. Values represent means (and standard deviations). RBANS scores are scaled index scores with a 
mean of 100 and standard deviation of 15. D-KEFS TMT scores are z scores with a mean of 0 and standard 
deviation of 1. The sampling distributions of Motor Speed were not normally distributed and were 
transformed using reflect and square root. However, the sampling distributions of the means of 
Immediate Memory, Delayed Memory, MMSE, Visual Scanning, Number-Sequencing errors, Letter
Sequencing errors and Number-Letter Sequencing errors were not normally distributed for delirium and 
could not be transformed so non-parametric tests (Mann-Whitney} were performed for these 
comparisons. MMSE =Mini Mental State Examination; RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the Assessment 
of Cognitive Status; D-KEFS TMT =Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System Trail Making Test. 
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• =Mann-Whitney test;*= unequal variances. 
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Table0.2 
Comparison of the Frequency of Decline Between Participants Who Did or Did Not Develop 
Delirium 
Cognitive measure on which 
decline observed 
MMSE 
TotalRBANS 
RBANS domain 

Delirium 
4 (20) 
5 (25) 

No delirium 
4 (10) 
3 (7) 

Immediate Memory 1 (5) 3 (7) 
Visuospatial/ Constructional 1 (5) 5 (12) 
Language 4 (20) 6 (14) 
Attention 4 (20) 4 (10) 
Delayed Memory 4 (20) 4 (10) 

Fisher's 
.56 

2.15 

.00 

.16 

.04 

.56 

.56 
Note. Values are frequencies (and percentages). MMSE =Mini Mental State 
Examination; RBANS = Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Cognitive Status. 
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APPENDIXP 

Examining the Relationship Between Pre-operative Cognitive Impairment and Cognitive 

Functioning 

Table P.l 
Comparison of Mean Cognitive Scores at Follow-Up of Participants With and Without Pre
Operative Cognitive Impairment 

Cognitive measure 
MMSE 

TotalRBANS 

RBANS domain 
Immediate Memory 

Visuospatial I Constructional 

Language 

Attention 

Pre-operative 
impairment 

25.63 (2.16) 
n = 16 
78.75 (7.45) 
n = 16 

86.13 (10.55) 
n = 16 
74.31 (8.93) 
n = 16 
93.06 (7.90) 
n = 16 
84.88 (12.05) 
n = 16 

No pre-operative 
impairment df 

26.37 (2.95) 
n =46 
88.98 (12.91) 60 
n=46 

94.39 (15.43) 
n =46 
84.98 (13.91) 
n =46 
97.09 (10.54) 
n = 46 
92.74 (16.77) 
n =46 

60 

60 

60 

t/z 

-1.60. 

-2.99** 

-2.54*• 

-2.86** 

-1.39 

-1.72 

Delayed Memory 79.44 (13.86) 
n = 16 

91.74 (13.47) 
n= 46 

-3.05**• 

D-KEFSTMT 
Visual Scanning 8.43 (3.92) 7.98 (3.72) 55 -.42 

n = 14 n =43 
Number-Letter Switching 7.58 (2.87) 8.64 (3.12) 52 -1.05 

n = 12 n =42 
Motor Speed 9.29 (1.59) 9.55 (2.87) 54 .65 

n = 14 n =42 
Number Sequencing errors .00 (.00) .14 (.95) -.57• 

n = 14 n =43 
Letter Sequencing errors .21 (.59) .22 (1.04) -.54• 

n = 14 n =43 
Number-Letter Switching .35 (1.12) .38 (.70) -1.33• 
errors n = 12 n = 40 

Note. Values represent means (and standard deviations) unless otherwise indicated. The sampling 
distributions of the means of Immediate Memory, Delayed Memory and MMSE were not normally 
distributed and could not be transformed so non-parametric (Mann-Whitney) tests were performed for 
these comparisons. MMSE =Mini Mental State Examination; RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the 
Assessment of Cognitive Status; D-KEFS TMT =Delis-Kaplan Executive Functioning System Trail 
Making Test. 
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Table P.2 
Comparison of the Frequency of Decline Between Participants With or Without Pre-Operative 
Cognitive Impairment 
Cognitive measure on which 
decline observed 

Pre-operative 
impairment 

No pre-operative 
impairment Fisher's 

MMSE 
TotalRBANS 
RBANS domain 

2 (13) 
1 (6) 

6 (13) 
7 (15) 

.00 

.24 

Immediate Memory 0 (0) 4 (9) .40 
Visuospatial/ Constructional 0 (O) 6 (13) 1.06 
Language 3 (19) 7 (15) .00 
Attention 2 (13) 6 (13) .00 
Delayed Memory 2 (13) 6 (13) .00 

Note. Values are frequencies (and percentages). A continuity correction was applied in 
all analyses. MMSE =Mini Mental State Examination; RBANS = Repeatable Battery for 
the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status. 
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APPENDIXQ 

Identifying Potential Predictors of Cognitive Functioning 

Table Q.l 
Relationships Between Scores on the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of 
Neuropsychological Status and Mini Mental State Examination at Pre-operation and at Follow
U 
Cognitive 
measure pre
operation MMS 

E 

MMSE .37**• 

Total 
RBAN 

s 

Total RBANS .53** 
Immediate 
memory 
Visuospatial/ 
Constructiona 
l 
Language 
Attention 
Delayed 
memor 

Cognitive measure at follow-up 
Immediat Visuospatial/ 

e Constructiona Languag 
memory l e 

.31** 

-.33** 

.08 

Attentio 
n 

.70** 

Delaye 
d 

memor 

.35**• 

Note. Values are based on Pearson's correlations unless otherwise indicated. MMSE =Mini Mental State 
Examination; RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status. 
aspearman' s correlation. 
*p < .05. ** p < .01 

TableQ.2 
Relationships Between Total Score Pre-operatively on the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment 
of Neuropsychological Status and Scores on The Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System Trail 
Making Test at Follow-Up 

D-KEFS TMT condition at follow-up 
Number 

Number Number · Letter Letter 
Cognitive Visual Letter Motor Sequencing Sequencin Sequencin 
measure pre- Scannin Switching Speed Error g g 
operation g Error Error 
Total RBANS -.04" .33** .08 -.03 .17 .03 
Note. Values are based on Pearson's correlations unless otherwise indicated. D-KEFS TMT =Delis-Kaplan 
Executive Functioning Trail Making Test; RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of 
Neuropsychological Status. 
aspearman' s correlation 
*p < .05. ** p < .01 
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TableQ.3 
Relationships Between Demographic Variables, Depression Score at Follow-Up and Performance 
on the RBANS and MMSE at Follow-Up 

Cognitive measure 
Variable MMSE Total Immediate Visuospa tial I Language Attention Delayed 

RBANS Memory Constructional Memory 
Age -.38**• -.23 -.29* -1.31 -.01 -.03 -.35** 
n = 62 
Yrs of .16. .37**• .27*• .17. .29*• .40**• -.26*• 
schooling 
n=62 
GDS score -.31 •• .35**• -.23. -.48**• -.o5· -.27. -.34*• 
n =55 
Note. Values are based on Pearson's correlations unless otherwise indicated. The scores of Delayed 
Memory were not normally distributed, so a reflect and square root transformation was performed. For 
several variables attempted transformations were not successful and non-parametric correlations 
(Spearman's) were performed for the following variables: MMSE score; years of schooling and GDS score. 
MMSE =Mini Mental State Examination; RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of 
Neuropsychological Status; GDS =Geriatric Depression Scale. 
•spearman's correlation. 
*p < .05. ** p < .01 

Table Q.4 
Relationships Between Demographic Variables, Depression Score at Follow-Up and Performance 
on the D-KEFS TMT at Follow-Up 

Variable Visual 
Scanning 

Number 
Letter 

Switching 

Age -.22 -.29* 
n =57 n =54 

Yrs of .18 .36** 
schooling n =57 n =54 
GDS -.23 -.19 

D-KEFS TMT 
Motor Number 
Speed Sequencing 

Error 

.07 .18 
n =56 n =57 

.03 -.04 
n =56 n= 57 

-.09 -.12 

Letter Number 
Sequencing Letter 

Error Sequencing 
Error 

-.08 .20 
n =57 n =52 

-.00 -.09 
n =57 n =52 

.21 .12 
score n =52 n =50 n = 51 n = 52 11 =52 11 = 48 
Note. Value's are coefficients based on Spearman's correlations. D-KEFS TMT =Delis-Kaplan Executive 
Functioning Trail Making Test; GDS = Geriatric Depression Scale. 
*p < .05. ** p < .01 
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Table Q.5 
Comparison of Performance on the RBANS and MMSE at Follow-Up Between Participants with Different Demographic and Medical 
Characteristics 

Co nitive score 
Ch aracteristic MMSE Total Immediate Visu ospatial Language Atten tion Delayed 

RBANS Memory Constructional Memory 
Gender Male 26.00 (2.78) 85.65 (12.11) 90.92 (13.67) 82.54 (12.55) 96.02 (10.09) 90.52 (16.46) 87.67 (14.40) 

Female 27.10 (2.69) 89.90 (14.68) 99.20 (18.50) 80.60 (18.84) 96.20 (10.18) 91.70 (13.90) 93.20 (14.94) 
df 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 
t -1.40° -.98 -1.65 .41 -.s5· -2.12 1.42 

Angina 4+ 26.56 (1.54) 86.39 (10.24) 92.11 (12.73) 80.50 (12.84) 95.06 (10.31) 91.17 (12.99) 90.67 (16.20) 
class <4 26.29 (3.04) 87.29 (13.32) 93.29 (15.68) 83.95 (13.77) 96.46 (10.36) 92.05 (16.33) 88.46 (13.92) 

df 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 
t -.35° -.26 -.62" -.90 -.49 -.20 -u s· 

ASA 4+ 26.00 (3.56) 84.10 (13.83) 90.10 (14.30) 81.76 (13.13) 96.31 (11.18) 89.03 (18.47) 84.69 (14.58) 
score <4 26.31 (2.02) 89.92 (11.60) 96.42 (15.13) 84.08 (14.76) 94.73 (9.76) 93.77 (13.51) 94.15 (12.86) 

df 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 
t -.53 a -1.68 -1.14 ° -.62 .56 -1.07 2.62* 

History of History 25.81 (3.69) 82.00 (13.66) 89.69 (17.22) 77.75 (12.62) 96.31 (12.33) 86.88 (15.31) 83.81(17.39) 
neuro No 26.30 (2.41) 87.85 (11.89) 93.15 (13.82) 83.78 (13.69) 95.96(9.24) 92.04 (16.15) 90.22 (13.18) 

history 
df 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 
t -.29 -1.63 -.32. -1.55 -.73° -1.12 -1.23. 

Diabetes Positive 26.38 (2.50) 84.88 (8.17) 88.88 (10.99) 80.63 (15.23) 96.63 (6.91) 89.50 (8.93) 88.63 (11.81) 
Negative 26.15 (2.83) 86.56 (13.09) 92.76 (15.20) 82.46 (13.46) 95.96 (10.45) 90.89 (16.82) 88.56 (14.96) 
df 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 
t -.03" -.35 -.69 -.36 .17 -.23 .15 

Athero Positive 26.09 (2.91) 85.39 (12.94) 91.37 (15.33) 81.80 (14.20) 95.75 (10.60) 88.85 (15.32) 88.07 (14.98) 
Negative 26.75 (1.58) 92.75 (6.76) 98.25 (7.65) 85.13 (14.20) 98.13 (4.39) 103.25 (15.51) 91.88 (1 1.03) 
df 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 
t -.28a -1.57 -1.24 -.64 -.63 -2.48* .51 

Post-op Positive 22.00 (4.18) 82.40 (16.91) 91.20 (20.27) 76.60 (12.16) 94.40 (13.58) 88.60 (18.42) 82.60 (17.78) 
neuro Negative 26.54 (2.33) 86.68 (12.21) 92.35 (14.36) 82.72 (13.69) 96.19 (9.80) 90.89 (15.91) 89.09 (14.26) 

df 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 
df.= 60 t -2.34*" -.73 -.17 -.97 -.38 -.31 .88 
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Note. Values represent means (and standard deviations) unless otherwise indicated. Comparisons are based on t tests unless otherwise indicated. The 
sampling distributions of the means of several variables were not always normally distributed for the groups being compared, and transformations were 
performed. The variables and the transformations (in parentheses) and the relevant comparison groups included: Language (logarithm) and history of 
neurological event; Delayed Memory (reflect and square root) and gender, atherosclerosis, diabetes, neurological event post-operation and ASA score. 
RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status; MMSE =Mini Mental State Examination; Angina class refers to New 
York Health Association Classification; ASA =American Society of Anaesthesiologists; Athero =Atherosclerosis of the native coronary artery. 
aMann-Whitney sot replaced by z. 
*p < .05. ** p < .01 
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Table Q.6 
Comparisons of Performance on the D-KEFS TMT at Follow-Up Between Participants with Different Demographic and Medical 
Characteristics 

Cognitive score 
Characteristic Visual Number-Letter Motor Speed Number Letter Number-Letter 

Scanning Switching Seguencing error Seguencing error Switching error 
Gender Male 7.77 (3.64) 8.20 (3.10) 9.64 (2.54) .13 (.90) .26 (1.03) .35 (.68) 

Female 9.78 (4.02) 9.44 (2.88) 8.67 (2.92) .00 (.00) .00 (.00) .47 (1.29) 
df 55 54 
t 1.76 -1.41 a -1.03 -.43" -1.11" -.70" 

Angina 4+ 8.61 (2.87) 7.94 (2.98) 9.65 (2 .26) .00 (.00) .22 (.55) .61 (1.15) 
class <4 7.78 (4.18) 8.78 (3.07) 9.35 (2.80) .00 (.00) .23 (1.12) .25 (.56) 

df 53 50 52 
t -4.25 -.92 -.25 X -.93" -.70" 

ASA 4+ 8.52 (3.38) 8.65 (3 .20) 10.29 (2.65) .25 (1.25) .34 (1.35) .23 (.49) 
score <4 7.60 (4.20) 8.04 (3.32) 8.96 (2.41) .00 (.00) .07 (.25) .54 (1.07) 

df 48 45 47 
t -.72 .64 -2.05* -1.00" -.50" -.35" 

History of History 7.57 (3.34) 7.31 (3 .04)- 9.64 (2.56) .00 (.00) .21 (.59) .14 (.35) 
neuro No history 8.26 (3.88) 8.76 (3 .04) 9.43 (2.64) .14 (.95) .22 (1.04) .45 (.89) 

df 55 54 
t .80 -1.36" -.23 -.57" -.54" -1.1 0" 

Diabetes Diabetes 8.14 (3.02) 8.57 (1.81) 9.86 (1.86) .00 (.00) .00 (.00) .70 (.83) 
No diabetes 8.08 (3.85) 8.38 (3.23) 9.43 (2.70) .12 (.88) .25 (1.01) .32 (.80) 
df 55 54 
t .16 -.30" -.26 -.37" -.96" -1.56" 

Athero Athero 7.53 (3.65) 8.11 (3.14) 9.48 (2.51) .13 (.89) .26 (1.02) .41 (.86) 
No athero 11.50 (2.27) 10.43 (1.51) 9.50 (3.30) .00 (.00) .00 (.00) .14 (.18) 
df 52 54 
t -2.99**" -1.91 .10 -.40" -1.04" -.10" 

Post-op Neuro 6.33 (5.51) 7.67 (4.93) 8.67 (5 .13) .00 (.00) .31 (.53) .00 (.00) 
neuro No neuro 8.19 (3.67) 8.45 (3.00) 9.53 (2.47) .12 (.85) .21 (.97) .39 (.82) 

df 55 52 
t .72 -.43 -.04" -.24" -1.24" -1.26" 

Note. Values represent means (and standard deviations) unless otherwise indicated·. Comparisons are based on t-tests unless otherwise indicated. The 
sampling distributions of means of several variables were not normally distributed so transformations were performed. The variables and the 
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transformations used (in parentheses) included: Visual Scanning (reflect and square root) and gender, diabetes, history of neurological event, 
neurological event post-operation, ASA score, and angina score; Motor Speed (reflect and square root) and gender, atherosclerosis, diabetes, history of 
neurological event, ASA score and angina score. RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status; MMSE =Mini Mental 
State Examination; Angina class refers to New York Health Association Classification; ASA =American Society of Anaesthesiologists; Athero = 
Atherosclerosis of the native coronary artery. 
•Mann-Whitney.- because degrees of freedom do not apply. x = t cannot be computed because the standard deviations of both groups are 0. 
*p < .05. ** p < .01 
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APPENDIXR 

Regression Analyses 

Checking Assumptions for Regression Analyses 

The assumptions for both sets of regression analyses were checked by inspecting 

normal probability plots, and scatterplots of residuals. Several variables were not 

normally distributed, and transformations were performed to improve the normality, 

linearity, and homoscedasticity of residuals. The variables that were transformed, and 

the transformation used (in parentheses) included: Delayed Memory score pre

operation (reflect and logarithm); Total RBANS score pre-operation (logarithm, for 

analysis of Visual Scanning only); MMSE score pre-operation (reflect and square root) 

and age (square root, for analysis of MMSE only). 

Transformations of years of schooling and Geriatric Depression Scale score did 

not improve residuals scatterplots, therefore, non-transformed variables were used in 

the models including these variables. Using a p < .001 criterion for Mahalanobis 

distance, one multivariate outlier among cases was identified, in the analysis of 

Visuospatial/ Constructional performance. This outlier appeared to exert little effect on 

the mean and so was retained in analyses. 
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TableR 
Outcome Variables and Predictors in Non-Significant Regression Models 
Outcome variables Predictors at step 1 
RBANS domains 

Language Language pre-op; years of schooling 
D-KEFSTMT 

Motor Speed Total RBANS pre-op; ASA score 
Number Sequencing errors Total RBANS pre-op 
Letter Sequencing errors Total RBANS pre-op 
Number-Letter Sequencing errors Total RBANS pre-op 

Note. RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Cognitive Status; D-KEFS TMT =Delis-Kaplan 
Executive Functioning System Trail Making Test. 
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APPENDIXS 

Checking Assumptions for Profile Analyses 

A profile analysis was performed on the five subtests of the RBANS pre

operation. The grouping variable was delirium: (1) delirium, (2) no delirium. Although 

six outliers were identified, these were retained in analyses as they appeared to exert 

little effect on group means. Assumptions of normality of sampling distributions, 

homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices and linearity were met. In one instance 

multicollinearity was violated, consequently the dependent variable Attention score 

was discarded from analysis (although it still appears in Figure 7.1). 
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TableT 
Confidence Intervals for Clinical Classification Ranges of Participants Who Did or Did Not Develop Delirium 

Delirium No delirium 
Cognitive Pre-operation Follow-up Pre-operation Follow-up 
measure 
Total RBANS Low Average-Low Low Average-Low Low Average-Low Average Low Average-Average 

Average Average 
RBANS domain 

Immediate Low Average-Low Low Average-Average Low Average-Average Average-Average 
memory Average 
Visuospatial I Borderline-Low Average Borderline-Low Average Borderline-Low Average Low Average-Low Average 
Constructional 
Language • Average-Average Average-Average Average-Average Average-Average 
Attention Low Average-Average Low Average-Average Low Average-Average Average-Average 
Delayed Low Average-Average Low Average-Average Low Average-Average Low Average-Average 
memor 

Note. RBANS = Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status. 
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APPENDIXU 

Findings From Post-hoc Analyses 

TableU.l 
Comparison of the Frequency of Decline Between Participants Who Did or Did Not Develop 
Delirium, When Decline Criterion Included "No Change" 
Cognitive measure Delirium No delirium Fisher's 
MMSE 17 (81) 

Total RBANS 17 (81) 

RBANS domain 

37 (90) 

33 (80) 
.00 
.07 

Immediate Memory 17 (81) 32 (78) .21 
Visuospatial I Constructional 18 (86) 34 (83) .29 
Language 18 (86) 38 (93) .00 
Attention 19 (90) 39 (95) .00 
Delayed Memory 19 (90) 37 (90) .16 

Note. Values represent frequencies (and percentages). MMSE =Mini Mental State Examination; RBANS = 
Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Cognitive Status. 

TableU.2 
Investigating a Moderator Effect in a Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Performance 
on Attention at Follow-Up 

Outcome Predictor 
variable variables 

Attention Step 1 
Attention pre-op 
Years of schooling 
Atherosclerosis 

Step 2 
Pre-operative cognitive 
impairment 

Step 3 
Delirium 

Step4 
Pre-operative 
impairment X Delirium 

B 

.67 
1.87 
4.50 

1.64 

14.04 

-4.23 

Confidence 
intervals for B 

Lower Upper 

.45 
-.48 

-4.78 

-21.37 

-10.15 

-18.25 

.89 
4.21 

13.78 

24.64 

38.23 

9.78 

Note. Atherosclerosis refers to atherosclerosis of the native coronary artery. 
*p < .05. ** p < .01 

.64** 
.17 
.10 

.05 

.41 

-.32 

l1R2 

.51** 

.00 

.04* 

.00 
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RBANS =Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status; IM = 
Immediate Memory; V /C = Visuospatial/Constructional; L =Language; A= Attention; 
DM =Delayed Memory. 

Figure U. Comparison of Pre-Operative RBANS Profile of a Group of Cardiac Surgery 
Candidates, with Profiles of Groups of Patients With Alzheimer's Disease or Vascular 
Dementia. 
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